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Mineral Engineering scien1:ist
wins inaugural McLennan medal

Despite sonle reservations. I! ••

ASTEC report welcomed
by Chairman

Dr Brian Sowerbv

The highly-successful trans
fer of au iunovative coal
aualysis system has wou
CSIRO scientist Or Brian
Sowerhy the iUllugural Sir
lan McLennan Achieve
ment for Industry Awant

Outstanding research of
benefit to the wider community
was the major criterion for the
award, which was instituted
this year by thc CSIRO Advis
ory Council, and presented at
a cercmony on 3 Dccembcr in
Sydncy.

Dr Sowerby, a senior princi
pal research ,dcntlst, is with
the Division of Mineral
Engineering's Lucas Heights
laboratory.

His COaISCi.lfl II1strurnenl
offers a revolutionary new way
of analy,ing the 'dirt', or ash.
content of coal.

These measurements are
critical ill monitoring the wash
ing and grading or coals to
ensure minimum wastage and
product of consistcnt quality.
This is particularly illlp0rlant

when coal is exported, as heavy
penalties apply if contractual
specifications are broken.

Coalscan is now in operation
in many of Australia's largest
coal mines and the use of the
instJ'llment is still spreading.
The instrument has madc a
major contribution to the mar
ket success of Adelaide-based
company Mineral Control
Instrumentation Pty Ltd,
which has generated sales
excceding $2.5 million.

Export prospects

It was reccntly installed
overseas for the first time' and
export prospects arc excellent.

In honouring Dr Sowerby,
thc judging panel noted that
his achievemcnt had bencfitcd
two industries - the mining
and manufacturing sectors.
*The award was named in
honour or eminent Australian
businessman Sir Inn rvlcLen
nan (sec CoR('s('l/l'ch No. 2R5,
October'R5) .

CSIRO Chairman Or Keith
Boardman has welcomed
many of the findings of the
Australian Science and
Technology Council's
report on CSIRO.

However, he criticized a key
recommendation which, if
accepted, would have CSIRO
run by an eight-member board
on which the Organization
would have only one represen
tative - a chief cxeeutive
officer appointed by the board.

Despite his reservations, Or
Boardman saiel the ASTEC
report provided CSIRO with
both 'a clear chatter and a
challenge'.

'If adopted, the report will
give us the flexibility we need
to respond most effectively to
changing national priorities
and, at the same time, a degree
of continuity and stability.

'All are crucial for a research
organization like CSIRO,'

The Organization particu
larly endorsed recommenda
tions that:

CSIRO continue to concen
trate on longer tcrm, more
broadly applicable
research, balanced by an
emphasis on shorter term,
more directly applicable
research;
it make a firm commilmcnt
tn lnmsfer results to users;
it undertake more contract
research for industry;
it be able to retain incomc
from contract research.
licences and other sources~

personnel management
policies be made more 1'Iex
ible.

Dr Boardman is now 'vigor
ously' presenting his contrary
views on the proposed ABC
style managemcnt structure to
the Federal Government.

While agreeing with the
report that the Organizntion
needs to clearly scparate policy
and management roles, Dr
Boardman also said tup man
agemcnt should bc involved
in, and so committed to, policy
decision making.

This was in line with modern
managcmcnt practice, he said.

'We believe, therefore, that report summary and recom
CSIRO should have more than mendations are reproduced on
one reprcsentative on the pp. 7 and R.
proposed board, and that the The second ASTEC report
Chief Executive, because of (tabled at the same time as the
his crucial policy and leader- CSIRO report), dealing with
ship role, should be appointed the broader issues of Govern
by Cabinet and not be a merc ment funded research and
servant of the board. development in Australia, will

'This is essential for main- be outlined in the February
taining the partnership bct- issue of CoResearch. Becanse
ween scientists and users which of the space devoted to the
has characterized CSIRO's ASTEC report, regular fea
success over many years.' tures such as the EEO column,

*01' Boarclman's comments A Matter of Opinion, On the
appear in full in his column Record and Tech Talk have
over the page. All the ASTEC been held over until next year.

Hie Fedeml GOI'el'llment commissioned the report into
CS1RO ill May this year, and it was tabled ;,/ Parliamellt all
Wedllesday, 27 November, It's eigbt years sillce the last major
revielt' of CSIRO - tbe Birch report. Whell framing the terms
of reference, it became cleal' that tbe role of CSIRO shonld not
be seen in isolation bllt as part of the overall policy of
gOl'emment development, alld tbe Govemment decided 10 make
the review of the Organization part of a wider stlldy, flSTEC
was asked to address tbe general qllestion oftbe rationale for
govel'llmC/lt involvemellt in researdl and developme11l and 10
apply itsjilldillgsjiJ:st to CSIRO and then otberpllblicly-fllnded
research organization.I·. ASTEC lI'as also asked to examine the
reason j{}/' the disappointingly Iow level of research and
del,etopmellt ill tbe pripate sector alld to SlIggest lI'ays by which
it conld be increased.

Couper points the way

No, Bob COllper ./i'om Ihe Division of Bllilding Research is not
deliverillK a (ecrllre 011 creatiollism, bllr merely explaining rhe
acollstic workillgs of DBR's reverberallon chamber 10 a visiting
grollp of librarialls. For a /'Un-down 011 other Building Research
aClivitil!s. see pp. 3--() , (Incidentally, views on creationisrn are also
aired ill this issue. Turn 10 1'.2).
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Dear Editor,
I am writing concerning
CREATIONISM. My belief is
that the earth was created by
God in six periods of 1000
years' length (a day with God
is 1000 years with mun).

Conventional wisdom, as
espoused by Darwin and his
mentor, Charles Lyell, is that
the earth and life in all its
forms came about by accident
and slow change. There is an
abundance of evidencc to
demonstratc that extinction of
life forms has occurred through
catastrophe. There is none b'Ot
ter than the extinction of the
mammoths in Siberia. Thcir
death and preservation camc
about so quickly that thcir
flesh is still edible, thousands
of years later. Undigested grass
found in them no longer grows
in the area, but grows
thousands of kilometres to the
south.

Coal is often used as an
example of the product of slow
change, formed well before
the advent of man. A gold
chain, an iron pot and a spoon
have been found in different
coal deposits. These deposits
must have therefore been
formed within the time of
civilised man. Recently coal
has been formed artificially in
the laboratory in one year
(Nature v.314, p.316, 28 Mar
1985).

One requirement of the
theory of evolution is that
there be a new species and
missing links between species.
Where are the missing links?
Where are the fertile new
species?

Consider the perfect organi
zation of the human body.
That this should rcsult from a
series of accidents to the
amoeba defies imagination.
We can just as well expcet a
dictionary to rcsult from a
series of accidents to a pile of
letters. To create order out of
disorder requires a guiding
intelligence.

There is a creator. He did
create the earth and all life
forms in it.

Ronald H Hill
Division of Atmospheric

Research
Dear Editor,
Invariably spawned from the
USA, fundamentalist Christ
ian groups and organizations
such as the Brisbane-based
Creation Science Foundation
Lld fight a never ending battle
against truth, honesty and the
scientific method! Does that
sound a bit reactionary? Be in
no doubt of mind. The advo
cates of equal time for ercation
science and evolution in thc
school curricula are not just a
few religious zealots indulging
in a Don Ouixote activity
against the windmill of scicnce.
They are wcll organized, pro
duce attractive, multicoloured
publications (CSIRO could
learn fmm thcm) and havc
already succccdcd in equal
timc in the Qucensland Gov
ernment secondary school sys
tcm. In thcir own so-called
Christian schools no equal time
is to be found - no normal
biology or other life and
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natural sciences are taught.
Any science (eg. cosmology,
physics, chemistry, biology,
geology, etc) that contradicts
in any way the literal fun
damentalist beliefs is dismissed
as wrong or is portrayed as a
series of lies designed to 'prop
up' evolution.

The targets of these anti
science groups are children
and the uninformed. Their
theology is simplistic and
rejected by most mainstream
Christian churches. And yet
no major science organization
or Christian church in
Australia has publicly con
tradicted this bizarre move
ment. All scientists should be
aware of their responsibilities
(sce CoResearch No. 286, p.
12) to counteract this insidious
anti-science movement in our
society.

N.W. Archbold
CSIRO Geomeehanies

CoResearch "as recei~ed a
nllmber of thollght-pro~okillg

letters 011 l!lis 1Il0nt"'s special
sll~iect, creationislIl. Unfortll
lIately it's 1101 po,.\·ible to pllb
lis" t"em all ill t!lis isslle, and
some "a~e been held o~er fO/'
early nexl year.

0111' special comment sec
tion .for the Febrrlary isslle of
CoResearch is, not sllrpri.f
ingly, t"e ASl'EC report.
Becallse (~f space restrictions
we mllst ask correspondents to
limit their letters to betweell
150 and 200 wordf. l1te dead
line is MO/ulay, 27 Janllary.

Dear Editor,
Creationism, as understood as
a virtually literal interpretation
of the early chapters of
Genesis, is unacceptable on
both scientific and religious
grounds.

With the former, the empir
ical method of science is subju
gated to a putatively infallible
written document; with the
latter, the purpose and signifi
cance of the passages are mis
construed.

Yet. while Darwinian evolu
tion, including its later
developments, may doubtless
be adequate for small-scale
variations such as colour
changes, it is not without dif
ficulties for large-scale changes
such as the dcvelopment of
wings, or the complex, recip
rocal actions of different
species mutually assisting each
other's fertilization processes.

Despite the disparaging of
the old 'argument from design'
(Paley's watch etc.), and
despite efforts to exclude tele
ological considerations from
normal scientific practice, indi
cations of directive. purposive
activity still obtrude. Hence,
one finds, for example, 1-1.
Bergson's 'creative evolution',
and G.B. Shaw's life-force, as
expounded in the Preface of
"Back to Methuselah", and

hence the typical Shavian ques
tion: 'Are we really to believe
that a pondful of amoebas
evolved into the French
Academy?'

Indeed, even Hume and
Kant, prominent as drastic cri
tics of the argumen t from
design, still admitted to a fasci
nation with it.

Evolution, as wcll as its
strictly scientific aspeet, also
raises issues of overall
philosophy or world-view, and
the two connotations are often
intertwined.

At least creation ism should
challenge us to acknowledge
that there are certain funda
mental questions (eg. the
nature and destiny of man 
sorry, humanity) that should
not be casually swept under
the carpet.

Geoff Forster
CILES

Dear Editor,
The creationism dispute is bet
ween a very small group
who claim to be scientific and
religious and the vast majority
of both scientists and churches.

From the article in Science,
Feb 19 1982, it's clear that it
was officials of the Methodist,
Episcopalian, Roman Cath
olic, Presbyterian and South
ern Baptist churches together
with Jewish and edu
cational bodies that success
fully challenged the 'Balanced
Treatment of Creation Sci
ence... ' Act in Arkansas in
1981.

Liz Burden's implication [in
a note to division com
municators] that 'creationism'
is being taught in church
schools probably relics on a
report that the creationists
have one small school in
Queensland.

Liz asks if it is fair to use
religious beliefs to dispute sci
entific theories (of evolution)
without using scientific princi
ples to question religious
beliefs. Either activity is fair;
both may be unprofitable.
Belief in science (order in the
physical world) and belief in
religion (order in the moral
spiritual-ethical world) mav be
compatible or imeompaiible
depending on particular
beliefs.

Few take the doctrine of the
trinity as a definition of three,
or trans-substantiation as a
chemical statement. But much
'science' is accepted by faith.
Try asking people to explain,
without quoting authority,
their beliefs in quantum
mechanics, gcneral relativity
or the electron.

I believe science (and true
religion) has more to fear from
the many who give credence to
astrology than from the fcw
who believe in creationism.

John H Taplin
Division of Minerals

and Gcochemistry
Dear Editor,
Might I suggest that those who
havc a view supporting
Crcationism arc likely not to
want an instant lottery ticket.

Greg Davis
Research Scientist

Division of Groundwater
Research

From the A ....Iumn by

Ch i DrKeldt
a mean Doardman

I am writing this column the
day after I received from the
Department of The Prime
Minister and Cabinet copies of
the ASTEC reports. The
reports provide strong reasons
for the funding and perfor
mance of R&D by govern
ment, but stress the imbalance
in Anstralia between the level
of performance lInd the dis
tribution of funding between
the public and private sectors.

I was pleased to learn that
ASTEC has reaffirmed the
advantages of a large multidis
ciplinary statutory authority,
particularly one with the repu
tation and prestige of CSIRO,
for the conduct of applications
oriented rcseareh of the longer
term and broadly applicable
nature. The main role of
CSIRO as recommended by
the Birch inquiry and adopted
by the Government in 1978 is
confirmed, but ASTEC recom
mends that greater efforts be
directed to interactions with
the end-uscrs or potential end
users of our research and to
ensuring the effective transfer
of the research results. ASTEC
believes that CSIRO's research
should be directed primarily
towards the technological
development of Australian
industries. It recommends that
the longer term studies should
appropriately be balanced by
shorter term more directly
applicable activities. I have no
quarrel with this view, but I'
would be conecrned if there
was too much emphasis on
specific short-term projects at
the expense of the longer-term
and broadly applicable studies,
particularly if this meant trans
ferring a substantial proportion
of appropriation funds from
strategic research to short term
tactical research for particular
firms. On the other hand, I
strongly support the view that
divisions should actively seek
support from industry for the
tactical cnd of the research
spectrum, and applaud the
ASTEC recommcndation that
these additional funds, as well
as the earnings from the com
mercialization of CSIRO's
rescarch, should not be used to
reduce the level of appropria
tion funding.

It is vital that we have a
balanced effort which main
tains our research at the cutting
edge of science and technol
ogy, but ensures that the
research is being applied for
the benefit of all industry sec
tors and the community.
ASTEC acknowledges that
pure basic research is an
appropriate activity for CSI RO
provided it is integrated into
our total program of work and
is directed towards our major
objcctives. It questions
whcther research groups con
ducting pure basic research not
linked to olll' major objectives
should remalll in the Organiza
tion.

I hclieve thc initiativcs Illtro
dueed by the Organization dur-

ing the past two years demon
strate that CSIRO is already
well down the track in imple
menting many of the ASTEC
recommendations. The forma
tion of divisional advisory
groups, the expanded criteria
for promotion, the introduc
tion of formal corporate plan
ning, thc formation of Sirotech
and the introduction of tile
CSIRO Manufacturing Indus
try Collaborative Program and
the CSIRO-universities joint
research schemes are some of
those initiatives. They are
intended to improve our
interactions with end users as
well as other research perfor
mers and lead to greater com
mercialization of our research
results.

It is surprising, therefore,
that ASTEC has seen fit to
recommend a major change in
the top organization structure
to an ABC-type structure. I
strongly put the view to
ASTEC that the proposed
structure is contrary to the
corporate culture of the
Organization and it could even
jeo~pardize the implementation
of the rccommendations of the
ASTEC report and inhibit
CSIRO from playing an impor
tant and vital role in fostering
the development of major
industry sectors, including new
industries.

I see a potential for conflict
between the Organization and
an essentially outside board,
although I realize that much
depends on the individuals
appointed. The tremendous
co-operative effort which has
prevailed in the p~st with a
governing board consisting of
a mixture of part-timc and
full-time members will be lost.
I believe decisions on the
objectives of the Organization
and the setting of broad
prioritles requires a blend of
internal and external inputs
and this blend should be
reflected in the composition of
the governing body of the
Organization. Modern philos
ophies of management
emphasize the importance of
integrating policy-making and
implementation, and progres
sive companies have boards
which consist of a mixture of
non-executive and executive
directors. Many Australian
companies, particularly those
with some involvcment in high
technology have moved in this
direction, and a brief survey I
had carried out of the composi
Ion of boards of some 'hi-tech'
companies in the USA showed
all have more than one execu
tive director on their boards.
Many of the companies have a
full-time Chairman/Chief
Executive. It seems the board
structure proposed by ASTEC
could be considered old
fashioncd even for private
companies.

A Chief Executive of
CSfRO appointed and dismlss
able by a board drawn from
outside the Organization
rather than by the Executivc
Council of Govcrnment would
not have the status of the
prescnt Chairman/Chief
Executivc I believe a hoard
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Where to from here?

Some of the workshop 'boys'. /<1'0111 left to right, fim Wilson, Ran Peacock, Cary Hallllall, Mark
Watkins, ROil Maxted and David Dennis. Belfast-born fim Wilson, who has spent 14 years with
CSIRO, is the head of the workshop. Machine, sheet metal, welding, plumbing, refrigeration,

. carpenters and painters shops, as well as the 1001 room, fall under his jurisdiction. At present, one
of the projects underway is the construction of a machine which makes charcoal from sawdust (not
pictured). At anyone time, three or four major projecrs are on the drawing board, said fim. Keeps
them all pretty busy.

ConI. on p.S

ImmJilIII
~
"Design for Durability
The objective of this program
is to improvc the durability of
building materials and compo
nents.

The work is aimed at predict
ing durability at thc design
stage and applying the results
to select materials with
improved properties, design
new components, provide bet
tcr protection to components,
modify the environment or
improve installation and oper
ational procedures.

The first study along these
lines produced solar weather
ing index maps of Australia,
while recell! work has pro
duced a eorrosivity map of
Melbourne, quarry face selec
tion procedures, sound aggre
gates and a new durability
assessment for exposed con
crete.
LEADER: Dr Keith Martin

'Life Cycle Performance
The objective is to predict and
influence the performance of
structures during their life
spans. to enable optimal use of
resources.

This program covers houses,
commercial and industrial
buildings and civil engineering
works, as well as their
associated mechanical and
other engineered services. Sci
entists are seeking to under
stand the basic processes tak
ing place in creating and using
constructed facilities and to
measure the performance of
these processes and facilities.

Work involves the develop
ment of mathematical models
and criteria for predicting per
formance and productivity of
facilities, and includes research
into 'artificial intelligence'.
LEADER: Dr Frank
Bromilow
'Safety and Risk
The object of work in this
program is to make structures
safe from the onslaught of
fires, floods, cyclones and
other natural hazards, as well
HS man-made hazards.

Part of the work is concerned
with structural design methods
related to safety. The
immediate aim is to resolve the
uncertainties of current infor
mation on structures. soils and
loads and to come up with
cost-effectivc building design.

A second part of the prog
ram is concerned with the
study of existing safety sys
tems. including available pro
tection against hazards such as
building fires and explosions.
LEADER: Dr Bob Leicester

Shelter and Infrastructure
Assisting local government and
indust;y is onc of the major
aims of this program. The use
of 'cxpert systems' for planning

DBR's four programs are
aimed at all sections of the
industry. [n fact. the Division
often goes where no sCIence
has gone before.

developed by the Division in
the 1970s, many builders were
'overbuilding' their houses.

[n onc estimate, the timber
code has saved industry and
thc community some $25 mill
ion each year since its introduc
tion in 1974.

co-ordination has never been
spelled out. There have never
been any examples given of
lack of co-ordination or of
ways which wc have failed to
respond to Government
requests.'

BRDAC's expected recom
mendation to the Governmcnt
to take Building Research out
of CSIRO is wholeheartedly
opposed by Dr Blakey but
official opposition to the move
within BRDAC is difficult.

The Division was eliminated
from formal participation in
BRDAC decisions in a re
organization two years ago,
despite an association dating
back about 40 years.

In the past, a member of the
CSIRO Executive or Institute
Director, as well as the DBR
Chief. sat on the Committee.
Now, Dr Blakey attends meet
ings as an observer only.

'This means there's no way
of recording the fact that
there's an alternative view to
the one the committee has
accepted,' said Dr Blakey.

Perhaps the greatest fear Dr
Blakey and many of his stalf
have is the possibility of a
swing towards short-term trou
ble shooting and away from
broader research.

'There would probably cease
to be any effective long-term
consideration 01 thc needs of
the industry.' he said.

'It would become very much
an ad hoc response to day-to
day requirements.

'The thing which is needed
more than anything is effective
anticipation of (he needs of
industry. That would be impos
sible if the Organization was
directly under Governmcnt
control,' said Dr Blakcy.

'That was the tenor of the
Housing and Construction sub
mission to the ASTEC review
- that priorities would be set
by Government.'

Advisory Committee
(BRDAC) early next year.

DBR Chief Dr Lex Blakey
is rather sceptical about the
motives for such a proposal.

'BRDAC has been led by
the Department of Housing
and Construction to believe
that there would be "improved
co-ordination".' he said.

'What is meant by improved

back-up neccssary to produce
cffective building standards.
This takes about one-third of
their time in research and
participation in about 100 Stan
dards Associatinn of Australia
committccs.

DBR claims architects and
builders can often save millions
of dollars by using the codes
formulated by these commit
tees.

For example, until the Light
Timbcr Framing Code was

***

***
'We are, ill eilec!, helpillg to bllild A IIstralia's third centllry 
by rebllildillg ollr j1rst am/ secolld cenll/ries, mu/ by belping to
ellSllre tbat wb{/( we bllild today lasts well past tomorrow' 
Blakey,

Setting the industry standard
One (thoroughly res
earched) word rmm the
Division can result in a
change to building stan
dat'ds ill Australia.

The construction industry is
controlled by rigorous codes
and DBR regularly contributes
new informatinn which cffee
tively changes the standard in
the industry.

Scientists and engineers at
DBR providc thc tcchnical

The possibility of the Divi
sion being hived off and amal
gamated with the National
Building Technology Centre
(formerly the Experimental
Building Station) was raiscd in
February this year.

Now it seems likely that a
move of this kind will be
recommended by the Building
Research and Development

The Division's motto: 'The End
is 10 Build Well'

***
This feature is designed to
present a cross-section of
activities at the Division of
Bnilding I{esearch and is not
intended liS 11 directory to the
Division's resellrch,

The next Division fellture
(in the Febrnm'y issue of
CoReuarch) will be Atmos
pheric Resellrch.

The (IUestion on the minds
01' most stair at the Division'
of Building Research is
whether they will still be
CSIRO employees this time
next year.

If they have their way in this
age of industrial democracy,
then the answer will be a
resounding YES.

DBR

Division feature 1 3
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These positive results have
led to an agreement between
DBR and Westrail to lay test
sleepers on a track in the north
ofWA.

A mining company in the
Pilbara region also is interested
in conducting tests.

ExpOl't potential
'The project provides good

revenue prospects and has
export potential,' said Or
Gutowski.

The technology rcquired to
make a lasting and reliable
bond on sleepers can also be
applicd in the manulacture of
a range 01 other structural'
components for thc building
industry.

While the group's research
is aimcd pnnwrily at the build
ing industry, the work has
resulted in spin-oil's in other
arcas such as l:1ulomotive,
paint, aircraft and space indus
tries.
"Or Gutowski emigrated from
Poland thrcc years ago. fie
had worked at the Technical
Univcrsity at Szcleein in the
north 01 the country, whcre he
was malllly concerned with the
application of adhesives in the
loundry industry.

Portrait of a professional photographer by another professio/1al
photographer. Tracey Nic/lOlls took this pe/1sive photo of
colleague Petcr Lee recently. Tracey has bee/1 wlfh DBR for three
veal's. She started her career with ideas of being a media studies
leacher, but SOO/1 was distracted by a DBR advertisement for a
photogl'apher. An incredible 595 people applied, but Tracey's
folio of work clinched it for her. Little did she knl'Hv that she
would soon be sent on glamorous assignments - such as risking
life and limb photographing a piggery at Trafalgar ill Gippsland.
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of this work was fighti/1g offpigs
with her feet while attempting to take the shots.

Fast trains running ou
snpel'glne'! Well, not
exactly, but adhesives could
emerge as the modern way
to hold the components of
milway tracks together.

Work being done by the
adhesives group (part of the
design for durability program)
may eventually spell the end
for the humble dog spike.

According to 01' Voylck
Gutowski at the Division.
adhesive bonding is playing an
increasingly important role in
structural engineenng - as
well as in other areas such as
protective coatings and
biomedical applications.

As a result of work at DBR,
a proccdure has been
developed for the manufacturc
of adhesively-bonded basc
plates for Pinus radiata railway
slcepers.

'The process providcs a
proven advantage over existing
systems employing mechal1lcal
fasteners,' said Or Gutowski.

The Western Australian
Railways (Westrail) and BHP
arc participating in fatigue tests
and so far results indicate a
30--70 ycar life 101' thc slecper
bond.

New adhesive method
Sticking like glue
to the tracks

weathering and lighting to get
a prolile of the current state
and likely future of the huild
ing.

an uncontrolled fire is within
their own homes.

\-lomes are rarely destroyed
by a 'fireball' or 'wall of fire',
but by more gradually·
developing spot fires caused by
airborne glowing embers.

If people stay at their homes
and put out the small spot
fires, then the fire front may
pass over them without con
suming the house.

The greatest danger to
humans occurs as the flame
front passes, because of the
radiant heat. This may be at its
peak for a matter of minutes
and at that point you're far
better off being inside rather
than out.

Safety and risk leader, Or
Bob Leicester, said houses
should be kept as airtight as
possible to help prevent the
entry of embers.

The use of metal grilles in
front of windows reduces tbe
risk of glass breakages (and
hence ember entry) by shield
ing the glass 1'1'0111 flying debris
and from radiation. Using fire
resistant furnishings wherever
possible further reduces the
risk.

For a distance of 30-40
metres around the house, all
ground litter should be cleared.
A wind break of trees 20--30
metres from the house can be
very effective in reducing the
wind speed and the quantity of
embers reaching the house.

It also' helps to have a radia
tion shield of stone, earth or
fire-resistant bush (such as
saltbush or boobialla) close to
the house.

Other aspects of fire safety
- such flS warning systems and
low-risk design - are also
researched by the group.

A video in the Building
Australia series on bushfires is
available for loan from the
Division.

Entitled 'Bushfires and
Houses', it looks at the results
of the Division's survey of one
of the flreas hit by the Ash
Wednesday fires.

Fire is just one of the areas
covered by this group.
Cyclones ,soil heave in drought,
earthquakes, floods, wind
damage, ete, are also tackled.

Once data collection is com
plete, the results will be used
to lormulate a mathematical
model so the group can expllH
cost-c1fective improvements.

laborating with the Victorian
Education Department to look
at the aging of the buildings at
a high school close to the
DBR's Highelt site.

Program mem ber Dr Selwyn
Tucker said DBR scientists are
collecting mostly technical data
eoneerning, for instance. ther
mal pcrlnrrnanee. acoustics,

Man-made factors such as
structural defccts also pose a
serious problem.

Work by the safety and risk
program at thc Division has a
wide brief to find ways of
making our structures as safe
'IS possible.

Perhaps the most interesting
challengc for the group has
heen tackling the problem of
bush fires - and dispelling
some of the misconceptions
which may cost lives.

Latest investigations hy sci
entist Or Caird Ramsay shows
that in many cases the safest
place for people in the path of

***

III lIIany city suburbs lIud
towns around Australia, the
local school is of light
timber cOIlstruction (LTC).

Most 01 these structures
were put up about 25 years ago
- which IS about the expected
LTe lilespan

Now the Division's life-cyelc
performance group IS 'col-

Safe!l and .risk program ...... A.Rf~I'tjOfUlj!:li8I ...
DBKbaftles the elements
Whether you're aware. of it
or uot, there's a battle being
waged against the elements
which threaten sometimes
devastating elTects on our
homes and other buildings.

Of course, wc in Au~lralia

have been spared the massive
loss of life caused by the
Colombian volcano or the
Mexican earthquake.

However, catastrophes such
as Cyclone Traey or the Ash
Wednesday hushfires have
brought home some of the
environmental hal.ards sur
rounding us.

Division Chief, Or Lex Blakey

***

Or F A (Lex) Blakey has been with the Di;;;sion of Building
Research for most of his working life. \-le is a graduate of the
University of Western Australia and of Cambridge in England.
From 1974-76, he was seconded to the Department of Housll1g
and Construction as First Assistant Secretary for Technology.
He was responsible for all research activities of the Department.
In 1979, he was appointed DBR Chief. Or Blakey is a Member
of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, a Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Building, a Fellow of the Australian
Aeademy of Technological Sciences and a Memher of the
Institute of Arbitrators of Australia - and ha~ a number of other
professional a~sociations. lIe was r~cently appointed Chairn:an
of the Building Standards Board of the Standards ASSOCIatIon
of Australia and to thc Council of the Lincoln Institute of Health
Scienecs.

Light timber construction school
under the microscope
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***
11le Division is tile largest celltre of bnildlng "esellrch III
Austmlill. It has 200 staff, including about 80 specialist
ellgineers ami se/elitists represelltillg almost every discipline.

Technology transfer with
asmile

Switchboard operalor Tammy MiliaI'd ejJicienlly directs some Dj the communicarion Jlow al DER.
[llmmy, who has been with CSIRO for three and a half years, was trained as a telephonist by Ihe
PMG. She is one of two full-time operalors at the Highell site (which also has parts oJ the divisions
of Energy TechnoloKY and Food Research). A recent sllrvey !oll/ui thar the onR swttchboard
receives 110 Ielephone inquiries a weel" Of these, 45 percent are frol11 industry and a (rather
surprising) 55 percent are from rhe general public, And that's only the tip of tlte iceberg, as many
industry call., are also received by the technoiogy tramjer ulI/l and individual researchers.

The builLiing and allied
industries, like local govern
ment, are very tragmented.
With an average of five people
III a firm or group, they can't
meet their own needs for plan
ning and design techniques,
and software. The Division b
giving special attention to these
needs.

LEADER: Or John Brotchie

Who you gonna call?

Program Synopsis
Cont. from 1).3
(he optimum use of available
resources in planning of
facilities is a major clement or
the work involving collabora
tion with CAD firms aIllI user
groups.

An example of this work is
research into the most fHvour~

able placement of water catcb
ment. storage, Liistribution aIllI
drainage syslems, or of hospi
tals or inLiustrial facilities.

In promoting its innovative Sirowet process, the Division has
found its inspiration in a popular film.

'We ain't afraid of no Parliament House leaks and we can bust
the ghosts which caused them,' the DB R blurb (rather
tortuously) proclaims.

'Leakbusters' at the Sirowet rig at new Parliament House arc
testing the facade to prevent the inhabitants getting that smking
feeling (see CoResearch No. 282, Julv'85).

r

'... research papers jllst don't get throllgh to the bloke who
hammers the nails ... ' - CoupeI'.

Industry supports D8R research

T"chmca{ ojjicer l~'an (leenl/ans tS DBR'.' Equal Employmenl Oppor/llnity (1'.1'.0) representative
at HighI'll. I'i'on has been with CS1RO SlIlte IlJ71 (apal'! from sel'eral 12 month stints elsewhere).
Her varied work has encompassed complller programming, work all Ihe timber strtlcture code and
re.,earch into the splirring of green limber. As EEO rep. she's re£luired to do a {or of'reading alld
meets ollee a momh wilh other EEO peopie ill the lllstitute of1nduslrial Techllology, She is pic/llred
here with a model of a {lOuse used ill wind tUllllei tes/".

5

Financial and equIpment
grants worth half a million
dollars were received last
financial year from prominent
computer companies including
Data General Corporatiun.
Easinet and Ceanct.

Information technology
research takes lip about 25
percent t)1 the Division's
budget.

A substantial pari ul the
external contributions is com
prised or SUppOrl in kind, but
many industries also provide
direcl financial assist3llce.

An example of tl1lS is the
Divislun\; information tech
nology research -~ which is
O!le of the Organization's top
frve priority growth areas.

DBR hlls received a largt~

amount ofexternal snp(lOI't.
mostly from the building
and constructiou industry.
for its resellrch.

In {<)84/85, this amuun\cd to
about 15 percent of the Divi
sion's total expenditure, and
this is expected to rise to 20
percent during the current
year.

the 1970s. (Mr Maxwell
Wright has gone on to a bril
liant career with the giant
public relations company, Bur
son Marsteller).

'He put the Division's com
munication on a different level
to what it had been used to,'
said Bob.

At the time the Division
decided to beef up its com
munication activities, it
already had considerable credi
bility in the industry but it
lacked the ability to relay cur
rent trends and new informa
tion which were constantly
emerging.

So one of the Division's
success stories, ReBuiid, was
launched in 1975, This read
able, lively newsletter (edited
hy Peter Russ) has carved itself
a niche by putting information
the industry can use into plain
English.

The group produces a wide
range of information products,
including the video series
BuilLiing Tomorrow.

Bob Couper al hi., desk

as a concrete technology
resemcher and two years as
officer-in-charge of the Divi
sion's laboratories in Papua
New Guinea.

For 1I years he has headed
the technology transfer unit,
having been chosen in 1974 to
lead the revitalized communi
cation effort.

'In those days. CSIRO
believed research papers com
municated' said Bob.

'But research papers Just
don't get through to tile bloke
who hammers the nails. We
just had to market to lay
people.'

Survcys showed there was a
demand in both the industry
and thc wider community for
more information on latest
trends in the building industry.

'We needed to convert our
knowledge intn what they
wanled,' he said.

Bob gives a great deal of
credit to the Division's first
journalist, Stuart Maxwell
Wright, for bringing communi·
cation activi lies IIp-to-date in

Bob COllper has a rather
unusual attitude to his work
- he regards it all as fun.

Bob's technology transfer
group has been largely respon
sible for raising the public
relations profile of the Division
during the past decade. It's a
job he relishes - partly
because of the challenge and
partly because it's full of unex
pected ancl amusing incideats
(sec funny phone calls, next
page).

A scientist by training, Bob
has been with the Divisinn of
Building Research for about
20 years. He spent seven years

Division feature 3
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Expert systems: DBR experts are designing them now

'Funny phone calls' keep liaison team on its toes

Expert systems are complI/er systems which IIse reasoll whell
dealillg witlt problems, ;11 mllch the same mam/er as hllmall
experts do.

If I hose my carpets in hot weather, will it keep thc house cooler?

How can I tell how long a piece of red gum has bcen in my scwer?

Information Officer: Hal
Christian

Publications Officer:
Johanna Becker

Media Liaison Officer:
Peter Russ

Local government groups
are among DBR's biggest
users.

Population projections
developed in thc system could
then be converted into dcci
sions on the need for new
schools, or geriatric homes,
traffic signals - in fact a whole
range of facilities.

The growing might of the
micro-computer is being har
nassed by Or Brochie's group,
providing an information
revolution in facility and infras
tructure planning.

A system developed by the
Division called TOPMET is
being used to solve layout
problems in two or three
dimensions.

***
How to contact the Divi-
sion of Building
Research:

Technology transfer unit
head: Bob CoupeI'

Planning problems

A general planning model
called TOPAZ has also been
developed to assist in solving
building, urban transport and
infrastructure planning prob
lems. This system has been put
to the test for urban planning
in parts of Melbourne, Gos
ford-Wyong, Darwin, Los
Angeles and Jakarta - and, of
all places, Tehran in Iran.

The Division now has a
national Knowledged Based
Systems (KBS) research
centre, in collaboration with
the Association for Computer
Aided Design (ACADS), the
Victorian Department of
Industry, Technology and
Resources (DITAC) and
others. In this, it is collaborat
ing with Computer Assisted
Design and user industries in
the further development of the
techniques and their transfer
to industry.

-

Or John Brotcbie - assis
tant DBR chief and head of thc
shelter and infrastructure prog
ram - sees these systems as
important developments for
local government in Australia
and overseas (DBR expert sys
tems are now being demon
strated in New Zealand, for
example).

How do you get rid of yabbie holes in you backyard without
hurting the yabbies?

How do you get rid of the smell of a dead body from floorboards?

How do you acoustically insulate the confession box in a church
to stop others hearing the confessions? There are too many
rumours going around.

What would the conditions be like in a precast concrete coffin?
[The callcr hastencd to add hc was not Count Dracula.]

Creative word use
Could you please send me details of and research you have
carried out on the number of orgasms which occur in sewerage
pipelines?

[From a primary school child] I'm doing a project on growing
trees. Can you tell mc how you can untie the knots in them?

How can I stop my wife planning additions?

which DBR has had a hand in
developing.

This and other time-saving
features could lead to an
annual cost saving to industry
and the community of $50
million a year.

•

How do you remove Seaview Claret 1971 stain from a marble
bath and floor tiles?

How many disciples does a rock band put out?

How much salt do you need to add to a bath to make it equivalent
to seawater and is there a device available which will produce
waves?

I'm making bagpipes to export to Scotland. What timber should
I use?

How do you de-smell a fish shop being converted into a dress
boutique?

What height do flies fly?

I'm building a house. Can you tell me all about it? [One of the
easier ones]

Have you any idea whether wood will continue to grow when
it's built into a house?

Strange - or is it?
Would a dead cat in a galvanized iron rain water tank increase
the corrosion rate? '

I've just bought a bargain for $250 000 - a whole shipload of
Russian timber. Can you tell me what to do with it? [Any
suggestions?]

Can grass grow in a hot water service?

Smells
How do you remove the smell from a rumpus room after it has
been used for years as a dog breeding area?

How do you remove cow dung pats and'the stains they leave
behind on loungeroom carpets?

The so-called expert systems
(which have evolved from
work into artificial intelli
gence) now being developed at
the Division could check plans
for compliance with the exact
ing structural codes - many of

•

I defrosted the fridge with a radiator and melted all the plastic
inside. Can I fix it?

I keep getting flying ants in my hair. If I wash my hair they gct
worse. Can I spray my hair with f1yspray?

Toilets, outhouses aud other relllted malleI'S
My outside toilet building is subsiding and appears to have sunk
18 inches into the ground. [s this dangerous?

My bath keeps gctting worms in i.t. Should I call a plumber to
check the pipes? [The culprit turned out to be a hanging basket
over the bath, recently filled from the compost heap.]

Have yoo got an instrument that will run along a sewer to find
and retrieve false tceth?

I've got bacteria eating my roof. How can I kill them?

My husband gave me a painting for my birthday and whilst
putting it up I have drilled through the hot water pipe. Water is
going everywhere; how can I stop it?

Creepy crawlies
I've got spiders eating holes in the mortar joints of my brick
home. Will the house fall down?

How do you soundproof a toilet?

I have a ten-seater dining table which I would like to convert to
an eight-seater. How much do I have to cut off?

Could you please tell me what wood Noah made his Ark from?
I want to build a house from the same type of timber.
(DBR): Do you live a flood-prone area?
No, but after Skylab you never know do you.

A painter I employed started to mix up varnish but hasn't been
sighted since I paid him a deposit. Can you tell what hc's left
out of the mix so I can finish it myself?

History and the Arts
Is there a method of divining for a wine cellar which has been
filled in under an old house?

The following is a (small) sample of the often richly absurd
telephone inquiries recorded by the DBR technology transfer
uuit. Rauging from the fanciful ( what timber did Noah make
his Ark from ...) to the macabre (' how do yOIl get rid of the
smell of a dead body from Ooorboards... '), they're all fielded
with practiced skill and diplomacy by the DBR team. As Bob
CoupeI' points out, 'although we may initially have a laugh at
others, we regard these seriously becaase as far as the other
person is concerned, he has a problem whicb he wants solved'.

One day, in the not-toCJcdis
tant Cuture, architects 01'

city planners will be able to
press some buttons on a
computer and watch plans
for that empty block down
the road emerge designcd
to meet all building regula
tions.

Nature
What's a simple chemical I can acid to a fibreglass swimming
pool to crcate a dog repellant odour?

Will fibreglass roofing affect the production of eggs from hens?

How do you stop bees from attacking window putty?

How do you stop birds birds flying into large picturc windows
and depositing their stomach contcnts on the glass?

How do you dcgrease a budgie which has fallcn into a pot of hot
fat?

6

Can I build a pagoda in my backyard using Pinus radiata?
[pergola?1

Humans
Do watcr beds really hclp one's scx life?

I'm planning an addition in the bedroom. Can you please tell
me how many studs I'll need and how to arrange the snoggings?
What are the advantagcs of new and sccond-hand studs?

I want to enquire about timber for a gravc stone.
(DBR) What sort of life span are you looking for?
The person's already dead

Division of Building
Rescarch
Gm/Jalll Road
(1'0 Hox 56)
HIGHETT VIC
3190

PH: (03) 555 0333
Tlx: 33766
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The ASTEC report: summary, recommendations
(Reco11'lll1efldmions appear ;Il italics)

1.1 CSIRO is Australia's largest research organization, performing 11 range of r~scarch

activities in support of different national objectives. It was last reviewed eight years ago,
as a result of which substantial changes were madc to its structure ano policies. Since that
time, rapidly changing economic circumstances have led to suggestions both il? Australia
and overseas that government rc:-;earch organizations like CSIRO couk! contnbute more
effectively to national economic and social objectives. The present review has examined
CS[RO's role and organizational arrangements against this background.
1.2 To maintain and improve living standards Australia needs to strengthen the economic
performance of all major industry sectors. Industrial competitiveness is becoming
increasingly dependent on technological Innovation in both products and processes.
Scientific and technological research plays an import~nt part in the innovation ~rocess,

improving the efficiency of production and broadcllIng the range of products III both
traditional resource-based industries and new technology-based industries. Research and
development makes a significant contributIon to the technological development and
international competitiveness of Australian industries.
1.3 Scientific research in areas of community interest, mainly concerned with physical and
biological aspects of the Australian environment, including the surrounding atmosphere
and oceans, is also of increasing importance as awareness grows of the degree of
interdependence between economic activity, aspects of public health and the natural
environment. Research in this broad field provides a framework upon which programs for
natural resource and cnvil'onmentalmanagcmcnt can be based consistent with the sustained
utilization of renewable resources, economically sound utilization of non~renewable

resources and with the maintenance of high levels of public health.
1.4 A balanced national research and development effort is needed for Australian to
derive greatest benefit from its scientific and technological infrastructure ..The main ~ICIll~t.lts

of the infrastructure include CSIRO, other government research agencies, the umversltlcs
and other higher education instHutions, and the research activities in the private sector.
CSIRO has a central role to play in this overall infrastructure. This role will be most effective
if CSIRO's research is seen to be complementary to and interactive with that of the other
major elements.
1.5 To play a complememary role CSIRO's research should essentially be applications
oriented with an emphasis on longer term, more broadly applicable activities balanced by
a corresponding emphasis on shorter term more directly applicable activities. Furthermore,
to ensure effective interaction between CSIRO, other research organizations and the end
users of its research results there should be a firm commitment, not just to undertaking
applicable research, but to the effective transfer of results to end users.
1.6 Such a role, which we believe is essential if CSIRO is to play its most effective part
in Australia's future, requires a shift in the overall ethos of the Organization from one
which has been largely science oriented to one which is largely applications oriented. This
proposed change represents a major challenge and gives CSIRO the opportunity to be a
significant driving force in the transformation of' Australia into a technologically
sophisticated nation which will be able to compete more effectively in the international
marketplace.

That CS/RD's main ,.ole be the conduct of applications oriented research combined with
II commitment to el7sf.lring the effective transfer of its research results to end users.

Research in support ot' Australin's industries
1.7 We consider that CSIRO should make a firm commitment to fostering the technological
development of major Australian industry sectors. In so doing, CSIRO's role needs to be
seen against the background of world trends in science and technology and also against the
background of Australia's industrial base. The capacities and needs of the various industry
sectors for research and development vary considerably, as do the activities of other
Commonwealth and State government research agencies and those of universities and other
higher education institutions. Consequently, CSIRO's role varies from sector to sector.
Three main areas of activity can be identified, all reflecting an applications orientation.
1.8 In the first place we consider that CSIRO must maintain a substantial continuing
commitment to strategic basic research at a level close to that now prevailing. This work
is long term and broadly applicable to 11 range of possible industrial applications. Such
reseach extends the advancing front of technology which underlies the technology intensive
industries of the future. To be effectively complementary and interactive this research should
be condocted in close association with more directly applicable CSIRO research. It should
involve co-operation with universities und other research organizations. Its orientation
should be intluenced by the industry sectors most closely concerned.
1.9 In general, this research is sufficiently long term and high risk that the private sector
is not likely to fund it to a significant degree except where large firms exist with substantial
in~house research and development capability. Furthermore, in many, but not all cases it
provides results which are not readily appropriated by end users. For these reasons we
consider it appropriately supported by CSIRO's basic appropnation funding.
1.10 To complement this long term, broadly applicable activity we cOllsider that CSlRO
should significantly increase the amount of its shorter term, more directly applicable
research. Such research should be focused on more important practical problems confronting
existing and cmerglng industry sectors or associated with the application of the results of
its longer term activities. Most of this work will be applied research and experimental
development of the sort usually cOllducted by industry itself in more technologically
developed countries, In some Australian industrial sectors, notably in agriculture~ State
departments provide a complementary role through their research and extension actIvities.
However, in most sectors, a significant gap will exist in the research infrastructure unless
CSIRO markedly increases its own activities.
1.11 Wherever possible, this work should be cOllducted in close association with industry
so as to assist individual firms and groups of finns to build up their research and development
capability. Mucb of this research will result in benefits that call be directly appropriated by
the private sector. We consider that when such benefits arc likely to arise they should be
paid for by the beneficiaries. It is from these earnings that we expect the ovcrall net increase
in the costs of CSIRO's research activities 10 be met.
1.12 in addition to H balanced program of applications oriented, .short and long term
research, we are conscious. that there is a pressing need for information already in existence
to be transferred effectively to end llsers. This will require the provision from CSIRO of a
much enhanced level of information services. A benefit to the Organization of this enhanced
activity will be a better understanding of the needs and capabilities of end tlsers. Wc consit.ler
it important that this function be discharged as fully and effectively as possible and expect
that, as its l1t.~nefits to end LJ~ersbecome apparent, it could be funded substantially by them.

That ill undertllking its main role CSI/UJ cancel/II'll/£' primarily un research in support of
existing {lml eU'lergillg industry seclors and measures 10 j'lciliwI(' the adoption of tltt! practical
results oI its re.~ell,.ch.

Research in supporl of community needs
1.t3 CSIRO has substanlial programs related to the provision of information about
Australia's renewable and non-renewable resources, and of the surrounding atmosphere
alld oceans. Givcn the importance of the interdependcnce between economic activity,
aspects of public health and the natural environment, it is.appropriate tor CSl RO l<: continue
to cOndtH.:t research inlo thc!'ic areas. However wc believe Ihal. wherever pOSSible. such
progrnms .should be linked to eSI RO's primary emplHlsis in support of major indu:stry sector~.

l.J4 Much of the research involved III work reluteu to community needs will be long term
in character. Apart from the linkages la industry of this re~earch, its main user groups are
in government bodieS associatcd wilh the c~tablishment of standards and monitoring of
perlormance in areas related to lhe management of nutural rcsources, environmental quality,
public health and similar functions. Many of the relevant government bodies also conduct
in-house research directed to their special needs. There is also a good deal of research in
universities anti other institutions of higher education. CSIRO's complementary role is
primarily in strategic basic research to provide an underlying knowledge base which can be
drawn upon by user groups and in applied research, frequently also long term, directed to
specific important problems. There will also be a need for shortcr term, 1110re applicable
research focused on particular problems which should be seen as an important component
of the overall rescarch effort.
1.15 The degree of interaction betwecn the various groups varies considerably in its amount
and effectiveness. Many of the groups are isolated from one another and the overall research
and development effort is fragmentary. Consequently, there is a general need for more
effective interaction, both to clarify the roles of each of the various groups and to improve
the flow of information between them. With special regard to CSIRO, there is considerable
potential to interact more closely with university research groups and, more generally, to
ensure that its research programs are influenced by the needs of end users and are effeclively
transferred to them.

That CSIRO cOlllinue to fonducl research into Australia's natural resources and aspects
of public health, and cOMordinate this work as closely as possible with other organizations
active ill these .fields.

Overall balance ill research
1.16 In luture, we consider that CSIRO will need to adopt a Oexible approach in Its ovemll
research program in order to fulfil a role which is applications oriented and is both
complementary and interactive. In this process we envisage that, overall, the level of broadly
applicable, strategic basic research will be maintained close to that which is now prevailing,
but the level of more directly applicable, shorter term, applied research find experimental
development will increase considerably. We also envisage a considerable enhancement of
the level and effectiveness of the range of information services which CSIRO provides to
end users.

1.17 With regard to pure basic research in CSIRO, we see it as an appropriate activity as
long as it's linked to research directed towards CSIRO's major activities. However, where
there are research groups conducting pure basic research which is essentially motivated by
a desire to acquire new knowledge irrespective of its practical significance, we suggest that
consideration should be given to relocating them into an institutional setting closer to that
of a university with appropriate transfer of funds.

That the incoming CSIRO Board Dj' Directors give consideration to lram/erring elsewhere
re.r;earch groups conducting pure bash' research which is not linked 10 the major objectives
of CSlRO.

One CSIRO IIr several
1.18 We have concluded that, despite the wide range of interests supported by CSIRO.
there is no overall benefit in dividing it into several smaller organizations. Although it could
be easier for each such organization to develop close links with particular industry sectors
or other interest groups, such possible advantages are outweighed by the potential
of a single large organization to focus 111 a flexible manner the substantial intellectual
resource which it represents on the important problems with which it is concerned at any
one tirne. With the geographical separation of research centres within Australia and the
relative isolation of Australia from major international centres of research, it is a particular
advantage for CSIRO to be able to create teams with a range of skills and of a suitable
size to tackle Olajor problems efficiently and locate them appropriately. Also of considerahle
importance As CSIRO's international reputation which makes it relalively easy to attract
and retain talented staff. We consider that CSIRO's statutory independence has been a
major element in establishing its reputation and should be maintained.

That CSIRO be retained as a single stlIflltory awhority,
1.19 However, the opportunities that exist are not necessarily utilised as effectively as
they could be and we consider that the Organization tends to be somewhat inward looking
and bureaucratic in its operations. Strenuous eHorts arc needed to reduce these tendencies
and take advantage of the opportunities.

Interactions.
1.20 External inputs assist in ensuring that research is relevant to user needs, technically
feasible and in accord with significant public policies. CSIRO's existing arrangements for
obtaining external advice give a prominent role to the Advisory Council and its associated
State and Territory Committees.
1.21 We do not consider that a centralized com:ultative mechanism, operating in a purely
ndvisory capacity, call adequately represent the diverse interests of end users, members of
the scientific and technological community and government organizations, In practice, the
Advisory Council has found difficulties in providing advice on key policy questions and it
has failed to have a significHnt impact 011 CSIRO's broad directions.
1.22 Redressing these problems requires changes to CSIRO's top management structure
and strengthened advisory and consultative mechanisms at various levels. These measures
should make the existing Advisory Council and Stale and Territory Committees redundant.
An important measure, already being implemented, is the formation of advisory committees
for divisions. regional laboratories and, where appropriate, programs.

That the existing CS/RO Adl)isol'y Council and State and Territory Commiltees be
disc01l1inued.
1.23 The mechanisms provided by the standing committees to the various Commonwealth
and Statc ministerial councils provide a practical way of co-ordinating research relevant to
areas over which both the Commonwealth and the States exercise responsibilities, They
constitute one part of a sectoral advisory system tbat also includes direct consultation
betwecn CSIRO and industry organizations and representation by CSIRO on the
~\Ib-committeesof the Australian Manufacturing Council. These liaison mechanisms are an
important source of external inputs into CSIRO.

That CS/RO cmllit/ue to purticipale widely ill the co-ordination medwnisms provided by
Ihe ComnlOIllVell!th llt/d Swte ministerial councils' standing committees llnd technical
sub-commillees. tlte Australian A111l1ufacturing COl/lldl and industry organiza/iotls.
1.24 CSIRO's research priorities should adequately reflect national objectives in various
policy areas for which different Commonwealth ministers are responsible. The use hy
departments of special research funding schemes assists in ensuring that CSIRO is responsive
to govcrnment priorities. However, the re-direction of CSIRO's existing budget for
allocation tllH..Icr customer/contractor arrangements like those used in the United Kingdom
is not appropriate for Australia. Liaison between CSIRO and Commonwealth departments
should be strengthened as required by the increased use of formal high~lcvel consultative
arrangements.
1.25 Interactions between CSIRO and the broader SCIentific and technological community
should be improved by the increased use of shared or national facilities. Joint funding of
collaborative research between CSIRO and higher education instHutions is a valuable way
ot im.:reasing the level of intcmction between researchers from different in::;titutions. Th~
existing arrangements for ~llch joint funding should he extemled.

Tlulf the CSIR()~Univ£'rsiri('s Joint Research Scheme he expanded (IS funds c(/n he mruh'
llVllilllhhJ • Tht' sclleme sJu;//JcI also inclllde of;'l'r SUifl/ble higher educcllio1/ illstil/iliollJ

Cont. on p.8
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1.26 We believe that CSIRO needs to incl'cascits interaction with major industry sectors
Contracting in research from industry assists in securing effective links and increasing
interaction. CSIRO should increase the amount of research performed under contract to
end users in industry and elsewhere.

That to increase interaction with industry CSIRO actively seeks more contract research
from individual/inns or groups affirms
1.27 Public investment in research intended to Hssist industry sectors is allocated most
effectively if industry take~ responsibility for collaborating with researchers in identifying
research needs and formulating research programs to meet such needs, and also contributes
to the funds allocated. Existing mechanisms, such as the Rural Industry Research funds
and the research associations, play a valuable role in directing research into areas of practical
significance.
1.28 Effective interaction is essential in the translation of research findings into
technological innovations. Good comunication betwecn CSIRO and industry through a
range of of information services is important in this process. Patents can play a significant
role. The use of joint ventures and, and where appropriate, the establishment of independent
companies can be effective means of facilitating the commercialization of research findings.

That CSIRO activefy seck opportunities to use the e.ltabUshment of independent and joint
venUlre companies as a way of making its skills and technology available commercially.
1.29 CSJRO's initiative in establishing Sirolech has commendable fcatures. Sirotech has
considerable potential to increase the range of links between CSIRO and industry, and the
effectiveness with which CSIRO research is commercialized. l"Jowever, it is also important
that Sirotech should not constitute a barrier between CSIRO researchers and end users.
Direct links between researchers and cnd users should be encouraged at all levels, and
Sirotech's mode of operation will need to be monitored to ensure that it supplements rather
than supplants direct contacts.

That Sirotech continue to provide an avenue for links between CSll?O and the broader
industrial comnumity. Its activities should supplement ratherthall supplant direct ,.esearch~to

industry contacts.
Funding

1.30 CSJRO's future role will IIlYolve a substantial Icvel of research that yields benefils
which are either in the public interest or which cannot be readily appropriated by the private
sector. For these reasons we consider that it should be supported by normal budgetary
funding. Additional support for research and other activities that yield benefits which can
be directly appropriated should be largely provided by the beneficiaries

Thlltthe level of appropriation funding jiJr CSIl?O be mmlltained.
1.31In seeking additional support from the end users of its research through contract research
or joint ventures, CSIRO should ensure that the full costs of any services provided are
recovered from the users. Where the expectation of a broader public benefit justifies an
element of public subsidy the extent of such support should be shown in the costing for
such services. Outside earnings from conlracts and the commercialization of research should
be retained by CSIRO as an incentive to encourage the rChorientation of activities in the
direction of industry demand and the commercialization of research findings.

That the full costs of research llnd development and other services pe/jormed under contract
to or in it joint venture with industry be charged under normal commercial arrangements
unless a demonstrable public benefit arises.

That CSIRO endeavour to stimulate llnd assist private research, development and consulting
services.

That CS/RO be able to retain. its earnings [rot/'/. outside sources.
That to promote the eJfective cOInmercialization of its research, CSlRO be permitted to

retain income f1'om inventions arising [ram research not covered hy prior commercial
agreement. Organizational Shuctnre
1.32 We have identified two main problems that have arisen in the policY~ll1aking and
management arrangements of CSIRO which were implemented following the Birch report.
The first is that, as mentioned above, the Advisory Council and the State Committees have
not filled the role which was envisaged for them of providing effective broad external policy
input into the Organization. For all practical purposes, the present Executive has been the
only effective policy body with the part time members being the main mechanism for the
injection of outside views. The second is that the institute director'l do not appear to have
sufficient authority and independence to implement effectively the broad policies for which
they arc responsible. Lines of responsibility for policy and management have become blurred
and the full time Executive members have each had responsibility for several institutes"
resulting in institute directors to some extent being by-passed as an effective level of
management. Wc consider it essential that the inslitute directors be at the top level of line
management below the Chief Executive, so that they have the necessary authority to
implement the Organization':s policies and priorities.
1.33 To redress these problems we propose a clear separation between the roles of the
top policy organ and thc top line of management. Corporate policy responsibility should,
we propose, be vested in a Board of Directors which would replace the present Executive.
The Board should comprise a part time, llon~executiveChairman, the Chief Executive and
six non-executive members. It should be responsible for selling broad lines of policy and
priorities in respon~e to the policies and priorities ·of the Government, to the views of the
broader outside community and to those of the Organization itself. Its Chairman and
non~execulivemembers will need to possess appropriate experience, knowledge. skills and
personal qualities, and should be chosen to reflect, but not to represent, the range of
interests served bv CSIRO

11Ult the present Execwive of C.)'/RO he replaced by a Board of eight Directors consisting
of a Chainua/'l and six ordinary Metnhers plus the Chief Executive of CSIRO. Apart from
the Chief Executive, all Board members should serve part time and be drawn from outside
the Organization.
1.34 The Chief Executive will be the most scnior member and leader of CSIRO. He or
she will require special qualities of leadership and management, a distinguished reputation
in research and, preferably, significant industrial experience. We consider it esscntial that
thc Chief Executive be responsible in nil respects to the Board

That the CS/RO Board be empowered to appoint and dismiss the Chief Executive.
1.35 It will be tor the ncw Chic! Exccutive and the Board to decide thc management
structure under these arrangcments but, at least in the short term, we see advantages in
retaining a management committee, chaired by the Chief Executive. with its membership
drawn from the institute directors and senior officers of the Organization. The committce
would assist the Chief Executive to manage CSIRO alld to implement policies adopted by
the Board. The committee would not, however, be part of the line of management
responsibility undcr which institute directors would report directly to the Chief l::;:xecutive

1.36 We regard the institutes as an essential and desirable structural clement in CSIRO's
organ.izational arrangements. The role and composition of individual institutes have been
changing, and should continue to change as the changing nature of CSIRO's work requires
different structural arrangements. However. as a general approach, and to reflect the
industry orientation of the Organization, wc consider that:, unless the Board decides
otherwise, the institutes should relate primarily to existing or emerging industry sectors or
linked industry jl,rotlpS.

That institutes relate primarily to existing and emerging industry sectors rather than to
scientific disciplines.
1,37 Onc of the main strengths of CSIRO has been the allocation or research objectives
to largely autonomous research units, generally divisions, with delegation to division chiefs
of responsibility for their achievement. In the future we consider that the increased focus
of CSIRO's work on the needs of major industry sectors, combined with the rapidly changing
needs of Australian industry for research support, will require more frequent modification
of t.he roles of individual divisions. It is desirable in these circumstances, and to maximize
their responsibility and autonomy, that divisions work to clearly defined and agreed
objectives in the form of mission statements.

That divisions and other opaational research units work to mission statements with goals
expressed in terms that allow their progress to be evaluated at predetermined points

The Management of Human Resources

1.38 In the past, CSIRO has successfully maintained a suitable environment for high
quality research in areas of relevance to national objectives. There are internal and external
pressures on management's ability to set the conditions required to maintain such an
environment. CSIRO's statutory relationship with the Public Service Board is contributing
to these pressures. We believe that there should be dear acceptance that CSIRO is required
to pursue staffing policies compatible with its own objectives, and that the relationship with
the Public Service Board should be terminated. The need to maintain high qu~lity research
and to accept a higher proportion of income from outside sources requires greater mobility
for staff and greater flexibility for management in engaging and redeploying staff.

That the present statuwry relationship between CSll?O and the Public Serl'ice Board end.
That CSlRO pursue staffing policies compatible with its own objectives which give

management greater flexibility in setting terms and conditions of employment.
1.39 SupcnJnl1Uatioll conditions represent a conSiderable impediment to increased mobility
for research staf!. The issues involved are complex and CSIRO and the Department of
Finance will need to investigate suitable alternative arrangements.

That CS/NO and the Department of Finance investigate amendments to the present
superannuation scheme and/or alternative schemes which would improve mobility into and
out of the Organization, and that Ihe Government then introduce the necessary changes.
1.40 Short term movements of staff between CSIRO. other research organizations Hnd
itldustrv could be facilitated by a variety of measures.

71wt CSlRO adopt measures to encourage short term exchanges of staff with other public
and private organizations.
1.41 Increased turnover and greater flexibility in research staffing arrangements are needed
in CSIRO. A higher proportion of research staff on fixed tcrms appointments and limited
use of indefinite appointments would assist in meeting these needs. Newly recruited staff
should normally be appointed to fixed term appointments to allow sufficient time to appraise
their potential before indefinite appointment is offered. Early separation arrangements at
the initiative of management are also necessary.

That CSIRO increase the use affixed term appaintmel1ls for professional staff.
l1wt new research stalf without proven post~doctoral or other relevant experience be

appointed initially to provisional fixed term appointments so that their ability can be evaluated
effectively be/ore they arc offered indefinite appointment.

That CS/RO introduce an early separation incentive scheme where appropriate separation
terms can be offered 10 research staff at management's discretion.
1.42 CSIRO's colllmitment to the practical implementation of its research needs to be
reflected in the procedures used for staff appraisal. These should take sufficient account of
achievements in research or project management where the nature of thc work or the
constraints of commercial confidentiality restrict opportunities fOf publication. Performance
evaluation should be required [or maintenance at existing classification levels as well as for
promotIOn. . .

That the stall appraisal system in. CS/RO contain adequate mechanisms [or recogl1lsrng
achievements other than by publication.
L43 Inccntives in the form of bonuses and an entitlement to rights in inventions not
covered by prior commercial agreement are an effective way of motivating staff. CSIRO
should use its existing powers to introduce a system of bonuses and should be permitted to
offcr staff property rights in their inventions not covered by prior commercial agreement.

That property rights to and income from inve/1/ions not subject to prior commercial
agreement be divided between the inventors and CSIRO according to a Iorrnula to be
deternlined by the CSIRO Board, the overriding consideration being to promote the
commercial development of the technology.
1.44 The use of the word 'scientist' in research classifications emphasizes scientific
achievement in preference to more technologically oriented activities. Titles should be
changed to reflect CSIRO's applications orientation more appropriately. The term 'research
scientist/engineer' should be used throughout the research scale to allow individuals to refer
to thcmselves as 'research scientist' or 'research engineer' according to their qualifications.

That the pusition title 'research scientist' be changed to 'research ,'!cientist/engineer' and
that research workers employed in such positions U:le that part of the tit/l' appropriate to their
qualifications.
l.4SIt is in the national intcrest that a proportion of research workers receive training in
laboratories that stress industrial relevance alongside research excellence. CSlRO, thc
universities and other degree~grantillginstitutions should co~operatcmore actively in making
CSIRO's facilities and research staff available [or doctoral and post~c1octoral training. More
joint appointments of academic staff to CSIRO and cducational institutions would assist in
facilitating such collaboration. CSJRO's own requirements for well-trained tcchnical staff
and the need to ensure the facilitation or the practical implcmentation of research rindings
can require that the Organiztltion assist in technical training from time to timc.

That CS/RO in co~tJpl'rati()n with the universities and other d{'g,.ee~granting illslilufions
increasingly make its facilities and research ,rla[f availahle flU' traininf?, research worken in
area.\ where the Organization o!!'en' particular advantages.

That (',\'/RO also play a roll) in technical training, especially IvlU're thi,\' m·sists in thl'
commercialization of ifs wort< 01' providing /01' its own stafr rcquil'l'ments.

Cont. l'rom p.2
appointee would lack the status
in dealing with tllC Mlllisler,
industry leaders, the public,
the bureaucracy and even the
staff of the Organization. The
Chief Executive could be scen
as a second class citizen on the
bonrd since he or she was the

8

only board mem ber who could
be dismissed by the Board.

I am presently presenting
these views vigorously to the
Government. It is unlikely that
Govcrnment decision DJ; the
ASTEC recommendations will
be made before February

J am looking forward to the

Christmas/New Year vacation
period and some relaxation at
my beach cottage at Rosedale,
south of Bateman', Bay. I wish
all staff verv be,t wishes for
Christmas m{d the New Year

CoResearch is produced by the Scieuce Communication Unit for
CSIRO staff. It's ulso circulated to a number of Ileople outside
the Organization who ure interested in CSIRO activities. Stories
may be relJrodueed without permission, ullhough un ueknow
ledgement would be ullpl'eciuted. Renders ure invited to
contribute or oner suggestions for urticles. The deudliue for
contributions is the lust Monduy before the issue month. Editor:
Liz Burden, 1'0 Box 225, Dickson ACT 2602 I'h: 484479.
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Food research likely growth area
from '87/88

three percent los
ses and savings for all aircraft
were heavily dependent on
success on a small number of
fires. All aircraft failed on the
major fires of Ash Wedncsday
[n 1983.

Major savings usually relied
on first attack by the aircralt
before the first ground crew
arrived or before the ground
forccs had built up to full
strength - and attack in the
morning before the fire spreau
rate and intensitv had reached
their peak. The overall cost
effective aircraft had limita
tions and could not be econom
ically uscd on most fires during
the study pcriod. In these
cases, it was more cost effective
to have the firc controlled by
ground crews.

diHn Forestry Service. which
was extensiv"e1y modified for
Australian conditions. A sam
ple of 990 fires was drawn from
thc fire reports of the bushfire
seasons betwecn 1~78-79 and
1~82-X3. Whilc
it concentrated on Victoria,
the model CHn be applicd to
other regions.

Suppression 01 rirc~ was
simulated in the model. firstly
using ground wntml only:anu
then a number of difterent
aircraft. Eight 'lIrtanker types
werc tested. and figures pro
duced from the model weighed
operating costs against savings
from stopping the fires in a
smaller area than would have
been the case using_mly
ground sU!Jpression

The DC6 dropping a load offire retardanr over a Victorian forest.

costs would outweigh savings
whcn using certain other fire
suppression aircralt - notably
the controversial Grumman
Trackcr. Net losscs also
resulted for the Bercules, the
Neptune and the W\lterscooper
aircraft (CaI1.iJdair CL-215,
Canso and Twin Otter).

The'study found that if exist
ing local agricultural aIr
craft arc uscd then buying a
DC6 would be uneconomic
and suggested hiring one from
overseas during very severe
fire seasons as a supplement.

Computer modelling of
extensive data on bushfires in
Vietoria shows thllluse of the
DC6 todropfircTetar,lant
couldre8'llt in annuaL gross
savings of $660 000, and
savin
fixed
26 perc
outlay. This compares with an
annual benefit ·01' $77 ODD, Ol

48 percent of fixed costs, for
using two large agricultural
aircral't at each of three home
bases. While the DC6 offers
the highest absolute level of
savings, it is more of a gamble
than the multi-purpose smaller
aircraft because its lower rate
ofreturn allows less margin fnr
errors in the estimalEs.

The study estimates that
average annual bushflre losses
in Yictofl<l amount to $25
million per ycar, heavily con
centrated in occasipnal severe
seasons.

The economIcs lIf suppres
sion were dctermmcd using a
model called AIRPRO origi
nally developed for the Cana-

of its suppression armoury.
Project Aquarius was set up at
the request of the Federal
Government to help resolve
the controversy surrounding
the value of airtankers in the
Australia environment.

The economic study, con
ducted as part of the Aquarius
research program by a Division
of Forest Research team Icd by
Mr Phil Cheney, indicates that

ence and up-to-date know
ledge to pass on to their pupils.

CSlROalreadyhas ' links
with lhed"partments and sci
entists ••••.••~it,qIFJy;~rious.,.'.",~llr
l'ipul!.jl).1.pinS1§,/Rllt now the
Ql"ganization wantsthe depart
meI1ts!Qinciica\e, their desire
for a larger interr\Ctive prog
HIm·

Individualdivisions already
co-operate with schools from
time totime and it's hoped this
eventuallywil! be expanded in
aU research areas.

Small groups of science
teachers could visit CSIRO
divisions for first hand experi
ence of the research environ
ment and the application of
science to industrial and other
problems.

Through this work, they
could also develop small
research projects for their stu
dents.

The prospect of teachers
participating in CSIRO pro
jects was first raised publicly
by the Director of Information
and Public Communication Mr
Peter Dunstan in January.

He was addressing a meeting
of the Australian Association
of Directors of Teacher Educa
tion Institutions at the Gold
Coast.

Already, the Division of
Atmospheric Research at
Aspendale has established a
collaborative program with the
Mentone Girls' Grammar
School for a project on satel
lites.

Scientists at the Division
provided background informa
tion and access to textbooks.
The teachers and students built
an antenna capable of receiv
ing satellite signals and also
visited the division to see
CSIDA.

Aquarius airtanker study: DC6 most cost-effective
The single most cost-effective aircraft for aerial bnshfire suppression has proved to be the large airtanker. thc DC6.
However, even this plane would be useless in fighting fires of the size and intensity of the Ash Wednesday blaze and
its effectiveness is limited to specific cir.l:umstances.

research for the food industry
a possible Executivc growth
area for 1987-88.

The review committee
praised the Division's high
standard of research and input
into the food processing indus
try, which constitutes morc
than 20 percent of all Austra
lian manufacturing.

Mainly minor variations in
structure and composition of
the Division have been recom
mended. However, the report
urges greater interaction with
industry and a more entre
preneurial approach. Also, a
recommendation to shift
responsibility for the seafood
research laboratory in Tas
mania to the Division of
Fisheries Research has been
~ceepted by the Executive.

The report recommended
the terrninationof only seven
of the Division's 127 current
programs.

The Division has not been
subjected to external review
for 17 years.

An ideal way of cloing this is
to have student teachers spend
time in CSIRO divisions par
ticipating in research projects
so they gain practical experi-

These were major findings
of the Project Aquarius cost
benefit study of aerial suppres
sion of bushfires in Victoria,
released in a summary paper
this month.

Although the south-eastern
region of Australia arguably
has the most severe bushfire
problem in the world,
Australia doesn't makeregular
use of large airtankers as part.

As Ilart of a new push to
wOl'k more closely with the
education .' sector in
Australia (see also story on
Double Helix club), State
departments' of ' education
are being encouraged to
make greater use of
CSIRO's resources.

CSIRO experience for 'future
science teachers

Cont. on p.1S

***

Dr Wild, AC

Ms Val.femmeson, information
and publications officer at the
Division of Atmmpheric
Research. DAR is featured this
month - pp. 7-10.

The report, which went to
the Executive in December,
said Food Research has been
experiencing a period of 'un
precedented difficulty' with
declines in secure funding only
partly compensated for by
short-term contributory funck

'In view of the present and
prospective pre-eminence of
the processed food industry
within the manufacturing sec
tor, the committee believes it
would be in the national
interest for strategic research
for the food industry to be
accorded a higher priority by
CSIRO,' said the report.

Following Executive consid
eration of the report, the Divi
sion is now preparing a prop
osal for making strategic

The committee reviewiug
the Division of Food
Resellrch hlls recom
mended higher Executive
priority be given to work lit
the Division.

Former CSIRO Chairman
Dr Paul Wild will receive
his Australia Day honour
from Queen Elizabeth at
Government House iu Cau
berra next month.

Dr Wild was onc of five
eminent Australians to become
a Companion in the General
Division of the Order of
Australia (AC) - the highest
award bestowed ill the honours
list.

The award cited his service
to scicnce and CSIRO.

The Quecn will hold the
investiture on Monday, 3
March.

"I
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Details of authorised public holidays until 30 June this year
arc available in information circular 86/1.

-

Deal'Liz,
I have just seen a copy of the
feature which you have run on
this DiviSion, and I am writing
to express my delight and
appreciation, I think you have
done an excellent lob I
eou.ldn't have had a better
Christmas present.
With Very Best Wishes,

Frank A Blakcy
DivislOn of Bui Icling Research

because a furnace used to
prepare selected samples bad
the correct cooling rate to
generate the toughening
mechanism. This good for!unc
meant only that the phenome
non would have been disco
vered later rather than sooner

. because cooling rate is a
natural variablc to be studied
in this type of work.

RC Garvie
R 1I .I Hannink

R R Hughan
Division of Materials Science

-=

Letters
to the
Editor

III this lIlollth's special COlllmellt sectioll (ill mlwlIIl at leR),
eorrespolldellts discussillg the ASl'EC report released late
last year alld detailed ill tire December issue !!f CoResearch.

Now for somethillg completely dijferi!llt. III Marclr we would
like to hear your views Oil scielltific ospects ofl'residellt Reagall 's
.•trategic defellce illitiative, klloWIl more colourj;"ly as Star
Wars. MallY scielltists Irfll'e claimed tlrat a large lIumber ofbasic
scielltific breakthroughs are lIecessary for the idea to be
practical, IJllt Rellgall is sticking to his guus. Once agaill, plellse
limit yoitr lellers to 200 words, DOII't forget that letlel:' on allY
other .ml~;ect are also welcome.

Refer to information circular 85/100 for detHils of the
multi-site hcencc for the new TRI M Records Management
System for use in divisiol1al registers on NGEN computing
cquipment.

Refer to policy circular 86/6 lor new directives on contractual
dealings with South African sources.

Terms of reference for the review of the Division of Applied
Physics are outlined in the informHtion circular 86/4.

**,1'

Inlo andPQlicyiPointers

S~~~:~)7(~'~~1)~K:~11~~C~;S~~ll~ROhouses should refer to policy circular
85/40 for on an allowance now payable for moving
expenses,

Officers planning Itineraries in the United States may need
to know holidays to be observed this year by the Australian
Embassy in Washington. Refer to information circular 86/2,

Dear Editol",
According to the lead artic.le in
November 1985 Co Research ,
the transformation toughening
process in partially stabilized
zirconia was discovered in
1974, 'when a group of scien
tists lead by the .late Dr. Neil
McKinnol1 stumbled on a
phenomenol1-', We object to
t his inaccurate and dcmcanlllg
description our work. Or
MeKinnon assembled this and
other teams, and was responsi
ble for their administration
The group leader of this team
was R. Garvie who, prior to
coming to CSIRO, had been
involved III research on zir
conia materials for eleven
years

The discovery and develop
menl 01 transformation
toughened lirconia was a
natural consequence of the
intense effort by a team work
ing to achieve a goal. True,
thcrc was an clement of luckD.V. Waiters

Dellr Editor,
What troubles me mosl about
thc ASTEC report on CS]]{O
is that it appears to be based
on two doubtful economic
assumptions: a) that there 18 a
simple eausa.l relationship bet
ween technologIcal research
and national wealth and b) that
if our research is good, wc will
be able to produce and sell our
products overseas in .large
quantities. The first assump
tion is only partially correel
because heavy capital IIlves(
mcnt IS needed to make a
market impact. overseas and
such capital may not be availa
ble. As lor the second assump
tion, the reality is that our
economy is at thc mercy oJ
extremely powerful cxternal
decision-makers over whom
wc have no control. Wc simply
cannot take our ability to sell
for granled when: 1) massive
overseas companies arc play
ing the currency markets by
thc minute; 2) if we happen to
stand up for a democratically
determined principle which a
major trader dislikes, there
will be overt or covert
cconomic retaliation; 3) three
major overseas markets ~
Europe, Japan, and USA 
arc highly protectionist; and 4)
the world banking system is
skatlllg on thc thinnest of ice.
What we necded was a report
based on a variety 01 future
economic scenarios. What we
have got is one which may
prove to be based on false or
rejected economic thinking,
Recovery by CSIRO from5lleh
anerrorcollld pl'oveil11POss!"
ble unless some bet-hedging is
built into the new arrange
ments,

Clive Hackett
Div. Water & Land Res.

DellI' Editor,
I have just read CoResearch
No. 287 December '85, sent 10

[ne through an arrangement
made by the association of
CSIRO retlrces in Canberra.

I joined CSIR Common
wealth Research Station in
Merbein in February 1931,
Offieer-in-Charge A.V. Lyon.
I made the third scientific
mcmber in a total stall of Stx.
Soon after I started, Bill Lyol1
told me qUIte seriously "{ou
have to make up your mind
whether to be scientific or be
practical' ,

When I arrived in Canberra
in late 1959, the slogan was
simply 'Publish or perish!' 1
was fortunate that at that time
I was a member of a fore
runner of your Science Com
mUl1leation' Unit, ARLS (Ag
ricultural Research Liaison
Unit).

It is fascinating to me that
after more than 50 years a top
line committee charged with
revlewmg CSIRO has come
around to agreetng with Bill
Lyon that the main function of
CSIRO should be 10 'be practi
cal'.

Perhaps it will be much less
than 50 years when another
expert commIttee finds that
the mHin function of CSIRO is
to 'push back the frontiers 01
knowledge'.

mamtained. It would inhibit
our ability to furthcr establish
good collaborative projects
with industry, and do nothing
10 raise the R&D III Australia
to a level lTIore in line with
those 01 the mdustnahsed
nations. I believe it essential
that CSIRO's appropriation
funJing be rnaintamcd particu
larly in the year following the
ASTEC review in ordcr that
the new gOVCrI1l1lg Board will
have the fleXibIlity to set some
new directions lor the Organi
zation. InstItutes should be
setting targets for substantial
illcrcllscs in external funding
over the next few years, and
actively ',eeking ft;nds from
industry. I helieve that in the
longer term, support from
industry will strengthen the
ease for increasing the level 01
strategic or basic reseurch in
CSIRO

My first mal or address as
Chairman Will be later in the
month to the Adelaide Sym
posium of the Austrahan
Industl"l'11g,e.~F\lr(;11.Grol,!P,9])
'New Teehnol<.)gie,s fOLJI~.S

Economic Development . 01
Australia'. I will be presentlllg
a strong case for the role of
stnltct'.lc research Itn indu~( rial
appheattons in Australia and
the competitiveness of Austra
h<ln industry. The release of a
new booklet Oil CSIRO's
research for manufacturing
industry will coincide with the
symposium; the ncw eo.lourful
edllion of CSIRO in Brief also
will he <Ivailable to participants
in the ~ymposiull,L

The procedures lor handlmg
the ASTEC reviews have been
agreed. the 'cabinet submission
relating to the report on
CSIRO will be handled by the
Prime Minister ,md the Mims
ter lor Science. The controver
sial j:-;slIC\ are the structure and
method of appointment of
Board members, the continua
Iion of the Advisory Counci.l
and the State Committees and
CSIRO"s relationship with thc
Public Service Board. Cabinet
deCIsions on the review are
expected hy the end 01 Feb
ruary and It IS hoped the
necessary changes to the Sci
ence and Industry Research
Act can be passed through
parltament dunng the Autumn
Sessioll.

I have Idt my travelling to a
minimum during the past three
months because of the review,
but as soon 'h the cabinet
dcclslons are taken I intend to
travel extenSlvcly liJ meet staff
as well d'i industrial and coo1
1l1unity leaders,

A colunul by
Dr Keitll
Boardman

I hope that all stalT have
enjoyed their vacations and
are refreshed and re-invigo
rated to face the challenges of
1986. The Govel'llment and
the Minister have high expecta
tions that CSIRO will "lay an
increasingly imlH,rtant role in
hridging the gap hetween
research at the cntting edge of
science and technology and its
application for the (wnelif of
Australian industry and the
Australian commlln~ty.

The yeHr ahead can he seen
as a new pha~c ill the history
01 CSJRO, with the Implemen
tation olt he poheles developed
by the Executive mthe strategy
document, {he implementation
of recommendatlons of the
ASTFC reView and the
appoinlrncnt of a new govern
ing board following govern
ment decisions on the ASTEC
ITVlew

The mam challenge for the
Organizstio!l in 19X6 is 10

achieve closer lInkages bet~

ween our researchers and the
users or pOlentialuscrs .ofthc
research. The maintenance of
the l11gh qualtty of the strategic
research crfort of CSI RO and
the effective appltcahon 01 tlte
research for industry and com
munity henefit IS vital to the
impro~cd competitiveness of
our industnes. Although the
rllral and mining lI1uusfries
have recognised for a long time
the crucial importance of high
quailty R&D in Australia, It IS

only recently that manutactur
ing industry in Australia has
started to appreciate the nccd
for an innovatIve R&D error!

The t50 percent tax deduc
tIon for R& D should mean a
substantial Increase 10 COIll

pany R&D budgus, but what
fractioll or that increase will
represent H real expansion 01

the R& D Glpaclty as distmct
lrom the tJanster of Clurent
expenditure to the category 01
R& D I emalns to be seen.
There is <Ill expectation 01

Government tlwt CSIRO wtll
be .... uccessful IJl atlracllllg
mi.lllY mort' contracts from
IIldust ry. particularly Illlm tbe
,:maller firms that Illay find It
more attractive tn contract our
then R&D needs rathcr than
cstabli~h -;uhstantial in-house
R&D

1 am sure ,\rgurncnl~ will he
advanced hy the (i-overnlTlcnt's
advisers In the Dcprlrtrncnl of
Finance that our appropnatHJn
funding could be reduced
because of our pOlcntial to
ohtam contracts from IIlduslrv
HUl such (; move wl)uld he
l:ontrarv tr) l'he ri?cOmmCndil
tlon oj the ASTEC review that
CSIRO's <Ippropnatloll be

From the
Chairman
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Ldul'alion ('cntrc(\t the Parkes
l<llIlOlL'il.'SCOPC III lUll (he
;"'IIYIII," 01 llll' duh. It's part
i)f i.i dnvc hl l'Xli.."lld till' skills
ilnd ItSPllH'l'S 011 hI..:' Cl'IlITl'S tll

a hrtJddt"1 aUdll'lH:l

'11/(' l';t11 ha'> gUilt...' out for
l!llcrcst\.'d Slllduus, ilnd even
at (ill.: huuhl nl tile Christmas
Sf.:h .. lf,)! holld;IY:-; cll["nlmcl1(s

\"rcre hf..:'lllg n'(:l..'lved 'over the
COlllllC( at Pa,kcs

Reaction will be gauged thiS
YCilr and the duh wIll expand
If thc idea take' (1ft

Alrcndy, llegolliHllHl~ are
nearing complction1or CSl RO
SCIence educalion centres in
'Hhcl pans o[ AustlHlIH.
Hobart ;IIHI Bmbane centres
look likely 10 opell lllls year
rhis will allow murc enrol
ments ill l11c dub and;} widel
variety of (\ctivilics

nights, aslnJllomic.:1l observit
tit;lls and special activities in
Adelaide. Melbourne. Sydncy
and ParkL's.

('SIRO will be uSIng
tcachers already in place at Its
MdbuurJ1l' Hnd Adelaide Sci
enee Education C~entres and
slall at the CSIRO Astronomy

Why was the Chairman gripping Ihe arms ofhis chair so light/y?
Was il something to do ",ilh Ihe nil look on seu graphic artist
Sara l'wigg-Pllllerson'.s facel PUI your own iJlterpretatio11 011
the el'ent,. of the l1e(J(tquarler., 'iliaci.. Friday' Chri.\"tllla,. parly
(which iucidentally provided plenty ojmaleriaijor jimlly -alld
occasiOlwlly actiollable - pho/(}s). 'Iile author oj the wirriest
caplioll will 1101 only have lur/hi,· ·lVork published in a
NA TIONAL lIew.'paper (wel/, ("oResearch (Ioes go aI/ aro/llul
Auslralia) bUI will a/so reaive SIX LYTIV\ copies /() gil'e 10

frielldsuudjamily, Sellllyour mplions 10 Ihe Editor, Uz Bun/en,
be/ore Monday 24 Febl"llary. The addre" i, on Ihe back page
of 11ti, issue.

Caption compeUliol1

As the artist
hairman

The Canberra based Labor.
atories Co-oJlerativeLtd is
amalgamating with the
CSIRO Credit Society in
Melbourne to form Siro·
credit.

Or Don Gibson anel Mr
Howard Crozier, chairmen of
Melbourne and Canberra
boards respectively, said 'the
majority of Canberra membcrs
obviously could sec the advan
tages of uniting two already
strong credit societies'. The
decision was takeu at a meeting
on 28 January.

David Parker and his staff
will continue operating the
Canberra office wi th the usual
service.

Melbourne's ability to offer
free cheque accounts, Visa
cards and a range of other
sophisticated financial services
at no grcater unit cost per
member were major factors in
the decision.

Canberra members soon will
be asked to sign forms transfer
ring their assets to Melbourne.
Those with loans will have
them paiel out by replacement
loans on the same terms from
Melbourne.

Once the transfers are com
plete the Laboratories Co
operative Ltel will be wound
up.

The Sydney-bascd CSfRO
Credit Society has shown
interest in a similar move and
it's possible in the future Syd
ney will merge with Sirocredit.

It's been estimated that
about 25 percent of the
Anstralian pOlllllation has
some connection with the
education system, whether
as Jlarents, students,
teachm's Or administrators.

Dr Michael Dack. head of
the Science Communication
Unit's community interest sec
tion, said 'if CSIRO wanls to
raise commu nity conSCIOusness
of science in general Hnd
CSIRO in particular. what bet
ter group to work with'.

With this in mind, a new
science club for sludents called
Double Helix has been
formed

The club is for people aged
between 10 and 18, and in 1986
a maximum of 1000 members
will be enrolled.

It will be self-supporting
through an $8.50 levy for mem
bers. Apart from stickers,
badges, etc, members will
receive the quarterly newslet
ter (edited in Canberra by
Ross Kingsland) and have the
opportunity to take part in
excllrsions competitions, film

***
Sirocredit
starts up

CSIRO Double H li
aims for 1000

A Matter
of Opinion

111is month's contributor to our point of view column is
principal research scientist from the Division of Hum all
Nutrition, IJr IJavid Topping.

I suppose I was asked to contribnte to this colnmn because I
have definite views on some subjects - just like George Fisher
who kicked off this series. The subject I have chosen is similar
in some ways to George's because it relates to the pnblic
perception of CSIRO. I am going to address one of my hobby
horses, science I'undiug and the need for CSIRO staff to lobby
hard at all levels so as to raise the level 01' public and political
goodwill towards CSIRO.

Since joining the Organization in 1977, it has never ceased to
amaze me how valuable CSIRO is to the nation. Before coming
to Australia I worked for the British Medical Research Council,
onc of several automonous Government research councils in the
UK. Each body had its own (fairly substantial) bureaucracy and
separate research facilitics. As well as being physically separate
it also seemed to me that the scientist of one council hardly ever
communicated with people working in related areas in other
councils. The opposite is true for CSIRO. In spite of cries from
research workers for a post to be dug into the forecourt of
Tombstone Avenuc and a firing squad to get to work, the
bureaucracy in CSIRO is relatively small. There is a high degree
of interchange between people in different divisions and
institutes. All of which means that CSIRO allows a moderately
poorly populated but geographically enormous country to carry
out research and development of international standing fora
modest outlay.

As an Organization, one of our big problems is that although
the general pul,lic still has a hazy kind of reverence fQr CSIRO,
th~average citizen has little or no k~o\Vled!l}.Qf tht; Orgal*?c
tion's current objectives or achieve l11.t;nts,. ~n JaQt'l,l1l too oftell
we are confused in the public's mind witlla large sugar
corporation. Even worse, we are rated as an almost negligible
quantity by nearly all Federal (and State) politicians. To me,at
least, the latter point is the explanation for the apParently
never-ending stream of Federal budgets in which funding for
CSIRO has been cut either actively or by default.

The impact of these adverse budgets on divisions is fairly
obvious to us all - losses of staff (particularly support
personnel), non-replacement of equipment, the postponing of
building programs and so on. Obviously the 1984 Federal Budget
was the last straw and then we actually saw CSIRO staff
protesting in public at the cuts forced on them. Their efforts
must have had some effect as the ]985 allocation for the
Organization was not bad - although that is not to say it was
positively good. However, I don't think public protests are a
particularly effective long term means of guaranteeing a stable
environment for research and we in CSIRO have to appreciate
that we need to work at getting our research dollars, as well as
taking care of our other duties.

The experience of the OA in this area of lobbying is quite
interesting as well as educational. For the past few years the
Association has been educating politicians of all parties by getting
them to visit OA members at work and finding out wllat they
did. These visits started almost by accident in South Australia
when we found that a Senator would like to talk to us in her
offices but was rather busy. When a lab visit was suggested
instead, the response was quite different and since then there
have been many similar meetings, first in South Australia and
now in the ACT, Victoria and New South Wales.

I am not suggesting that these visits are enough by themselves,
far from it. While Barry Jones has raised the public profile of
science, lots more needs to be done. At a recent game of Trivial
Pursuit the other participants thought I had an unfair advantage.
Apparently these otherwise well-educated people included art,
sport and literature in general knowledge, but not science and
technology. This attitude is hardly encouraging and is probably
very common, particulllrly IImong those people responsible for
making politically important decisions. How many politicians or
senior public servants have a science background? Very few
indeed as nearly all of them are merely lawyers or economists.
It is essential for all of us in CSIRO to educate these people as
well as the wider community so political decisions on science and
technology are not made in a vacuum. Lack of knowledge must
not remain as IIn excuse for any further errors of national science
policy, particularly as it IIffects CSIRO.
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CSIRO makes an exhibition
of itself

The CSIRO BenevolentFund:
working behind the scenes

In its biggest move ever into the realm of exhibitions, CSIRO will stage three major
disl"ays hetwecn August this year and March 1987. It's llart of thc effort to improvc
(lxdlange of information with outside USCI' groups and the genel'3l public.

,A continuous llashing will be continuous between gaps'

'An expansion Joint \hall always be located at a point where
maximulll contraction occurs'

He empllasizes the fund is
open t.O all CSIRO staff and
retired staff members. whether
they have conlributed or not.
A Jl req uests arc considered on
their merits,

Ti,e fund started soon aftcr
Sir Frederiek White camc to
the new Division of Radio
physics in Sydney in 194 I. It
spread to other Sydney divi
sions over some years and
eventually took root through
out the Organization f.1ftcrSir
Frederick became CSIRO
Chairman.

Apart from d.i.rcGt financial
assistance for staff members,
the fund also provides gestures
of sympathy such as flowers 1'01
bereavements and gifts for
peoplc in hospital. Hospital
visits arc arranged ill some
areas.

All CSlRO sites have fund
representatives. Staff should
CDntact their staff clerks for
llppropriate names and num
bers,

bureaucratic red tape,

Requests arc handled by sill'
representatives who forward
details to the fund manage
ment committee for apprnvnl.
However, reps on the spot
have some discretion to Hct
more promptly in an
emergency,

Assistance may be in the
form 01' a grant to cover bills.
an interest-free loan or even
advice on how to cope with a
dil'l'ieull financial situation. BF
seeks expert opinion from out
side the Organization, such as
the debt coullselling service in
CHnberra, CARE,

All staff

'A carefully selected matching colour won't'

'Do not, believe in luek - rely on it'

'Components that must not and cannot be assembled improperly
will bc'

'Manufacturers' specification sheets will be incorrect by a factor
01' n.s or 2.lJ depending on which multiplier gives the most
optimistic value. For salesmen's claims, these factors will be n.l
or ID.O'

'All tins labelled 'mould oil' contain hydrochloric acid, or
retarder, or diesel fuel - or a mixture of all three'

'It is impossible to make anything foolproof because fools arc so
ingenious'

'Design details marked 'AS REQUIRED' will only be required
when omitted'

'The commencement of site work requiring two weeks of still,
dry weather will always be associated with the approach of a
cyclonic depression'

'For greater economy, the announcements of future meetings
will be forwarded with their minutes'

Preserving the privacy of
people seekini1, financial assist-.
anee is paramount and thc
work of the fund is necessarily
behind the scenes and low key.

While an essential feature,
this means that people new to
the Organization may be un
aware of the fund's existence,
or more likely, so bombarded
with paperwork when they first
start that they overlook the
deduction authonty form
which ena bles fund contribu
tions to be taken out of their
fortnightly pay automatically,

Numbers of contributors
have heen declining in recent
times (for instancc l in Can
berra they now stand at a
disappointing 55 percent of
total staff numbers).

It's no! that people baulk at
the contributions, which are
either five or 10 eents per week
dependi.ng on your location,
but probably that they do 110t
get around to filling in the
form.

Former BF Canberra chair
man Dr David Goodehild said
despite falling cOl1triblltor
numbers, there's enough
money to cope with more
requests than received at pre
sent.

The only criterion for
allocating assistance is 'need',
said Dr Goodchild,

'There's no definition of
need. !t's open to suggestion,'
he said.

The aim is to help people as
quickly as possible and aVOId

'Available research information for design purposes will always
be expressed in the least usable form (eg. vclocity will be
expressed in furlongs per fortnight)'

The difficulty with writing
about the CSIRO Bcnevo
lent Fund is that thcre's not
much which can be said on
the record.

Pacific, servicing buyers and
sellers in industry, commerce,
the professions. sciences and
government.

Thc Executive has allocated
$75000 for CSIRO's display,
Like thc Orange Field Days,
scientists will attend to perform
demonstrations and discuss
theIr work.

The theme is- 'Technology
for Australian Industry'. At
present sub-themes <Ire being
considered to illustrate this 
eg. manufacturing teclmology,
biotechnology, space scicncc
and technology and processing
raw ma terials.

Specific items such as, insec
ticidal estcrs, PSZ, roborics
and the Synchro-pulse welder
will be on display.

While much attention will
bc given to making the display
boards interesting and viswtlly
attractive, the emphasis will be
on the scientists and the work-,
ing demonstrations.

'Compounds to he applied in act.:o nJa nn..: with manufacturers"
instructions will be \uflplied iu unmarked tms'

'Where twn gauge rods arc used during the construction of a
hrick wall, they will be found to he identical in all respeets exeept
for their markings'

rhe theme of the whole ex
hillilion is 'CSIRO: Respond
ing to Cl Nntion\ Needs' and
it's aimed at showing Ihe public
how the Organization has tack
led various problems and
found innovative solutions.

Tile three firm sub-themes
are: science for farm and fac
tory; new materia Is. new
techniques; and protecting our
envIronment. Two morc sec
tions, based .on the ideas of
tomorrow's world and mam
tH\ning our standard of living,
arc being finalized,

Reader response to the Division (!! Building Research
~!lInny phone calls' ill the December '85 issue (!!
CoH.cscarch has been so faJ'ourable that this month we
are including allother prime example of DER humollr,
This time it's the hest of Murphy's ComeI', words (~f

wisdom which regularly appear ill the Division's lIewslet-.
ter Rebuild,

'In SImple cases where one obvious right way IS (lpposed to onc
obvious wrong way. it is often wiser to choose the wrong way
right ofr. This is one step ahead of choosing the right way, which
tmns out to be a wrong way, which has to become a right way'

'A dropped tool will always land where it can do the most damage
(also known liS the law 01' selective gravitation)'

CSIRO has purchased 120
square feel of space at this
exhibition, which IS being held
in Canberra.

It's hoped the event will
become the technological
forum for Australia and the

3. The inaugul'lIllntcrnatioual
Technology Exhihition 3-7
March 1937

lIalf of this sheep has been shol'll using biological defleecing. This
process will be one of many CSfRO inventions on display.

DBRidoes it again

This five-month cxhibition
(announced 111 CO!<r'.learch
2HS, October 'XS) is now likelv
to feature a JOIl et lumu'l'('
(sound and light) display to
highlight CSIRO devclop
ments.

2. Wcstllac Banking MusCUJII
Gucst Exhibitor frolll Aur,lISt
1986

I. Guest Exhihitor at the
Australian National Field nays
at Orange 11-14 November
198(,

Usually this honour is reserved
for a country (eg. China,
United States, New Zealand)
but this lime CSIRO has been
selected.

It will be the biggcst and
most expensive exhibition
CSl RO has ever staged, with
hall' the Organization', divi
sions involved Ifl some way.
The Executive has allocated
$100000 for the evcnt, to
demonstrate to Australia\
rural sector that tbe latest
emphasis 011 manufacturing
industry does not mean agricul
tural research has been put on
the hack burner.

About 50 scienlisls will be
on hand at the exhibition, (0

pt;rforrn various oll-the-spot
analy'i>cs of crops or soils for
farmers and to give scheduled
demonstrations of new proces
ses such as biologica I defleec
inl\ .

Dr Michael Dack IS project
leader and, tOl\ether with SCU
graphic artist Brian Gosnell,
will design the cxhibition
around the theme 'CSIRO:
Science for the Rural Com
munity

The Orange Field Days are
at the top 01' the rural commun
ity's field clay calendar, with
attendances now standing at
around (,0 IJIJO. Extensive
coverage in the rural media i~

assured.
CSIRO will display its tech

nology and services under the
sub-themes of wool research,
biotechnology, animal hcalth,
weed and pcst control. soils
and waler, computers in
agriculture, quality of agrictll
tuntl productions, rcmolc sens
ing and new plants and crops.

A special issue of Rural
R('sell rch , (ovcnng these
themes in separatc chapters,
will be produced for the evenl.

Co-ordinators at ninG divi
sions arc working on the sub
jects and working up suitable
displays and schedules for each
section.

rhe exhibition wll be housed
in the manl pavilion at the site,
and a marquee will "Iso be
erccted to provide additional
sracc
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The Creationism debate continues

domestic product, Hnd this will
have adverse consequences: if
allowed to LOntinue,' the
repon said. 'Emerging
technologies draw on basic
research ..

'Australia can never perform
more than a small part of the
world's research and develop
ment, so that there will always
be considerable reliance on
imported technology. The
challenge is to select and incor
porate tire best technology
from whatever source and use
it to develop produets that are
distinetively Australian and
processes that suit our partlcll
lar needs. The abililV to use
imported technology from
whatever source and to adapt
it imaginatively and in novel
way' requires that we keep
abreast of international
developments.
'The other research organiza
tions are: the Defence Scienee
and Technolugy Organizatjon,
the Te!ecom Research Labor
taories, the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission, the
Burcau of Mineral Resourees
and the Antaretic Division 01
the Department of Science.

behind other western indus
trialized eountries, particularly
in lhe manufacturing sector,
the repon claims.

ASTEC believes current
government policies (such as
the] 50 percent tax ineentive)
will eventually help to conect
tho R&D imbalance by creat
ing a favourable climate lor
companies to boost their
research activities.

However, it urges greatel
long-term plannlllg to aVOid
the abrupt withdrawal of funds
and subsequent laek 01 eonfi
uence

Increased national export
performance vital to further
deve!<'pmellt of Australia will
reqllJr<~ a 'dramatically
Improved' performance by the
manllfac( llring sector.

The report points to a need
to encourage more applied
research and experimental
development in industry, while
maintaining the level of public
sector support for basie and
stratcgic research.

There has been a downward
trend in funding basic research
111 universities in reee-ot years.
as a proportion 01 the gross

While urging more Industry
research involvement, particu
larly at the tactical end of the
spectrum, the repmt said the
prevailing conditions III

Australia make this diffieult
and change probably will be
slow. The eurrent level l11'

government funding of selenee
should at least be maintained,
it said.

Ar present, CSIRO and the
five other major Govermnent
funded scie'ntifie organiza
tions' aecount for 90 pereent
of Commonwealth perfor
mance of R&D. While govern
ment funding of R&D IS 011 a
par with comparable OEeD
eountries, the level of private
R&D in Australia is far lower.

With Australian science so
dependent on tlie ebb and flow
of government funding, we are
in dangor of falhng furthel

The ASTEe Report part 2: 'boost private R&D but
don't cut government ·funding'.
The vexed question of \)I'i
vate sector research and
development in Australia is
addressed in ASTEC's sec
ond report to Parliament
on the state of Government
funded science.

"ng· of l~vonoW~ex:tirlf:it,:nl11 _ i'{i\i(,ires" (ThyIacoleo)llragging acarCl/SS of Cl grey
kangaroo, L,; byCSIRO arlist"l"'l'ankJ<.nighifromthe Division ofWildlife (lnd Rangeland~' R.e~earch. Fnt/"lk
contributed32 deflliled C{)/ou:r plates. each laking 20 to 30 houn, to a new book called Kadimakara ~ Extinct
Vertebrates oj'AUSlril!i(le(litedbyDr Pat Rich from Mot/ash University Ilmi DrJerry Vlln TetsJj'om the J)lI'i.~'iun.

Work on the (lrawingsstartecl.ajterl'ra/fkwasgiven II CS1RO Overseas Study Award in /980. J)urmg his trip
he was shown Iheorlgil'l(ll mural, The Age o/Repliles, by olle of Ihe doyens of fossil art. nudo/ph Z,,//inger,
lit Yale Universay'sPeabodyMuseufrl..in the United Slates. Zallinger won the j)u!fitzer Prize in 194CJ jor his
work. Kadimakara, which is nOB) on sale in bouks/lOps/or $45, olltlines ~lOt only current knowledge oIAII,wralia's
strange verlebr(lles but also traces the intriguing story of how the discoveries were nuull', and the

views the

Dear Editor,
1 fail to see why there IS such
a fuss about creationism/evolu
tion. The species may be
regarded as having been
brought into existence
(ereated) by development from
earlier forms (evolution). In
other words ereationism and
evolution are eompletely com
patible if evolution is seen !lS
the path to ereation and timing
is not taken too literally!

(Jeoff Wines
Headquarters

It accentuates Christ's teaehing
on the importance of spiritual
values eompared to outward
show and materinlism.

Christians aeeept that God
made the universe as a matter
of belief. This belief is not
blind, but should be based on
a daily experience of God's
reliability in their lives.

Seienee eannot prove that
God was the creator. On the
other hand, science eannot
disprove this belief, either
The scientific method can,
however, be applied to study
ing the question of how the
world was made. That question
goes beyond the realm of belief
into the domain of seienee.

Colin Wrigley
Wheat Researeh {.Tnit

OlTllts to give a reference. And
why should Arehbold Geo
mechanies (a name with the
ring of the Niebelungen as well
as Peloponnesus) spoil his
arguments with emotive words
and an obvious grudge against
the USA? Then tllere is Forster
of CILES (I prefer Fosters by
miles) drowning whatever
obscure thoughts he might
have in even more obscure
sentences. Taplin, like a Chap
lain from Mineral Waters and
Theoehel11lstry, ponders Liz
Burden's agony: must Religion
be baeked by Seience, and
Science by Religion? Fair but
unprofitable, he eoncludes,
and no businessman would
disagree.

As is to be expected, the
deepest thoughts on this mat
ter, which causes the nation so
many sleepless nights (was I
created immaculately, or did J
evolve from lust?) eome from
Groundwater Research Davis,
always hearty and salty when
surfacing.

My view? Don't eS",lpe into
the Supernatural, when baffled
by the Natura!. Don'(1)a.ssthe
Buck to Creation. DOII'tre%'
the Comics and believe. in
Superman. Probe themys,
teries of Life, Earth and Stars
with your feet on the ground
but wonder in your eyes. Fact
beats Fiction!mytime.

H A Haantjens
(Former Inmate)

Dear Editor,
Current crcationism is a Teac~

tion by a few Christians against
scienee and the dogmatism of
some scientists. Whereas
Christians need not fear the
results of scientific study, there
is eause to fear the effects of
dogmatically dIsmissing the
possibility of evolution being
God's way of creation. Sueh an
attitude alienates many poten
tial Christians, espeeilIily stu
dents. It also may prove to be
a repetition of old errors made
by the established ehureh. In
the past, for example, it
reJeeted Galileo's theory that
the earth circled the Sun, not
the reverse. The basis was
Psalm 104:5, 'teaehing' that
the earth is stationary!

The eventual aceeptance of
a sun-centred universe was a
blow to man's pride. No longel
was his world at the eentre,
with sun. moon and stars
revolving around him. Surely
God was tcaching man ,1 lesson
of humility!

Perhaps God has lInother
lesson to teaeh us today - that
man's body is merely a shell
for his spirit, the real person.
God created man in His own
image, a living sou!' If the shell
for this spirit had a similar
progenitor to the apes, it is a
blow ro our pride. Yet, if so,

Dear Editor,
Although CoResearch is an
internal staff newspaper, tile
debate in the December issue
about whether l'Aeademie
Franeaise could conceivably
have evolved from a Con
somme HUX Amocbes (or was
created by Cardinal de
Rlchelieu) is so Irrelevant to
the tasks of CSIRO, that out
siders, who may happen to
read this, may well wonder
what actually does occupy the
minds (and working hours) of
those regiments of super
scientists, who assert that the
wealth of this nation ultimately
depends on their astute (or
cute?) diseoveries.

Not only that a basieally
theological debate seems less
appropriate for a CSIRO paper
than an intellectually stimulat
ing bridge column (like
CSIRO, bridge is concerned
with a rational, systematic,
asympototlc approach to
unpredictable statistical varia
bility), but also the calibre of
selected letters makes onc
wonder about the supposed
super-brains of CSIRO's re
searchers (thought-provoking
lellers indeed).

R H Hill of Atmospheric
Rescarch has his head well and
truly in the clouds, when he
eoncludes that the presenee of
human artifacts in Cl coal seam
proves that the seam post-dates
the artifaets, and (sin or sins)

A namber oIlettet:v were received on the December special subject,
creatlOnisnl. Because of space restricllOns, many had to be held
over, and most oflhese now appear on this page and on page 12.
Apologies 10 people whose letler., have sliII nol appeared _.- we
will Iry 10 run Ihem later in Ihe year. Please naIl' correspondence
on this issue is now closed
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Tech Talk
All occasional colul/l/l by CSIRO tech/lical sta;ff. Readers
are i/lvited to contribute,

The seven leading Western indnstrial nations have been holding 'summit' meetings of
heads ofgovel'lllllents since 1975. The best knowll have been at Ottawa (1981), Versailles
(1982), Williamshurg (1983) ami London (1984). The 'summit seven' comprise the United
States, the United Kingdom, Japan, West Germany, France and Italy.

each LakeEnco nter at

***

retain data, and was lully dis
cussed in Industrial Research
News No. 170 (May 1985). The
'bubble box' has many uses but
the most widely used applica
tion is for transferring material
from scientifie computers to
secretarial word processors.
This cuts the key-stroking in
half and reduees the likelihood
of RSl. (For material which is
to be phototypeset it reduces
the key-strokes to one-third!!)

The deviee, which stores
about 70 pages of A4 (128 k
bytes), costs ahout $lOOO and
so far the Division has made
about 30. We have tried to find
a commercial supplier but
nobody seems inlerested in
making them. If you do know
of a potential manufaeturer
please contact Paul Hewitt (02)
4676322.

Textile Industry: The presence of vegetable matter contami
nation in wool and the problems of its removal during worsted
processing are covered in a report released by the Division.
Report ID Topmakers V: Aspects of Vegetable MalleI' Removal
0/1 the Worsted Card is the latest in a series of reports directed
at the topmaking sector of the wool processing industry. The
Division has also released a report on baling and scoured wool
processing performance.

Tropical Animal Science: A prominent Queensland grazicr,
Mr Richard Wilson, said CSIRO research lo improve the
efficiency of bcef production in northern Australia is now in
tunc with industry needs. Mr Wilsoll is eltairman' 01' the
Divisional Advisory Committee which has worked closely
with the Division in developing a strategic plan for research
during the next five years.

The Division also has experimentally tested and patented a
new vaccine against the most common form of mastitis in
dairy cattle. The vaccine is the result of more than 10 years'
is intensive researeh. The advantage 01' tltis new vaccine is
that it contains no live bacteria unlike an earlier version.
Siroteeh is now seeking a company to manufacture it in
Australia.

Tropical Crops and Pastmes: The proceedings of the
International Savanna Symposium, held in Brisbane more
than a year ago, arc now available. The conference focused
on ways of making the best use of the world's tropical grazing
lands. The proceedings have been published with the title,
Ecology and Management of the World's Savannas, and are
available from the Tropical Grassland Society of Australia,
Cl- the Division in Brisbanc.

***

News from the divisions
- a round up of media releases

Animal Health: A new, cost-effective worm control program
called Drenchplan is now being markcied to sheep producers
in the southwest slopes of NSW. The program is based on
field research by the Division and developed in assoeiation
with the NSW Department of Agriculture and local pasture
proteetion boards. Drenehplan is directed against black scour
worm and brown stomach worm. It soon will be extended to
other parts of the state.

There arc innumerable
instances whcn information
present in one computer needs
to be transferred to another. If
the computers are the same,
this is not a problem. But with
the proliferation of computers
these days, most Divisions cnd
up with a myriad of incompat
ible machines. Most computers
do however have two universal
features - namely outlet plugs
(RS 232 serial parts for the
technically minded) and a eom
mon language (ASCII). Using
these features Mr Alex Bendeli
of the Division of Applied
Physics has developed a black
box which allows simple and
quick transfers of information
from onc computer to another.
The dcviee, called a fransient
interfacing peripheral (TIP).
uses a 'bubble' memory to

COliI. on 1,.16

ment-sllpported non-defence
R&D; it was the largest portion
of our Federal R&D budget.
In just four years development
became the smallest compo
nen t - and basic researeh
emerged as the largest. It's a
shift so startling that some
peoplc still don't believe it.'

Government must, he says,
'keep the basic research pot
bubbling'.

The time lag betwcen basic
research and industrial applica
tion is reducing. In optoelec
tronics the 1983 Nobel Prize
diseovery in chemistry is
already at the application stage
in industry.

The strongest emphasis is
being placed on setting up
multidisciplinary researeh
centres. Curing atherosderosis
will depend on neurobiologists
working with physiologists skil
led in solving plumbing prob
lems. Optoelcetrotiics forces
classical physicists into the
same bed as electronic
cngineers and chemists. Artifi
cial intelligence covers an ever
wider range of disciplines.

Dr Keyworth describes this
emphasis as a 'revolution' ....:
essential 'leverage' on industry
and aeademia and the 'single
most important initiative' by
thc Administration in R&D.

The objective is to create a
lJroad problem-solving envi
ronment. University discip
lines and the product sector of
industry have both been 'verti
eal' in their preoccupations,
but lateral relations arc now
far more important.

Slide,rule manufacturers
never recognized that pocket
calculators would make them
obsolcte overnight. The Swiss
watchmakers recognized too
late that precision mechanical
engineering' would simply be
irrelevant. Where the Japanese
have done best. they have
started with virtually a zero
base.

Mr Takeuehi, in his paper,
confirmed Japan's funadmen
tal change in direction in R&D.
The familiar stereotype of the
Japanese as assiduous dis
scminators 01 other people's
fundamental research had
much historical validity. Tt
workecl in the 1960s and I 970s.
However, Japan recognizes
that it no longer works in the
1980s and would be a recipe
for disaster in the 1990s. The
emphasis now is on long term

Unique imllOl'tance

'Talenl and technology' me
Ihe only factors which can
overcome -"comparative disad
vantages in capital and labour
costs.. ArncriGIn industrialists'l
unlike our own, have now
recognised the unique in1por
tance 01 scienee and technol
ogy In the national economic
lutme. 'Sclencc has never
before moved with such speed
and breadth .. Virtually every
lie Id IS attractive.' Subjects
like nudear physies and optics,
regarded as exhausted a
decade ago. arC now back at
the fore/ronl

.All of LIS straddle two worlds
-~ a teehnologteal world that
stimulates cliange and a politi
eal world thal resists it.'

Kcyworth cmphasizes the
encouragement or basic
research by GOvCfllll1Cnt. and
promoting llniversity-mdustry
linkagcs. Under President
Reagan, Federal resources
have been shifted away from
1l'chl1o!ogy development and
towards basic research,

In 191'1 development
daimed 42 pClcent of goverl1-

Canada aho has a tradition
or ·truncated development'
with an cven higher proportion
01 [oleign ownership than
Australia. She has the eom
billed threat and opportunity
of being part of the North
American economy. The ques
tion of Canada's industrial
future \S as anxiouslv dcbated
as the nature of Canadian
nationalism, attempting to find
[inks between French spcaking
farmers in Ouebee, fishermen
III the Maritimes and higlHeeh
invcstors in British Columbia.

Dr Keyworth restated the
themes of IllS Venice speech.
fn scienec and technology the
US was 'no longer laissez-J£lIre'
and intended 10 move away
lrom a free market approach,
recoglllzing the need to 'target'
particular technologies. Rely
ing on the 'natural course of
events' lust doesn't happen
fast enough. (This will be
anathema to many' Canberra
(mined economists and finan
cial jonrnalists to whom it is an
article of Imth that 'Govern
ments cannot pick winners!')

Ci-ovcrnments are often in an
excellent position 10 Judge gen
eral trends because of tl1elr
access to a wide diverstty of
data, while husinesses arc
inevitably quite limited.

Bccansc of Cl growIng convic
tion that national eCOI10!111CS

arc passing lhrllugh a tech
nological rcvolul ion of unpre
cedented magnitude and with
unknowahJc social consequ
ences. it was determined to
hold a special meeting of 'SUIll

mit seven' milllstcrs.
A"i heads of gov~rnment

were not attending a Icss clt.>
vated title W(l'i iidoplcd: 'Int(,l
national 1\,1eetHlg of SCience
and Technology .Mull'itcrs'.

I was Invited partly hecause
of my writings and also for my
(unreported) speech to m III IS

ters from 24 naltons at III

OECD Confercnce in Vemee
last April. This was Australia's
first representation at a meet
ing ansing from Cl norther!l
summit.

Wc met al ramb!mg Willson
House at Me"ch I'akc. ?O
minute:) by road from On:nva.
in the beauldul Gatincau Park
Quebec, III hy an Indian sum
mer in the last days of !!Ionous
fall leaves

To encourage vlgorou:- de
bate it wa~ <.lgrecd Ihat no
forma! reeonis would be kepi,
no final communique issued
and that detence-related sci
ence and technology wouluno(
be diseusscd

DUI host was Canadwn
Minister for Science and
Technology, Dr Tom Siddon.
lormerly an engllleenng pro
fessor In British CohnnbJa.
Four delegation leaders had
been to Vel1lcc: Dr <O"or£e A
('Jaye') Keyworth 11, (hr~ctor
of the US Offiee of SCIence ,md
Technology Policy and SCiCIKC

Advisor ID Pn'sH.knt H..eagall~
Dr Albert Prnbst from the
Federal Republrc "f Germany;
Senator (,uigi (,randli from
Italv and mvself Rellcll1
Takeucbi. rv11l11slcr for Science
and reehnology, and Geoffrey
Patlie, Minister for Industry
and Infolmation 'T'echnotogy
represented Japan and lire UK
France was unahle to attend.

All the issues raised were
dIrectly applicahle to Aust
ralia, Canada, l',peclal!y, be:rrs
an almost morbid resemblilllce
to the Auslraha scene: a huge
country, With !<nv population
density and high labour and
transport costs, rich UI physltal
resources which are dedil1lllg
a~ a share III \vorld trade.
heSitant aboul making the
transition to a high technology
base, worncd about high
unemploYlllent. cspcually 1\1

economIc mOI1\lcultures.
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Wc all know Ihllt hllr
rkllues, typhoons, 01' (as we
know thcm ill Australia)
tI'OI,klll cydones lire given
IHIIIICS liS they lllke on iden
tities or their own.

DJ\i{ Cllld Dr Bnunl uckel
tells the story of i:l weather
ton:CitS{C( na.lTlcd Clement
\Vlagg early this century ui
Australia whu named tropical
cyclones in IllS iJl ca after polic
ital figures he- disliked.

'I-le could then publicly
describe a politician who
was perhaps not too gcnerou~

WIth Weather Bureau funding
--- as "'causing great distress"
01' "wandering aimkssly about
Ihe PaeifiC".· s;Iid Ilr Tuekcr.

Nllt knllwin~ il 'Bob' Ol
'Barry' have been used
Ic'cently. DI Tucker 10llked
tltem lip

'No '1g,1l "t Cl Barry, but Bllb
is on till' liSl of future names
althoug,h eunently number 30'
he "lld

, I guess 30 tropIcal l'yc!ones
IS a long time in politics

Photos ill this Ieatlll'l' have
been taken by Divisional
photographer, Mr David
Whillas

toria and SCluth Allstnllia. It
also will be concerned with the
satellite monitoring of regional
bushfire potential

rhe research program fClI

the Division lS dlscu"ed ;ll1d
asses.sed by an I:.ldvisory COI11
nllUee whicl! DI Tucker
dc~cribesas '(I loa ring success l

DAR was one of the first
CSIRO diVISIOns to set up an
advisory cOHlmlltce and it has
now been in exiStence almost
as long as the new D,VISIon
itself.

The committee. headed by
Hal Holmes (the Australian
Chairman of MOllsanto Chem
icals) mcets every six months.
Umil recently It mcludcd a
Qantas 747 pilot, and hIS mpllt
included the suggestIOn that
the DIvision should conduct a
swdy of ,Ill airport in Australia
to determine cmlditions which
affcct aircraft safety, Dr
Tucker said this is a propcrly
a Job for the Weather Bureao,
bul DAR could take it on if
resources were provided.

Senior technical Officer Helen Goodmal1 operates the Division's mass spectrometer, doing
measurements in support of Ihe aSlnlO.lpheric consliluents program. JJne of Ihe !ongesl-saving
members or Ihe DhiSIOIl, Helen was reel'''l!y appointed EEO repl'eSl'lllalll'e. !la varied work has
wkerl her (0 [he Cape Grim Baseline Swtion in Tasmania many limes. Alsu, she has spenT so/ne
lime III PC/PUll New GUinea. in j970 .\he lOok long sen'lce leave and liwghl plimllly Ichoo!.IlUdenl'
at a PNG mission in I/oiuntll. Ar present, /--le/en is doinK {In Arts i'egret' at Deakw Univenay,
nWjoring III ,Iocio!ogy alld the plu!"'!,h v or sdence.

Apart from some basic work
a decade or so ago exarnining
bushJires as sources of convec
tion, it's tile first time DAR
has taken part in this kind of
research

SpecifIcally, the scientists
will be examining surface wind
tield models and drawrng on
DAR's extensive summertime
cold fronts research program
to help with understanding the
eonditlons which led lO, for
example, tlte devastating Ash
Wednesday bushfires in Vic-

l"il'st time

re mole sensing and nnaging
CSIDA system arc hcmg man
ufactured by two companies
and the lidar deVIce used exten
sively at DAR (sec separate
stories) also looks like being
manufactured commercially,

The Division also has
expanded its prugram of
strategic research 10 Include a
section of the new NatIonal
Bushfire Research Unit (ad
rnlllistcred by the DIvision of
Forest Research sec
CoRe'earch 2S(l, November
1985) and apart from two
Forest Research scientists,
four DAR scientists will col
laborate to conduct bushfire
work at Aspcndnle,

OAR - greater industry involvement
part of strategic research
The development of' new
ideas to be applied to prob
lems of' weather, climate
and atmospheric llollution
are the hallmarl.s of the
Division of Atmospheric
Research, which has existed
fOl' nearly three years.

There has been a change lJ1

emphasis since tile days of the
Division 01 Atmospheric
Physics, lowards more
strategIc and industry-onented
research in line with CSIRO
policy.

In 198] Atmosphenc PhySICS
(which had been established 35
years before) amalgamated
with the Division of Cloud
Physics and part of the Austra
lian Numencal Meteorology
Research Centle to consoli
date CSIRO's atmospheric
research at Aspendale in Mel
bourne.

Dr Brian Tucker, who had
headed Atmospheric Physics,
became Chief of the new DiVI
sion.

DAR has established strong
hes with industry as well as
government bodies and has a
close relationship with the
Bureau of Meteorology, par
ticularly at the working level.
Dr Tucker believes the Bureau
tS doing a very good Job m
weat,'Jer prediction, with
limited resources, Hc admires
the scientific interpretive skills
oJ the professional 'on the
bench' meteorologists in the
various forecasting centres
around Australia"

OAR scientists work well
with the Bureau's new research
centre set up to improve oper
ational functions, but Dr
Tucker believes the Bureau
could make bettcr use of the
skills and research achieve
ments in CS]RO. 'We have to
show more and more relevance
for what we do,' hc said, 'so
we are increasingly concerned
with the maximum advantage
being taken of our research
into atmospheric pollution,
weather and e1imate', Natur
ally this leads to occasional
differences of opinion but
these are largely on policy
matters.

'Having worked in the
Bureau I have to say I admire
the scientists wilo work there
and are able to get research
done because the working
environment must be primarily
concerned with providing a
service,' he said,

Increaslllgly, the Division is
becoming involved with indus
try. Thc two components of it's

esoscale processes

~".o,;~environmental dynumics

£.~ ~",bushfire research

Atmospheric constituents
~r__9gf.<jm·lcaq~9"QpQJ;'1~8:rry.'.,.Pear.man

l~"" reactive gases and aerosols

11". ;;, distribution and transport

;." ,BHseline air pollution
"""'''station

~DI 'rUCkCl came to
Austral"r in 1965 and for the
first tour years was assis.tant
director 111 the Bureau of
Meteorology responsible for
research and development.

'We didn't do much real
research and development
until it was decided to form a
jOlJ1t C:SIROlBllreau group
which came to be called the
Australian Numerical
Meteorological Research
Ccntre,' said Dr Tucker.
Australian Numerical Mct,~or

ological Rcsearch Centre,' satd
Dr Tuckcr.

That has proved to be an
exeellcnt example of co-opera
tion between CSIRO and a
government department.'

In 1972 Dr Tucker became
Chief of the Division of Atmos
pheric Physics, 'That Division
originally was concerned with
micrometeorology but since
then we have changed
emphasis, movlllg up the scale
of phenomena'

VAR Chief; Vr Bl'iall Tucker

Division feature 1 7
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CSIDA extracts useful info
from weather satellites

Chief research scientist Dr Garth Paltridge with the rooftop
tracking al/lenna which was designed and huilt at DAI~ to receive
int'orrnatio!1 !rwn polar orhiting rnefcoro[oRical satellites (see
storv)

The processed images from the satellite facility allow detailed
observation and analysis of many features of the atmosphere ami
ocean. Here technical officer janice Bathols manipulates a
pseudo-colour image of Vic/ol'la.

large sum reqUIred to purchase
a lidar and its associated com
puter equipment (about
$100000 in the early 70s).

Nothing was really known
then about the relationship
between high cirrus clouds and
radiation (although it was
known to be an important
relationship affeeting climate).
and the lidar was a boon.

'Wc "looked", as far as
possible, at every cirrus cloud
system which went over
Aspendalc in a year.' said Or
Platt.

Tropical cirrus clouds were
also observed over Darwin
during a month-long field trial.

Now that Iidar has proved its
worth in probing Ihe structure
of high clouds, the technique
is being put tn use in a wider
range of areas.

In recent years Dr Plait and
experimental seientist Chris
Scott have devcloped the orig
inal system further and also
buiIt a second, tuneable lidar.

This instrument is ideal for
studying the behaviour of dust
and smoke. and is being used
to investigate the structure of
power station plumes in Vic
toria's Latrobe Valley.

The instrument may also be
used for measuring wind and
the movement of 'aerosols' or
small dust particles in .the
atmosphere.

Getting access to the sub
ject matter is a major prac
tical problem facing atmos
pheric scientists.

How do you study global
atmospheric effects from the
ground when a lot of what
you're interested in is going on
at 15000 metrcs?

Onc way is to go up in an
aircraft (and thc Division has
made extensive use of
CSIRO's early DC3 and later
Fokker F27). but this has limi
tations as well.

Dr Martin Plait realized that
the study of radi.alion and
high-level cirrus cloud required
an accurate remote sensing
device which could be easily
transported and provide fast
information.

So Dr Plait introduced lidar
to the Division. The device is
similar to radar, using light
instead of radio waves.

Australia's first lidar was
stationed in Adelaide. Dr Platt
visited there soon after his
arrival at the Division in 1969.
He bad already developed a
lprecision radiometer' and with
these two instruments (lidar
and radiometer) he was able to
do some useful experiments on
radiation.

11 didn't take too much con
vincing to get the Div.ision
interested in forking out the

As the name suggests, the
polar orbiters swing north
south around both poles. They
overfly a particular spot more
or less at the same time twice
every day and once they come
over the horizon may be
received by DAR in Mel
bourne willl a tracking
antenna.

Thcse satellites arc loaded
with instruments that can, for
example, remotely sense temp
eralure and water vapollr
structure in the atmosphere.
Another instrument is the
AVHRR (Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer)
which can provide some spec
tacular graphics.

CSIDA is able to sift infor
mation from both types of
satellite.

Chief research scientist Dr
Garth Paitridge is head of the
clouds and radiation group and
has been involved with CSIDA
from its conception.

'It took us just over two
years 10 develop this system
from scratch. There's half a
million dollars worth nf
hardware, but the nine-tenths
of the iceberg under the water
is the software,' said Dr Pal
tridge.

The software is based on a
package developed by Dr John
O'Callaghan's. group, at the
Division of Computing
Research (now CSIRONET).
It originally was designed as a
general im~ge handling pac
kage for data from the Ameri
can LANDSAT satellites.

'Most of our work has gone
into extending that package so
it's useful for the meteorologi
cal satellites,' said Dr Pal
tridge.

One part of the system, the
hardware (ie. antennas, track
ing system and reception facil
ity), is now being commercially
made and marketed by Mel
bourne firm PCM Electronics.

Money provided to tbe Divi
sion in the Executive's infor
mation technology allocation
has been used to develop a
'workstation' for processing
the images, replacing the much
larger original computer sys
tem.

'Three years ago the original
systcm cost $250 000. This new
terminal does the same job,
only more efficiently, for about
$70 OOO,'he said.

The image analysis compo
nents arc now being marketed
by a company called The Din
dima Group- a highly entrep
reneurial and innovative local
firm.

Dindima is taking orders for
delivery this year. The initial
Australian market is estimated
at about 80 workstations,
though much larger overseas
orders are also being sought.

'Onc of the biggest markets
for the total system will be the
world meteorological services,'
said Dr Paitridge.

the volume of informatiou
entering the system.

He is olso working on the
edge of technology in the 're
l'!ification of images'.

This involves perfol'lning a
~geomet ..ic transfOl'mation' on
received images so they cOl'I'es
IlOnd exactly to conventional
mailS.

The Division of Oceanog
raphy, which has develolled its
own satellite image acquisition
sy&tem. is particularly
iuterested in this work, as it
will enable them to pinp"int an
exad ocean location on a sat.el
lite image without the need for
hmdmarks.

considerable research and
ll1uny man-years of develop
ment.

It can tap 111to the informa
tion flow from existing satel
lites and make sense of what
they're sending.

Two kinds of weather satel
lite give differing birds' eye
views of Olll' planet.

Geostationary satellites col
lect their information from
30 000 kilometres above the
Earth's 'iurface. Information
from these satellites is easy to
gather because the spacccrart
is always in the same position
relative \0 the earth and it's
simply a malter of pointing an
antenna in it.", general (lircc
tion.

More difficult to receive 
but currently more useful in
l1letcorologi~al wurk - arc the
polar orbiting satellites.

At only 800kms above the
Earth's surface. they can send
back data which can result in
high-resolution (detailed) pic
tures of the planet.

Mr Del Smith who heads
the D AR computing
facilities ~rouJl has bel~n

investigating the use of 11

revolutionary olltical disk
to enable storage of dut.u
received via CSIDA.

The compact, hi!:h density
device hos 300 times the callac
ity of a l10plly disk "'Ill is cllnal
to three (11U1I,y) ret'lS of
magnetic tape.

It is ablc to I,eep permanent
rccords iu easily ,u'cessible disk
form, enabling nsers to call
back images which would
otherwise he lost because of

Easier said than done
because the sheer volume of
numerically-coded III forlll a
lion constantly being transmit
ted is difficult to store The
best approach is to converL the
information into usable data
immediately.

Of course, the definitIon of
'usable data' vanes. There is
information available for
huge variety of potenlial appli
cations - from assisting lhe
tuna fishing mdustry by IndI
cating sea surface tempera
tures to pinpointing bush fire
prone areas.

A DAR development is now
making that information more
readily availabte. CSIDA
(CSIRO System for InteractIve
Data Analysis) is the result or

The 'roving eyes' of satel
lites gather a vast amount
of information which is only
useful when it's analysed,
and most useful if it's avail
ahle right aWlly.

8 Division feature 2
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DAR mechanical and electronic engineering staff provld,elnajor support for the Division's research
acrivities. They design and build specialized Instruments/or numerous experiments and field Irips.
A recenr feat was rhe consrruclion of the CSIDAanrenna which Is now being co/nmercially
nUlnufclcrured. Picrured here welding an aircraft cylinder rack for a forthcoming field rrip, Reg
Henry, left, and Tim Blake are using WIA '.\' Synchro-Pulse MIG welder invenred by CSllI.O Medal
winner Or Graeme Ogilvie III the DiviSIOn of Manufacturing Technology.

Division feature 3 9

degreasing solvents) and nit
rous oxide (from soils anc! thc
burning of fossil fuels).

Scientists are now co!lectll1g
bubbles of 'old air' trapped in
Antarctic ice, to provide an
idea of the atmosphere before
industrialisation. Sincc the
I~th ccntury carbon dioxide
levels have risen by 20 percent,
methane by lOll percent, nitr
ous oxide five to 10 perccnt
and several halocarhons ~
non-existent in the atmosphere
!.Oil years ago - are now
arising by up to eight percent
each year.

Or Pnul Fnlser at DAR is an
expert on rising levels 01
fluorocarbons and other trace
gases ill tire atmosphere.

lie said it's beell calculated
that by. the middle of next
century the amollnt of carbon
dioxide in the atmospherc will
be double what it is now,
probably causing temperatures
to rise by two or three degrees
Celsius.

casting would be Australia's
farmers, and res~archcrs are
endcavouring to make thcm
more aware or the work now
bcing donc. Primary producers
will be invited to hear speakers
talk abou1 research at Cl semi
nar being held in Melbourne
on 28 to 30 May. Contact Mr
Hunt for details.

Scientists and environmen
tul groups have been COli

cel'lled for some time about
the emergence of the so
called 'greenhouse etl'ect'
which nIllY lead to a warm
ing of the Earth's atmos
phere.

The amounl 01 carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere is
increasing and this contributcs
to outgoing (tcrrestrial) radia
tion being trappcd in the
atmosphere and warming the
planet. Extensive research al
the Division and overseas has
shown that recent increases in
CO2 arc mainly due to tbe
burning of fossil fucls.

Other gases on the rise are
methanc (from several somces
including wetlands, mining,
and - surprisingly - the
belching of the Earth's large
cattle population), halocar
bons (from aerosol cans, ('oam
plastics. refrigerators and as

'Old air' a clue to changing
composition of 'the atmosphere

Using water in a tank 10 model the dynamICs of the atmosphere
is one way atm.ospheric seienlists can exarnine rnajor phenomena
in rhe lab. The geophysical .fluid dYllilmics laboratory enable.1
them 10 plO! the inreracrion (~r Ilu' armosphere wirh local
IOpography. Here reclrnical officer GeOl'ge Sco/{ positions a Inode/
of Victoria in a tank of waler for an experirnenl 10 examine air
.flow in Ihe Larrobe Valley.

mcchanisll1~ controlling
Australia's climate - includ
ing land surface changes and
the rolc of clouds. Statistics arc
being modelled on a computcr
and some early results have
been interesting and encourag
ing, said Mr Hunt.

Of course, thc main
beneficiaries of drought fore-

Why does it happen?
The Division is now tying

together all Its strategic
research relating to drought to
form a maJor drought prog
ram, in line with the priorities
set by the Institute of Physical
Sciences.

A large part 01 the research
revolves around a partinllar
oceanographic feature callcd
El Nino, or 'the Christ Child'.

This is unusually warm water
off thc coast of Peru which
appears at Christmas time 
hence the name bcstowcd by
the Spanish when they first
came to South America (al
though the Indians had been
aware of it for much longer).
It appears approximately once
every five years anti spreads
westward to occupy the whole
tropicall'acific.

The extraordinary thing
about El Nino is that it seems
to strongly influence aspects of
southern and northernhemiso'
phere climate.

I-Iowever;itis not a straigl
forward,one-to-one, relation
s'lip and. its complexities are
yet to bercvealed.

Drought expert at OAR, Mr
Barrie Hunt, said ·EINino
appcars to excite a 'wave chain'
which spreads outwards and
affects the climate as far away
as the United States.

At present, there's no indi
cation that El Nino is on the
rise again so thcre's unlikely to
be a major drought in Australia
this year, although of coursc
parts of the country are still
subject to 'naturally-occurring
drought'. El Nino causes
'forced drought' which is usu
ally more devastating and lasts
longer.

The OAR program headed
by Mr Hunt is looking at El
Nino as part of the physical

problcms. howcver as Or Brian
Ryan, thc projcct co
ordinator, reports 'the eol
laborativc effort by so many
instituttons was very rcward
ing·.

'The idca was to Icarn how
a front is structured and how
it bchaves,' said Or John Gar
rail who heads the OAR small
scale dynamics group. Bettcr
understanding of the
phenomenon leads to much
more accurate forecasting.

From the work, scientists
were able to develop a com
prehcnsive conceptual modcl
of the summcrtime cold front
and an appreciation of the
fundamental physical proces
scs at work.

NllW Or Garratt's group is
attcmpting to further substan
tiate the rcsults and to extcnd
their knowledge.

Just how sufe are we in Australia in the event of a nnclear
war'!
We all hope it will never bc put to thc test and to help ensure
this, wc should have at least some idea of the answer.

Or Barrie Pittock of OAR has been re.viewing thc latest
research into the likely state of the atmosphere after a nuclear
confllc( and was one of a team of emInent scientists whose report
was presented at an intemational convention in Washington DC
last year.

Peter Manins, Garth Paltridge, BaITie Hunt, lan Enting, lan
Barton ancl lan Galbally have also contributed to thc Division's
work on this subject.

It's emotional issuc and care must be taken to look at it
dispassionately. DAR is in an excellent position to use its
laboratory, field and computer modelling skills to examine
certain aspects of the nuclear winter problem.

The essence of the theory is that nucleilr war would cause a
sllielding of incoming solar radiation by the vast quantities of
smoke and soot which would be injected into the stratosphere
as a result of fires sparked by nuclear bombs.

Of course, effects will differ depending on tonnage of bombs
detonated and their loeation, but eVetl if most go off in the
northem hemisphere, it appears likcly that part of the resulting
huge cloud will spread south and alter climatic eonditions in
Australia.

OAR delves into nuclear
winter theory

Those wiggly lines on
weather mups simplify und
symholize some very com
plex meteorological events.

One of these - the summer
time cold front- has been the
subject of the biggest
meteorological research prog
ram ever undertaken in
Australia.

The program. which was
instigated in 1979 by DAR,
involved a large number of
weather bureau, defence force,
university and CSIRO scien
tists and techniciam;.

Thrce largc field experi
ments were eonducted from
1980 to 1984 using the CSIRO
F27 aircral't plus a surface
network of temporary and
existing observatories. Co
ordination of thc experiment
posed cnormous logistical

Summertime cold fronts
under scrutiny
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To seed or not to seed - 'No' says Or Tucker OAR in brief

Research at DAR has revealed a new pitfall for cechnlcians and
scientlsls on field trips: kamikaze mice. This well mangled mouse
did its spanner-in-the-works impersonarion during a recent field
trip. Until irs discovery rhere was mnch head scratching about how
a per(ecrly elFciel1l printer suddenly reiL/sed to work properly. /t
was only when general repairs were undertaken that the furry
'panner emerged and soli'ed the l11ysterv.

The debate on the usel'ul
ness of cloud secdhlg pcr-
sists. .

Eminent CSIRO atmos
pheric scicntist Dr Keith Iligg
says Cl reinterpretation 01" dat.a
from early experiments indi
cates greater success than orig
inally thought.

However. in a rcccnt radio
talk on Robyn William's
'Oecam's Razor', DAR Chief
Dr Brian Tucker came down
firmly against any further rain
making experiments. He main
tained that rain making
techmqucs can't break
droughts - 'even tile greatest
enthusiast has never suggested
that wc can make clouds out of
thin air'.

'The forces that cause large
rain-bearing or near rain-bear
ing clouds to form act on a
much larger scale than can be
influenced directly by man: he
said,

He said clouds can be made
to ram, but only under very
specific circumstances ~ ie. if
clouds rise precisely between
four and five kilometres in
height, are composed of supcr
cooled water and have no ice
particles. By sprinkling chips
of dry iec or, more usually
silver iodide particles, on thcm
the clouds w,lI rain.

'J believe that cloud systems
of rain-bearing potential arc
unlikely to have too kw iee
crystals and henee J believe
that commercially profitable

cloud seeding is an unlikely
proposition,' he said.

He said the vast m<tjority of
atmospheric scientists believe
few cloud masses, as distinct
from individual clouds, would
be so finely balanccd and yet
wouldn 1 t rain naturally.'

Between 1955 and [980,
CSJRO carried out several
cloud seeding experiments -
over the Snowy Mountains,
New England and the Warra
gamba Dam area, the Darling
Downs, parts of South
Australia, western Victoria
and Tasmania.

Dr Tucker says onfy in the
Tasmania experiment was
there an undisputed claim of
significantly increased rainfall
- and then only in autumn.
There was also a disputed 19
percent increase in the Snowy
Mountains. 'The rest were fai
lures,' he said.

Long term

This view is not shared by all
scientists, Cloud physics
initiator in Australia, Dr E G
(Taffy) Bowen backs Dr Bigg's
reassessment of the figures
Thc ncw interpretation Is
based on the idea that results
are not always instantaneous
and the rainmaking effects may
be long term.

To test this new hypotllesis
thoroughly would be costly
and, to Dr Tucker's mine!,
tllqre W9~\d have to be a
stronger argument than cur
rently put forward to justify
that expensc. However, during
1986 Dr Bigg will be given a
CSIRO post-retirement res
earch fellowship to complete a
statistical analysis of the possi
ble long-term effects of cloud
seeding.

The Division of Atmospheric Research would seem to be an
unlikely place for a breakthrough for sock manufacturers, but
research often does have unusual spinoUs. [n this case, special
'optoelectronie' counters used for sensing the rotation of wind
measuring instruments (anemometers) have been adapted for
measuring the yarn length used by circular knitting machines. It
allows for the aCCllrate sizing and repeatability of production in
the making of socks, among other things. An advantage, apart
from low cost, is that the device may be readily attached to
standard knilling machines. The Division's facilities group
develops and adapts instruments for the research groups:
experimental scientist Jobn Bennell was the catalyst for this
particular adaptation.

***
Recently, Dr Tucker enjoyed a brief period as a radio personality
in Melbourne. He prepared and presented 14 consecutive talks
last year on the AI3C 3LO Mike Sehildberger show. This morning
radio program has a considerable listenll1g audience. His talks
covercd a broad spectrum, from cloud seeding to the nuclear
winter to meteorologIcal satellites. He wrote the talks in an easy
to understand, popular style which the general public apparently
enJoyed (Dr Tucker said the fact that no complaints wcre
received indicated success).

***
Noise is oftcn a problem in offices - particularly those o[
open-plan design. Administrative officer at DAR, Mr David
Slater, has played his part in reducing the decibels with a special
computer printer cover which nearly eliminates the carbashing
noise from the machine. Witb the help of a friend who works in
noise control, David had a special cover designed and built last
ycar. Contact David at Aspendale if your printer is driving you
mad - he may be able to help.

**",0
DAR has one of the most extensive CS[RO computer networks
outside CSIRONET. lt supports a range of experiments and data
analysis systcms, including analysis of field data.

jHF'If

Clouds provide plenty of research matenal for atmospheric
scientists. Their subtle and not SO snbtle effects on our weather
arc far from completely understood. The proportion of solar or
terrestrial radiation reflected by clouds can have totally opposite
effects depending on the height of the clouds. For instance, low
clouds tend to have a cooling effect on the Earth's atmosphere
while high clouds tend to warm. It's the high clouds in particular
which arc occupying the minds and time of a number of DAR
scientists (sec other stories in tbis feature).

***
Atmospheric research, like all areas of endeavour of CSIRO,
has its occasional moments of excitement. Computer operator
qraham Rutter remembers a time when a DAR group (including
himself) nearly went up in smoke during a field trip. It was at
Deniliquin several years ago and a generator was being used near
tbick grass. The gencrator threw some sparks and a busbfire
started. In no time flames grew to 10 fect in height and the
conflagration lasted about half an hour. Laid-back Graham said
no-onc was too worried - apart from bemg annoyed that the
cables which had been placed for the experiment had to be
re-Iayed.

As Dr Tucker puts rt, the Division is fortunate in having more
than its fair sharc of 'hotshots' among its research stafT. 'For
example, wc had a winner of the David Rivett Medal, and wc
also have had a high level of international recognition: said Dr
Tucker. The Division has a formidible international reputation,
with top level scientists in each of the four research groups. Ouite
honest:ly ['m delighted. J get a lot of vicarIOUS pleasures out of
the achievements of these colleagues.'

***
How to contact the Division of Atmospheric Research:

Scientific Assistant to thc Chief - Or WilIcll1 80nll1a
Information & Publications Officer- Ms ValJemmesoll

Two popular amenicies, constructed at the suggestion of the Division's social elub, are a barbeque
area and a SIll/ny tea garden. /Iere administrative sta(f gather III the tea garden. From left, Jam/e
Row'ke, Sne Webdah', /)avid Slater, Carol Drew, Michacl fiel/, Judy Rowan, Ken Barker and
Ciayle McCiowan. f)avnl heads the administratwe teanl and he has presided over some nUllO I' admm
changes, inc/udinf!, those assot'ialed 11Jirh se"!ng up the 11('111 Division in 1983

10

Station Strect, Aspcndalc VIC
(I)rivate Bag No. I, Mordialloc VIC 3195)
Ph: (03) 5806333
Telcx: 34463

Division feature 4
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Retirements

***

Experimental Scientist Mr Bob
Holmes has retired from the
Division of Applied Physics
after 31' years. He joined
CSIRO in 1947 as a technical
assistant. Among his many
projects, Mr Holmes has been
responsible for calibrating
working standards of resis
tance.

***
Mr Bill Grucc has retired from
the Division of Applied Physics
after eight years. He came to
NML in 1977 as a (temporary)
electrician to assist in the
changeover from the Univer
sity to Bradfield Park, ami
soon arter was given a perma
nent appointment.

***
A senior laboratory craftsman
at the Division of Mineral
Chemistry, Mr Joseph
Schneider, has been forced to
retire because of ill-health. Mr
Schneider has been with
CSIRO since 1974.

***
Dr Jim Vickery has relin
qUished his position as honor
ary rcsearch fellow at the Divi
sion of Food Research after a
research career spanning 61
yea rs. He commenced research
at the University of Melbourne
as an MSc candidate in 1924
and later became a scholar at
Cambridge. He returned to
Australia in 1931 and was
appointed CSIR Officer-in
Charge 01 cold storage investi
gations. He was foundation
Chief of the Division of Food
Preservation in 1940. After
retiring in 1967, he became an
honorary research fellow and
devoted himself to lipid
research and chemical aspects
of plant taxonomy.

***
Mr Jack Willinmson has retired
from the Melbourne Regional
Administrative Office after 34
years as an administrator. Mr
Williamson started work in the
Headquarters records section,
moved to the Divison of Forest
Products and returned to the
RAO where his service in the
Stores, Expenditure and
Finance areas has been invalu
able.

***
Senior technical officcr Mr
Albcrt Jones has retired from
the Division of Protein
Chemistry after 22 years. Dur
ing his work there, he was
involved in design and
development work for collec
tion of data used in a number
of Division's projects.

Mr Tony Caruso has retired
from the Division of Wildlife
and Rangelands Research,
Deniliquin, after 27 years of
service. Mr Caruso joined the
Organization as a labourer and
worked for many years at the
Falkiner Memorial Field Sta
tion. More recently, as a tech
nical assistant, he has worked
with thc rangelands field sup
port group playing a major
role in developing and manag
ing field sites.

***
Miss 8arhara Ashholt has
retired from CSlRO after
working as a typist ancl later
secretary for 35 years.
Described as 'the power
behind the throne' since 1971,
she has worked for Dr Don
Weiss (Assistant Chief,
Applied Chemistry and later
Chief Chemical Technology),
Dr Huntly Higgins (the next
Chem. Tech. Chief) andfinally
Dr Warren Hewertson (cur
rent Chief Chemical and Wood
Technology). Colleagues say
she has played an extremely
important role in promoting
divisional cohesion and in sup
porting just causes. She is also
a very good typist.

***
The regional personnel officer
for New South Wales, Mr Tom
8rock, has commenced
extended furlough prior to
early retirement, after 40
years' service with CSIRO. Mr
Brock is well-known through
out the Organization for his
vast knowledge of personnel
policies and procedures and
has been an organizer and lead
ing participant in matters such
as superannuation and pre
retirement seminars. Mr Paul
Robinson has been appointed
to replace Mr Brock.

***
Assistant Chief at the Division
of Water and Land Resources,
Mr .Tan Basinl,si, has retired
from CSIRO after 21' years.
Initially employed as an
ecologist with the Division of
Land Research, hc soon
became interested in the
assessment of possibilities and
limitations for agricultural
development in Northern
Australia. Through his own
research, his membership on
numerous fndustry and Com
monwealth/State committees
and his management of a con
siderable part of the Division's
research effort, Mr Basinski
has made a significant con
tribution to agricultural
development in Australia, par
ticularly the North. He was
acting Chief of the Division of
Water and Land Resourees
between 1977 and 1'171'.

Two senior scientists frol1l
the Division of Entomology
ha'l'e been launched into
retirement. Dr Ross GiIby
and Dr Bal'l'Y Moore can
tally between them four
I'hD degrees and 58 years
of service to CSIRO.

Ross joined CSIRO in 1954
and has spent a majoT part Of
his career as a chemist and
biophysicist on basic research
into various aspects of insect
physiology.

While at Cambridge Univer
sity, Ross eneounterecl the
then infant technique of gas
chromatography and this led,
on his return to Australia, to
the construction of a gas
chromatograph in collabora
tion with the Division's work
shop staff. This was the precur
sor of subsequent studies on
insect pheromones and chemi
cal secretions. Ross' research
on the nature of surface mem
branes of insect flight muscle
mitochondria, cuticulaI' lipicls
and water loss in insects
resulted in publication of a
review of lipid metabolism in
insects as wen as clarification
of current knowledge on trans
port of water and other mate
rials through cuticle.

His dry wit and constant
good nature will be missed by
his colleagues, but the large
escapees from his cockroach
culture wilJ not.
*Dr Barry Moore came to
Australia in 1958 to take up a
position on the Phytochemical
Survey at CSIRO's Fisher
man's Bend Laboratory and
transferred to the Division of
Entomology in 1960. He is an
acknowledged world leader in
the field of insect chemical
secretions and their role in
defensive mechanisms and was
the head of the Division's
physical sciences section.

In 1967 he was invited to
visit Professor E 0 Wilson's
Department at Harvard to
establish a chemical facility at
that laboratory. More recently,
Barry has been involved in the
elucidation of the chemical
nature of warning odours eom
mon to many aposematie
plants and insects.

Barry's many talents also
include a deep interest in the
taxonomy of the Coleoptcra,
particularly of the carabids for
which he is a reeognized
authority. His interests and
expertise in this field havc
taken him on collecting and
consulting trips throughout the
world and led to his recent
participation in Projeet Wal
lace in Sulawesi (Indonesia),
organized by the Royal
Entomological Society.

He will continue in the Divi
sion as a part-time honorary
researeh fellow.

Mr John 1illlis

Sometimes known to his Divi
sion of Textilel1idllstt·y col
leagues. liS either'Mr 1" -Ill'
'ClIptllin Charcoul' , senior
11Ihoratory craftsllllln Job!! Tnl
lis bus been of'ticilllly COIn
mendcd - for _his . lil'cfighting
llctiVitiCS with the llwlll',ling of
u 'Nutioual Medlll'.

The National Medal IS a
Federal Government award
made under Letters Patent to
Her Majesty, to members of
the Defence Forces, Police,

Obituary:
David Robinson
lcriends and former col
leagues of David Robinson
will be saddened to hear of
his nntimely death on 26
December 1985. He WllS
Professor of Animal Sci
ence at the University of
California, Davis, at the
time of his death.

David's association with
CSIRO goes back to the 1960s
when he worked at the Kim
berley Rescarch Station on the
adaptation 01 cattle to the
semi-and tropics. He took up
the position 01 Associatc Pro
fessor of Animal Science at
Davis in 1969. In 1972 he spent
six weeks in Indonesia as all

expen consultant with
CSIRO/ADAB team carrying
out the feasibility study that
led to the establishment 01 the
Project for Animal Research
and Development at Bogor,
Indonesia, and became the
Project's first Research Direc
tor from 1974 to 1976.

David's deep interest in
developing countrics and their
people continucd. In addition

Fire or Ambulance Services
who have given a minimum of
15 years' diligent service.

John has served 23 years
with the Belmont Fire Brigade
in Gee10ng, the last six as
Brigade Captain. The unit is
an all-volunteer onc, and in
the past year attended some
lHO fires, including a call to
John's own Division' Here it
was a cnse of wearing two
helmets at once - Brigade
Captain. and Divisional Fire
Warden.

to accepting consultancies for
international agencies. he
becamc thc first Director oj
the USA ID-sponsored Small
Rummunt Collaborative Res
search Support Program. From
191'1 onwards, as ASSOCiate
Dean of the University 01
California's Intcrnational
programs, he was also respon
sible for $51l million worth ot
grants and contracts for work
in international programs in
seven countries.

A friendly and ul1pretenti
ous man who could relate to
humble smallholders 111

dcveloping countries as well as
11is academic peers, David will
be sorely missed by his friends
in Illany lands.

Alan Charles

***
A lormcr experimental sClcn
list with the Division of Textilc
Industry, MI' nriun Parncll,
has died. Mr Parnell, who was
with -the OrganizatIon for 27
ycars, had been responsible
for a group researching the
fundamental properties of
monofilamel1t bound wool
yarns.

11
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Honours and Awards

Halley's Comct is on the way back to our skies and will be
visible in March and April. The CS1RO Ski Club operates
lodges at Jindabyne and Perishcr Valley and is accepting
bookings for this pcriod from members and non-memhers.
The club's usuallodgc rules and booking prioritIes apply, tor
its comfortable sclf-catering accommodation. However, we
can't guarantee viewing conditions and recommend that
intending guests satisfy themselves about the likely visibility
of the comct before booking. Guests will have to bring their
own telescopes or binoculars.

For hooking information only, contact Mr Tony Marlctta,
27 Ferrabetta Avenue, Eastwood NSW 2122, (02) 8886469
7-9 pm weekdays.

DOIl't forget, ill the March
issue ofCoResearch we will
publish your letters Oil the
scielltific aspects of the
Strategic Defellee /uitiatil'e
('Star WaJ~~·). 111e delullille
is MOllday, 24 February.

Dear Editor,
The cumulative effect 01
natural selection working on
chance mutations accounts
very well for microcvolution
- 'Iateral diversification pro
ducting new varieties, races or
even species. But as geneticist
Richard Goldschmidt main
taincd in Thp Materia/liasi.! of
Evolution ncarly fifty years
ago. higher order changes arc
difficult to account for in this
way.

The White Queen told Alice
that It requires only regular
practice to believe the impossi
ble, but like (ioldschmidt I
have never been able to con
ceive how a complex system
like the mammalian eye could
evolve bv the accumulation of
small Imitations, or how a Icg
could become a functional
wing despite negative selection
pressure on the intermediate
forms. Gould and other mod
ern apologists notwithstand
ing, we still have no credible
physical mechanism to aecounl
for I1lHcroevolutionary change.

Astonomer Frcd Boyle has
found that it is unpopular to
question evolutionary dogma.
'Omega' recently reported that
his mathematical studies of
genetic systems had led him to
reject Darwinism and infer 'a
cosmic intelligence at work'.
'But', he added, 'people don't
like me to get involved with the
theory. It gives ammunition to
the religious chaps. But that's
not lI11portant: you have to get
at the truth.'

I'm encouraged 10 find fmm
the December letter~ 011
creationism and evolution that
the spirit of critical inqUIry is
alive and well in CSfRO. Not
everyone shares that unques
tioning faith in cvo1ution so
beautifully epitomised hy
Graeme (),Ncill's recent com
ment that the dung lily 'evolved
in such a complex and bizarre
fasion Ihat even thc dedicated
evolutionist is dazzled. But
evolve it did'

Alan Charles
InstItute of Animal and

Food Science

Dcar Editor,
Does scientific creatiol1lsm
produce good science'?

The key to good science
seems to be that there is
formed initially an interesting
hypothesis which is rich for
research. FoUowing the
research the resultant theory
(if there is one) needs to be
able to be improved or refuted
(falsified) by further testing,
intuitivcly acceptable by the
accummulation of facts, by the
mass of data, and consistently
able to be analysed further.

The following scientific
creationist ideas are often pre
sentel' in their literature.
1. The earth and all liVIng

things were created (by
the Creator) in six days,
betwecn seven and ten
thousand ycars ago. The
kind of living things
created then are basically
of tile same kind today.

2. There was a more recent
worldwide !load and
geological catastrophe that
explains (a) the fossil
record as a single event
excluding the 1110re gener
ally accepted idea of
geological agcs and (b)
that the earth is compara
tively young.

3. It is good science (accord-
ing to SCientific
creationists) to show
where evolutionary think
ing goes wrong, thus prov
ing (in thc scientific
creationists' view) that sci
entific creationist thinking
is correct.

How do these ideas of scien,
tific creationism conform with
my outline of what constitutes
good science? One hypothesis
may be that there was an
instantaneous formation of
groups of plants and alllmals.
This is inlercsting. The fossil
record indicatcs that plants
and animals appear to have
evolved at different times over
some two billion years. The
hypothesis is not confirmed.

I could go on, but ...
J ames Whitclaw

CILES

'Come in Alpha Centallrii, There is lifr on earth - it flies above
the ground and IS very noisy. And it seem\ we hm'c arrived in the
nwt!11N s('{(son ...

Creationislll debate
Cont. f"olll p.S

Dear Editor,
There have been many charm,
ing creation stories devised
over the millenia by humans
seeking to explain their origins
and Australian people once
believed that a rainbow snake
created the earth and its crea
tures. Given the pre-scientific
and limited knowledge of the
peoples devising these myths
they may have represented
sufficiently satisfying accounts
of the mystery of human exis
tencc to serve the people and
their culture.

However along with nuclear
encrgy, computers, and medi
cal and genetic engineering,
our scientific culture has
acquired immensely greater
knowledge about the cosmos
and earth's living creatures,
which now make these creation
myths seem to us like children's
fairy stories. We now know
much about the 4.5 billion
years of earth's history, the 3
billion years of organic cxis
tence and the biological and
genetic processes of creatures,
which we summarize in thc
word 'evolution'.

In physics as in biology it
may not be possible to describe
ultimate causes of the cosmos
and its creatures, but scicnce
can examine the actiol1:-i of
proximal causes; and here wc
arc in the latc twentieth cen
tury in the midst of our scien
tific and tcehnological clever
ness and arc witness that sci
enco' allows us 10 .understand
the cosmos and manipulate it
for our cultural IJurposes.

Biological evolutionary
theory may allow us to under
stand and perhaps even control
human aggression and we
should study the arrogance of
certain people who turn away
from the humility of observing
our marvellous cosmos and its
intricatc interweavings to
propagandizing one or other
ideological theory on how the
earth's creatures arose. We
perhaps can understand from
social science why aboriginal
rainbow snake mythology is
not a pressing issue in ideolog,
ical battles for people's minds,
whereas an old creation tale
from semitic shepherds is still
being hotly urged on us as an
acceptable paradigm for
evolutionary biologIcal
change. The semitic myth cer
tainly makes pretty poetry and
is perhaps one of the best of
all the pre_scientific stories; in
fact it even has some ancient
stirrings of the elements of
modern thinking. But the bald
faced assertion that the world
and everything in it was created
in six days has the same ring of
falsity to us as the flat earth
theory, or the four clements
being firc, earth, air and water,
or thal gods and demons con
trol our dcstinies, These state
ments are now just not good
enough. Anyway I prefer to
think that the Answer to the
Universe is forty-two.

Or Helen Staee
DIvision of Tropical
Crops and Pastures

***Dr Ray Rinns from the Divi,
sion of Mineral Physics and
Mineralogy has been made an
Honourary Professor in the
Univcrsity of Newcastle's
Geology Department. The two
year appointment has been
made to foster closer co-opera
tion betwecn the Division and
thc University.

Gary Knobel

***
Dr Jim Esdaile, formerly of
the Division of Mineral
Engineering, has died. Or
Esdaile was with CSIRO for
more than 20 years.

the patents office. He had
emigrated from the United
Kingdom where he was an
engineer with British Nuclear
Fucls,

Gil will be remembered for
his deep interest in the people
around him, Ilis quiet manner
and fine sense of humour.

He leaves a wife, Grace, and
five children.

Mr John Wilson from the
Division of Wildlife and
RangeJands Research has heen
aWluded the Arthlll' Frost
Memorial Medal for uIJpren
tices.

Mr Wilson is a plant
mcchanic for the Division at
Dcniliquin.

The award is made annually
to the apprentice considered to
havc achieved the greatest
merit and improvement
through the full term of his
apprenticeship.

Comet Corner

***

He was one of seven finalists
from 40 contenders for the
1985 Ronald Anderson Memo
rial Award for Achievement in
Agriculture.

Dr Dash was honoured for
Ius work on Wormkill, a.worm
control program for shecp in
the summcr rainfall zone of
Australia.

Wormkill has achieved out
standing success, with an esti
mated 75 percent of sheep
produces in northern NSW
adopting thc program in the
first year.

Development and Jll'Omo
tiou of an innovative worm
control program has placed
Dr Keith Dash at the Divi
sion of Animal Health
among thc tinalists for a
prestigious Australian
award.

On 14 March, the European Space Agency'~spaceeraftGiot!o
will fly into Halley's Comet. The aim is t(l gather as much
data as possible about both the nucleus and tail. Giotto is
carrying a colour camera, three mass speetromcters and other,
instruments to conduct experiments on plasma and magnetic
fields. Data will be sent to the CSIRO l'arkes Radiotelcscopc
and then via the Carnavarvon tracking station to West
Germany. The best dates for seeing thc Cornet arc 8 and 15
March and 5 and 12 April in the eastern and southeastern
sky. Oial-ll-Cmnct: This popular telephone information
service has been extended to Adelaide and· Perth. The
numbers arc: Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth: 11622;
Melbourne:11613.'

A message from the secretary (~f the CS/RO Ski Club,
Mr Johll COIlIIelly (Divisioll (dApplied Physics).

It's with sadness that we
report the dcath !If Gil
Barnes on ll,January 1986,
as the result of cauccr.

Gil llad commenced early
retirement only last July and
had been IDoking fDrward to
pursuing his many interests. A
few months later he Icarned of
his illness.

He was known and respeetcd
by many staff throughout the
Organization following his
years in the occupational
health and safety staff evalua
tion areas of the Personnel
Branch.

Before joining CSIRO, Gil
was an examiner of patents in
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Tltis is an abbreviated version of tlte script of a talk giJ'ell by Dr ,!0111l Pltilip, Chief of
tlte Division of EIII';rollmental Mechallics, 011 the ABC radio program Occam's Razor
on 10 alld 14 November 1985,

Recently I found myself', with some surprise, ask"d to give th" after-dinn"r sp"ech to the hllnqu"t
of the 21st Int"mational Congress for Hydraulic R"search. The venu" was 11,,, Mooney VaUe)'
Rncecolll'se, llud the calltive lludience SOllle 600 hydraulic eugineers, with spouses. These masochists
wanted n 40 lIIinut" talk. I gave them twenty aud this version cuts it down to tml.

Frontinus, Leonardo and you

gadfly of tile engineering pro
fession in Victoria, llsing his
knowledge of mechanics and
physics to expose and put right
a great number of gaffes com
mitted by the government
engineers of the day.

Kcrnot wrote of the gencral
fUll of Victorian engineers:
'As far as I could discern, they
were pcrfectly unconscious
even of the existence of physi
cal laws. Their knowledge was
entirely of isolated facts 
generalizations, principles they
did not grasp. Things that were
always under their notice they
knew well, bUl other things
requiring a little search, study
or reflection they never dreamt
01'.'

He was even prepared to
take on the most august profes
sional engineering body of that
time, the Institution of Civil
Eugineers, with headquarters
in London. The Council of the
Institution just didn't want to
know about all the (really
quite criminal) blunders Ker
not found in the work of some
of its most distinguished mcm
bers. Kernot had the last word,
at least to his satisfaction,
when he wrote that 'one of the
most unscientific constructions
that I have ever experimented
with was designed by a presi
dent of the Institution'.

Kcrnot died in 1909; and
when I was a freshman at his
engineering school 34 years
Inter no (race of the spirit of
Leonardo survived. The gen
eral message I took away fr0111
my engineering course was
that all things are understood
and that all a young engineer
needs to know is what hand
book to use. I have spent the
last four decades struggling to
recover from my engineering
education and I'm still working
on it.

Of course, here and now
more than 40 years later, I'm
sure the spirit of Leonardo has
been reinstated in the Mel
bourne Engineering School.

My worry is that there might
still be, elsewhere, engineering
schools where students take
away an updated version of the

. old message: 'All things are
understood and all a young
engineer needs to know is what
software to u~c·.

But this sermon of mine is
not only for engineers but also
for other people, whatever
they do. I'm sure most people
have one or two colleagues
who CH!ne out of the Frontinus
mould. - As likely as not, a
Frontinus is your boss. Be nice
tu your Frontinus, but don'tlel
him stultify you; and, above
all, don't get like him as you
grow older.

In Leonardo's day, the pro
fessional engineers still
imagined that discharge was
simply proportional to conduit
cross~section;and it was left to
Leonardo to discover for him
self, and to announce, the
principle of continuity, that
the flow rate was the cross
sectional area multiplied by
the average velocity (and that
that average velocity could
vary all over the place).

But even the Renaissance
hardly jolted the intellectual
inerlia of the engineers; and
another century had to pass
before the principle of con
tinuity entered into the proles
sional practice of hydraulic
engineering.

Dare T propose the dicho
tomy of Leonardo and Fron
tinus as symbols of on the one
hand engineering research
and, on the other, of profes
sional practice? It is hard to
imagine people more different
than Leonardo and Frontinus.

Leonardo was the first of,
and the great exemplar for,
research engineers.

Frontinus on the other hand
comes through as the paradigm
of the conservative profes
sional engineer.

Wc now take a 400-year step
forward in time from Leonardo
to Melbourne of the lRROs.

Melbourne would have been
very eomfortable with Fron
tinus, but it would have had no
truek with Leonardo. Tt is all
the more rcmarkable then that
the Foundation Professor of
Engineering at the University
of Melbourne, William Charles
Kernot, was much more of a
Leonardo than a Frontinus.
He was a non-conformist of
Huguenot stock, He was a

aceepted practice - and then
he had the gall to cover up the
deficiencies of Roman hyd
raulics by blaming its errors on
cunning water thieves and
undetected leaks.

This is a splendid example of
how established professional
practice provides a marvellous
avenue of escape from per
sonal responsiblity. Unfortu
nately, professional engineers
can feel quite relaxed and
indeed virtuous performing
irrelevant calculations on an
erroneous model of the real
world.

We now make a leap of 1400
years to Leonardo da Vinci.
Leonardo certainly needs no
introduction, but you may not
know that, of the 7000 sheets
of notes and sketches which
Leonardo left, morc are
devoted to hydraulics and hyd
rology than to any other single
topic.

Over the years I have wor
ried about the enormous gap
between the supposedly right
no-nonsense environment for
getting things done in the pro
fessional engineering sense on
the one hand, and on the other
the sceptical and lively intellcc
tual environment which
engineering research, just like
any other rescarch, necds to be
efficient and fruitful. So I set
ou t to offer a few su bversive
thoughts to a generally conser
vative profession; and I have
sugar-coated my distasteful
message with a little history.

Throughout the ancient
world, everyone believed that
the proper measure of the flow
in a river I canal, an aquedu.ct
or a pipe was given by the
cross-sectional area of flow.
The unit of discharge though
out the Roman Empire was the
quinaria, which was the dis
charge of a pipe of cross-sec
tion 445 square millimetres.

But of course, in reality the
discharge has to be the cross
sectional area multiplied by its
average flow velocity. Despite
the evidence of .their .senses,
however, the engineers of the
ancient world assumed that the
average flow velocity was a
universal constant. In actual
fact, of course, that supposed
universal constant is subject to
enormous variation, depend
ing on the slope of the water
surface (or the pressure gra
dient) and the size, shape and
roughness of the conduit cross
section.

So the ancient engineeers
had it all horribly wrong and,
unsurprisingly, this generatcd
plenty of hcadachcs for the
men in charge of water works.
Scxtus Julius Frontinus, Com
missioner of the Roman water
supply from 97AD, left records
of his attempts to balance the
books. He found, for example,
an aqueduct with no off-takes
giving a discharge of lR25
quinariae at one gauging point)
but only 704 quinariae at the
next. Poor Frontinus attri
buted the discrepancy partly to
undetected leaks, but mainly
to cunning Roman water
thieves.

The record shows that in fact
Frontinus felt something funny
was going on and that he really
ought to have been making
some sort of a correction when
the conduits wcre especially
steep or especially flat. But
what did Frontinus do about
it? Like any good solid profes
sional engineer of today, he
did absolutely nothing. Jt was
not for him to rock the boat
and challenge current profes
sional practice. So he just went
on doing his sums according to
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A crabeater seal

50 days on the Antarctic pack ice.•.

But the research made it all
worthwhile
Dr Peter Shaugllllessy, Scientific Services Olficer with the Institute of Biological
Resources, was aboard the ship Ne//a Dan 011 her ill-fated voyage to Antarctica last
year, The ship was lodged for SO days ill pack ice Ileal' Amulldsen Bay and wasll'tfreed
II/r/it a Japanese icebreaker, Shimse, was able to come to the rescue ill mid-December.
Dr Shauglmessy alld a llII/nber of olher stranded expeditiollers were lifted a few days
earlier by helicopter 10 allothersupply ship, I cebird,for the retum voyage to Australia. Nella Dall .I'tl/ck ill the ice

Tuesday 29 October, and Dr
Peter Shaughnessy boarded
onc of the Nella Dan helicop
ters to visit a family of erabea
ter seals on the same ice rloe
which had irnprisonedthe ship.
It was the first of only nine
days of field research out of a
total of 99 awav from home,
but he still COUl;ts the cxperi
ence as a \:vorthwhilc, albeit
expensive. exercise.

Dr Shaughnessy IS a seal
specialist and was invited to
take pan in Nella Dan',
research voyage by the Antarc
tic Division of the Department
of Science. He had expected to
be back on 2(J November, but
he and his wife (also a scientist)
didn't return to Australia until
two davs before Christmas.

Rem-arkaiJly, perhaps the
most dramatic and tragic cvent
of thc icy ordcal - the death
of onc (;f the ship's cooks _.
went almost unnoticed by t11e
media.

Whilc the fate of the ship
receivcd considerable public
ity, the fate of young Dane
Kim Nielsen wa, virtually
ignored, at least in Australia if
not in his homc country.

Dr Shaugbnessy said the
incidcnt took place about onc
week before thc ship was stuck.
Kim, who was in his early 20s.
lost his footing early onc even
ing on some ,teps leading to
the galley and fell heavily.
Despite the best crforts of the
on-board doctor, Klm died
soon after.

'Il put rather a gloom over
the ship,' said Dr Shaughnessy.

Kim was the only casualty of
the adventure, during which
Dr Shaughnessy mamtains
there was never any real
danger for the expediti~ners.

Rcsearch continued
whenever conditions permitted
and the crabcatcr work wss
particularly successful, attract
ing publicity in its own right.

Nclla Dan. which is operated
by Danish officers and crew.
set sail frolll Hobart on 16
September hound for the edge
of the pack ice south of Heard
Island

It stopped first at the island
(home of Australia's onlv live
volcano) to drop off 14 expedi
tloners ..~- including Dr Gwen
Shaughncssy who were
doing a count of elephant seals
to compare with nUlllbers from
a 19S0 census.

rh" ship then continued
south until 27 October when
thick pack lee wedged it 20
miles from the coast of Antarc
tied, near Amundscn Bay

14

Nella Dan is an ice
strengthened ship but does not
have the power of an ice
breaker and she became help
lessly stranded in ice about
two metres thick.

Apart I1'0 III thc ship's offic
ers ant.! crew, there were 36
'expeditioners' - scientists and
support crew -~ on board.

At least the ordeal pro
ceeded in relative comfort.
despite a measure of frustra
tion as the days dragged on. Dr
Shaughnessy said morale
remained bigh and all on board
accepted the situation
philosophically. The 2S-year
old ship is in good condition
and facilities on board helped
matlcrs somewhat.

'There was a proper dining
room, complete with two ste
wards in Sln3rt jackets,' said
Dr Shaughncssy.

He said the meals on the
Nella Dan wcre extremely
good. However, after SO day's
of a diet comprising in large
part Danish pork it's a wonder
the expeditioners didn't attack
the crancatcr seals with a view
to seal steaks.

The expedition was far from
a dead loss. Fortunately Dr
Shaughnessy and his col
leagues (including Mr Keith
Newgrain from the Division of
Wildlife and Rangelands
Research) were able to locate
five families of crabeaters bet
wecn onc and five miles from
the ship. With the help of two
on-board helicopters, nine
trips were 1)1ade to the groups
before they disappeared back
into the icy waters when the
breeding and lactation period
ended.

Three separate projects on
the seals were carried out.
Onc, which Dr Shaughnessy
conducted with the voyage
leader Dr Knowles Kcrry,
involved studying the breeding
biology of crabeaters, another,
in conjunction witb the Divi
sion of Wildlife and Range
lands Research, was to deter
mine how much milk ,vas being
transferred from mother to
pup and how milk composition
changed during the lactaetion
period, and the third involved
a helicopter survey to deter
mine the distribution and
abundance of seals in the pack
ice.

For the milk expcriment,
pups were injected with
radioactive water and the
radioactivity was diluted as the
pup took milk from the
mother. !l1ood samples were
taken from the pups and are

now being analysed at Wildlife
and Range1ands.

'It was quite exciting because
the lactation period of the seals
is very brief so we wcre there
at the right time,' said Dr
Shaughnessy.

'Wc set out thinking it was
four to six weeks, but our
observatiollS indicated that it's
only three weeks. That was
also a bit of a nuisance because
the ship got stuck on the 27th,
wc got started on the 29th and
threc weeks later all the scals
}uld gone but wc were still
sluck for several weeks after
that,' he said.

Although tbe rcsults of this
experiment haven't been
analysed, the pups must havc
received plenty of milk from
their mothers, because their
weight sllOt up 30kg at birth to
1l0kg at the cnd of the three
weeks. Both mother and
accompanying male seal
weighed in at around 230kg at
the start of observations but
both decreased in bulk because
they were not feeding while on
thc ice.

Normally the seals eat krill
(not crabs as their name
suggests) and this makes them
important subjects for study.

'There are many nations
which believe thcy can harvest
krill and there are estimates
that they could take as mLlch
krill per annum. as the current
worldwide fishery - about 70
million tonnes,' said Or
Shaughnessy.

'If they were to do that,
there would be enormous
repercussions because virtually
everything that lives in the
Southern Ocean depcnds on
krill eitller directly or indi
rectly. Even some very large
animals, like whales, live
directly on krill,' he said.

'While the whales are mak
ing a recovery the worst thing
we could do is Itarvest krill'.

Because krill density itself is
difficult to measure and its
distribution is patchy, scientists
arc rclying on sO-G\lIed 'illlli
caLor species' such as the crabe-

ater seal to determine krill
abundance.

'Very few people have
studied crabeater seals during
the spring breeding season,' he
said. The rcason for that is
that you get stuck in ice.'

For thc various experiments,
the seals were being drugged
with valium and ketamine,
because it's rather awkward
trying to physically restrain
230kg of seal.

Firstly, someone had to
place a hoop net on a long
handle around the lcss-than
amused animal, then a bag was
put over its head. Meanwhile,
another member of the group
would give the scal an injcc
tion.

'At first we werc terribly
apprehensive, but after doing
it for a while wc got rather
smart. Unfortunately, the
handle of the net kept breaking
so it was quite short in the end.

Apart from Dr Shaughnessy
and Mr Ncwgrain, the Antarc
tic Division had provided a
contract worker to help with
the experiments. A volunteer

Cartoon courtesy of The Age

~ who happened to be from
the Children's Museulll of Vic
toria - also assisted, along
with two others from the ship.

'We used to get them to
carry this heavy weighing
machine. The milk machine
was battery opcrated so there
was a 12 volt battery which also
had to be luggcd around,' said
Or Shaughnessy.

'The work was quite ex
hausting. Usually we were out
for four hours at each family
group and on most days we
went to two groups. Some days
we were out for 12 hours at a
time.'

They took packed lunehes
containing - you guessed it
Danish pork (plus bread and
cheese) and also a very un
Danish billycan and kerosene
stove for hot drinks. The day
tllne temperatures were
around minus-lO (and dropped
to minus-IS overnight).

The seal group also took
emergency supplies such as

tents and sleeping bags in case
weather conditions prevented
the helicopter from picking
them up. Fortunately this
didn't happen.

IHowevcr, there were occa
sions when the helicopters had
to race out to us because a
snow storm was approaching
which threatened a white-out,'
he said.

Finally Icebird was close
enough (about 10 miles away)
to enable the helicopters to
take voyage leader Kerry and
the ship's captain over to con
fer with their counterpart and
by satellite phone with the
Director of the Antarctic Divi
sion, .rim Bleasal.

'It was decided that 20 of the
36 expeditioners would be
rescued,' said Dr Shaughnessy

'Tile day of the rescue - 4
December - wc were appre
hensive as wc awaited deci
sions,' he said. 'Wc transferred
aftcr lunch using two helicop
ters from Icebird and onc from
Nella Dan.

'It took about eight trips for
the people and four for all our
luggage,' he said.

Icebird was on a resupply
voyage to Mawson and Davis
in Antarctica, so the Nella Dan
expeditioners travellcd further
south before heading home.
heading home.

'IcelJird was already full of
passengers by the time wc got
on board, so wc felt like boat
people, refugees,' he said. The
14 whieh had been dropped off
at Heard Island by Nclla Dan
had already been pickcd up by
leebird.

Conditious were crampcd
until some people got off at
Mawson and several more at
Davis. 'I slept in four different
bunks on the first four nights.'

The ship left Davis on 12
December and after much roi
Iing they arrived back in
Hobart on 23 December.

So ended a trip which while
costly in time and money (par
ticularly for the Shaughnessys
who were both on leave with
out pay for most of the time)
added greatly to the knowledge
of crabeater seals, and the
number of elephant scals on
Heard Island.

'Dr Shaughncssy has been
with CSIRO for nearly five
years. Before that, he workcd
at the Sea Fisheries Research
Institutc at Cape Town in
South Africa, where he
researched fur seals.
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On the record 'Designer' molecules by Holan
1••

A selection of quotes from the media
about science and CSIRO

Animal Health assists Fiji in
nlajor goat/sheep program

'This broad spectrum com
pound is one olthe least toXiC
of all insecticides,' said Mr
lIolan.

It's expected to lind Its
greatest lISe ill rice paddies in
the Asian region. Because it's
nOll-toxic to fish it won't dam
age the imporl:ll1t stapk foud
III the arca.

It can also be used against
that Australian mcnacc. the
sheep blowfly.

*1;rom dillicull beginnings. Mr
I-1olan has gone on to be onc
of the leading organic chemists
in Australia. I--le was born in
Prague, Czechoslovakia, and
at an early age was caught lip
in the horrors or the Second
WoIld War in Europe. Be
cause 01 this, he didn't start his
schooling unlil he was 15. In
1'J4X hc came to Australia, and
the lollowing year slarted
studying chemistry at night at
the Royal Melllllurne Institute
or Technology. I le had a long
stint with a commercial com
pany, where he eventually was
in charge of basic research,
lVorking for a pcriod in the
United States, before moving
to CSLRO in 1%6.

News Lfd photo.
Mr 1I0lan has tried to estab

lish a tnulli-disciplinary
approach to compound design.
He uses principles 01 selected
toxicity first laid down more
than 30 years ago by Profcswr
Adrien Albert. This wurk
involves: biology, IOxlcology,
neurophysiology, bloc!1Clnlstry
and finally the most important
~ chemical synthesis.

The work has attracted sub
stantial commercial interest.

An extremely low-toxicity
insecticide 'ester' wilh Ihe
generic n"me (vclol'l'Othrin
\....Ias selected several years ago
by the large Japanese company
Nippon. Kayaku and should
appear on the market soon.

M,. George Holan
passage of essential sodium
ions through the membrane.
The convulsions killed insects
mamly through exhaustion and
loss of water

Thc trick was to come up
with the correctly-shaped and
-sized molecules with the right
type of bonding to make the
eOn11)Ound absolutely specific.

For instance, a compound
which has the potential to
interfere with nerve mClll
brancsin a number of animals
(including humans) can be
made specific for insects by
having in its structure a very
weak bond which breaks down
easily in the human body.
Alternatively, the molecular
wedge which attaehes itself to
nervcs ean be designed in such
a way that it can't do so at the
higher temperature of the
human body while still alfecl
ing insects operating at low~r

temperatures. So the 'jigsaw
puzzle' is completed only in
the insect.

And the leclllllques involved
also can be translated intu
other applications.

'If we develop a methoclol
ogy for designing biologically
active compounds, then we
can do a whole range of things
with it, such as attcmpt to
design other agricilemlcals and
also antibacterial, anli
inflamatory and anti-viral
drugs,' said Mr Holan.

He and his team have now
come up with so many new
compounds in various fields 01
biological activity that thcy
have to be recorded - on a
computer.

At present they use a compu
ter in Perth (via CSIRONET)
hut soon the Division will have
i1s own. Among other things
tile new computer will be llSed
for design of molccules that
can be displayed and manipu
lated on a colour mOl1ltor
screen in three dimension ....

You could say that, like
designers of clothing or homes,
Mr Holan designs molecules to
fit exact biological purposes.

Since joining the Division of
Applied Organic Chemistry in
1966, he has been El prime
mover in creating biologically
active compounds which can
have commercial applications.

His first task was looking at
the chemical structure and
biological effects of D DT 
the first of the great synthetlc
insecticides.

Using the knowledge ac
quircd through this work. Mr
Holan has gone on to develop
a methodology for manipulat
ing compounds and to predict
the outcome 01 any new design.

The work has led to eol
laborative links with research
institutes worldwide, and espe
cially important associations
with the Univcrsity of New
South Wales, Sydney and
Monash universities.

His aim is to develop COm
pounds which arc highly selec
tive to the particular biological
tunction he wishes to controL
In the case of insecticides, this
means preparing compounds
which have specific toxicity
(ie. that they will only kill
certain creatures without
harming humans, plants or
animals vqlunble to humans)
and eliminating the 'llIt-and
miss' approach to insecticide
or drug design.

For many years industrial
chemists used thcir intuition
when synthesizing ncw com
pounds for testing. While some
have proven effective in killing
insects, the lack of methodol
ogy in their preparation made
a lot of the work useless.

The intricacies of molecular
deSign are fascinating
almost like a jigsaw puzzle.

In very simple terms: if the
shape of the new compound's
molecule is right, it will slot
perfectly into a cavity in the
nerve membrane and block the
messages sent via electrical
impulses, causing the insect to
have convulsions.

The apex shape of the three
dimensional insecticide
molecules developed from that
of DDT, which Mr lIolan was
able to deduce, gave the com
pounds their devastating effect
on insects, by disturbing the

For Mr GeOl'ge Holall, the
signing of the agrichemical
joint vcuture agreemcnt
with Du I'on! marks IIn
othcr high waleI' mark in his
tInes! 1'01' control over the
toxic effects o£insecticides.

effort to further boost sheep
and goat production during the
past ten years has been jeopar
dized by worm parasite infec
tions - resulting in severe
productivity losses and a 25
percent plus mortality rate in
young animals.

DAB scientists have been
succcssful in developing con
trol programs for similar prob
lems in Australia, although
these can't be applied directly
to animals in the Pacific
Islands.

Members of the General
Division of the Order of
Australia - AM:
Or Joy Bear, senior principal
research scientist, Division of
Mineral Chemistry; Dr Alec
CostiIl, formerly CRS with the
Division of Plant Industry; 01
Hugh GOI'don, formerly SPRS
with the Division ot Animal
Health in Sydney; and Mr
Wallace Read, PRS, Division
of Energy Technology. Miss
Joan Russell, formerly senior
technical officer, Division of
Applied Physics, received a
Medal of the Order of
Australia (OAM).

Replenishing goal and
sheep stock in Fiji is the aim
of a collaborative program
between lhe Division of
Animal Health and the
Fijian Ministry of Primary
Industries.

The project, to control worm
infections in the animals, has a
budget of half a million dollars
provided by the Australian
Centre for International Agri
culture Research (AClAR).

A nUIJor Fiji Government

'Technology is our destiny.' West Ciermany's chancellol
Helmut Kohl, to the lX-nation Eureka confcrence in
Hanover. Reported in The Melbourne fJerald, 6 Novcmber.

'We need ethical codes for all scientists and these need to
be backed up by law.' Monash University's aCling Dcan
Law, Professor Christie Weeramantry, rcportcd in The
Melbourne Sun, X November.

'Unless your experiment is at a critical stage, which may
mean you haven't organised things 1)!'Operly, all Ihe staff are
expected to make the effort and go 1'01' tea.' Dr Elsmaree
Baxter, Eliza Hall Institute's instrument officer, on the
Mcdical Research institute's ritual. The Bulletin, 12
Novembcr.

'Ai'Ound 90 I)er cent of the world's teehllologicalknowledge
has been discovered in the last 30 years, bllt this knowledge
is expected to donble in the next 10 years.' The Queensland
Innovation Centre's general manager, Mr ROil Sampson,
quoted in The Sunday Mail, 3 November.

'They are neat and sliceable, they don't make sandwiches
soggy, bnt they are bland.' Dr BalTY McGlasson, Division of
Food Research, on the commercial tomato reported in The
Good Weekend, 2-3 November,

'Consumers are uncdncated about tomatoes. No wonder
thc f....it is lousy.' Dr McGlasson in the same interview.

'You can't get 1'0111' legs or four breasts but you can brced
for jnst abont anything.' Or Jeft Fairbrother, executive
director of the Australian Chicken Meat Federation, talks
about chickens in The Good weekend of2 and 3 November.

'More is known about the nutrition re1luirements 01'
chickens than those of human beings.' Or Fairbrother in the
same interview.

'Whilc he is working on his grand plan, the crown jcwels
will hc snatched f!'Om under his nose.' The Leader of the
Australian Democrats Senator Don Chipp, talking about the
Federal Minister for Arts, Heritage and Environment, Mr
Barry Cohen's plans for the protection of the North
Queensland rainforest. Reported in The Age, 1 November.

'Those who knock it [CSIROJas bOl'fin-driveu are
boof-head driven.' The Federal Minister for Industry,
Technology and Commerce, Senator John Button, quoted in
The Financial Review, 25 October.

ConI. from p .1
*A number of other people

associated with CSLRO also
received Australia Day hon
ours.

Officers in the General DiVI
sion of the Ordcr of Australia
-AO:
Or Graham Alexander, Chair
man of the Queensland State
Committee; Professor David
Caro, former member of the
Tasmanian State Committee;
Mr Kevan Gosper, former
member of the CSIRO Advis
ory Council; Emeritus Profes
sor Reginald Moir, former
member of the Western
Australian State Committee.
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mation as 'transforming
technology', which -like elec
tricity - alters everything it
touches (work, travel, com
munications, health, educa
tion), sce the decline of tradi
tional industries as the begin
ning of a new historical cycle,
the 'post-industrial' era.
emphasize intelleclual
resources over physical ones,
prefer basic to applied
research. scc education as
more important than training
and regard change as a matter
of quantum leaps (eg. the
Japanese electronics industry),
where the existing base may be
irrelevant.

The increasing volume of lit
erature in the technology
debate rarely shakes pro
tagonists from their en
trenched positions. Changes,
when they occur, arc like religi
ous conversions. Faith is more
important than reason. it
scelllS.

At a [ormal dinner in Ottawa
I expressed some concern that
the meeting had taken an
unduly optimistic view of
tehenology as a unique path
way to thc 'good life', without
adequate concern for its social
impact. It's ironic that' in the
Age of Science, Australia 
like the US - has more profes
sional astrologers than
astronomers and that problems
such as alienation, drug depen
dence, crime, compUlsive
gambling, child abuse, mental
breakdown and social disease
are growing worse not better.

The meeting decided that
internatIOnal conferences of
science ministers should be
held regularly.

The most hopeful sign at the
meeting was recognition that
the economic potential of
technological change was too
great to be regarded as the
preserve of onc or two nations.
Unless these changes lead to a
new era of open frontiers and
free exchanges of technological
information. there will be a
dangerous imbalance in
national e"pacity which cmrld
destabilize international rela
tions for decades.

0'"
,0 0

Meach Lake
Cont. fI'OIII Il.6

basic research, encouraging
creativity, expanding human
capacity and recognizing diver
sity. High priority goes to the
'sunshine' and 'moonlight'
plans for alternative encrgy
sources and energy-saving
technologies, fifth gencration
computing (where progress has
been slower than the .r apanese
had hoped), biotechnology 
especially for waste control,
superbugs, ultrafine particles
and new industrial materials,
such as ceramics.

I was asked to present the
third discussion paper, 'Prom
oting Promising Technologies'.
I argued that there was a
certain lack of coherence in
technological policy formula
tion in virtually every indus
trialized nation because of an
ongoing and unresolved dcbate
between two differing schools
of thought within government
and especially the bureauc
racy.

I called these basic positions
Traditional lncrcmentalism
and Radical Discontinuity.

The Traditional Incremen
talis's are strongly committed
to existing industries and
economic structures, which
they believe can be rejuve
nated, don't regard the
development of information
technology or biotechnology
as especially SIgnificant, regard
the decline of traditional indus
tries as a long term consequ
ence of the 'oil shock' of
1973-74, emphasize physical
resources ovcr intellectual
ones, prefer applied to basic
research, 5CC training as morc
important than education and
regard change as a gradual
linear process, building on a
existing base.

Protagonists of Radical Dis
continuity scc industrial
development as a continuous
process of growth, maturity
and decay, look to new and
complementary ('sunnse')
industries, arc sceptical about
'rcj llvenation'. regard infor-

&. L 1&

"Good news, Professor Fish bane - we got the rat grant."

~------

~IUW' M

'During the eight years of
CSIRO involvement in the
ln~peximus preservation, a
number of scientists and tech
nicians participated, Princi
pally they were from the then
Division of Industrial Chemis
try (which split in 1958 into a
number of new groups) and
the Engineering Section.

archivist Mr Wally Evansin a
letter to the Library in 1957.

'[The] work which wc have
done in mounting Magna Carta
has been a difficult and costly
undertaking for us all, quite
outside our own fields of
endeavour. It has been
accomplished at the expense of
our normal research projects,'
he said.

The main difficulty was in
the construction of the glass
and metal container. This
involved metaIJizing the edges
of two thick glass panels, which
were then soldered to the lead
strips which form the sides.

Chief Librarian White wrote
to the then-Secretary (General
Administration) at CSlRO Mr
Frank Nieholls in March 1958
- still more than three years
before the enclosed document
was shipped back to Canberra
from Melbourne - saying 'it
is grand news that there have
been compensations for your
labours in the form of new
scientific knowledge'.

The work was completed in
August 1961. The argon-filled
case is expected to ensure
survival of the doeumcnt for
several thousand years.

It was placed in a scaled
metal and glass box filled with
argon (the same gas which was
used in electric light bulbs).
The relative humidity is main
taincd at 25-35 percent to
minimize decay of the vellum
and to keep it flexible.

The glass front of the con
tainer was covered with a yel
low filter to keep out ultra-vio
let rays tostop the ink fading.

The scientists'" involved
were working in an area they
had never tackled before and
were anxious that the methods
employed could be applicahle
to future document preserva
tion,

'It has deflected so much of
our time and effort that wc arc
concerned to ensure that the
techniques involved are
brought to a successful conclu
sion and that the National
Library does not again have to
make a call upon the varied
research and technical person
nel which [have] been so far
involved,' said former CSIRO

CSIRO was asked to enclose
the document in an inert
atmosphere at constant humid
ity with protection from harm
ful light· rays. The methods
were similar to those used on
the original American Declara
tion of Independcnce, with
some modifications to accom
modate the very thick wax seal
carrying the imprint of Edward
I.

The 20"x 16.5" animal skin
vellum (calf-skin parchment)
on which the Ch"rter is written
is susceptible to moisture and
heat - and both vellum and
the ink used arc affected by
strong light.

So, Mr H L (now Sir Harokl)
White, then Chief Librarian of
the National Library, called on
CSIRO to carry out some
delicate preservation work.
Little did anyone realize that
it would be more than eight
years before the enclosed
document would be installed
at Parliament House.

Thc transition to a much
warmer climate a[ter nearly
seven centuries of mild to cold
English weather threatened to
damage the parchment and
preservation methods were
needed.

t.£

CoResearch is produced by the Science COllllllunicatiou Unit [or
CSIRO staIT, It's also circulated to a numher of people outside
the Organization who are interested in CSIRO activities.
Readers are invitcd to contribute or oITer suggestions for articles.
The deadline ror contributions is the Illst Monday before tbe issue
month. Editor: Liz Burden, 1'0 nox 225, Dickson ACT 2602
Ph: 484479.

***

This is the first in an occasional series on the roles, both slllall and large, CSIRO has
played in Anstntlia's history. CoResearch would like to thank Michllel Moran at the
CSIRO Archives [or supplying documents and clippings.

'The Magna Carta'
More than 770 ycars ago, in
meadow in England, King
John affixed his seal to a
document which has come to
be known as the British 'bill of
rights'.

The Magna Carta, scaled on
15 June 1215 at Runnymede,
is Cl landmark in western social
history as it gllaranteed the
liberties of the British people
and defined the limits of the
Monarch's power. What may
not be well known is that that
original document was annul
led only nine weeks later by
Pope Innocent Ill.

New, greatly modified, ver
sions were issued in 1216 and
1217 in the namc of King
John's son, King Henry Ill,
who at that stage was still a
child.

In 1225, when he came of
age, Henry issued a third ver
sIon which restored most of the
omitted clauscs of the 1215
charter. The wording of the
this third document w"s
finalized by Edwmd I in 1297 .

So what has ,,11 this got to do
with Australia's CSIRO?

Thirty-three years ago,
CSIRO scientists. with col
leagues from the Defence Stan
dards Laboratory, undertook
the rather arduous business of
preserving a relic of that impor
tant piece of history.

1n 1952, Australia's National
Library purchased .(for 12 500
pounds) onc of only two known
surviving originals of the so
called Ins{Jexim/.ls issue 
Edward's 1297 confirmation of
the (;rcat Charter - in the
form in which it is found
printed in the Statutes of the
Realm today.

It was the only copy to be
taken out of Great Britain
until 1984 wben a Texan mil
lionaire purchased 1:1 reccnt!y
discovered fourth Illspexil'nus.
(The third was discovered soon
aftcr the National Library's
purchase).

The document apparently
had been sent to the Sheriff of
Surrey, Robert de Glamorgan,
for promulgation in that
county. It's believed to have
I'lter passed to another branch
of the Glamorgan family which
livcd in Somcrset - and, many
years tater, from a member of
the family to the Kings School
in that county.

It's writtcn in Latin, with thc
text occupying j 5 printed col
umns in the statutes. in the
clear Court handwnting of
Chancery scribc Ilugh de lcr
nemuth.
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A fire on 13 February at the Division of Plant Industry's phytrotron at Black Mountain
has sparked some concerns in the Organizationahout fire safety thronghout CSIRO.

Phytotron fire

Blaze highlights fire safety issues

~ \\
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What sort of cocktails do tropical animals prefer? What brand
ofsuntan oil do they use? Where do they go for their holidays?
These are among the questious NOT answered in this month's
DivisiOlI featllre on Tropical Animal Science, This is a Hrious
newspaper, so as you would expect mO/'e important issues are
discussed. Tum to 1'1'.3-6.

'V'V~fJ

Staff video gears up
Patrice Newel/ from Channel 9's Today program will front the
three pilot episodes of CS/RO's staff video, to be called
Connections.

Divisional involvement will probably deternline the success
of the videos aud already there's bem a good response to a call
for liaison people to co-ordinate input from the divisions. Nick
Pitsas at the Film and Video Centre in Melbourne is scouting
aroulld for items of illterest for the programs, and a freelance
television journalist, Ms Marianlle Latham, will write the
scripts. The first one will be ready for screenillg on 2 April.

At a meeting of the steering committee last mOllth, a smal/er
working group was formed to pave the way for divisional input
and provide a channel for feedback to the committee. The group
comprises Wendy Parsons (Division of Forest Research), Paul
Hewitt (Division ofApplied Physics) and Bob Marshal/ (HQ).

'85/86 communication
grants being considered
On 13 March the Executive will consider a proposal for
communication grants in 1985/86,

This follows a Finance Committee meeting in February when
a decision was deferred because of the terms of the Executive
decision on the matter last August. The Executive had then
accepted the principles of Recommendation 20 of the report on
external communication but required the Director oflnformation
and Public Communication (at the timc still to be appointed) to
bring forward proposals for the grants in the 'context of a detailed
budget for all of the communication resources and functions
under his control'. Mr Peter Dunstan, the new Director, joined
CSTRO in November - well into the financial year.

Twenty-seven applications were received for 1985/86 funds,
and the Bureau said all these will still be coasidered.

The Finance Committee's deferral prompted a strongly
worded telex to the Chairman signed by a number of pcople
around the Organization, who interpreted it as meaning the
communication grants had been withdrawn. The Burcau said this
was not the case.

The funding for 1985/86 had not been rejected, and 'the
principle ... remains endorsed', according to a letter sent by Mr
Dunstan to Division Chiefs and OICs.

Caneite, made from sugar
cane waste, is now banned as
a building material because of
its flammability.

Occupational Health and
Safety Manager Mr Gary
Knobel said the run-down in
building and maintenance
funds Was a Cause for concern
and he believed safety precau
tions, particularly in oldCr
buildings, were 'not up to
scratch' in many cases.

'There's a considerable
backlog in repairs and mainte
nance,' he said. The Health
and Safety Unit would like to
see morc funds become availa
ble to carry out urgent upgrad
ing and maintenance work.

'Hopefully we won't have to
wait for accidents to happen
before we get sufficient
money,' he said.

He said electrical problems
do crop up from time to time
and even the best maintenance
procedures can't predict when
something might go wrong.
However ,everything possible
should be done to ensure that
the hazards are minimised.

This may involve replacing
some of the old light fittings
such as the one which started
the phytotron fire. Some of
these fittings are 25 years old.

*Largely because of the
early efforts of the workers
from the phytotron and the
Division of Entomology, there
was relatively slight damage to
the building and it's believed
none of the experiments were
jeopardised.

Firstly, the fire was in the
roof of the building and got
into the insulation, producing
dense smoke which posed a
threat to the workers who were
fighting the fire without any
breathing equipmenL This
could also happen at other
sites and is a major reason staff
are advised to leave the build
ing as soon as a fire appears to
have taken hold. Because there
was no immediate outside help
in fighting the fire, the phyto
tron workers took more risks
than they normally would
have.

Also, the cause of the fire
raises questions about the
likelihood of a similar occur
ence elsewhere. Tt started
because of the failure of a
ballast in a fluorescent light,
creating high temperatures
which ignited the caneite ceil
ing material.

not been put to the test before
as it was the first time a fire
had broken out in the phyto
tron.

One worker who saw the fire
commented 'CSTRO was very
lucky not to have lost the
whole building'.

He said all staff 'behaved
well'. There was no panic and
they calmly set about fighting
the fire as best they could
under the circumstances.

Two aspects of the fire have
wider implications for other
parts of the Organization.

Dense smoke

A hirdseye view of the phytotron on the day of the jire.

One CSIRO employee,
Peter Faulkner, was taken to
Royal Canberra Hospital suf
fering from smoke inhalation
(but was later released after
examination). He and Leo
Trujillo had led the effort to
fight the fire before the Police
Rescue Squad arrived, because
the ACT Fire Brigade was
holding a stopwork meeting
and Was unable to attend until
about half an hour after the
blaze started. The ACT Fire
Commissioner Mr Bill Kerr,
personally attended the fire
and helped bring it under con
trol.

Observers say there were
several disturbing aspects
about the incident, aside from
the absencc of the fire brigade.

There is no automatic inter
nal alarm in the building and
staff in the downstairs section
had to be verbally told to get
ouL A sensor eventually set off
an external alarm at the fire
station once the fire was well
established.

When workers at the site
attempted to set off the
manually-operated internal
signal by brcaking the glass on
an alarm, nothing had hap
pened. Apparently the
mechanism had been incor
rectly installed when the
phytotron was built about 25
years ago.

The alarms had been
routinely checked about an
hour before the fire started,
but the problem WaS not appa
renL The manual alarms had

1
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New Research for Australia book Old
The fifth booklet in the CSIRO Research for Australia Series
- Radio Astronomy - is now available. It tells the story of
CSIRO's work in this field, covering the latest ideas on how our
universe and its components evolved. It also gives details of the
future of CSIRO's radio astronomy work. CSIRO staff may buy
the book for $6 by sending a cheque to the Collector of Monies,
CILES, Melbourne.

Health matters

Oary Knobel

Who.•when..where .•why
Several recent accident and
work-related illness cases have
occured without the staff con
cerned notifying their local
safety officer or, where relev
ant, first aid officer.

It's essential all such inci
dents are reported as soon as
they occur so proper preventa
tive action can be taken. Acci
dents are investigated so that
lessons can be learned. They
are not investigated to appor
tion blame. Hence it's very
important for all of us that the
details are recorded at the time
(standard report form) and
that medical attention is sought
however minor the apparent
outcome. Staff should be
aware that unless these steps
are taken it may be very diffi
cult to substantiate the facts
later on if it's necessary to seek
compensation. Also, local
health and safety committees
and the OHS unit need to
know about all of these inci
dents so that wider OHS pre
vention programs can be plan
ned.

***
thousand warheads, with the
destructive capacity of 15 000
Hiroshimas would land on
Europe and North America.

But my objection to 'Star
Wars' or the SDI goes deeper
than that. I believe that the
program itself is both provoca
tive and pointless.

Long before the SDI is effec
tive as a complete defensive
screen against an all-out attack
it will be a very effective
back-stop to a first strike.
Even a rather ineffective anti
missile system will be a superb
anti-satellite system, allowing
its controllers to knock out the
opponcnt's early warning sys
tems, and its SDI defences (if
it has any). Then with a mas
sive first strike to debilitate the
enemy the SDI system will
only have to offer a defence
against a much diminished sec
ond strike capacity. Far from
offering a protection, the SDI
strategy can only lead to a
situation in which the side
holding the most effective SDI
system (presumably the USA)
will have to strike first because
only then can the system offer
effective protection. Alterna
tively, and before that occurs,
the opposition, seeing its
gradually deteriorating strat
egic situation, may be forced
to strike before it becomes
completely vulnerable.
Neither possibility can in any
sense be scen as fulfilling
Reagan's original dream of
'ridding the world of the
scourge of nuclear wcapons'.

Bob Hunter
Assoc. Prof.

Physical Chemistry
(University of Sydney) and
Vice President of SANA's

National Co-ordinating
Committce

Changes in CSIROHSC
The membership of the CSIRO
Health and Safety Committee
has been expanded and now
includes Mr John Nicholas
(DBR) representing the Insti
tute of Industrial Technology
and Mr Phillip Elkins from the
ACTU representing CSIRO
unions not already on the
committee.

Dr Ken Ferguson, chairman
of the committee, will be retir
ing in April and it's expected
the Executive will soon
announce his replacement.

A reminder that the
CSIROHSC encourages all
staff to raise issues regarding
their own occupation health
and safety with local OHS
committees. If these issues
can't be solved locally then the
CSIROHSC will consider the
mattcr and advise the Execu
tive accordingly.

Arrangements for examina
tions are to be made through
staff sections and copies of the
form arc available from each
RAO.

dinately diffic~lt if not impossi
ble. Just the problem of writing
the software programs for
handling data acquisition,
target monitoring, continuous
redeployment of attack
weapons, assessment of effec
tiveness, and provisions of the
necessary in-built safeguards
against inappropriate response
(either positive or negative)
has caused one senior consul
tant to resign from the advisory
program; for those who are
interested, the magnitude of
the problem is outlined by him
in Scientific American for
December 1985.

I am quite prepared to
believe that devices can be
developed to intercept and
destroy missiles long before
they reach their targets (pro
vided they have a reasonable
distance to travel). I cannot
believe that the defence can be
complete, and I do not see that
even a 90 percent efficiency is
acceptable when that would
mean that something like a

Letters
to the
Editor

New OHS Policies
Two new OHS policies have
been issued and several more
are under development: 1. Pol·
icy Circular 86/8 scts out prin
ciples and procedurcs to be
adoptcd in thc idcntification
and management of asbcstos
both in buildings and in
laboratory plant and equip
mcnt. Staff should familiarise
themselvcs with the require
ments, particularly those
regarding control over use of
asbestos in the laboratory. 2.
Policy Circular 86/9 covers pro
cedures for eye examinations
and provision (where neces
sary) of special glasses for
VDU work. Dr John Graham
will be collecting medical-in
confidence information on this
to be held as part of personal
files being set up for staff
undergoing medical monitor
ing.

A spccial form has been
developed and staff having the
eye examinations must take a
copy of the form with them
when attending the optomet
rist or ophthalmologist

Dear Editor,
You ask for comments on the
scientific problems associated
with the implementation of
President Reagan's Strategic
Defence Initiative (or 'Star'
Wars') program. The vague
ness of the program makes it
difficult to assess exactly but
those of your readers who have
read the excellent article by
Bethe et al in Scientific Ameri
can (Oct 1984) will know that
thcre are very large question
marks surrounding the earliest
candidates for a Star Wars type
defensive system. The need to
intercept a substantial number
of rockets whilst they are still
in boost phase (less than three
minutes after launch), the
problems of distinguishing
warheads from decoys in mid
course phase, and the
pointlessness of detonating
weapons which have almost
reached their targets (in termi
nal phase) makes the provision
of a credible protective screen
for the civilian population inor-

In this month's special comment sectioll we have a letter 011 the
USA's controversial Strategic Defence Initiative ('Star Wars').
Further letters 011 this subject will be welcome. For the April
issue of CoResearch we would like your views 011 the scielltific
importallce of Alltarctica. Australia's presC1lce ill that great
contillent has beell debated ill recent mOllths. While it's 1I0t all
area ofdirect cOllcem to the research programs ofCSIRO, work
done there has a bear/llg 011 Australia's overall research
performance. Please limit your letters to 200 words alld send
them to the editor by MOllday, 31 March.

that would collaborate with
CSIRO in setting strategic
research objectives. Overseas
we are seeing the growth of a
new type of collective indust
rial research organisation
which carries out 'precompeti
tive' research for its members.
The new collective associations
operate in a variety of ways.
Some have their own facilities
or use those of their members
or sponsors; others contract
out research to universities,
government laboratories or
commercial research com
panies. As far as I am aware
there is little co-operative
research towards strategic
objeclives in most areas at
Australian manufacturing.

To facilitate interaction with
the relevant industry sector
and the setting of broad
research priorities, the Man
agement Committee at its
recent meeting decided to
establish sector policy commit
tecs in the following areas:
manufacturing industry, rural
industry, minerals and energy,
water resource industry, infor
mation and space, natural envi
ronment, construction and
urban and civil engineering,
and public health.

Directors from Institutes
with a significant research
effort in the sector make up the
sector policy committee, which
will be chaired by the Director
of the Institute with the
greatest commitment to that
sector.

The reviews of the Division
of Chemical Physics and the
subject review on Material Sci
ence and Technology have
recommended the amalgama
tion of the Division of Chemi
cal Physics and Material Sci
encc to form a new Division.
Although there is general sup
port for the amalgamation,
much debate has taken place
on the name of the combined
Division. I appreciate the con
cern of the staff that the name
should accurately reflect the
broad objectives and work
program of the new Division,
and yet it must be simple
enough to be meaningful to the
outside world.

/~~

My recent talk on 'Strategic
Research for Industrial Appli
cations' to the Annual Sym
posinm of the Australian
Industrial Research Group,
comprising the research mana
gel'S from Australia's largest
companies, received wide
coverage in the press and on
radio.

Aeolumn by
Or Keith
Boardman

Frolft the
Chairman

The date of the symposium
coincided with the formal
takeover bid of BHP by
Holmes a Court, and the com
ments in my talk on the poten
tiallyadverse effects of take
overs on company investment
in research and development
were the basis for the headlines
in the newspaper articles. I was
making the point that discretio
nary activities such as R&D
are likely to suffer in a situation
where companies must sud
denly find cash for high interest
payments. My remarks sub
sequently received warm
endorsement from Sir James
Balderstone, Chairman of
BHP, during his opening
remarks at the 1986 BHP Sci
ence Prize Awards in Can
berra. Sir James extended my
arguments to include invest
ment in exploration activities.

In my talk to AIRG, I was
critical of Australian industry
for underestimating the
strategic importance of invest
ment in R&D. A PA technol
ogy survey of senior executives
in Australia, the US, West
Germany, Japan, Britain and
Belgium, released last Sep
tember showed how lacking in
technological expertise Aust
ralian boards are compared
with their overseas com
petitors. According to PA,
most Australian chief execu
tives have no systematic or
planned approach to monitor
ing key technology develop
ments. For example, less than
10 percent of the Australian
companies surveyed vested
responsibility for monitoring
technology in a member of the
board or the head of a technical
department, compared with
almost 60 percent of Japanese
companies.

In my address I challenged
Australian manufacturers to
form special industry groups

2
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l?orest benefits

This feature is designed to
present a cross-section of
activities at Tropical Animal
Science, and is not intended as
a directory to the Division's
research.

The April issue of
CoResearch will feature the
Division of Tropical Crops and
!'astures.

The forest offers a number
of benefits apart from disguis
ing a rather unattractive gully
left over from construction of
the laboratory. It provides a
recreation area, has a cooling
effect during summer, provides
cuttings for development of
other rainforests in the area
and a refuge for many species
of unimals. School students,
scientists, government parks
and gardens or forestry officers
and many others have visited
the forest on many occasions.

Staff from the Rainforest
Ecology Section have re
tired or been moved to the
Atherton Tablelands, but care
of the rainforest is still a
priority at the site.

gravelly soils and those from
complex evergreen rainforests
on the better alluvial soils.

Most rainforest seedlings
were grown by the Rainforest
Ecology Section of the Divi
sion of Plant Industry which
was then based at Long Pocket.
The seeds were collected
mainly in North Queensland.

The public interest gener
ated led directly to the
development of rainforests at
a number of other institutions
such as lames Cook University
of North Queensland.

The Long Pocket rainforest
is skilfully maintained by site
gardener Mr Barry Wade who
hus worked at the laboratories
for six years.

Technical officer at Long Pocket, Mary White, is involved in the
Division's pioneering genetic engineering work. This includes
characterising anfigens for vaccines being developed at TAS.

The rainforest was planned
in the original landscaping of
the Long Pocket site and it has
since gone on to be an impor
tant scientific, recreation and
conservation resource.

In 1969, rainforest seed
lings were planted among the
few standing eucalypts. Species
from deciduous vine thickets
were placed on the shallow

'This is within the capacity
of the industry to deliver now,
so why will it need new technol
ogy? The new technology will
be essential to enable produc
ers to stay in business over the
next decade.'

structure, but even considering
that the increase in numbers
required would still be mod
est,' he said.

long Pocket rainforest valuable in many ways
More than 300 species of
flora and fauna thrive in the
Long Pocket Laboratory's
superb 'man made' rain
forest.

The development of the lush
green forest on the site of a
gravelly gully is an achieve
ment which is still a source of
pride, 17 years after work was
begun.

Before...

technology will be needed to'
ensure this.

However, the Division con
stantly faces CSIRO funding
restrictions and continually has
to seek money from external
sources for expansion and new
initiatives. At present, about
22 percent of the Division's
funds come from outside.

The Division is concerned
about the reduction in
CSIRO's research effort in the
agricultural sector resulting
from pressure to channel
resources into assisting man
ufacturing industry. The
Executive-designated priority
growth areas have only indirect
relevance to tropical agricul
ture, mainly through bio
technology which forms part of
some TAS programs.

New markets
Changing dietary patterns

mean domestic consumption
of beef is falling, so producers
are looking to overseas mar
kets, especialIy the burgeoning
Asian markets.

'If Australia can retain its
market share as these [Asian]
economies grow there will he
opportunities for increasing
beef exports. At least half of
this should be supplied from
the tropics,' said Dr Mahoney.

'However, the figures indi
cate that an increase of only
about two million head in the
tropical herd would be needed
to support this anticipated
trade.

'The tropical industry may
also be required to provide a
greater share of Australia's
beef production than it does
now because of its low cost

The Division was among the first in the Organization to establish
an advisory committee.

The idea for the committee stemmed from outspoken criticism
from some members of the agricultural industry that CSIRO was
not sufficiently in tune with their needs.

'As a new Division, we had to establish a closer relationship
with the cattle industry if wc were going to survive,' said Or
Mahoney. The divisional committee has been a great success, he
said. Onc of its first roles was to establish guidelines for the
operation of the Townsville nutrition unit under Or Jim Hogan.

The committee comprises 10 graziers, two CSIRO scien
tistsfrom other divisions, one representative from each of the
Queensland Department of Primary Industries lames Cook
University of North Queensland, the University of Queensland
the the Northern Territory Department of Primary Production.
It is chaired by leading Queensland grazier Mr Richard Wilson
who runs a large cattle enterprise in central Queensland centered
at Banana Station, near Rockhampton.

Division feature 1

Australia's agricultural sector is facing mounting pressures from both inside the country
and iu traditional international markets. The tropical animal industry is no exception,
and it also has to cope with environmental problems unique to the area - problems
which until now have been under-researched.

TAS Chief, Dr Dave Mahoney.

In order to assist the indus
try, the Division of Tropical
Animal Science is preparing a
planning strategy document
which outlines priorities.

The strategy is being drawn
up in consultation with the
Division's advisory committee
(see separate story).

The Division's work centres
mainly on the northern cattle
industry, and to a lesser extent
sheep production. Other less
common species such as goats
and deer are also covered in
some research programs.

It was only with the forma
tion of TAS in 1982 that a
CSIRO research program
dedicated to the special prob
lems of the area was forn1U
lated. Previous tropical animal
work took place under the
much wider umbrella of the
Divisions of Animal Produc
tion, Animal Health and
Entomology.

TAS Chief Dr Dave
Mahoney believes that bet
ween now and year 2000, cattle
producers must increase effi
ciency by 35 to 40 percent in
order to stay in business. New

Advisory Committee plays
inlportant role

TAS- new ways to help the
tropical animal industry
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Some of the scientific and tec/mica,
Laboratories. Back, L to R, Jenny P
.fanine Nielsen, Alldreas Flach, Gear;

mitted to control of the cattle
tick and is attacking the prob
lem on several fronts. One of
these - the acaricide ('tic
kicide') program - is headed
by Dr .fim Nolan.

This program has been
responsible for a discovery
which has had n major impact
on insecticide-resistant tick
species in the tropics as well as
averting what could have been
a serious and expensive chem
ical resistance problem.

Simply, the research group
found that by adding a small
amount of old-fashioned
organophosphorus insecticide
to the newer synthetic pyret
hroid compounds. a devastat
ing acaricide resulted.

On their own, the two origi
nal substances were considera
bly less effective because of the
resistance to each already pre
sent in the ticks. Together. the
resulting mixture is extremely
effective in killing even resis
tant strains.

'This discovery has saved
those pyrethroids from fai
lure,' said Division Chief, Dr
Dave Mahoney.

The organophosphorus com
pound acted as a 'synergist' (a
catalyst used to enhance the
effect of the original substance)
which was able to reduce the
amounts of pyrethroid re
quired for satisfactory tick
control.

From the LOllg Pocket leelure room 
photos ill this feature).

Ms Helen Zakrzewski.

Mr Steven Davis.

robiology section and Dr Bai
Wenbin of the Harbin Veteri
nary Institute.

Ephemeral fever is one of a
range of bovine diseases pre
sent in parts of Australia and
the Division has buiJt up exper
tise in identifying and treating
it. The technicians' work
included transferring Austra
lian knowledge and techniques
to local scientists and setting
up a national serum bank.

Mr Davis said the new catch
cry in China is 'modernisation'.

The primary aims of the
research in China are to under
stand the epidemiology of the
disease and later to develop a
vaccine to halt the decimation
of valuable draught animals by
ephemeral fever. Because
there is little heavy farm
machinery, farmers rely on
oxen to plough the fields.
While this may not seem to fit
the description of modernisa
tion, the logistics of farming in
China mean that draught ani
mals will probably continue to
be used for many years.

Two scientists from China
are due t6 arrive at Long
Pocket soon and will stay until
July to participate in ephem
eral fever research. They are
Mrs Tian Fenglan and Mrs
Jiang Chunling. It should not
be presumed that thc Chinese
scientists arc merely learning
from CSIRO - they are also
contributing their own know
Icdge.

drop as many as 300 engorged
ticks a day, it adds up (or
multiplies) to a lot of blood
being removed from the ani
mals, causing a drop in condi
tion and therefore in value.

Each tick increases its own In addition, some cattle are
body weight 8000 times during susceptible to protozoan dis
infestation, and each 200 mil- eases transmitted by the tick,
ligram tick extracts about Iml making the pest doubly damag-
of blood from the host animal. ing.

Keep in mind that some The Division of Tropical
heavily infested cattle may Animal Science is heavily com-

***

There would have to be a
very good reason for endur
ing an average temperature
of minus 19°C.

Two technicians from the
Division did just that last year
at Harbin in far northern
China.

The reason; the establish
ment of a research program to
tackle a deadly and costly
disease, bovine ephemeral
fever, an insect-borne viral
disease of livestock.

Senior technical officer Ms
Helen Zakrzewski and techni
cal assistant Mr Steven Davis
spent three months at the
Harbin Vetinerary Research
lnsitute - the first westerners
to work at the lab.

To makc life uncomfortable
iItside as well as outside the
laboratory they were working
in, the heating system could
not be started until just before
they left, because of a conver
sion program.

The joint project is between
the Division, the Australian
Centre for International
Agricultural Research
(ACIAR) and the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sci
ences. It is co-ordinated in
Australia by Dr Toby St
George of the Division's mic-

One of the most common
and costly problems facing
graziers in the tropical areas
of Australia is the cattle
tick.

Acaricid.es program discovery has
major impact

Ephemeral lever research
taken to China

Most of the LOllg Pocket admin tealll. From left to right, John l!wllphreys, Larry CIWlll, Stall
Came, Call1ille TUlllley, Vebbie Witton, Michell Narracotf, Col White, Veil VWII1 and PelerStarr.

Admin staft at Long Pocket Laboratories

4 Division feature 2
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ville (in the heart of the semi
arid tropics) under the leader
ship of nutrition expert Dr Jim
Hogan. is tackling the prob
lems of this economically
important grazing region.
Research relevant to cattle,
sheep and goat industries is
undertaken.

Because of the close ties
with graziers through the Divi
~ion's advisory committee, the
research program is now well
geared to dealing with prob
lems confronting graziers in
the region.

Dr Hogan's team takes a
multi-faceted approach to
improving tropical herd pro
ductivity. It is working on
improved pastures (in close
co-operation with the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures
at Davies), mineral meta
bolism, more efficient use of
plant fibre by the animals and
improved animal and property
management.

Tropical legumes fignre
prominently in the nutri·
tional management
research program at the
Oavies Laboratory.

Legumes are plants which
produce seeds in pods. Famil
iar examples are peas, lupins
and brigalow.

The backbone of tropical
pasture improvement through
legumes is the Stylosanthes
family, particularly a variety
called Verano (which will be
more fully examined in next
month's feature on Tropical
Crops and Pastures). Certain
areas will also benefit from the
spectacular success of
leucaena, and to a lesser extent
from others such as desman
thus ('donkey bean') and
arachis.

The Division is collaborating
with TCP to support the the
trend towards pasture
improvement using legume
varieties, which are rich in
nutrients,

Apart from putting condi
tion on animals, legumes also
enhance the nutrients in the
soil by 'fixing' nitrogen.

Because of some failures in
establishing stylo in Queens
land (due mainly to a devastat
ing disease called anthracnose)
many graziers are wary of
spending a considerable
amoul1t of money on improv
ing their pastures with the'
plants,

However, new disease-resis
tant stylo strains are being
identified and developed.

PastII'e improvement
advocated by
Division

The relationships between
the properties of the feed,
quantity eaten and rate of
passage through the digestive
system are poorly understood.

The action of the rumen is
very important in studying
fibre uptake - in fact it's the
main controlling organism in
the process and experiments
on this are undcrtaken on
cattle, sheep, goats and buffalo
by Peter Kennedy and Chris
McSweeney at Lansdown.

Thcse cud-chewing animals
have four chambers in the
stomach - called the rumen,
reticulum. omasum and
abomasum. The reticulum and
rumen form a large fermenta
tion vat where fibrous feeds
are digested by micro
organisms - mainly bacteria.

The research program aims
to improve the potential of
animals to make greater use of
the available feed.

dry season climatic extremes
- a whole range of factors give
the area some unique prob
lems.

The grazing industry there is
characterised by 'seasonal mal
nutrition' - slow growth and
seasonal weight loss in animals,
erratic fertility and breeding
and heavy mortality among
pregnant and lactating cows
plus usually poor soil.

The Division's section at the
Davies Laboratory in Towns-

The semi-arid tropics which
cover a large area in north..
ern Australia, usually away
from the wetter coastal
strip, offer a major chal
lenge to graziers and tropi·
cal animal scientists.

Poor nutrition in forage
crops, inhibited uptake by the
animals of available nutrients,
a certain resistance to pasture
improvements by often hard
pressed landowners, wet and

Semi-arid tropics provide challenge

Cattle chew through a great
deal of fibre as part of their
feeding pattern, bnt does it
do them much good?

Tropical native pastures
have a high indigestible fibre
content and this means the
animals need to consume large
quantities in order to get suffi
cient nutrients for growth.

To get the maximum benefit
from the available feed, more
needs to be known about how
the ruminants' digestive system
deals with fibre, especially at
different times of thc tropical
year.

Davies Laboratory fibre
researcher Dr Brian Lowry
said 'tropical plants arc diffe
rent from temperate plants
and are little researched. We
are looking at the chemical
nature of the fibre and how to
enhance the animals' ability to
metabolise fibre'.

Technical assistant Delia WaterholiSe is one ofthe team ofsupport
staff at, the Davies Laboratory, She originally came to CSIRO
through a CES Aboriginal and Islander Scheme aimed at giving
young people the chance at further education and therefore better
jobs, Dwing herfirstfour years there, she undertook an associate
diploma in biological laboratory techlliques through the Capricor
nia Institute in Rockhampton as an external student. She says her
work has been varied and interesting, ranging from tending the
goats at Lansdown Station, to assisting with the plant breeding
and introduction program for Tropical Crops and Pastures.

'\JV:U--

='=II:ef:~ use of the

tick now hinges on a discovery
that the immune system of
infested cows could be acti
vated to cause the ticks' insides
to break down,

Division scientist Mr Tony
Johnston has led tile Division's
search for a vaccine since 1980,
while Dr David Kemp has
been responsible for tick
physiology work and Dr Peter
Willadsen for the biochemis
try, Funding for five years has
been provided since 1981 by
the Australian Meat Research
Committee,

'We're a fair way down the
track to isolating the vaccine,'
said Mr Johnston,

However, he cautions that
there's still no way of knowing
whether the 12-member team
will be successful in producing
a synthetic vaccine by genetic
engineering,

'We're optimistic, but we
don't know,' he said.

A tick vaccine is now being
investigated and developed in
conjunction with Biotechnol
ogy Australia, a Sydney-based
high tech company, Genetic
engineering has brought the
vaccine within reach and
laboratory trials so far are very
encouraging,

The current mainstay in the
treatment of cattle ticks is the
acaricide (see separate story),
but work on eradicating the

Some of the scientists involved in the developmel1l of vaccine,I'
against cattle ticks and blolV flies, Left to right, David Kemp,
Craig Eismann, Peter Willadsen and Tony Johnston,

It may be an impossible
dream to eradicate the cat
tle tick by the year 2000 (a
magical year for any people
with big plans). However,
TAS Chief Or Oave
Mahoney is at least confi
dent that the massive losses
to the cattle industry can be
reduced and the tiele
brought under control by
the turn of this century.

Cattle tick vaccine work

- courtesy of TAS artist Stan Fiske (who also supplied the Long Pocket

, staff involved in research on animal parasites at the Long Pocket
eters, Tony Vuocolo and Alan Donaldson. Front, L to R, Klaus Utech,
se Riding and Robert McKenna.
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Freezing allows greater flex
ibility. Using liquid nitrogen at
about -196°C, the embryos
can be stored indefinitely.

Dr Williams said water is
drawn out of the cells to
prevent it expanding and burst
ing the membrane,

The embryo is rehydrated
when it's needed, and at pre
sent this process results in the
highest losses in the whole
procedure.

However, Dr Williams is
now working on a technique to
transfer the frozen embryo
directly into the cow. This
involves immersing the embryo
in a sucrose solution.

Embryo manipulation is
common practice in, for exam
ple, the United States where a
number of embryo transfer
centres exist.

An offshoot of the embryo
manipulation work is the
development of 'chimaeras',
or animals in which half the
cells are of one genetic type
(eg, brahman) and half of
another (eg, hereford).

Half the cells are removed
from week-old embryos and
are replaced with about the
same number of cells from
another breed. The membrane
closes around the new mixture
of cells and the embryo con
tinues to grow and divide.
They are then implanted into
host mothers and eventually
result in animals of mixed
genetic makeup.

Several chimaeras were born
at the Belmont Research Sta
tion late last year.

Another aspect of the
embryo work is the develop
ment of a method for sexing
embryos - not easy when
you're looking at a clump of 60
cells,

Researchers are working of
a method using an enzyme test
which gives a visual indication
of the sex. Put 'very simply,
female embryos. quickly turn
the blue colouring of a special
solution clear, while males do
not.

describes the Centre as 'one of
the jewels in the tropical ani
mal scicnce crown'.

The modern and wcll equip
ped laboratories (which would
be the envy of other divisions
still struggling to get building
funds) provide an ideal envi
ronment for the Divison 's com
plex and pioneering genetic
work.

Field work is carried out at
Belmont, about 20km from the
Centre. Dr Vercoe said Bel
mont is critical to his labora
tory's research at Rock
hampton.

Division feature 4

The process is carried out
under a microscope, using a
glass pipette to hold the week
old mass of about 60-70 cells.
A blade is used to divide it into
two equal sections. The
embryos can then be implanted
into two cows and develop
separately. The process has
been put to the test successfully
at Belmont where Australia's
first artificially created twin
Brahman calves were born last
July.

Because the embryos will
only survive for a few hours
after leaving the cow's uterus,
once split they must either
immediately be re-implanted
or snap frozen.

The major thrust at the
Centre is towards increasing
the productivity of adapted
breeds while retaining the
existing levels of adaption to
tropical conditions.

In tandem with the genetic
work, researchers also are exa
mining the use of hormones
and other means of altering
metabolic function to improve
fertility, promote growth and
hopefully reduce the major
problem of weight loss and
mortality during the dry sea
son.

'Officcr-in-Charge at Roc
khampton, Dr John Vercoe,

Dr Tim Williams in the lab. .

Embryo splitting may sound like a bizarre and slightly alarming process, but it could
result in greater productivity for graziers in the north of Australia where fertility of cattle
is a problem.

Dr Tim Williams at the
Tropical Cattle Research
Centre at Rockhampton is
refining embryo manipulation
techniques which enable two
identical calves to be created
from one fertilised egg. It is
basically the natural twinning
process carried out in the lab.

While the procedure for
splitting embryos is well estab
lished, further refinements are
being made to make it a viable
commercial undertaking.

'The idea is to develop the
embryo work so it can be
practical on the farm,' said Dr
Williams. 'Hopefully it will
become as straightforward as
artificial insemination'.

Greater emphasis on direct
mauipulation of tropically
adapted cattle bas been a
fairly recent development
for the Divison.

In 1983, an international
conference in Rockhampton
called 'Research Priorities for
the Genetic Improvement of
Cattle in the Tropics' marked
the turning point from research
mainly into comparing
physiological characteristics
and performance of northern
cattle breeds, to the use of
biotechnology to improve pro
ductivity.

Embryo manipulation - a'brave new world'
lor cattle producers

Dr John Frisch is surprised, Mr Warren Sim amused and Dr Bob
Hunter nonplussed in the animal pen at Rockhamplon.

Greater productivity tllrough new technology

gathered in Africa and taken
to the Cocos Island (to the
northwest of Australia in the
Indian Ocean), for implant
into 'clean Australian .cows",

The resulting calf will then
go through a series of heal1h
checks before being brought to
Australia.

Dr Vercoe believes the
future of the tropical cattle
industry hinges on the estab
lishment of new breeds.

'So far we have only really
sampled the gene pool from
Asia,' he said, 'Wc have only
one breed from Africa - the
Africanda - and only a very
small sample at that.'

'In Africa, the environmen
tal and man-made forces are
quite different and there is a
greater emphasis on fertility.

'African and African-based
breeds could be the major
force in the future. The indus
try needs new breeds if it is
going to develop rapidly,' he
said.

Dr George Seifert, Dr J
Hetzel and Dr John Frisch are
involved in comparisons of
Australian breeds with Afri
can-based breeds both in
Australia and in Africa.

'We hope to get these new
breeds 'on the ground' during
the next 10 years.

fully to create a much more
fertile breed.

The Division has been
acquiring from grazicrs in
Queensland 'freak' cows
known to breed every year
(instead of every two years
which is more usual),

The cows, which are held at
the Division's Belmont
Research Station outside Roc
khampton, are being multip
lied for breeding to determine
if their fertility can be passed
on genetically to futurc gener
ations.

Dr Bob Munro who is
involved in this project is also
looking at ways of overcoming
the normal insufficiency
associated with the low fertility
of lactating Brahman cows in
order to improve fertility rates.

The survival package that
has evolved in the Brahman
breed includes a lower feed
intake and maintenance
requirement than for temper·
ate breeds, Rockhampton sci
entists like Dr Derek Lindsay,
Dr Bob Hunter and Dr John
O'Kelly are attempting to
improve the resistance of the
breed to nutrient shortage
without reducing, and if possi
ble enhancing, the ability to
respond to green feed when
the rains come,

Cattle in tropical Australia
tend to be predominantly
derived from Brahman
stock.

These Asian cattle have
adapted over a long period of
time to the harsh climatic con
ditions in Asia and they have
taken quite well to thc north
Australian environment.

Unfortunately the very fac
tors which make Brahmans
and Brahman crossbreeds suit
able - ie. low metabolic rate
and food intake-also prevent
greater . productivity during
more favourable conditions. A
low fertility rate - the result
of natural selection in the
tropics where breeding has a
more drastic effect on condi
tion than in temperate zones
- also militates against greater
economic productivity.

So at Rockhampton, the
Division is attempting to retain
the positive features of
Brahman adaptation while
eliminating the othcr prob
lems.

One of the experiments
being undertaken involves
stepping up nature's own sys
tem of natural selection by the
establishment of a herd of
'super cows', and applying
multiple ovulation and embryo
transplant technology hope-

New breeds crucial for north
Aust cattle industry

Because Australia is an
Island, it has natural protection
against devastating agricultural
diseases such as foot and
mouth and blue tongue. How
ever, the defences can be and
are occasionally breached
when biological material har
bouring the viruses enters the
country.

The need to keep Australia
as disease-free as possible
means the importation of cattle
must be strictly controlled.

Unfortunately, nothing as
simple as spraying a rathcr
malodorous chemical into an
aircraft - while apparently
sufficient for humans arriving
from abroad - is enough for
the new animals.

For example, in order to
bring a potentially very promis
ing type in from southern
Africa will involve the creation
of a new 'protocol', or import
agreement, with the quaran
tine and customs authorities,
said Dr Vercoe.

The most likely (and safest)
way is to use one-week old
embryos. They will be

6

Establishing cattle breeds
from overseas in Australia
is a lengthy and costly
undertaking.
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Marlanne takes out
BHP ~Science Prize

Apply now for
StUdy Awards
Applications are invited f(Jlr
the 1986 CSIRO Study
Awards which provide
opportunities for staff to
gain training and experi
ence related to their
careers.

The awards are open to the
broad staff categories: trades,
technical, professional (non
research) and clerical adminis
trative.

Application forms and infor
mation sheets for the 1986
awards are now available and
have been distributed to the
divisions, units and regional
administrative offices.

Applications must reach
Headquarters by 27 June 1986.

For further information con
tact Mr P O'Brien on (062) 48
4265.

by
n
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and estaBil and develop
better awar\llJ.eSs of the value
of trees.

Think Tl~e~s Grow Trees
reviews the role of trees in the
Australian elJyironment and is
said to be th~ only one of its
kind on the! market. It is
available thto}lgh any Austra
lian Govermpent bookshop
Environment JCenters or dis
counted fromhhe Institute of
Foresters. :~

The CSIjZO scientists
involved in tlfe project were:
Chris Burroug~, Alan Brown,
j>hil Cheney~Wilf Crane and
Glen Kile WI!from the Divi
sion of ForestJResearch), John
French from ~he Division of
Chemical an4\jWood Technol
ogy and H~t1J Waring who
retired sevev.~liyears ago from
DFR.",i41"'ccb"~"

The CSIRO radiotelescope at Parkes featnres on new stamps
being issued soon by Australia Post to mark the return of
Halley's Comet to onr skies.

The 33 cent stamp will be issned on 9 April, to coincide
with the Comet's closet ·approach to Earth.

Designed by Jill1 Passll10re of Melbourne, the stamp
(pictured left) shows the radiotelescope as well as a diagram
of the Comet's path in relation to Earth. TIle photo nsed in
the stamp's design was provided by CSIRO.

First day covers will be available f!'Om 9 April at the Visitors
Centre at the Parkes Telescope. The cost will be 48 cents.

*Incidentally, TAA will operate one honr nights to view
Halley's COlllet next month. The cost is $9').

as a positive - the final form
of a photograph.

A silver medal and $1000
was awarded to a Victorian
student, Gerald Wluka, 17, for
his research paper entitled:
'Bubbles! An investigation into
the motion of air.' Brett For
dyce, 17, of Toowoomba,
Queensland, won the bronze
medal and $500 for his study
of the interaction between lead
arsenate pesticide and phos
phate fertiliser.

Medals were given to the
three students aged under 15
who submitted the best entries
in their age group. They were
Duncan Watts of Toowoomba,
Queensland, for his investiga
tion into the environmental
effects of acid rain in two non
industrial areas; Michael Hill
of Perth for his research into
the bioacoustics of the
Bottlenose Dolphin; and Susie
Alfredson of Melbourne, for
her study into the viscosity of
oil.

Six Wallangarra white gums
were planted at the
Museum of Australia site i
Canberra last mont
lIlark the launch of
book on trees in A

Called 'Thillk Trees~

Trees', the colourful, g
book was compiled by le
ecologists, foresters, far
economists and scientists

Maryanne, who won a gold
medal and $5000 in the
national science competition
for school students, designed a
simple piece of equipment to
allow photographers to check
the final quality of a photo
graph without the need for
contact prints or proofs.

The award for excellence in
scientific research in schools is
jointly organised by BHP,
CSIRO, and the Australian
Teachers' Association with
support from Westinghouse
Electric Australia.

Maryanne discovered by
chance that when light shone
through a negative at a certain
angle the image could be seen

Sir lames Balderstone, Maryanne Large and Dr Earl Owen
(medical director, Microsedrch Foundation of Australia) who
presented the prizes.

A first year university stu
dent, 18-year-old Maryanne
Large of Sydney, has won
the 1985 BHP Science Prize
(or her design of a uew
photographic tool.

The editor has received some
wise and witty captions for the
competition annonnced last
month. Becanse of space
restrictions, the winners will
now appear in the April issne.

Favourable options

Other favourable options such as retiring early in a financial
year may not be well known among employees. These are
some of the issues to be addressed in the seminars.

There are two basic options for receiving superannuation
entitlements at the retirement age of 65. (People opting for
early retirement have the same, but proportionately lower,
entitlements. Contact your RAO for individual details):
1. A lump sum plus interest on retirement PLUS an

index-linked pension of 50 percent of salary at the time
of leaving; or

2. A higher, non-index-linked pension with no lump sum.
The formula used is - for every $1000 of contributions,
the retired person will receive an extra $110 per year. For
example, someone who had contributed $70 000 during
his or her employment would receive $7700 per year in
addition to the government pension.

Depending on individual circumstances, Mr Culnane
generally recommends the first option. Employees should be
aware, though, that option two automatically will be
implemented by default if a decision isn't actively taken by
the employee within three months of retirement. Once this
happens, it can't be reversed.

These two options are based on people retiring at the
designated age. More complicated cases involving disability
benefils etc, or complications arising from contributions to
the old scheme need to be looked at individually.

'The bulk of CSIRO people are working in laboratories and
not dealing with administrative matters,' said Mr Culnane.
This accounts for the lack of appreciation of the benefits
available.

'Most people don't realise how well off they are in the super
scheme,' he said.

'We are usually talking about very large sums of money
often over $50 000 lump sum and a pension of $15 000 a year
once employees reach retirement age.'

Apart from attending the seminars, Mr Culnane urges all
CSIRO people with queries about superannuation to get in
touch with the relevant RAO.

At present, Canberra RAO receives about 15 enquiries a
week from people wanting details.

The RAO is able to provide 'retirement profiles' on request,
outlining contributions and entitlements. Also, each year a
computer statement of equity in the scheme is issued
automatically by the Australian Govcrnment Retirement
Benefits Office and distributed by the RAOs to all CSIRO
contributors.

The seminars are being held in Canberra on 8 and 9 April
at a venue to be decided. Apart from Mr Culnane and Mr
Thomson, a range of outside speakers are being organized to
talk on related retirement topics, including a representative
from the Council on the Ageing and a doctor from the Health
Authority.

The seminars will be for held on two half days and
employees arc encouragcd to bring their spouses along.

'An act offaith' is how Canberra RAO Tony Culnane describes most employees' attitude
to payment into the snperannnation fund. Few people know or think much about it nntil
they near retirement and by then some favourable options may have been passed np.

So by popular demand, Mr Culnane and his colleague Mr
Don Thomson are organizing another round of pre-retirement
and superannuation seminars in Canberra to help people
make informed choices.

Other RAOs are planning similar seminars, although not
until later in the year.

Two new up-to-date slide modules are now available to
explain entitlements for people who have been contributing
since before the July 1976 changeover to the new scheme and
those who started the contributing after that date. (The old
scheme was more complicated than the current one, and past
contributors require slightly different information.)

'We want to make the point that there are superannuation
choices,' said Mr Culnane.

For example, from the compulsory contribution base of five
per cent which all permanent employees pay, people may also
opt to increase deductions by up to another five per cent.

'We advise people to increase their contributions as they
'approach retirement. There are two advantages to this 
firstly the earning rate of the fund with investments running
at around 14 or 15 percent and also the minimal taxation on
the lump sum when people retire,' he said.

If that money had been placed in a savings account, tax
would have to be paid on the resulting interest.

To contribute more, employees SimplY neea 10 UU In all

'election form' from their staffclerks and return it to the RAO.

Seminars aim to advise on best
superannuation options

7
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Good sciencelor Qldlorestindustry
Queensland's forest managers are benefiting from some important information on
genetics and nntrition emerging from the Division of Forest Research's South Queensland
Regional Station.

Moulton Medal to Mineral
Engineering scientist

BRIAN goes micro

The 1986 Canberra mh,i-triathlon got wlderway with competitors
running into the murky watel:~ of Lake Burley Griffin. This year's
hotly contested event, comprising swimming, running and cycling,
took place on a fine, warm day late last month. The placegetters
in the individual contest (in which participants competed in all
three phases) were: I. Paul Quilty (Library - Black Mountain);
2. Mick Crowe (Division afForest Research); and3. Keith Bennetl
(HQ). In the teams event, the top places went to: I. Water and
Land Resources (Jim Brophy, Paul Daniel and Gonion Surch);
2. HQ (Robert Hughes, John Paloni and Col Thomas); and 3.
Forest Research (Leroy Stewart, Mike Cashmore and John
Raison). .

It's believed to be the first
time that lChemE has made
the award for work actively
carried out in Australia.

The winning paper was
'Mass Transfer Considerations
in Fluidised Beds Combustion
with particular reference to the
influence of System Pressure.'
published in Chemical
Engineering and Research and
Design last July, backed up by
a review published by Dr La
Nauze the previous January.

to wave the Australian flag
over international bridge
tables. He won the Far East
Pairs Championship in 1971
and has represented Australia
on a number of occasions since
then. His bridge travels have
taken him as far as Moscow
and China.

The writer of a regular
bridge column for The Austra
lian for 12 years. GeOl'ge also
contributes articles to Austra
lian and international bridge
magazines.

Georgc is very reticent about
what sort of training he is
doing in preparation for this
event (distance running,
weight lifting, shadow box
ing?) He has however,
revealed that he does not use
the super computer resources
of CSIRONET to analyse the
oppositions tactics.

The ACT Social Clubs are plauuing a ball on 31 May to celebrate
CSIRO's 60th anniversary. The ball is likely to be held at the
Anstralian National University Refectory. Call JilI Colefax at
Headquarters for. details.

Contrary to popular opin
ion, not all computer people
spend every day and night
sitting at a terminal gazing
at a flickering green screen
and tapping away at a key
board to produce strange
and obscure changes to the
insides of the computer.

For example, George
Havas, acting General Man
ager (Marketing) for CSIRO
NET, has been selected to
represent Australia in the 1986
World Bridge Championships
in Miami, Florida, in Sep
tember this year.

George and his long time
partner Ron Cook were
selected following the Blue
Ribbon Pairs Championships
held in Canberra in January.

This is not the first time that
George has ventured overseas

Dr Rob La Nauze from the
Division of Mineral
Engineering has received
the coveted Monlton Medal
- an international senior
pnblications award - for
1985.

The medal has been awarded
annually since 1929 by the
UK-based Institution of Chem
ical Engineers (IChemE) for
the best paper 'of a mature
character' published by the
Institution during each year.

Bridge champion George

relased without the presence
of a nitrogen fixing legume
plant.

The results of the whole
nutrition study will comple
ment and aid the interpretation
of longer-term Queensland
Department of Forestry field
trials.

at around half the price of its
nearest competitor.

For $33 000, any company
or authority concerned with
managing large areas of natural
resources will be able to pro
cess commerically available
satellite data on its own facility.

Research collaborators, Dr
David Jupp from the Division
of Water and Land Resources
in Canberra and Dr Geoff
Pickup of the Division of
Wildlife and Rangelands in
Alice Springs said much of the
data normally processed by
micro-BRIAN was from the
Landsat satellites. The system
also was capable of processing
data from the NOAA and
others currently lIsed for
oceanographic survey and land
COver mapping.

In accordance with the
Organization's new policy, a
proportion of proeeeds of sales
will be returned to the research
groups behind the develop
ment, to provide extra operat
ing funds for further research.

The new system is being
marketed in Australia and
overseas by Melbourne based
company MPA Pty Ltd.

The fast, accurate and rela
tively inexpensive system for
processing satellite images
looks set to win a big share of
the world computerised image
analysis market.

BRIAN was designed to sur
vey the Great Barrier Reef and
has saved the Government
over $20 million and to years
of survey effort.

In an agreement drawn up
by Sirotech, CSIRO and MPA
have transferred the system to
a microeomputer and pack
aged it for commercial release

has passed through the forest
floor) and reserves of nutrients
in the floor.

Mr Bob Hewitt, another
member of the team, also
investigated the contribution
of 'non-symbiotic' nitrogen
fixation in nutrient turnover.
This means that nitrogen is

The microcomputer version
ofCSIRO's original Barrier
Reef Image Analysis
(BRIAN) system was
lannched last month by Sci
ence Minister Mr Barry
Sones.

CoResearc!l is produced by the
Science Commnnication Unit
for CSJRO staff. It's also circu
lated to a number of people
outside the Organization who
are interested in CSJR0
activities. Readers are invited
to contribute or offer sugges
tions for articles. The deadline
is the last Monday before the
issue month. Editor: Liz Bur
den, PO Box 225, Dickson
ACT 260. Ph: 48 4479.

8

Direct benefit

Data on the genetics of the
commercially-important tropi
cal pine tree varieties called
slash, caribbean and hoop has
come from collaborative
research by CSIRO's Dr Paul
Cotterill and Ms Christine
Dean, and Dr Garth Nikles
from the Queensland Forestry
Department. The research is
being welcomed by the forest
industry because the results
can be used to estimate the
response of plantation species
to selection for different traits
and the trade-offs needed to
get that response (for example,
sacrifices in wood quality may
have to be made to maximise
growth). The work will enable
the industry to be much more
objective in selection.

Another project to be under
taken by the Division in collab
oration with the Forestry
Department and Australian
Paper Manufacturers will
examine ways of crossing slash
pine and caribbean pine to
produce hybrid offspring com
bining the best characteristics
of both species for optimum
commercial value.

The Division said both
aspects of the work - the
studies of inheritance of pro
duction characteristics and
species hydridisation - incor
porate innovative science of
direct benefit to industry.

Work on the nutrition of
Queensland's pine plantations
by Mr John Maggs and his
team is also valuable to both
science and the forestry indus
try.

Mr Maggs said the forest
floor plays an important role
in supplying nutrients for con
tinued tree growth. Dead
foliage and other litter falling
from the trees is broken up on
the forest floor. In a cyclic
action, nutrients released dur
ing litter decompositon
become available again for
uptake by the trees.

The research has involved
measuring inputs to the forest
floor in litter fall and also
throughfall (rain which has
passed through the forest
canopy), leachate (water which
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Chem. Physics/Matel'ials SI:ience mergell

Concerns expressed about future 01 chemical
physics research in CSIRO
Major changes in CSIRO's researcb direction ultimately have the greatest impact on divisional staff - and this bas been
highlighted by the trauma associated with the decision to merge the divisions ofChemical. Physics and Materials Science.

Or Wild gets 'gong'

Former Chairman Dr Paul Wild receives his Australia Day honour
J;·om Queen Elizabeth at Government House in Canberra. Dr
Wild was one ofJive eminent Australians 10 become a Companion
in the General Division of Ihe Order of Australia lA C).

with such esprit de corps, or
with a better track record in
applied as well as fundamental
research.'

He is concerned that the
new push forrelevance, forcing
all research to have a specific
aim, will result in mediocrity
and a failure to attract good
scientists to the Organization.

Dr Fletcher denies that the
changes have been prompted
by political expediency.
'Whilst it's true that this think
ing goes along with what the
Government is pushing us to
do, I think it's a direction we
probably have to go in any
way'

Senior Research Scientist
with Chemical Physics, Dr Syl
via Mair, summed up her atti
tude to thc move by saying 'the
staff of DCP have, at least until

Cont. on p.9

Scientists mDy not hove to contend with
triffids (yet) but they hove plenty of other
chDllenges in the tropics. This month we
feDture the Division of Trol';CD' Crops
Dnd I'Dstnres - turn to pp. 5-8.

tion spectroscopy.
'But I think since the Divi

sion was set up the philosophy
really has changed. They
would like to go on simply
doing good science for its own
sake. However, this is not
really an approach which the
Organization feels it Can adopt
anymore. I want to maintain
the excellence of the science
but to direct it towards solu
tions of important long term
practical problems.'

This attitude saddens a vete
ran DCP scientist, Sir Alan
Walsh, who was involved in
the pioneering work on atomic
absorption spectroscopy in the
1950s. He is now retired, but
continues his association with
DCP in an honourary capacity.

'I'm sad and angry that
Chemical Physics has died as a
Division. I know of no Division

interesting things which may
one day have profitable
spinoffs.

'We want the Chemical
Physics people to think of their
particular scientific skills in
rclation to a defined field
which is industrially important
- the science of materials 
and to actually change their
work,' said Dr Fletcher.

'One of the recommenda
tions of the review says that
people working in the Division
should act as soon as possible
to redirect the focus of their
activities towards the new pur
posc of the Division.'

He said, for example, the
pcople in the advanced mate
rials laboratory are 'a bit short
of basic scientific backup' while
the chemical physics people on
the other hand have becn 'pur
suing interesting scientific
problems without any real
focus on what they hope is
going to come out of them. By
putting the two of them
together we hope we can get a
much bettcr balance between
basic and applied research,
with room for a little that is
truly fundamental.'

One focus of disquiet about
the merger is the name of the
new Division - Materials Sci
ence and Technology.

Several Chemical Physics
staff contacted by CoResearch
are concerned that thc name
doesn't reflect their work and
is a signal that what they are
doing will be irrelevant under
the new arrangements.

Dr Chadderton would have
preferred a name such as the
Division of Physics and
Chemistry of Materials to take
account of the contribution of
his scientists.

Or Fletcher: 'It's true the
new name doesn't reflect the
work at Chemical Physics now
hut it's meant to reflect the
orientation of work thc Divi
sion will bc doing in the future.'

'Chemical Physics has an
cxtremely good record in
academic science and in tile
spinoffs from academic science
- things like atomic absorp-

phased out and Australia will
lose an important scientific
resource.

Dr Chadderton and many of
his staff are not opposed to a
merger of the divisions, believ
ing such a move to be a worth
while rationalisation of re
sources - especially as the two
groups arc based in adjoining
laboratories, However, many
claim the way the amalgama
tion is proceeding amounts to
a 'takeover' which gives pre
cedence to materials science.

But Institute of Physical Sci
ences Director Dr Neville
Fletcher (who was a member
of the Chemical Physics review
committee) said the change is
essential if CSIRO is to best
serve the interests of Austra
lian industry and the commun
ity. He said the Organization
could no longer defend the
situation of most scientists at
the Division simply doing

Following revicws of both divi
sions, it has been decided to
form a new, combined division
to be called Materials Science
and Tcchnology.

Work at Chemical Physics
has long been highly regarded
in the scientific community,
and in the past four years in
particular thc Division has
forged closer ties with industry.
One cxample is the devclop
mcnt of an electron multiplier
for a Sydney based company
called ETP, which has already
established a small but signifi
cant export market. However,
thc fact remains that the Divi
sion is mainly renowned for its
basic research.

DCP Chief Dr Lewis Chad
derton says he is a 'stalwart
champion' of applied research.
But he also believes there's
now a danger that much of the
outstanding science being car
ried out at the Division will be
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cnthusiastically in favour of
manent Secretary of the Home
OjJIce. - Ed./ said that he was
thc principle. He believes wc
all could benefit from the
feminine touch. Furthcrmorc.
women are actually better at
handling some problems than
mcn. He had no doubt about
this. Regretfully, however, an
exception would have to be
made in the case of the Home
Office: women are not the
right people to run prisons, or'
the policc. And quite proba
bly, they wouldn't want to do'
it anyway.

We all agreed that this was
probably so.

Peter {Sir Peter Wainwright,
Permanent SecretlllY of the
Department of Defence. 
Ed.] said that, alas! the same
applies to' Defence. Women
are hardly the people to control
all those admirals and generals.
Nor is it a practical possibility
to place a woman at the Head
of Security.

Arnold, speaking for us all,
agreed that Defence must
clearly be a man's world. Likc

COllt. on p.12

eral of my collcagues in turn,
to see if they could implement
this excellcnt proposal in their
departments.

Bill/Sir Wil/iam Cartel', Per
manent Secretary lIt the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office. 
Ed.{ said that he was in full
agrecment, naturally. He be
lieves that the Civil Service
must institute some positive
discrimination in favour of
women. But regretfully he felt
obliged to point out that it can
not happen in the FeO for
obvious reasons. Clcarly we
cannot post women ambas
sadors to I ran, or any of the
Muslim countries, for instance.
Generally speaking most of
the Tllird World countries are
not as advanced as we are in
connection with women's
rights - and as we have to
send our diplomats to ncw
postings every three years, and
entertain many Islamic VIPs in
this country, the proposal
would definitely not work for
the FCO. Nonetheless he
wished to make it clear that he
applauded the principle.

lan {Sir lan Simpson, Per-

Letters
to the
Editor

The two most significant
growth areas from the pub
lished financial data are I-Iead
quarters (including RAOs) and
the former Bureau of Scientific
Services. After allowing for
inflation (CPI for the year
ended June 1985 was 6.7 per
cent), growth in real terms
occurred in both these areas of
activity. On the other hand, all
research institutes were in
decline in real terms, some
considerably more than others.
I have no doubt that growth in

Dear Editor, report indicates, growth areas Headquarters and tile former
The recently released CSIRO are expanded primarily Bureau of Scientific Services
Annual Report 1984/85 is an through redeployment. can be strongly defended, and
excellent publication. All Having read of our achieve- thoroughly justified. CSIRO
CSIRO staff can take pride in ments and of the designated has had many additional non-
our achievements which are growth areas, what caught my research responsibilities, po1-
comprehensively reportee. attention were the two state- icies and initiatives placed

[n Chapter 2 - Distribution ments of payments - Consoli- upon it and these invariably
of Research Effort, much dated Statement of Payments have a considerable cost ele-
attention is devoted to desig- and Statement of Payments, menL Nevertheless it is sad for
nated growth areas. The nomi- General Research Account. many of us that the limited
nated growth areas for 1984/85 These statements report where additional financial resources,
were biotechnology, advanced the funds were expended. I especially of an appropriation
materials, generic manufactur- was interested to look at fund nature, do not reach the
ing technologies, information growth, expecting it to occur institute level. What institutes
technologies, water and soils, in the research sectors of the gain in rcsources is more than
plant diseases and oceanog- Organization. Simple arithme- offset by direct budget cuts and
raphy. All are worthy priority tic applied at the sub-total inflation.
areas and warrant and receive levels for each statement reve- Most divisions and staff are
additional resources. As the als the following: experiencing real difficulties

Consolidated General Research Account and frustrations caused by
(all funds) (Appropriation Funds) budget problems. This letter,
% % Dear Editor, is a simple man

ifestation of that frustration.
CSIRO is an excellent research
organization. Let us keep it
that way through research
achievement. Let us give
higher priority to research.

lan R. MeDonald
Food Research

More letters 011 p.ll

Of Equal Concern

{.. .Sir Hwnphrey's diary
reveals what occl/rred at tlte
Permallent Secretaries' meeting
that fatefui Wednesday mom
ing. - Ed.}

I informed my colleagucs
that my Minister is intcnt on
creating a quota of 25 percent
women in the open structure,
leading to an eventual 50 per
cent. Parity, in other words.

Initially, my colleagues'
response was that it was an
interesting suggestion.

['IlIteresting' was anotlter
Civil Service form of abuse,
like 'Novel' or, worse still,
'Imaginative'. - Ed./

Arnold set the tone for the
proper response, His view was
that it is right and proper that
men and women be treated
fairly and equally. In principle
we should all agree, he said,
that such targets should be set
and goals achieved.

Everyone agreed immed
iately that we should agree in
principle to such an excellent
idea that it was right and
proper to set such targets and
achieve such goals.

Arnold then canvassed scv-

HQ (including RA Os) + 12.12 +12.15
IAFS + 0.28 3.91"
fiR +5.n + t.~

lEER + 0.11 + 2.71
liT + 1.94 + 2.22
IPS + 5.39 + 5.26
BSS + 7.83 + to.52
'Major reduction in AAHL expenditure

Viewers o/Yes Minister will enjoy the/ollowing scelle/rom the episode Oil Eql/al Opportllllitie".
as it appeared in the Hacker diaries. AllY resemblallce to CS/RO is pI/rely jictiollal.

The warmest of tributes
were paid to Ken Ferguson at
a dinner in Canberra to mark
his retirement, for his out
standing contributions to
CSIRO and the nation: as a
scicntist, as Chairman of the
Animal Research Laboratory,
Associate Member of the
Executive and Director of the
Institute of Animal and Food
Sciences. On behalf of staff, I
wish him a long and rewarding
retirement.

No doubt the majority of
staff watched the television
coverage of the encounter of
Giollo with Halley's Comet
and would wish me in this
column to warmly congratulate
Jon AbIes and the Giollo team
at the Parkes radiotelescope
for their successful and impor
tant role.

I had a vcry successful and
enjoyablc three day visit to
Western Australia. There was
an opportunity to visit all the
CSIRO sites in Perth and talk
to staff about their research
programs, as well as to address
a combined meeting of staff
from allthc laboratories on the
challenges facing the Organiza
tion after the ASTEC review.
A meeting and very pleasant
dinner with the WA State
Committee and a meeting with
officers of relevant WA
Departments provided oppor
tunities for broad ranging dis
cussions on issues of interest
and concern to the State.
Unfortunately, a scheduled
discussion with Mr Mal Bryce,
Deputy Premier, was cancelled
because Mr Bryce was ill, but
I had a valuable meeting with
Mr David Parker, Minister for
Minerals and Energy.

At a cocktail hour reception
hosted by Mr Pat Mahoney,
deputy Co-ordinator, Industry
and Company Services,
Department of Industrial
Development, I informally
addressed a group of indus
trialists on the relationship bet
ween strategic and tactical
research and the respective
roles of CSIRO and industry
in R&D. Following my
remarks, there was a frank and
lively discussion of the prob
lems facing manufacturers in
WA and the special difficulties
for WA firms in collaborating
with CS[RO groups on the
other sidc of the continent.

'Public decision makers,
whether parliamentarians, civil
servants, leaders of commerce
or industry, or voters in a dem
ocratic society, need to under
stand the scientific basis of
their decisions. So, too, do
private individuals going ahout
their private lives. Improving
that understanding is not a
luxury: it is a vital investment
in the future wellbeing of our
society.'

This is the main message of
the report on public under
standing of science, published
recently by the Royal Society.
The report stresses that the
scientific community itself has
an important role to play in
improving the public under
standing of science. The scien
tific basis of community issues
such as environmental pollu
tion or public health is often
overshadowed by other factors
such as economic constraints,
ethical concerns or social fac
tors. Responsible decision
making requires a balanced
understanding of all the aspects
of an issue, including the sci
ence. The report emphasises
that a beller understanding of
science and technology by par
liamentarians. senior civil ser
vants and leaders of industry is
so important.

The issues and recommenda
tions of the report bear a
remarkable likeness to the
views expressed in the review
of CSIRO's external communi
cation activities. The review
report stressed that CSIRO
staff need to participate more
openly and vigorously in public
debate on scientific and techni
cal issues within their areas of
expertise. Our rcport also
emphasised the need for
improved communication with
community leaders and deci
sion makers including Mem
bers of Parliament. I encour
age all staff to play a part in
ensuring that the implications
of advances in science and
technology are understood bct
ter by the community and
decision makers.

Our Minister, Barry Jones,
has been a strong advocate of
improved interaction between
scientists and parliamentarians
and has pressed hard for the
establishment of a House of
Representatives joint commit
tee on science and technology.
It now seems likcly that in the
near future a motion will be
moved in the House by the
special Minister of State to
establish such a committce.

A column by
Or Keith
Boardman

From the
Chairman
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A Matter
of Opinion

Robin's long day in the Halley's
hot seat

'When the craft was hit, it
started to wobble and caused
the spinning antenna to be
misdirected,' he said. 'The
effect of this was to produce a
very interesting periodicity of
the received signal strength so
that we'll actually learn more
from this experiment than we
would have if the craft hadn't
been hit.

'We think that in addition to
learning more about the
comet, we may be able to
determine the size of the dust
particle that upset Giotto's
attitude, and also gain a unique
insight into the dynamics ofthe
craft as it was impacted by dust
particles.

'That will be of great interest
to the designers of the craft, to
see how the damping system
reacted to what was apparently
a major impact - and will
also, I think, become a classic
study of its kind.

The Parkes data was
recorded in as raw a form as
possible, and it is likely that
Parkes will turn out to be the
major contibutor to the radio
science experiment.'

Dr Hall says the wealth of
data received was doubly satis
fying since the experiment was
a 'string and sealing wax'
effort, with extra radio compo
nents costing only $200. Much
of the equipment was built by
Mr Ralph Marsoll, a vacation
student from Sydney Univer
sity. Mr Marson was at Parkes
for the Giotto encounter and
was enthusiastic in his approval
for the expanded vacation stu
dent program conducted by
the Division of Radiophysics.

CS1RO's main involvement
with the research side of Giotto
was collaboration by Or Peter
Hall in the highly successful
Giotto radio science experi
ment (GRE) which was
designed initially to calculate
the amount of gas and dust
coming from the comet by
recording how much the
spacecraft slowed down when
it encountered the cometary
environment.

This was achieved by
measuring the Doppler effect
on the received radio signal at
Parkes. Dr Hall has been
analysing the data, and says
the experiment has far surpas
sed expectations.

Ms Robin Wark at the controls.

ESA referred to as 'hot back
up'.

Until 12 months ago, Robin
was working in Sydney as a
geophysicist with a Canadian
consulting company. She has
always been interested in
astronomy, but graduated in
geophysics from Sydney Uni
versity in 1981 because she
realised that jobs for astronom
ers were hard to come by.

'Then this came up and
much to my surprise I got it.'

Although Robin had the
'hot seat' on the day of the
encounter, Giotto involved all
CS1RO staff at Parkes at some
time OVer the past three years,
as well as staff from ESA,
NASA, OTC and Telecom.
The mission required the
installation of a whole new
control system for the tele
scope, funded in part by ESA
and by NASA for the Voyager
fly-by of Uranus.

Control room

Robin's need for sleep was
hardly surprising: her day
started at 2am, and by 3am she
was in the control room in the
tower building underneath the
telescope dish, conducting
'pre-pass' tests.

Although the Giotto space
craft did not rise above the
horizon at Parkes until 5.15am
it was necessary to make an
early start because 'there are
all sorts of bits and pieces
involved in a radiotelescope
and you can't get it going
instantly,' she said.

'Two-and-a-quarter hours
might seem like a long start-up,
but it wouldn't be long at all if
something went wrong in one
of the tests.'

Robin was backed up on the
day of the Giotto encounter by
another telescope operator, Dr
David McConnell 'in case I fell
down the stairs or did some
thing silly' - and the NASA
receiving dish at Tidbinbilla
was also tracking Giotto and
recording'the signal, in what

How would you feel if you were at the coutrols of the main receiving dish for signals
from the Giotto spacecraft during its rendezvous with Halley's comet, and the signals
suddenly disappeared?

Robin Wark, Experimental
Scientist with the Division of
Radiophysics, had the chance
to find out how she felt at
l1.lOam on Friday 14 March,
when she was in the 'hot seat'
as telescope operator during
the Giotto encounter.

'There was nothing we could
do really,' she told Co
Research. 'We had a chart
recorder showing the signal
coming in, and when the probe
was at 640 kilometres distance
from the comet we saw the
signal go.

'We hadn't done anythiug to
change the telescope's tracking
sequence for about 10 minutes,
so we were pretty sure that the
fault was the one everybody
had expected - a collision
with a large dust particle from
the comet.

'Nevertheless, I was just
about to start checking that
nothing had happened to the
telescope when the signal came
back in again after about 18
seconds.

'That was nice. We knew
that Giotto had already sent
back as much data as anyone
had hoped, so We weren't too
upset by the signal's disappear
ance - but it was fantastic
when we got it back. It took
about two hours for the wobbl
ing spacecraft to stabilise to
the extent where there was
minimal variation of signal,
and we kept tracking it till
about 2.15 pm.

'I went home and slept then,
from 4 o'clock in the afternoon
until the following morning'.

•

When divisions die, they need not do so quickly. The atmosphere
at Chemical Physics still has a whiff of Dunkirk beaches,
Gordon's Khartoum, the Eureka Stockade and Napoleon's field
at Waterloo. This is both a sense of grievance and of grave
injustice.

In the introduction to our 1982-83 Biennial Report I wrote 
'anyone who has witnessed, from inside, the disastrous irreversi
ble consequences which a sudden swing of emphasis can have
on a research laboratory... will testify to a most anathematic
experience'. I do wish I had not been quite so prophetic! Was it
not Max Walsh who, when discussing CSIRO and industry, made
the classic rem.ark 'you just don't tap an agricultural scientist on
the shoulder one evening and tell him - congratulations, you're
working on silicon chips tomorrow'?

Let me explain something. For a long time now I have been
for a merger of the Divisions of Chemical Physics and Materials
Science. I believed the best research programs from both
divisions could thus be maintained and industry better served.
My fear now, and it's shared by many, is that time will show this
unique amalgamation to be a takeover; that the 'merger' will be
more like that between the iceberg and 'Titanic', and that vital
physics and chemistry programs will 'go down with the ship'. I
do hope I shall be proved quite wrong!

I have always been enthusiastic and proud of CSIRO. Despite
feverish warnings from my fellow Chiefs I embraced, in
particular, the concept of internal reviews as supplying the vital
features of independence and objectivity. Comprising senior
committee members chosen from commerce, industry, univer
sities, overseas - and with clear terms of reference - reviews
have always seemed, however expensive, the proper democratic
way to apply checks and balances and to point the forward way.

A divisional review for Materials Science was followed, after
a protracted period, by a material science subject review for
CSIRO as a whole. There then followed a divisional review for
Chemical Physics. Since recommendation 1 of the subject review
was for a break up of Materials Science, and recommendation 1
of our divisional review was for a merger, the Executive
committee was obliged to address the question of reconciling
these two diametrically opposed conclusions. It was aided in this
task by the remarkable near-simultaneous appearance of the two
review reports.

The creation, by amalgamation, of a new hybrid division of
Materials Science and Technology is all but a 'fait accompli'.
Further comment hcrc would be quite spurious. On the other
hand, the review procedure has been seen to be excruciatingly
fallible, to say the least. The apparently hasty linkage of disparate
subject and divisional reviews brought us to this state! Why
should scparate and independent reviews by forced into
compatability when the terms of reference are so fundamentally
different? Which review went wrong?

It is a matter of my opinion that selecting a piece of one review
and grafting it onto some chosen part of another seriously
compromises the purpose of each independent review process
itself.

'The committee was incredibly impressed with the quality, the
very high scientific quality of the research in the division, and
we strongly endorse the continuation of all of the research efforts,
both basic and applied, within the division'.

The words of Jim Williams, chairman of the review committee
at Chemical Physics, ringing loud and clear when he addressed
the Division on Monday, 4 November, just three days after the
review finished. There was more to come.

'We believe that the Division of Chemical Physics is a national
resource of which all Australians should be proud [and] ...which
should be nurtured carefully for the good of Australian science'.

Who then could possibly blame members of the Division for
their eager anticipation of a Chemical Physics Section promised
in the new arrangements? Who cannot also now understand their
profound disappointment, and silent cynicism, after the sting?
Of course the final decision on reviews in CS1RO lies exclusively
with the Executive, whose decisive tendency we all applaud. Yet
it is precisely the way in which a Chief and his divisional staff
are treated, in complex review matters such as these, which is
surely the key to obtaining the best out of them. This is especially
the case when they are being turned in new research directions.

Cont. on p.4

This month's contributor to our point of view column is
the Chief of the Division of Chemical Physics, Dr Lewis
Chadderton.
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Dr Ian White from the Division ofEllvirollmental Mechallics can add short story alld
poetry writillg to his list of achievemellts. Last year he elltered all ABC short story
competilioll and his eerily prophetic story was olle of the willllet"s chosen for bl"Oadcast.
Here we reproduce his story, The Insidious Keaton, alld a poem which makes some
astute observatiolls about science ill Australia.

Dr David Topping submits to blood cholesterol analysis in the
interests of science communication.

As part of its Discovery series, the ABC plans to show a
new CSIRO Film & Video Centre productioll on diet alld
health, called 'Too Much of a Good Thing' 011 3 May.
Here, Nick Alexanderfrom the Centre reveals some of the
backgroulld to the lIIakillg of the program.

Often, it seems, astrology and tyle diseases, had markedly
film-making have much in improved in health after living
common. In both, the conjunc- off the land for several weeks.
tion of onc's stars can influence These three seemingly unre-
events in an inescapable way! lated events provided pivotal

Such was certainly the case sequences for 'Too much of a
during the production, last good thing'. The main argu
year, of our television program ment of the program is that
on diet and health. The timing diet is strongly implicated in
of a filming trip to the Northern the so-called diseases of afflu-
Territory was entirely dictated ence - cardiovascular disease,
by the happy co-incidence of diabetes, cancer and obesity-
three events: a survey of edible and that if we modify our diet
uative plants by an Army so that it more closely resem-
Major; a field trip by a Mel- blcs that ot our hunter
bourne University diabetics gatherer forebears, we can
researcher; and a 'traditional reduce our risk of falling prey
bush-foods' fortnight by the to these diseases. As a society,
aboriginal community at Port we would also rcduce our
Keats. alarmingly high healthcare bill

It was important that we film which is currentlv in the tens-
all three events in order to tell of-billions-of-dollars a year
our story, and so a hasty bracket.
'northern safari' was arranged In trying to comc to grips
for writer/producer Russell with a massive amount of nut-
Porter, director/cameraman ritional research and encapsu
Roger Scccombe and sound- late it in a 40 minute tclevision
recordist Roger Kerton. After program, Russell Porter con
a gruelling eight days, they suIted widely. As well as
arrived baek thoroughly researchers from the CSIRO
exhausted, but carrying over a Division of Human Nutrition,
kilometre of film showing, he spoke to professors of nutri-
among other things: Major Les tion (it seems there me only
Hiddens discovcring a native two of them in Australia),
plum with a vitamin C concent- other university researchers,
ration 50 times that of an and the South Australian
orange; the pcople of Port Health Advisory Unit. He
Keats collecting turtlc eggs, found that the vast majority of
yams, magpic geese, lizards nutritionists have reached a
and various native fruits; and consensus - informed advice
Dr Kerin O'Dea explaining is now available. All that's
how a group of aborigines, needed is the willingness to act
suffering typical Western-lifes- on it.

Matter of Opinion
Cont. frolll p.3

In my opinion it is vital that there be very careful consideration
before the findings of a rcview committee are swiftly presented
to divisional staff. There can be very scrious ramifications.
Despite the well meaning Review of Reviews it is all too easy
for an exercise in utility to become one in futility. A little careful
thought does not go amiss!

I makc a final appcal for moderation in this, our CSIRO 
for which I have so much affection - as she evolves and rcsponds
to industrial nceds. Therc is no inconsistency between a bold,
decisive policy of applied research ancl an active, albeit smaller
brief in basic scicnce. Our own Professor Aclricnnc Clarkc, past
employee of Chemical Physics and present part time membcr of
the Executivc, has put it very well. 'Nations whose cconomy
depended strongly on new products .. .' she said, are 'wcll aware
of the nced to protcct thcir ultimatc rcsource, thc basic scicncc
and thc scicntist'.

A whole host of other sub
missive institutions were
privatised and it all culminated
in Mitsu-Cola's takeover of the
government and the founda
tion of Austral Inc. (limited
liability). A bizarre feature
of this gradual process was that
almost the entire population
took the statements of the
Founding Fiseal Forward Plan
ner, or Treasurer as he was
then, to be meaningless. Had
they only known!

Wrapped in thought she
hadn't noticed the time until
the midnight siren sounded.
Startled but almost at the en
trance to her flat she slipped a
keaton into the footpath-use
meter and stepped onto the
entrance foyer. She was about
to push a keaton into the door
slot when a hand gripped her
shoulder. She faced the two
Mitsu-Cola Violation Auditors
with their portable terminal.
'Unauthorised and undeducted
use of street lighting after
midnight' was the muffled
charge. The smaller of the two
deftly cntered hcr 14 digit ID
number. After a moment's
pause he read out the penalty:
'Credit rating reducod to zero,
automatic on-the-spot deduc
tion of 18 keatons'. Only two
keatons to last till dawn and no
chance of borrowing - this
then was her death sentence.
Quite calmly she kicked the
taller Auditor knowing full
well that his off-sider would
immediately remotely close
her breathing shutter. With
usual proficiency he did.

As she held her last breath
she recalled her father's
anguish about the impossibility
of life beneath the threatening
shadow of the bomb. The
Auditor's wondered at her last
muffled cry: 'No, no, no, the
insidious keaton!'

Not science for the nation
Communication's our salvation
Glossy handouts, perhaps
We'll heave npon our own boolstraps
Till we're lame

Our stance
Dictated by Finllnce
Silver, thirty pieces
Just about defines the species
What a shame

Dr Jan White

of unemployment, social wel
fare, medical care, aging
and the Imndicapped. Simply,
if you couldn't put keaton's in
the slot you couldn't breath.

How did all this happen?
Vague memories of talks with
her father surfaced. Nothing
dramatic, just a gradual change
started in the 80s or there
abouts. First casualty was the
ABC, a sort of broadcasting
company which had the quaint .
notion about education and
entertainment being freely
available to benefit the entire
nation. Apparently no-one
noticed that the financial
reports gradually surplanted
the news, or that the exchange
rate forecast displaced the
weather torecast. Next to go
was the CSIRO - some re
search crowd which wanted
science for the national good
or something. It actually
spawned Sirosell Inc. whose
brcathing tubes, food dispen
sers and even the very keatons
themselves are known to all
Austral Inc's shareholders.
Strangely it seemed that the
staff of both organisations not
only acquiesced but aided in
the process.

For all ill
A magic pill
Forget detailed examination
Of patient or the uation
Stake a claim!

CSIRO concurs
Doesn't stop the slurs
Bares its chest
And beats its hreast
A bureaucratic frame'!

Ministers prefer
ASTEC infers
Problems' resolutions
Need teclmological solutions
Quite tame!

Stand amazed
Complexities erased
By hard political decision
We're a new drum to beat on
Joiu the game!

Woodchipping ban
Unacceptable to Japau
Get to the core
More science called for
Glad you came!

Soil blowing
Profitability's going
Three PhDs
Better than trees
lustant fame!

River Murray's
Salty slurry
Save the perch
Ho more research
Just the same?

The dollar stalls
And falls
Cuts unkind
Manufacturing's in a bind
Who's to blame?

The shrill beeping of her breath
alarm shocked her out of her
stupor. It had been a long 18
hour shift. Wearily she extract
ed two more keatons from her
money holder and inserted thc
plastic interferograms into the
slot in her breathing tube. Her
supply of keatons was danger
ously low. After the midday
devaluation a keaton only
bought 30 minutes of air. She
quickened her pace. To be out
after midnight meant an
automatic charge to pay for
street lighting and she couldn't
afford that.

How often had she now
witnessed someone being, as
they put it, 'caught short'? Out
of keatons, out of air, out of
luck! Horrible futile struggling
to rip the breathing mask off
their face; grotesquely accom
panied by the air alarm. Then
the shutter inexorably closcd
off the outside air and their
life. It was believed that half
the last keaton paid for the
alarm which, in mock decency,
piped its staccato death knell
for a full minute after ideath.

She nervously ran her fingers
over her own breathing tube.
An ingenious Sirosell Inc.
invention - simplicity itself.
Mask securely glued around
mouth and nose; electronically
sealed food hatch; the vital
shutter behind the open air
inlet; the remotely programm
able shutter controls; the
keaton collection box property
of Mitsu-Cola Inc. and the
insatiable keaton slot. Making
people pay for breathing was a
direct application of the
Founding Fiscal Forward Plan
ner's basic philosophy - 'The
User Must Pay'.

The breathing tube, a con
crete embodiment of this
principle, had at one stroke
solved Austral Inc's problems

The Insidious/Kealon
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TCP laces funding cuts - but
some areas expand

Genetic Resources Centre and
Controlled Pollina'lion
Unit operated at Samford

frequently short of water and
crop yields fall as fertility
declines under prolonged culti
vation,' said Dr Russell.

'We are attempting to
develop an expert system for
more efficient use of the land.
For instance, this involves for
mulating criteria for the
optimum use of nitrogen fer
tilisers.'

Another package, REFINE
('REsearch For INput Effi
ciency') is being set up for the
sugar industry. Sugar cane is
by far the most important crop
in northern Australia and sec
ond most important in all of
Australia (after wheat) in
terms of value and exports.

Dr Russell said there is a
need to integrate available
information on crop produc
tion to simulate the prevailing
conditions and ultimately
improve managerial and
research strategies.

tion is made possible by an
automated system which keeps
tcmperatures in the 18-35°C
range.

Mr Bill Beall working in the
seed store at Samford.

The program has been set up
to establish 'expert systcms'
combining available informa
tion on climate, soil, plants
and operations relevant to par
ticular agricultural industries.

Expert systems are designed
to marshal\ all the facts about
a particular problem or situa
tion and come up with
optimum planning strategies.

The initial system is called
SATISFY ('Semi Arid sub
Tropics Improved System For
Yield'). This package is being
developed to improve the man
agement of grain crop systems
on cracking clay soils in thc sub
tropical summer rainfall areas
of inland eastern Australia.

'Although they arc initially
very productive, these soils are

Dr John Russell heads the
new information technol
ogy program at the Divi
sioll.

New informa'lion technology
program establishing 'expert

systems'

In 1959, CSIRO established the Division of Tropical Pastures,
and the 25th anniversary of this event was cause for celebration
in 1984.

To mark the occasion, the Division has published two
hard cover books. One, cntitled Pasture Research in Northern
Australia - its History, Achievemen/s and fillure emphasis, deals
with a broad range of research, starting from the end of last
century to the present day. The other, The Northern Challenge
- A History of CS/RO Crop Research in Northern Australia
focuses more on the Organization's suceesses - and failures 
in the north.

The books are available from either the Division's headquar
ters in Brisbane or from CILES, for $8 each.

The Division is one of the
major centres in the world for
maintaining seed of tropical
pasture grasses and legumes.
An active working collection is
kept under medium term stor
age conditions for supply to
national and international
research programs. The eotire
collection of21 000 lines is also
maintained as a germ plasm
bank in long term storage.

An important facility at
Samford is the Controlled Pol
lination Glasshouse which
comprises 36 rooms covering
800 square metres. Air enter
ing the glasshouse is carefullv
filtered to enable the produc
tion of pure seed in isolation
from unwanted pollen. Year
round growth and seed produc-

Books mark 25th anniversary

native grassland and wood
lands.

TCP's work is carried out
from three major laboratory
bases - Division headquarters
at the Cunningham Laboratory
in Brisbane, the Davies
Laboratory in Townsville and
the Darwin Laboratories in the
Northern Territory. In addi
tion, there are several strateg
ically located research stations
in northern Australia for field
work.

seed supplies in southern
Queensland. New introduc
tions are grown in a quarantine
glasshouse for observation.
The introductions are grown
under control glasshouse con
ditions to produce seed for
storage and for future field
experiments. Information is
generated on the agronomic
and botanical characteristics of
the plants. Following field tests
promising lines are identified
and seed is then distributed for
regional evaluation.

The Controlled Pollination
Unit and Genetic Resources
Centre are also based at Sam
ford.

Mr Geoff Bunch examining the
pasture legume Wynn cassia at
Samjiml.

main legumes grown at Sam
ford.

The station is the centre for
receiving, storing and
regenerating the Division's

The Division concentrates
its research on pastures and
field crops in tropical and
sub-tropical zones, excluding
the arid zone.

In pasture research the
cmphasis is on beef production
and the objectivc is to develop
new legume based pastures. [n
addition, the Division aims to
definc the effects of environ
ment and management on
growth, productivity and sta
bility of improvcd pastures,

Gordon Sheaft'e is the manager
of the Saml'ord Pasture
Research Station. He has heen
with CSIRO since 1949, having
started with the Division of
Animal Health and Prodnction
at GUrnth Plains. He transfer
red to Samford in 1960.

Since the establishment of the
Division by thc legendary pas
ture scientist, Jack Griffiths
Davies, it has become a major
resource for graziers who make
their livings from the often
harsh but sometimes lucrative
environment in the north.

But the Division has faced
huge cutbacks in staff numbers
and funding over thc past 10
years, forcing constraints on
some of its work.

Acting Chief Dr Ray lanes
said there had been a 25
percent drop in staff and 45
percent in operating funds in
that time.

This has led to large cutbacks
in several programs - includ
ing pasture agronomy, plant
nutrition and plant physiology.
These represent some of the
more basic work carried out by
the Division.

However, there has been
some growth in other areas, in
line with Executive designated
priorities. l)lant pathology is
one area which has been
boosted. This is vital in the
quest by the Division to beat
the costly anthracnose disease
of tropical legumes (see sepa
rate story). /

This feature is designed to
present a cross-section of
activities at Tropical Crops &
Pastures, and is not intended
as a directory to the Division's
research.

The May issne of
CoResearcll will feature the
Division of Manufacturing
Technology. .

~
The Samford Pasture
Research Statiou, which is
about a 30-minute drive
from the Cunningham
Laboratory, was estab-
lished in 1954 as a site for
field experiments.

The 291-hectare station is
primarily a research facility in
which plant introduction and
genetic resources, plant breed
ing and the astronomy, ecology
and field physiology of tropical
pasture production can be
investigated.

A herd of 140 breeding cows
is kept at the site to provide
animals for grazing experi
ments.

Siratro, Icucaena, Wynn cas
Sia and white clover are the

The Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures has a long history 01' assisting primary
producers in northern Australia through research in to a range of grazing problems
peculiar to the tropics.
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Le.ucaenabreakthnoughleads<to
CSIRO ·Medal

Research by the Division will
include studies of regional
adaptation and evaluation,
plant breeding for anthracnose
resistance and studies on the
evolutionary genetics of the
genus.

Collecting missions will be
undertaken in Colombia, Vcn
ezuela and Brazil, with Mr
Edye's longest stay being 14
wceks in Venezuela. That
country has by far thc largest
area where collecting is likely
to be successful.

'We know there are anthrac
nose resistant strains in South
America, and these could be
right for our semi arid tropics,'
said Mr Edye.

Seed collectcd will be pro
gressively sent back to
Australia to undergo the four
month quarantine procedure.

Once out of qnarantine, the
seed will be 'multiplied' (ic.
more seed obtained) and made
available to researchers in
Australia, Asia and Africa.

Collecting ···.for
resistance

is also able to fix nitrogen,
thereby improving soil fertility.
Some farmers have had trouble
establishing the plant, but a
booklet issued by the Tropical
Grassland Society of Australia
outlines ways of overcoming
the difficulties.

Without grazing by cattle,
leucaena will grow into trees,
although these can easily be
slashed to provide feed. But
leucaena is so tasty that any
cattle in the vicinity won't
allow it to reach tree height.

Record cattle weight gains
of 275kg per head and 1420kg
per hectare a year have been
recorded by the Division since
Or Jones' breakthrough - but
'it was a hard fight', he said.
Particularly pleasing was the
dramatic beneficial effect of
introducing the bug to the Ord
Irrigation Area where the
toxicity was most severe and
precluded commercial use.

In the pursuit of new, dis
ease resistant accessions of
caribbean stylo, a major
collection project is now
underway in South
America.

Townsville based TCP scien
tist Mr Les Edye is leading this
effort to boost the number of
caribbean stylo accessions in
Australia.

The variety, Verano, is a vit
ally important tropical legume
for pasture improvement in
thc northern tropics, but at
present Mr Edye said the col
lection is 'inadequate'.

'There is an urgent need to
greatly increase the genetic
resources of this species so that
gains in commercial accep
tance for pasture improvement
are not lost through Verano
suddenly succumbing to a new
race of anthracnose,' he said.

'Greater plant diversity is
required to develop new
strategies to keep anthracnose
under control.'

biologist and Or Hegarty said
it's hoped a a suitable person
can be found within six
months.

Scientists in the new prog
ram are working closely with
Or Dennis Minson's fibrc
research program which
examines the complex chemis
try of plant fibre.

'Wc hope to understand why
microbes have difficulty break
ing down fibre in the rumen,
and then change the way they
do so to improve digestibility
and increase feed intake. That
is, we are interested in chang
ing the microbes, not the food,'
said Or Hegarty.

The second aspect of the
work - plant toxicity - stems
directly from the work done by
Or Jones.

'He showed for the first time
that it was possible to transfer
micro-organisms with the abil
ity to break down toxins from
one animal to another,' said
Or Hegarty.

Dr Ray lanes with his CS/RO Medal.

The toxicity of leucaena was
rarely fatal and symptoms
(such as hair and weight loss)
disappeared once the animals
stopped eating the plant. How
ever, sub-clinical toxicity
reduced appetite and live
weight gain so that the full
potential of the legume could
not be realised.

In other parts of the world,
such as Hawaii and Indonesia,
these symptoms did not
appear, although a diet high in
leucaena had been consumed
by goats and cattle for many
years.

After investigations which
took him to several countries,
Or Jones isolated the rumen
bug which enabled the com
plete breakdown of mimosine,
and this will be available to
Australian graziers.

Leucaena is highly palatable
to cattle, which chew the
shrub's low, bushy green
leaves. It is rich in protein and

Dr lones' discovery of a
'bug' which stops the toxic
effects ofleucaena in rumin
ants has opened up a wide
range of possibilities for
manipulating rumen
metabolism.

A new program dealing with
ruminaI biotechnology, head
ed by Or Merv Hegarty, has
been set up at the Division.

The nutritional value and
toxicity of grasses and legumes
when eaten by ruminants like
cattle, sheep and goats is influ
enced by the way the feed is
metabolised in the rumen (one
of four stomachs in each ani
mal).

Or Hegarty's team has
started work on the project
which ultimately aims to man
ipulate the rumcn fermenta
tion by using micro-organisms
to enable animals to get morc
benefit from the feed, and to
eliminate toxicity.

Money has been allocated
for the appointment of a micro-

6

Ruminal biotech. work starts up

Acting Chief Dr Ray Jones
has the distinction of being
in the first group of scien
tists to receive a CSIRO
Medal for research achieve
ment.

This was for his work on
biologically eliminating the
toxicity in ruminants caused by
the tropical shrub legumc,
leucaena - thus clearing the
way for greater commercial
use of the plant.

Cattle can gain wcight
quickly when grazing leucaena,
and although it is restricted to
areas with good quality soils,
the shrub has significantly
enhanced the range of tropical
forage legumes.

In the face of considerable
scepticism from his peers. Or
Jones pursued a 'hunch' which
eventually led him to pinpoint
ing anaerobic bacteria in the
rumen of goats overseas which
were able to break down the
mimosine in leucaena into
harmless substances. Mimo
sine is present in leaves and
before the introduction of
the overseas bacteria it caused
toxic symptoms in Australian
ruminants (this has particular
relevance to cattle because of
the magnitude of the cattle
industry in northern Aust
ralia).

It had been conventional
wisdom that ruminal 'bugs'
were the same in all cattle.
regardless of their location. Or
Jones' discovery has proven
this is not the case, and raises
the possibility of using this
approach to solve toxicity
problems in other agronomi
cally useful pasture plants.
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Soy and mung beans apotential large
export crop lor Australia?

SPROUTED SOYBEAN CURRY

at James Cook work together
on developing eomputer mod
els which graziers ean use to
assist in decision making.

By feeding costs and other
figures such as produetion data
into the model, a numerical
picture of options emerges.
For example, it may be
revealed that a grazier should
step up his culling rate to
prevetlt all his feed being con
sumed during a particular
period.

The computer is able to
dramatically reduce the time
needed to determine the likely
outcome of various actions.

development of the re
search program, which is
an extension of a research
initiative at the Division to
boost grain legume deve
lopment in Australia (see
separate story).

3. Research in Indonesia and
in north Queensland is
aimed at seleeting multi
purpose shrub legumes for
infertile soils in the tropies,
for fuel, forage, land stabi
Iisation and nitrogen
input. The soils concerned
have low pH and high
levels of aluminium and
manganese toxicity. The
project, which emphasises
the evaluation of species
and establishing their nut
ritional needs, com
menced in January 1986.

4. A joint ACIARlAustra
lian Development Assist
tanee Bureau (ADAB)
project now operates in a
number of countries in SE
Asia and the Pacific reg
ion, including the Philip
pines, Thailand,
Malaysia, Indonesia and
Fiji. The aims of facilitat
ing pasture research in
these countnes and assIst
ing their scientists in pub
lishing their work and car
rying it through to practi
cal application. In these
countries there is often a
poor interface between
research and extension,
and work doesn't always
reach the potential end
users. As part of the pro
ject, Mr Tony Evans
assembles and edits four
newsletters a year, which
are available to any forage
scientists in the region.
The projeet is helping to
build a database of the
environmental conditions
and how various species
have performed in the
field.

At the Davies Laboratory in
Townsville, the Division of
Tropical Crops and Pastures in
collaboration with James Cook
University is working on com
puter models to advise graziers
the effects of various manage
ment options including pasture
improvement on profitability.

Dr Peter Gillard at Davies
and Dr Riehard Moneypenny

Computer modelling is
important among the new
techniques now dOl11inating
much agricultural research
in Australia.

Computer modelling
for farmers

International research co
operation forms a major
part of the Division's
activities. It is involved ill
four major projects fnnded
by the Australian Centre
for International Agricul
tural Research (ACIAR).

1. In Kenya, a program is
underway to improve dry
land crop and forage pro
duction in the semi-arid
tropics. With a population
growth of nearly five per
cent each year in Kenya,
there is pressure on the
land and a lot of areas
previously inhabitcd by
nomadic people have now
been turned over to crop
ping. There are no proven
reliable farming systems
for many of the these
areas, and research thcre
is investigating how to
develop them. There are
four staff working on the
projeet, headed by Dr
Roger Jones. ACIAR is
providing about $1.3M a
year for the work. Under
the project, the Division
is establishing research in
northern Nigeria, where
the problems are similar
to those at Katherine in
the Northern Territory.
The ACIAR project is
also funding a cropping
systems program at
Katherine (led by Dr Bob
McCowan) to support the
research in Africa.

2. The recently approved
grain legumes project in
Thailand aims at increas
ing yield and identifying
new soy and mung bean
cultivars suitable for the
wet tropieal conditions.
Two Cunningham-based
grain legume experts, Dr
Bob Lawn and Dr Bruce
Imrie, have been heavily
involved in planning and

(ACIAR) could make ~Ise of
this characteristic.

Also, new research in tropi
cal soybean improvement and
produetion has just begun in
the Burdekin Irrigation Area
in north Queensland, which is
aimed at making the crop an
important alternative to sugar
eane growing.

With the planned expansion
of irrigation capacity in the
region there is substantial local
interest in soybeans.

A strong feature of the soy
bean and mung bean research
is the collaborative links with
state departments of agricul
ture in Western Australia,
Northern Territory and
Queensland, the University of
Queensland, grower organisa
tions such as the Queensland
Graingrowers Association and
private companies such as
Beans Hong Kong Limited
and La Choy Food Products.

Dr Bill Winter presenting the resuhs of pastllre improvement and
animal nutrition research at Manbulloo Station via Katherine in
the Northern Territory.

Finely cut ollion, apple and celery. Lightly brown in hot oil. Add
stock or bouillon. Mix 110ur, curry powder, salt and pepper
togetller and make a paste witll a small amount of water. Stir
paste into vegetable mixture tlloroughly, Add 1/2 Cllt raisills.
Add cooked sprouted soybeans. Let simmer for 1/2 an 1I0ur.

Soybeans are a delicious and healthy a{ldition to the {liet. The
Division is keen that there be greater awareness ofthe versatility
ofthe crop to illcrease consumptioll ill Australia. It has available
a IlIll1/ber o} recipes if people are illterested. These include:

'pulling out' thc varicties with
best resistance to climatic con
ditions. The team wants to
take adaptive traits such as salt
tolcrance and hard scededness
out of the wild types and
transfer them to commcrcial
plants.

An important discovery to
cmerge from the Division's
collaborative soybean research
has been the ability of the crop
to grow in saturated soils - in
fact, sced yields in these condi
tions can be up to 30 percent
higher than in conventionally
grown plants.

This could be exploited to
advantage in, for example, the
lowland areas of the tropics
where seasonal water logging
occurs, and in areas with rice
based agriculture.

A project in Thailand
funded by the Australian
Centre for International
Agricullural Research

1 medillm sized ollion
1 medinm sized apple
2-4 stalks celery
2 tbs soy oil
1 1/2 ClipS meat stock or bOllillon
1 tsp cllrry powder
1 tsp salt
1/8 tsp pepper
1/2 Clip seedless raisills
3 cups sprouted soybeans
2 tbs 110ur

Drs Bob Lawn and Bruce
Imrie at the Cunningham
Laboratories are involved in
researcll which aims to create
a much bigger grain legume
industry, with a view to tapping
into the vast export market.

For example, Dr Lawn said
that in 1981 Japan imported six
million tonnes of soybeans,
mostly from the United States.

Although soybeans have
been cultivated for more than
80 years in Australia, only
about 100 000 tonnes are pro
duced each year and our
exports are 'next to nothing'.

He is concerned that our
near neighbours in South-East
Asia buy their supplies of grain
legumes from further afield,
while Australia misses the
boat. He believes we have the
potential to carve an important
place in the region as a major
exporter.

To do this, new varieties
with higher yields and without
some of the deficiencies of
current cultivars need to be
made available to farmers.

At present the major com
mercial areas are in the sub
tropical and temperate south
east Queensland and several
districts in New South Wales.
The soybean breeding program
is seeking to produce cultivars
adapted to the monsoonal
tropics, for both wet season
and irrigated dry season sow
ings.

Development of a bigger
mung bean industry is also
depcndent on providing var
ieties with more commercially
useful traits, such as a longer
growing season, higher yield
and a greater weather resis
tance.

Dr Lawn said mung beans
are an excellent source of
starch and may be used in a
wide range of dishes. Only
about 15 000 hectares of the
bean are currently croppcd in
Australia.

Traditionally, soy andmung
beans have been 'village crops'
unsuited to mechanised pro
duction,and new varieties have
been bred for Australian con
ditions.

Both soy and mung beans
are quite widespread in the
wild and these varieties are
important in the Division's
grain legume program. Native
mung bean plants were origi
nally collected in Australia by
botanists Banks and Solander
in 1770 at Cooktown. The
collection of wild mung bean is
an adjunct to the breeding
program, which is aimed at

While domestic consump
tion of the grain legumes
such as soy and l11uug beans
is currently quite limited, a
huge overseas market
already exists.
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'Dynamic logistics'
inadmin

Dr Ray Jones and Dr Peter
Kerridge eXllInining the root
syslem of Wylln cassill al
Narayen Research Slation.
Wynn cllss;a is a promising
new legume for lighter soils
in the semi arid tropics.

in 1963) and the seventh from
TCP.

Dr Minson sees the Divi
sion's involvement as crucial
because the Society provides
an informal venue for research
and extension workers from
CSIRO, state departments and
universities to meet and discuss
the practical application of
research results.

The Society seeks to distri
bute information on tropical
pasture science, and the sale of
books by the Society is a major
communication activity bene
fiting both the Society, and the
Division.

One of the major functions
of the Society is the organisa
tion of field days, and four are
planned for this year. Late last
year a successful field day was
held in the Brisbane Valley,
with 180 people including rural
media representatives attend
ing. This year's ficld days will
concentrate on leucaena.

The Society, which is based
at the Division's Cunningham
Laboratories, produces two
regular publications - a jour
nal containing scientific pap
ers, summaries of field days,
book reviews and details of
new pasture plant releases,
and a newsletter aimed at
meeting the needs of primary
producer members who consti
tute more than 50 percent of
membership. This concen
trates on new developments
which have potential economic
importance for farmers.

out their investments,' he said.
'However, improved pasture

means bigger and faster weight
gains in cattle compared to
native pasture and therefore
better long term economic per
formance. '

Mr Wilson sees one of his
roles as sprcading the word
about TCP's pasture rescareh
and Tropical Animal Science's
animal research programs and
he maintains a fairly high pub
lic profile.

Scientists and technicians at
TCP are involved in several
groups which meet regularly at
St Lucia.

One of tile most prominent
is the Tropical Grassland Soci
ety of Australia, which has
some 20 percent of its 400
members in overseas countries
such as South America, Bots
wana, Canada, England, the
United States, Indonesia,
Japan, Papua New Guinea,
the Philippines and the Sol
omon fslands.

The Division's Dr Dennis
Minson is the 24th president of
the Society (which was formed

have direct application to the
industry. '

Although he has witnessed
the resistance of other north
ern Australian cattle producers
to improving their pastures, he
remains a staunch advocate of
the idea.

'Graziers have been unwil
ling to spend the money
involved in establishing legume
pastures because of the threat
of disease (like anthracnose in
Stylosanthes) which could wipe

Industry societies have a
significant role in the Divi
sion's external commuuica
tion activities.

Societies impol'tantrlol' communica'tion

Apart from being one of
Australia's leading graziers, he
is on the TCP advisory commit
tee, heads the Tropical Animal
Sciencc advisory committee
and is one of two grazier
members of the new industry
body, the Australian Meat and
Livestock Research. and
Development Corporation.

The TCP Advisory commit
tee, chaired by ex-Director
General of the Queensland
Department of Primary Indus
tries, Mr Elton Burns, was
formed early last year follow
ingthe Divisional review which
recommended its establish
ment. It held its second meet
ing in February, when the
major agenda item was the
qnestion of advice on native
pasture research.

'The priorities for the com
mittee are to ensure the best
return to the industry from the
Division and to look critically
at the research,' said Mr Wil
son.

Under the Division's previ
ous advisory arrangments, Mr
Wilson chaired the Narayen
Research Station Advisory
Committee and he has a good
knowledge of the Division's
research,

'The scientists are not in an
ivory tower,' he said. 'A
number of aspects of the work

Mr Richard Wilson is great
advocate of science for the
northern cattle industry.

~
TCP in tune with industry needs

evcn have a lunch room,' said
Mr Davidson.

There are 150 people on site,
including some from Soils,
Mathematics and Statistics,
Forest Rcsearch and
CSIRONET. Later this year,
the Division of Horticultural
Research also plans to estab
lish a research program at
Cunningham, putting further
pressure on the available
space.

The ultimate plan is to shift
all Cunningham staff to Pin
jarra Hills, but this doesn't
look like happening in the
short term. Mr Davidson said
the planned Stage I was princi
pally a controlled environment
plant growth facility and would
only accommodate the 40 or so
staff whose research is most
closely involved with the facil
ity.

He said the Division is going
through a period of develop
ment and change. Part of that
has been a re-.jigging of field
station work, with for example
Katherine in the Northern Ter
ritory being upgraded and staff
transferred to it from Kimber
ley Research Station in West
ern Australia which is being
closed. One of the south east
Queensland stations, Beerwah
is also being closed while
Narayen in south east Queens
land and Charters Towers in
north Queensland are to be
boosted with new work this
year if funds permit.

Mr Davidson, as well as
other senior administrative
officers, Darby Butterick and
Earle Smith travel frequently
to the Division's outstations.

'There is particular emphasis
on staff care,' said Mr David
son. 'Fostering an esprit de
corps is part of the administra
tive role. We try to be quickly
responsive to staff concerns.'

The three administrators can
tally between them 69 years
with the Division.

'I believe administration
flows more smoothly because
of the long term relationship
with our colleagues,' said Mr
Smith.

Administering such a wide
spread Division as Tep
requires some 'dynamic
logistics' according to
administrative office Mr
Ross Davidson.

The Division conducts
research from 'Brisbane to
Broome' and administers 12
staffed sites across northern
Australia, and two in Africa,
with a third, in Nigcria, to be
started this year.

Dynamic logistics are also
required when dealing with a
pressing problem involving
space restrictions and anti
quated research facilities at the
Division's headquarters - the
Cunningham Laboratory at St
Lucia, Brisbane.

Mr Davidson is involved in
planning a new laboratory
which if the building program
allows will be built at Pinjarra
Hills in Brisbane's western sub
urbs, about 20 minutes from
the Cunningham Laboratory.
Although the Cunningham site
has certain advantages- being
near the Queensland Univer
sity, the Division of Tropical
Animal Science and the
Department of Primary Indus
tries - it lacks important
research and service facilities
and is too restricted to rcde
velop.

Currently stage one of the
new laboratory is number three
on the building priority list and
Mr Davidson hopes the Divi
sion will get the go-ahead for
construction later this year.

The project has in fact been
in the pipeline since 1979 and
accommodation and research
difficulties have been steadily
worsening in the past few
years.

The most pressing need is
for a modcrn 'controlled envi
ronment' facility where plants
may be grown under controlled
.;onditions of light, tempera
ture, humidity and day length.

'We have some old and
cheaply built growth rooms
with limited control of environ
ment, but in order to meet the
needs identified by the Review
Committee in 1984 we must
have up-ta-date facilities for
research into stress physiology,
plant nutrition, nitrogen nutri
tion and biotechnology,' said
Mr Davidson.

'Like many other labora
tories of its vintage, Cunning
ham was built on the chcap and
has all the problems associated
with woodcn walls and floors
that are both a fire hazard and
a nuisancc when sinks over
flow.'

'Cunningham is disadvan
taged in other ways too - it
lacks adequate radioisotope
facilities and service areas, the
library is too small, there's not
much storage, and it doesn't
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AAHL gets rabies Seminar .... strengthens
CSIROluniversilies ties

discussed at an Executive semi
nar at the Division of Chemical
and Wood Technology in Mel
bourne last month attended by
60 senior CS1RO and univer
sity staff - the latter repre
senting the AVCC.

The theme of the seminar
was CS1RO and the univer
sities working together to meet
national needs in science and
technology.

It was a lively seminar with
wide ranging discussion on
issucs aimed at ensuring closer
links between the two groups.
These included determination
of national R&D priorities,
development of a joint
approach to public policy relat
ing to R&D issues, future
arrangements for the funding
of R&D at Australian univer
sities, the operation of national
facilities, increased collabora
tion in training the next gener
ation of research workers, a
proposal to form 'networks' of
CSIRO and university scien
tists in particular areas of
research, arrangements for the
commercialisation of research
results, the teaching company
scheme and the rewarding of
achievements in research.

A summary report of the
seminar is being prepared for
consideration by the Joint
CSIRO/AVCC Committee
which has the task of promot
ing further interaction between
CSIRO and the universities.

As part of this process, the
CS1RO/Universities Colla
borative Research Grants
Scheme (expected to be worth
more than $1.6 million this
year) has now been extended
to include most Australian uni
versities.

The scheme, a significant
mainstay of co-operation bet
ween CS1RO and the univer
sities was jointly introduced by
CS1RO and the Australian
Vice-Chancellors Committee
(AYCC) in 1982 and has led to
increased collaboration and
sharing of equipment and
facilities in research programs
of mutual interest. Grants
under the scheme provide
'seed money' which brings
together complementary skills
and research groups so a grea
ter concentration of effort can
be made. By providing new
opportunities for university
and CSIRO scientists to work
together it is hoped more
extensive collaboration will
develop without further sup
port from the scheme.

The decision to invite seven
more universities into the
scheme to add to the 12 already
involved was one of the matters

Professor Alan Billings (WA), Professor [an Ross (ANU), Dr
Alan Reid (CSTRO) and Professor Adrienne Clarke (Exec.) chat
at the CSLROIAVCC seminar.

In line with the spirit of the
ASTEC report, interaction
between CSIRO and
Australian universities is
being stepped up.

of the new super chief to see
where the future really lies.'

Chief Research Scientist Dr
Leo Clarebrough said morale
in his sectioo - crystal defects
physics - had not been
affected by what he described
as 'political gameplaying'.

He said the work in crystal
defects was basic to a range of
materials science and he felt
there was no danger 'of it being
discontinued. however, he said
it was disturbing that there
appeared to be a 'total lack of
decision about the research
effort' for the future Division.

A new Chief is expected to
be named before the end of
this year. When this appoint
ment is made it's hoped all the
uncertainties will be ironed out
and the research program
formulated.

ever apparent cause - are
tested to make sure they don't

have rabies. This testing is
carried out on the brain of the
animals and involves use of a
laboratory strain of the virus.

Rabies is caused by a virus
that affects the nervous system
and is usually spread by the
bite of an infected animal such
as a dog, cat or fox.

The length of time between
an animal contracting rabies
and developing symptoms
depends on the severity of the
bite and its distance from the
victim's brain. While it may be
only three weeks, it could be
as long as 13 months, increas
ing the chance of an apparently
healthy animal passing the dis
ease on.

Human victims develop a
fear of water, known as hyd
rophobia, which prevents them
from drinking. Between brief
painful fits they remain c1ear
headed for the few distressing
days before they lose con
sciousness and die.

ease. Abont 40 samples will be
tested at the Laboratory each
year.

•Australia is one of only half
a dozen countries which are
free of rabies, a disease which
affects warm-blooded animals
and causes an agonising death
in humans.

Our strict quarantine laws,
applied to all animals brought
into Australia, are our main
protection against the disease.
Their effectiveness is
demonstrated in the fact that
the last Australian outbreak
was in 1866-67, in Tasmania.
The most likely routes for the
introduction of the virus are
through smuggled animals, or
flying or swimming wildlife
from South East Asia.

1£ the disease was picked up
by the Australian feral animal
population it would be very
difficult to control.

As part of our protection
against the disease, any ani
mals showing rabies symptoms
- and all dogs and cats which
die in quarantine from what-

Chemical Physics
Cont. from p. 1

now, taken immense pride in
the excellence of their scientific
research - in fact the high
quality of the work was com
mented on by the Williams
committee which reviewed the
Division.

'Many of us fear that these
traditions of excellence may be
lost, along with our identity, in
the merger.'

Dr Mail' said the past few
months have seen a tendency
towards lower staff morale
caused by the atmosphere of
uncertainty and by the the
implied criticism of research
programs. 'Now one must tell
oneself not just to work but to
work on regardless.

'We await the appointment

However, our quarantine
and disease control authorities
must constantly be on the alert
to prevent the introduction of
the disease.

As part of our protection
process, live rabies virus has
been held at the Common
wealth Serum Laboratory for
many years for the preparation
of diagnostic reagents.

Now CSIRO's Australian
Animal Health Laboratory
(AAHL) has taken over
responsibility for rabies diag
nosis in this country.

AAHL is the world's safest
animal virus laboratory and
the transfer last month of the
rabies virus resulted from a
Government decision to cen
tralise all foreign animal vir
uses held by Australian
laboratories in the most secure
environment available.

Other deadly and exotic ani.
mal viruses have been transfer
red from various Australian
laboratories during the past
few months. These include
Aujszky's disease (a disease of
pigs also known as psuedo
rabies), bluetongue, fowl
plague, Newcastle disease and
swine fever.

Although rabies doesn't
occur in Australia, there are
some viruses in the same fam
ily. As well as its diagnostic
work, AAHL will be looking
into the differences between
these native viruses and rabies
to make sure the tests used can
reliably differentiate between
them.

AAHL will test for the pre
sence of rabies virus in the
brains of animals which have
died in quarantine or which
were killed because they were
suspected of having the dis-

Rabies is a horrifying dis
ease which we in Australia
have so far managed to
escape.

seemed a somewhat obscure
and irrelevant subject for
CSIRO to be spending tax
payers' money on, but the
outcome of that research has
been one of the world's great
triumphs in biological control,'
he said.

Mr Jones commended the
shift in the balance of the
Organization's activities from
focusing primarily on the
research process to one more
equally focused on the applica
tion of research.

'The important concept here
is the balaflce between longer
term strategic research and the
shorter term research which is
highly specific and oriented to
solving some of industry's
immediate problems.'

Mr Jones illustrated the
long-term benefits of basic
research saying it would be
impossible to calculate the
financial returns from Charles
Goodyear's accidental discov
ery of the vulcanisation of
rubber 147 years ago.

'Obviously no-one would
have foretold the revolutionary
effects of Goodyear's discov
ery nor could anyone today put
an accurate figure on the
returns from it,' he said.

Mr Jones also cited CSIRO's
own work on biological control
of the water weed salvinia as a
prime example of long term
research leading to spectacular
results.

'To the casual observer at
that time, this may have

'Of course the ideal would
be to be able to read in the
CSIRO annual report a clear
indication of the financial
return to the Australian com
munity from the taxpayers'
investment. which in the last
financial year amounted to
$324 million. But with a
research organization like
CSIRO, it will never be a
matter of simply adding up a
balance sheet at the end of a
12 month period, as it might
be in a small retailing or
wholesaling business.

'CS1RO is more akin to big
business, where investments
usually take a number of years
to pay dividends, and where
the success or failure of ven
tures is hard to foresee.'

Science Minister Mr Harry
Jones last month tabled
CSIRO's 1984/85 annual
report in Parliament.

At the same time he issued
a statement to MPs and the
media strongly supporting
long-term strategic research in
the Organization.

He said that placing an
economic value on scientific
discovery was 'enormously
difficult'.

'1 believe CSIRO in on the
right track in attempting to
come to grips with the question
of evaluation, if for no other
reason than being able to
demonstrate the worth of its
research to the nation,' he said.

Jones: 'CSIRO akin to big business'
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New Fossil Fuels Chief

Photo: A Edward

Dr Claringbold is leaving for
'personal reasons'.

The Chairman of the Board
of CSIRONET, Mr Denys
McCullough, is now the part
time Executive Chairman and
will be spending more time
with CSIRONET undertaking
major policy work.

Mr David Glavonjic, for
merly General Manager Ser
vices, will become acting Chief
General Manager and will con
centrate on the day-to-day
management of CSIRONET

Claringbold resigns
The Chief Executive of
CSIRONET, Dr Peter
Claringbold, has retired
after 16 years with the com
puting network, and a total
of 26 years with CSIRO.

sonball
comp.

Dr Ernest Del Fosse ('Del')
shows the style which helped
the Entomology Workshop
Wonders will the inaugural Bat
tered Ball softball trophy ill
Canberra last month. Ento
played the Unaccountables
from HQ. But HQ didn't dip
out entirely as their A Team
(the 'Budget Bravados')
cleaned up Forestry Three to
take out the Bunting Blit
trophy. Dr Boardmall pre
sented the prizes.

Professor Leung said he was
looking forward to joining the
Division. 'One of my major
concerns is how we market the
Division's expertise both in
Australia and overseas.' he
said.

He takes up his new positIon
in early August.

When: 7.30pm Saturday 31 May 1986
Where: Australian National University Refectory, Canberra
For three hours you can eat whatever you like, whenever you
like and in whatever quantity you like. There is the entree servery
with a selection of hot and cold dishes (try them all if you like).
Then there's the roast counter where fresh vegetables and rounds
of bread from the bakery complement large hunks of roast meats
straight from the oven. Further along the line you'll find a
charcoal grill bar where even the sauces are to choice, and the
health food bar with cold meats, cheeses and 20 different fresh
salads. And finally there is the dessert and coffee bar, with its
display of sweets and fruits.

To accompany these culinary delights will be complimentary
red and white wine. A full bar service will also be available. And
to make the evening complete, music will be provided by the
Canberra School of Music Big Band.

Cost: $25 per single ticket
Get your social club to organise a bulk booking for your division
or unit. Tickets: JilI Colefax (062) 48 4453 or Jan Collins (062)
48 4210. Bookings close on 15 May.

Have aball on the 80th anniversary

Dr Ken Alexander retired
recently from the Division of
Building Research. Dr Alexan
der made an outstanding con
tribution in the field of con
crete research, and this work
attracted international interest
as well as influencing the
Australian Concrete Code.

***

Experimental scientist, Mr
Peter Fead has retired from
the Division of Applied
Physics. Mr Fead was with the
Division for 27 years.

After a career spanning nearly
31 years with the Division of
Applied Physics, Mr Alan Gib
son has retircd. Mr Gibson, an
experimental scientist, made a
valuable contribution to stan
dards development and calib
ration.

***
Senior principal research scien
tist, Mr David ROlley has
retired from the Division of
Mineral Chemistry. Mr Roney
was with CSIRO for just over
18 years.

A leading chemical
engineer, Professor Ming
Leung of the University of
Qneensland, has been
appointed Chief of the Divi
sion of Fossil Fuels.

Professor Leung, 49, has an
impressive research record,
particularly in the field of
fluidisation, and is the world's
foremost authority on the cir
culation of solids through verti
cal pipelines (standpipes).

For the past five years, Pro
fessor Leung has headed the
University of Queensland's
Department of Chemical
Engineering.

He worked in the chemical
industry for five years before
becoming a university lecturer
in Malaysia. In 1967 he joined
the University of Queensland
as a senior lecturer, and
became professor (personal
chair) in 1980.

Mrs Halina Podhaiski has
retired from the Division of
Food Research after 29 years.
Mrs Podhaiski, a technical
officer, carried out vital work
in the microbiology laboratory,
preparing agar media.

Miss Jean Conochie retired on
9 March 1986 after 39 years'
service with CSIRO.

Miss Conochie was probably
best known as editor of Scien
tific Serials in Australian Lib
raries (SSAL), a position which
she held from 1960 until
December 1984, when all
remaining records were trans
ferred from CSIRO to the
National Library of Australia
for incorporation into the ABN
database and the National
Union List of Serials
(NUCOS). The integration of
these lists and the production
of NUCOS marked the culmi
nation of years of planning by
Miss Conochie and others, to
bring the two union lists SSAL
and SALSSAH together.

But Miss. Conochie's con
tribution to the profession has
not been limited to her editor
ship of SSAL. She was also
responsible for cataloguing
standards across the CSIRO
Library Network, and for the
on-going compilation of the
CSIRO Union Catalogue.

With more than 24 publica
tions to her credit, Miss Con
ochie enjoys an international
reputation as a serials
cataloguer and bibliographer.
She was accorded the distinc
tion of Fellow of the Associa
tion in 1967; awarded an MBE
for services to science in 1978;
and in 1985 received the
Association's prestigious HCL
Anderson Award for outstand
ing personal service to lib
rarianship and to the library
profession in Australia, to the
Library Association of
Australia, and to the theory
and practice of librarianship.

She had a prodigious mem
ory for lunch orders and you
became what you ordered.
One senior, long-serving staff
member told me he was 'Two
Cheese Rolls - but only on
Mondays'. Kit could even
remember how you liked your
tea if you returned as a visitor
to the site long after leaving it
for pastures new.

Since Kit left, a lot of colour
has gone from the canteen 
every overseas traveller had
sent her a postcard and her col
lection used to cover every
square inch of the cupboards
behind the serving counter.

Kit will be greatly missed,
especially by those to whom
she was a personal confidante
and unofficial counsellor. We
would like to say a big 'thank
you' to her for the work she
did and the friendship she
offered. We wish her well in
her retirement.

Brian Harding

Retirements

***

Dr Ted Rillis one of Australia's
best-known wood scientists has
retired from CSIRO after 44
years' service.

His field of activity covered
almost the whole spectrum of
wood science with a bias
towards the quality and utilisa
tion of the fast-grown
eucalypts. This interest was re
flected in the two books to
which he contributed and
edited or co-edited: Wood
Extractives and their Signifi
cance to' the Pulp and Paper
Industries and Eucalypts for
Wood Production. Both of
these are prescribed texts in
several overseas countries.

He has published widcly on
the influence of forest practices
on wood and bark quality and
his work has impressed fores
ters in many countries. His
distinguished international
reputation led to numerous
invitations to speak at scientific
gatherings in many parts of the
world and on many occasions
he was the keynote speaker.

In recent years he has be
come increasingly aware of the
changing nature of the forest
products resource and its
essential role in a world of
diminishing resources. He ad
vocated strongly for increased
basic research in wood science
to take advantage of the renew
able nature of wood and its
ability to satisfy many of soci
ety's needs through production
from fast-grown plantations
and multipurpose forests.

Kit Comey, a pillar of daily life
at the North Ryde Labora
tories of the Institute of Energy
and Earth Resources has
retired after nearly 28 years'
service. As canteen manager
ess, Kit was well known and
loved both by past and present'
staff at North Ryde, and by
many frequent visitors.

Kit commenced duty on 30
April, 1954, as a nominal part
time cleaner but she was, in
reality, a canteen assistant with
what was then the Coal
Research Section (later to
become the Division of Coal
Research). In those days, tea
was served at your desk and (at
least in theory) you kept on
working. Kit used to be the
first on site, arriving at around
6am and opening the gates for
everyone else.

In 1972, with the completion
of the new main building Kit
was made full time and in 1974
she became a permanent
employee (or in today's woolly
jargon, an 'indefinite appoin
tee').
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Study award winner brings back
important new into for soil research

CSIRO Study Award recipient Mr Steve Zegelin has
examined a new technique which promises to make a
substantial contribution to soil-water research in CSIRO
and Australia at large.

Workshop staff put the finish
ing touches to the cage that will
carry the bottom-following
camera equi Jment.

cruise will be essentially a
reconnaissance study. If it does
find promising evidence of
hydrothermal activity or recov
ers mineralised samples, it will
then be necessary to mount
further expeditions using sub
mersibles to explore and sam
ple the area in detail.

For more information on the
pulse,eounting unit, please
contact Mr Alan Jackson of
the Division of Environmental
Mechanics, GPO Box 821,
Canberra, ACT, 2601; tele
phone: (062) 46-5659.

H.

An occasional column
by CSIRO techllical
staff. Readers are invited
to contribute.

Teeh Talk

A common problem encoun-
. tered in environmental field

research is the counting of
pulses in real time. Mr Alan
Jackson of the Division of
Environmental Mechanics has
developed a pulse-counting
unit for the Division's Micro
meteorology Program for use
in collecting wind profile data.

The device, built around a
simple low-cost microproces
sor system, can record 32 chan
nels of pulsed data and the
associated lapse time. It
accepts pulses up to a 3KHz
rate from either switches or
units driven by open collectors.
The output from the pulse
counter is controlled by either
a manual or a computer
controlled switch, and accumu
lated data is transmitted over
an RS232C interface to a host
computer or line printer.

of the 'Quote' Cost Estimating
System for Alterations and
Additions to Houses.

The system makes it possible
for housing contractors to
reduce the substantial time
and effort spent on estimating
costs and material quantities
for building quotes.

'Quote' has now been taken
up by the Housing Industry
Associaiton of Australia for
incorporation in their newly
inaugurated HIATEX vid
eotex system available to the
Association's members.

research purpose of us having
this copy in a glass box is nil.

I see this as a case of cultural
cringe. This great and glamor
ous document from a faraway
time and place has the mys
tique which draws out
resources without limit, but
the records of what we are
doing from day-to-day in his
tory's most exciting century
in a significant outpost of mod
ern science are commonly
regarded as so much old rub
bish to be got rid of once
finished with.

I suggest that we need to see
ourselves and our work at
CSIRO in a historical perspec
tive and a part of a scientific
and technological culture 
and to value our archives (and
other primary evidence ofwhat
we did, and why) accordingly.

Colin Smith
CSIRO Archivist

other parts of the ocean floor,
such as the Bismarck Sea
where discoveries were
reported earlier this year, the
Woodlark Basin offers a
geological setting very similar
to that of ancient ore deposits
now exploited on land, and
thus provides a 'natural'
laboratory for exploration
research.

The PACLARK tcam of 12
includes other scientists from
CSIRO and Canada, as well as
representatives from the Baas
Bccking Geobiological Labor
atory in Canberra, the Austra
lian mineral industry and the
PNO Geological Survey.

Most of the searching will be
done at around 2000m water
depth and for this it has been
necessary to modify many of
the instruments carried by
Franklin as well as the addi
tional ones the scientists will
take with them.

Since no previous searches
of this kind have been carried
out in the area, the PACLARK

retrievable and available. (In
real terms, it must have cost
about the same as the current
CSIRO Archives annual
budget).

The very Division (now
defunct) which put so much
work into Magna Carta, was
also distinguished by the poor
condition in which its own
exceptionally valuable files
(many of them concerned with
paper technology!) came to
CSIRO Archives.

Of course, there is no
Australian document which
approaches Magna Carta, in
importance. However. the pre
servation and display of that
original copy of one version of
the Magna Carta is a purely
symbolic exercise. Far more
accessible and useable copies
of the same are available
throughout the world. The
value for any historical

It has been conferred by the
Building Science Forum of
Australia NSW Division, to
promote and encourage
advancement in the industry.

This years' award is for
research done by Mr David
Woodhead, Mr Mike Rahilly
and Mr Ous Solomansson
which led to the development

The Divisioll of Building
Research has taken out the
1986 Building Science
Award in New South
Wales.

Australia's $12M oceanographic research vessel Frank/in, operated by CSIRO, is being
used this month for Project PACLARI(. A team of scientists from Papua New Guinea,
Australia and Canada are searching for evidence of sulphide ore deposits on the deep
sea nom of the Woodlark Basin off PNG to the east of the D'Eutrecasteaux Islands.
The PACLARK cruise
departed from Cairns on April
3 and returns to Townsville on
April 19. Franklin will be on
station for about 12 days. Or
Ray Binns, Chief Research
Scientist at CSIRO's Division
of Mineral Physics and
Mineralogy, and Professor
Steve Seott, Professor of Geol
ogy at the University of
Toronto, Canada, will be co
chief scientists.

Or Binns said during the
past 10 years massive copper
zinc sulphide deposits have
been found along a number of
ocean 'spreading ridges'

A small but active sea-floor
spreading system exists in the
Woodlark Basin and the PAC
LARK team has an excellent
chance of finding metallic sul
fides there, in the process of
formation. 'Irrespective of any
commercial value the deposits
may have, this will be of great
interest to geologists in helping
us understand how orebodies
form,' Or Binns said. Unlike

DBRreceives building
science honour

Project PACLARKtakes to the sea

I I il 1', I I I ~:t ITI rT 11' . I '.1 ,

More Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I am disappointed at the mis
spelling of my name in the
February issue of CoResearch
(pU), which indicates ignor
ance of, or contempt for non
Anglo-Saxon names, as well as
poor editing standards.

Jan J Basinski
Dear Editor,
I was pleased to see the story
retold, of CSIRO's work on
Australia's copy of Magna
Carta. Thank you for your
acknowledgement of CSIRO
Archives' part in keeping that
memory alive.

What intrigues me about the
Magna Carta episode is the
discrepancy between the
resources CSIRO was pre
pared to put into preservIl1g
that single document and the
rcsources available for keeping
CSIRO's own archives safe,

Applications are invited for
the 1986 CSIRO Study
Awards which provide
opportunities for staff to
gain training and experi
ence related to their
careers.

The awards are open to the
technical, professional
(excluding all scientist classifi
cations) and clerical adminis
trative.

Application forms and infor
mation sheets for the 1986
awards are now available and
have been distributed to the
divisions, units and regional
administrative offices.

Applications must reach
Headquarters by 27 June 1986.

For further information con
tact Mr P O'Brien on (062) 48
4265 ..

content measurement tool.
With growing interest in appli
cations of the salinity and
water content measuring
capacity ofTOR in soil science,
agriculture and industry,
research and development of
the device should yield many
rewards in a relatively short
time.

Another potential applica
tion of TOR is to measure not
only the average water content
over the length of the probe,
but to determine also the water
content profile - ie. the wateT
content at discrete points along
the probe. Along with scien
tists of the US Geological
Survey, Steve studied the use
of TOR to measure water
content profiles out in the field.

In addition, Steve partici
pated in projects concerning
the development of better
parallel transmission line
probes and the computer
analysis of TOR information.

TOR already has achieved
widespread acceptance in
North America as a water

Potential applications

Mr Zegelin, an experimental
scientist at the Division of
Environmental Mechanics,
recently returned from a six
month visit to North America
where he studied Time
Domain Reflectometry (TOR)
- a process for the rapid, in
situ, non-destructive measure
ment of soil-water content.

TOR, developed by scien
tists in Agriculture Canada
and the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture and
Geological Survey, is based on
the measurement of the travel
time of a high frequency elec
tromagnetic wave travelling a
known path through the soil.

-During his study tour, Steve
not only learned the basic
theory and application of TOR
but also contributed to experi
ments underway to extend the
applications of the technique.
While visiting scientists at
Agriculture Canada, Steve
assisted in the development of
a more concise TOR-based
method for analysing the con
centration of salts in soils. This
method is based on the mea
surement of the electrical con
ductivity of the saline soil.
TOR therefore can be used to
simultaneously measure the
water content and salt concent
ration of a soil; this capability,
unmatched by any other
tecl1l1ique, may lead to rapid
advances in the application of
soil physics theory to problems
in the field.
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CSIAONET

ARE YOU THE SAME AS
YOU WERE TEN YEARS AGO?

NEITHER IS CSIRONET !
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- Ross I-Ianscn
(Tropical Crops and Pastures)

The first edition of the pilot staff video magazine Connections
was premiered on 2 April and is now showing at 67 locations
across Australia from Katherine to Culgoora and Atherton to
Armidale. Every division is involved in the screenings and carly
feedback indicates a positive rcsponse. Staff comments on the
style, content and value of a staff video magazine can be directed
to Alice Bugge, Film & Vidco Ccntre, 314 Albert Street, East
Melbourne Vic 3002 Ph (03) 41S noJ. If you haven't seen
Connections and would like to see the second and third editions.
contact your divisional communicator or liaison oFficer. or
Maleolm Paterson, at the above address. Ph (03) 4187341.

Communication grants worth $150 000 have been allocated
to 16 pro,iects including videos, open days and special
commnnication programs.

The grants will go to 14 divisions and units and to the Marine
Laboratories. and are provided on a one-for-one funding basis.

They werc allocated to: AAHL, $2400 for a video; Animal
Health, $30000 for an extension program; Applicd Organic
Chemistry, $10 000 for a communication program; CIRC, $2000
for an audiovisual; Energy Technology, $3000 for a community
leaders program; Entomology. $IS SOO for a booklet and a video;
Forest Research, $9200 for a bushfire awareness program; Forest
Research $5100 for a video; Groundwater Rcsearch, $9000 for
friends of CSIRO; Marinc Laboratorics, $14 SOO for open days;
Mineral Enginecring, $11 SOO for audiovisuals; Protcin Chemis
try, $5000 for a salary of a communication expert; Racliophysies,
$7S00 for a film; Tropical Crops and Pastures, $14 SOO for a
Oueensland awareness program; Textile Indu,try, $6000 for a
video; and the Wheat Research Unit, $4500 for open days.

Connections

Money allocated lor
communication projects

What the artist peally
said tOitheChairman
{we may never knownThe setting of long term

policies and priorities to
assist Australia's industry
and community sectors is
the aim of new Sector Policy
Committees being estab
lished by the Institutes.
It is intendcd that the new
COlllmittees will ensure the
effective alignment of CSIRO
research with the needs of
industry and the comIllunity.
They will cover manufacturing
industry, rural industry, miner
als and energy, public health,
construction and urban and
civil engineering, water res
ources, natural environment,
and information aud space
industries.

These groups also COlTes
pond broadly with the recently
revised scheme for thc classifi
cation of CSIRO research.

Each committee will eOIll
prise appropriate Institutc
Directors and will be chaired
by the Director with major
involement in that particular
sector. Division Chiefs are
likely to be invited to partici
pate in the work of the commit
tees.

It is a clear intention that the
committees will not intrude on
the planning and management
responsibilities of Directors
and Chiefs. Rather their role
will be to provide a broad
policy framework and to iden
tify sector priorities. They will
also provide a focal point for
contact between CSIRO and
the industry and community
sectors.

The committees will consult
with the Director of Informa
tion and Public Communica
tion, Peter Dunstan, on exter
nal communication matters.

New committees
align with
indus'lrysectors

CS1RONET, Australia's largest and most advanced value added
computer network Is the recognIsed Australian leader In the field of
computer communicallons.

We ore constantly working to improve and Increase our services
to customers, Just as you have changed from 10 years ago so has
CSIRONE1. We have a continuIng program of updating and
enhancing our hardware and software so that we can continue to
change and Improve with you

It you need any further Information an CSIRONET services contact
Or Robert Dokln on (062) 43 3280 or via CSIRONET Electronic Moll
addressed 10 DAKIN

Cabinet today. And with a
very odd outcome. 1 put for
ward my proposal for a quota
for women for top Civil Service
jobs.

All my Cabinet colleagues
agreed in principle but then
they all went on to say that it
wouldn't work in their particu
lar Departments. So in the end
they didn't really support me
at all.

Reprinted by permission of
BBC, London.

June 19th

a happy home and three child
ren who is prepared to devote
virtually her whole life, day
and night, to a Government
Department. It's Catch 22 
or, rather, Catch 22, sub
paragraph (a).

Arnold had allowed consid
erable time for this discussion,
which indicates the importance
that he attached to the prob
lem. He concluded the matter
by asking everyone present to
ensure that all of their respec
tive Ministers oppose the quota
idea in Cabinet by seeing that
each Minister's attention is
drawn to each Department's
own special circumstances. But
he also asked all present to be
sure to recommend the princi
ple of equal opportunities at
every level.

Through the chair, I made
one final point. My Minister
sees the promotion of women
as one means of achieving
greater diversity at the top of
the Service. I asked all my
colleagues to stress, when
briefing their Ministers, that
quite frankly one could not
find a more diverse collection
of people than us.

It was unanimously agrecd
that we constitute a real cross
section of the nation.

[Appleby Papers - 41/
AAG/583j.

[Hacker's diary continuesj

CoResearch is produced by the
Science Communication Unit
Cor CSIRO staff. It's also circu
lated to a uumber oC people
outside the Organization who
are interested in CSIRO
activities. Readers are invited
to contribute or offer sugges
tions Cor articles. The deadline
is the last Monday beCore the
issue month. Editor: Liz Bur
den, PO Box 225, Dickson
ACT 260. Ph: 484479.

EEO
Cont. Crom p.2

Industry. And Employment,
with all those trade union
barons to cope wi th.

John ISir John McKenllrick,
Permanent Secretary of the
Department of Hea/tlt and
Social Security. - Ed.j took an
even more positive line. He
was happy to inform us that
women are already well rep
resented near the top of the
DHSS, which has two of the
four women Dep. Secs. cur
rently in Whitehall. Neither of
them is in line for Permanent
Secretary, obviously, as they
are Deputy Chief Medical
Officers, (and in any case they
may not be suitable for other
reasons). Furthermore, wo
men constitute 80 percent of
the typing grades, so he was
delighted to be able to tell us
that his Department is not
doing too badly by them. He
added that, in principle, he
was in favour of them going to
the very top.

Arnold summed up all the
views expressed: the feeling of
the meeting was- unquestion
ably - that in principle we
were all thoroughly in favour
of equal rights for the ladies.
It is just that there are special
problems in individual depart
ments.

I raised again the question
of the quota and stated that I
was against it.

Everyone immediately sup
ported me. There was a feeling
that it was not on a bad idea
- in fact a typical politician's
idea.

I gave my view: namely, that
we must always have the right
to promote the best man for
the job, regardless of sex.

Furthermore - and I made
it clear that I was speaking as
an ardent feminist myself - I
pointed out that the problem
lay in recruiting the right sort
of women. Married women
with families tend to drop out
because, in all honesty, they
cannot give their work their
full single-minded attention.
And unmarried women with
no children are not fully
rounded people with a
thorough understanding of life.

There was general agree
ment that family life was essen
tial and that it was hard for
spinsters to be fully-rounded
individuals.

I summed up my remarks by
saying that, in practice, it is
rarely possible to find a fully
rounded married woman with
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CSIRO's staff newspaper

If any evidence is needed that scientists can have a social
conscience, look no further than Dr Richard Smith.

Water Ba Land Resources system
NATCOM aims to boosteffeclive communication

M7Z-, r 'Wflf

May'86No. 291

The Division of Water and Land Resources is establishing a radically uew communication
system desigued to greatly improve awareness of the Division's research among users
aud open new avenues for the transfer of research resnlts.

ConL Oil p. 7

which matters is personal con
tact, Mr Martin said again this
can only reach a fraction of the
people who would like to be
informed - even though for
that fraction it may well be the
most effective means. In a
survcy of his Division's per
sonal contacts in Victoria 18
months ago, for example, he
found that only five percent of
the top 300 natural resources
officers were known to Divi
sional staff.

Mr Martin thinks it might
well be difficult, not to mention
expensive, for Divisional staff
to know a greater proportion
than this - and that such a
figure could well be true for
other CSIRO divisions in diffe
rent sectors.

The problem is where to
spend your limited communi
cation time and money. As Mr
Martin said 1 'we don't all have
an Ecos or IRN team in the
basement, and above all scien
tists have research to get on
with'.

The answer, he said, is to
use information technology.
With a microcomputer similar
to that used daily by 'every
second scientist' in his Divi
sion, it's a relatively simple
matter to build a system capa
ble of answering questions such
as 'Who arc the staff in the
Victorian Government depart
ments concerned with both
conservation and geographic
information systems? What are
their departments, sections
and locations'"

The answers provided will
require decisions and action by
staff in conjunction with the
infurmation officer. If the sys
tem recommends a particular
newletter for a certain subject
and location, an item and
supporting material will still
have \0 be prepared. The dif
ference is that staff know that
the information will be going
into the best possible com
munication channel for reach
ing that particular audience.
Mr Martin hopes that having
NATCOM will not only enable
him to justify spending more
time preparing such items at

ciplinary character, for all its
unique strengths, causes spe
cial problems in communica
tion. One is the sheer spread
of people likely to be interested
in the Division's activities.
Users and potential users of
the research can, for example,
be found in all State and
Federal Government depart
ments concerned with land,
agriculture, forests, water,
environmen-t, local govern
ment and tourism and recrea
tion.

For every State or Common
wealth government officer col
laborating with the Division
,there are probably several
hundred other individuals in

1!iil1./"'l>~government agencies around
the country dircctly interestcd
in thc joint research. The prob
lem is not only and where they
are, but what communication
channels are Iikey to be effec
tive in reaching them.

In the past the tendency has
been for divisions to take sev
eral approaches in communica
tion. One, scientific literature,
is obviously a correct channel
to use in getting information
out - as long as one has no
delusions about who reads it.
The majority of people with a
valid interest in a research
project probably don't.

A second tack has been a
sort of grape shot approach via
the mass media hoping that
enough of the right people will
see the story ancl tell their
colleagues.

A third has been to use the
<trade' media servicing a par
ticular sector. If a division has
a very narrow market, said Mr
Martin, the number of trade
channels open to it are proba
bly restricted and hopefully
not too difficult to use. If
however the market is very
wide there can be hundreds of
such channels, each good for a
story on a fraction of the
Division's work. Given the
fact that an information officer
might only get the chance to
prepare onc or two stories a
month, the impact through
these channels is not likely to
be marked.

And to those who say tile
only communication channelPhoto courtesy of The Age

The system, called NATCOM
(NATural resources COM
munication) is being developed
in response to difficulties faced
by the Division in communicat
ing its activities and results to
an exceptionally wide range of
research users.

Divisional information
officer Mr Peter Martin
believes the Division's interdis-

***

Scientists at the Division
of Mallufacturing Technology

have ideutified a growing world market for wheels.
Technology transferis now underway. For the full
story, turn to PI" 3-6.

ance, such as the description of
lames Frederick Bazley given
to police in 1977 by a witness.

'We want to know why those
entrusted with the administra
tion of justice in NSW not only
failed io act on the evidence
but also withheld that evidence
frol11 the Victorian police,' said
Dr Smith.

Dr Smith's group, along with
three of Mackay's children,
met the NSW Premier Neville
Wran, other politicians ancl

Cont. on p.8

Dr Richard Smith in his offlce.

Some say Dr Smith, who is
based at the Centre for Irriga
tion Research, has taken up
where murdered anti-drug
crusader Donald Mackay left
off. He has certainly shoul
dered a frustrating, time con
suming and even dangerous
task.

Dr Smith is chairman of
Griffith Concerned Citizens, a
group formed to fight for a hIli
enquiry into what members
see as an unsatisfactory investi
gation of Mackay's death, and
to tackle the wider issue of
'eleaning up' the town of Grif
fith and urging the prosecution
of major drug figures behind
Mackay's murder and
associated criminal activities.

The two major objectives in
the group's fight are firstly /to
IHlve the National Crimes
Authority use its full powers.to
investigate organised crime
originating from Griffith and
ensure the effective prosecu
tion of participants in a major
drug growing and distribution
cell which is part of a larger
Mafia drug ring in Australia
(and as a result of agitation by
the group the matter has now
been referred to the NCA).
Secondly, the group believes
it's been forced to take on what
should he the parliamentary
role of calling to account the
New South Wales law enforce
ment authorities responsible
for withholding vital evidence
about Mackay's disappear-
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Health matters

Letters
to the
Editor

procedures, vehicles, driving
schedules, call-in arrange
ments, first aid), assessment of
research projects (hazard
analysis, materials and chemi
cals, health monitoring
requirements, clearance proce
dures). Further details on
either working party may be
obtained from the OHS unit
(062-48 4440).
Games People Play
There has been a significant
increase in reports of accidents
oceuring during lunchtime and
after work sporting activities
involving CSIRO 'official' or
'semi official' teams. While
healthy recreational activities
are to be encouraged, staff
should take into account their
general level of fitness before
participating in contact or
endurance sports.

Warmup exercises should
always come first - but many
people forget these, particu
larly when a softball match or
similar event has to be fitted
into a normal lunch break.

Remember: be healthy,
wealthy and WISE.

*:*Gary Knobel

CoResearch pre-empted the
publicity abont Australian
attitudcs to SDI (Star Wars)
research program in the Feb
rnary issue when we called for
letters on the subject. Iu the
March issuc wc mn a lettcr
from a promiuent SANA (Sci
entists Against Nuclear Arms)
member Or Bob Hunter from
the Uni. of Sydney. Now
COSSA director Ken McCrac·
I,en adds his comments. With
the issue being the focus of
such inteuse pnblicity, others
may still wish to reply.
Dear Editor,
The stars wars issue, as usually
discussed, presents me with
two very unattractive alterna
tives. Either way, Australia
loses. !t's like a national debate
over the relative merits of
suicide by poisoning or starva
tion.

I believe that a third option
exists, and that Australia, in
rejecting star wars, would
guarantee its own future, while
gaining worldwide respect by
adopting such an option.

First to the debate between
poisoning or starvation. The
anti-star wars option is seen by
many as the option of logic,
humanity and sanity. As a
citizen of the world, I agree.

However, as an Australian
scientists and technologist, I
know that Australia already
has the lowest expenditure on
R&D in the developed world.
Even if the Treasurer's worst
fears regarding over-enthusias
tic utilisation of the 150 percent
tax deductibility of R&D are
realised, we will still be in the
lowest 10 percentile.

Acceleration of R&D over
Cont. on p.7

an electrical fault' usually
equals 'don't know', and that
in such cases the often-taken
easy way out is to blame a
fluorescent ballast.

All this would have been
merely humourous if it were
not for the fact that the reputa
tion and indeed the conscience
of several electricians and
other staff members was at
risk, and it took a lot of
trenchant talk to overcome the
fluorescent-light allegation by
pointing out that the available
facts suggested that the fire
had originated several metres
from the fluroeseent fitting in
question.

I hope that the ascribed
caused of the phytotron fire,
'the failure of a ballast in a
fluorescent light' to quote your
article, is accompanied by har
der evidence.

Also, your article contains
the suggestion that 25-year-old
electrical fittings are a fire risk.
I hope there is evidence for this
too, for we are all surrounded
with such things at work and
at home.

H.W.M. Lunney
Division of Textile Physics

Health and Safety Seminars
The OHS unit is arranging to
conduct two streams of two
day seminars in each region
during 1986. The first theme
'hearing conservation' got
underway in Adelaide on 29/30
April und the second series
'ergonomics, accident investi
gation and agricultural chemi
cals' started in Canberra On 6/7
May. Advunce notice will be
sent to divisions in each region
so tbat as many interested staff
as possible may attend.
Towards Safer Working Con
ditions
While management and super
visors in each division have the
ultimate responsibility for pro
viding safe and healthy work
conditions, minimum stan
dards and guidelines are often
called for in areas such as
assessment of the OHS impli
cations of neW research work
and field work.

The CSIRO Health and
Safety Committee has set up a
working party on each of these
issues and Institutes have
nominated relevant staff to
represent them. Issues to be
dealt with include: remote/
field work (minimum size of
field parties, communications,

Dear Editor,
Your article in the March issue
about the phytotron fire
aroused memories of a sub
stantial fire at the Division of
Textile Physics in 1975. At first
there was an attempt to ascribe
this fire to a ballast in a
fluorescent fitting. In the
course of the investigation it
became evident that 'probably

Dear Liz,
lan McDonald's letter in the
last CoResearch gave figures
showing that the Bureau
increased its expenditure in
1984/85 at a rate greater than
CPI; almost as much as HQ.

Having struggled with
balancing our budget we only
wish this were true. Using the
same figures as he presumably
did ($9509 444 in 1983/84 and
$10 006 718 in 1984/85) we
calculate that the Bureau's
total expenditure under the
General Research Account
(Appropriation Funds)
increased by 5.25% - just
about half the 10.52% arrived
at by lan's 'simple' arithmetic.

Graham Warden, Bureau of
Info. & Public Communication

First Aid
A policy circular outlining first
aid arrangements has been
issued. This sets out minimum
standards for provision of
primary first aid treatment
which can often be vital in
saving a life or minimising
injury. The benefits of first aid
training extend of course well
beyond the work place to the
home, holiday or sporting
arena.

Staff often seem reluctant to
undergo first aid training and
to accept the responsibility of
being an authorised first aider.
However, the Organization
and your fellow staff members
rely on committed volunteers
to operatc an effective first aid
service.

The policy circular covers
issues such as lninimum num
bers of first aiders, equipment,
allowances, training and legal
coverage. Senior mHnagcmen t
is fully supportive of the con
cept that all staff regularly
participating in field work or
working in remote areas should
be trained in first aid.

Your life or someone else's
could very well be in your
hands at some crucial time 
give it a thought.

sitics and government
laboratories. and for more
opportunities for younger sci
entists.

Ncw discoveries and
advances ill scientific know
ledge arc occuring at an ever
quickening rate and the timc
bctween fundamental dis
coveries and the development
of new technologies has shor
tened considcrably. Existing
technologies and products
require upgrading more fre
quently.

To remain competitive,
industrial finns need to recog
nise the lirpits of existing
technology and the potential
of new technology. Managing
innovation is a key to con
tinued prosperity of com
panies, particularly in the com
petitive international environ
ment.

Last month, I opened a new
CSIRO laboratory at
Katherine for research on
cropping in the semi arid
tfopics. and an international
forest industries machinery
exposition at Myrtleford. In
my addresses, I emphasised
the importance of strategic
longer term research to gain a
better understanding of the
functioning of natural systems,
so that they might be better
managed for improved long
term productivity with minimal
environmental impact. At the
forest equipment exposition I
said that better knowledge of
how a forest works and how it
rcsponds to disturbance is cent
ral to resolving the dispute
between environmentalists and
the forestry industry.

Staff and resourccs for the
expansion of work at
Katherinc and for the upgrad
ing of the facilities there came
from the phasing down of
CSIRO research on irrigated
tropical agriculture at the Kim
berley Research Station.

While in the top cnd, I took
the opportunity to visit the
Darwin laboratories for discus
sions with the staff there. The
tropical ecology section of the
Division of Wildlife and
Rangelands Research has a
field station at Kapalga in
Kakadu National Park, and I
found it most interesting and
enJoyable to revisit Kapalga at
this time of the year, following
the wet season, wit h the abun
dance of plant and animal life,
and to sce the impact of exclu
sion of buffaloes on the ecology
of the wetlands.

/~~

I rccently attcnded two sym
posia which covcrcd topics of
vital intercst to the Organiza.
tion.

The first was organised by
the Bureau of Indust ry
Economics and addressed thc
problcms facing Australian
manufacturing industry. Thc
second was the annual general
mceting symposium of thc
Australian Acadcmy of Sci
ence. where the m~in issues
were the funding for research
and development in Australia
and thc relation between basic
and applied research.

There was general agree
ment among the speakers at
the BI E symposium, from gov
ernment. industry, the unions
and acadcmia, that Australia
must lift its performance con
siderably if it is to be freely
competitive in the interna
tional marketplace. There was
debate, however, on the
reasons for our poor competiti
tiveness with some mud sling
ing between the participants
from government, industry and
the unions.

I gaincd the impression from
thc debate, however, that
there is now a realisation that
all sectors must co-operate
more effectively for the
national good 10 increase the
productivity of Australian
industry through greater inno
vation and improved design,
quality and marketing of
Australian products.

Several speakers at the
Academy symposium saw the
need to increase R& D in
Australia to a level (per GDP)
more comparable with that of
the successful industrialised
nations. Concern was expres
sed at the imbalance of R&D
in Australia, compared with
many of the OECD nations,
with the low level of industrial
research and experimental
development. The Minister for
Science, Mr 10ne5, sounded a
warning about the consequ
ences for Australia of correct
ing the imbalance by reducing
the level of basic research. He
sa\-v a clear requirement for a
substantive increase in the
amount of R&D in industry
and for a closer interaction
between industrv and the uni
versities and CS1RO.

Many participants of the
symposium warned of the
declining infrastructure for
research in the universities and
pointed to the urgent need for
considerable investment in
new equipment in both univer-

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman

From the
Chairman
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A new generation welding machine, now being manufactured iu Australia and exported
at the rate of 100 a month to the VS, VK and New Zealand, is the most dramatic success
achieved hy the Division of Manufacturing Technology during its six-year history.

Dr Bob Brown
'It almost certainly would

have been picked up by the
Japanese and made into a
device, with absolutely no rcc
ognition given to CSIRO.

'Instead, it was published in
a series of confidential reports,
and the concept was marketed
and sold to an Australian COIll

pany. It has now been turned
into a product which is a huge
step forward in robot vision.

'If Dr l-Iarding had published
in the old way, it would have
been just one more in a list of
publications to his credit. As it
is, he has been promoted
rapidly within thc Organiza
tion, his CV looks very good
indeed, and hc has helped a lot
of othcr peoplc.'

Or Brown's evident
enthusiasm for manufacturing
is shared by others in the
Division. Starting hours, part
icularly at the Divisional head
quarters at Fitzroy in Melb
ourne, are early. The
laboratories are usually in full
swing by 7.30-8.00am and
there's a fair 'core' of staff still
in after 6pm, as well as some
weekend work.

7

tist's approach. he might have
published a paper on his
algorithm in some high-level
computing or mathematics
journal.

The temporary Divisional headquarters (Ieji) , at Johnstone Street,
Fitzl'OY and the newly-acquired permanent headquarters, in the
Melbourne suburb of Preston. Staff will be moving into the new
building this month, leaving three renled premises in Fitzroy in
which they have 'camped' for the past few years. The DiI'isional
Chief paid trilmte to stajf jar their patient loleranee of 'quite
unpleasant' living conditions in the meantime.

l'i("'~A9}
Change of at'litllde at

last - Cllief
'Give a man a !ish and he eats
for 11 day. Teach him to !ish
llnd he eats for a lifetime'. This
Jlll"mese proverb is often
applied to oversellS' aid pro·
jects, bnt Dr I10b Brown,
Chief of the Division of Mun
ufacturing Technology, cousid
ers it apt for Australilln man
ul'lIcturing indnstry todlly.

'There've been a huge
number 01' reports, such as the
Crawford, Jackson and Myer
reports in the 1970s, warning
that Australia will lose its place
as a developed nation if it
continues to allow its manufac
turing sector to decline,' he
told CoResearch.

'Those reports were not
heeded at the time, with the
result that we've lost an awful
lot of ground in Australia.

Or Brown does not consider
the reports were a complete
waste of time. For instance, a
1979 report by the Institute of
Engineers in which he person
ally played a major role 'in
volved a big team of 120, so a
lot of people learned from it'.

'Many of our manufacturing
companies have been slow to
realise that they must place a
high priority on research and
development if they are to
survive, but 1 think a mueh
needed change 01' attitude is
now taking placc,' Or Brown
said.

'And I think scientists, cer
tainly in our Division, are also
realising that therc is more to
be gained out of transferring
their work than there is out 01'
publishing it in international
journals.

'For example, take the
mathematics behind the high
speed vision processor, which
is now being manufactured in
Adelaide for sale to overseas
robot manufacturers.

'Had Dr Myles Harding fol
lowed the "traditional" scien-

Goodbye Fitzroy, Hello Preston

will be unique on the world
market.

" A range of new and signific
antly improved welding
wires which will enable an
Australian company to start
selling its products on the
export market.

• A 'discrete event' computer
simulation package which
has resulted in large time
and motion savings for sev
eral production plants.

, A control system for laser
cutting, now being marketed
by two companie&.
The Division has more

innovative products 'in the
pipeline', many of which can
not be disclosed at this stage
under the terms of collabora
tive agreements. It has also
been of major assistance to
manufacturing industry by
answering hundreds of short
term technical enquiries, and
where possible, 'troubleshoot
ing'.

The Administrative office group at Melbourne (1-1'): Wend)'
Mendoza, Brian Gleeson, Mall Getson, Fadia Ahmed, Gavan
Brogan, Jadranka Marinovic and Pauline Macea.

Members of the arc technics program in Melbourne with the new
S)'nchro-Pulse welder (1-1'): Michael Ogilv)', Graeme Ogilvie
(program leader), Geoffr)' Pa)'ne and Ton)' Sehubert.

General Motors to design
the 'runner systems' through
which molten metal is
pumped to make diecast
components.

" A vastly-improved robot vis
ion technology, the 'high
speed vision processor',
soon to be sold in the form
of a set of circuit boards to
overseas manufacturers of
complete robot vision sys
tcms.

A new and more efficient
technique for applying a
wear-resistant hard facing
to mild steel for fabrication
of bulldozer blades, truck
trays, ore chutes etc. This
is enabling a Sydney com
pany to lift profits and
exports.

* Another CSIRO technique
which will enable the same
company to expand its pro
duct range by producing thin
hard·faced metal plate which

The 'Synchro-Pulse CDT
Welder' already has sold
widely in Australia, and is now
being air-freighted out of the
country as fast as its Adelaide
based manufacturers, Welding
Industries of Australia, can
make it.

'It is a spectacular success,'
says Divisional Chief Or Bob
Brown. 'The manufacturers
have experienced no barrier to
sales and are expecting a
further rise in exports as the
nlachine gains acceptance in
the huge northern American
market.

'Recently, ten machines
were air freighted to the North .•
Sea oil fields to perform a
difficult welding task, and
saved millions of pounds in
barge fees because they did the
job in a fraction of the expected
time.

'A company which produces
prefabricated communication
antennas is now including the
welder as part of its package,
because it gives a neat weld
bead with does not require
machining.

'The latest version, which
has a computer chip control
system developed in collabora
tion with CSIRO, is particu
larly suited to the rapidly
growing field of robotie weld
ing. The welder has captured
exactly the kind of market
niche Australia needs in order
to revitalise its manufacturing
industry. '

The Synchro-Pulse CDT
(Controlled Drop Transfer)
Welder has been responsible
for virtually all of the sales
growth of Welding Industries
of Australia over the past two
years, but it is by no means the
only major achievement of the
Division since its establishment
in April 1980.

Other innovative products
include:
" Metlflow, a software pac

kage now being used in
Australia and by overseas
manufacturing giants like

This featnre is designed to
present a cross section of
activities at Manufacturing
Technology and is not intended
as a directory to the Division's
research.

The June issue of
CoResearch will feature the
Division of Radiophysics.

Photos: Trevor Kenyoll
(Adelaide) and Helen Nib
leH (Melhourne).

liJiili&itW

CSIRO invention being eXJIorted
'as last as it can be -"8de'
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Interna'lional oppor'lunities for
welding consumables

tion methods and see if we
could come up with something
better.

'We actually brought onc of
their production machines to
Adelaidc and workcd on it
here for ninc months before
shipping it back to Sydney with
modifications that resulted in
a 10 pcrcent increase in cffi
eieney.

'The company was naturally
vcry pleascd with this result,
but in the mcantime, our scien
tists had identified two types of
technology that would extend
the company's product range
in the gencral area of wear
resistant products.

The first technique, a new
method of surfacing, will ena
ble the company to market
thinner hard-coated steel
plate. Apparently the company
has often had enquiries from
potential customers wanting
thinner plate, and has not been
able to supply it.

'A development prototype
machine built with CSIRO's
assistance is now being instal
led in Sydney, and onc of our
technical staff, Mr Gordon
Kimpton, is locatcd with the
company for three months to
get it running.

'Vida-Weld exports about
60 percent of its standard plate,
and envisages that the new
range of thin bi-metallic pro
ducts will find a large market.
They have established a joint
venture company in North
America to manufacture the
product thcre.

'The second technique, of
composite-casting, is to
directly cast wear-resistant
materials onto steel substrates.

'We are now producing com
ponents for field trial in our
own experimental foundry.
Again, Vida-Weld sccs a major
potential export market and
intends a joint venture in the
US to be involved.'

Mark Neller measuring wire diameter on the welding wire
manufacturing mill in Adelaide, watched by Dick Shunke lIl/d Ian
French.

things as bulldozer blades, the
trays of dump trucks, chutes
and bins for mctallic ores, and
pipes with hard linings,' he
said.

'Starting in 1981, CSIRO
collaborated with a Sydney
company, Vida-Weld Pty Ltd,
to look at the existing produc-

As an cxample, Or Sare
cites the easc of CSIRO
research carried out in
Adelaide which has resulted in
a more efficient way of apply
ing a hard wear-resistant sur
face to mild stecl plate.

'Dual-layer plate of this kind
is used extensively for such

tact had bcen maintained with
WIA at all stages of the
research.

'WIA had background
knowledge vital to the project's
success, and were able to assist
in directing the research: hc
said. 'Basically what wc disco
vered is that therc wcre oppor
tunitics for improving the bead
shape and arcing behaviour of
existing consumables, and the
strength of the weld metalthcy
produce.

'There's a great deal of satis
faction in knowing that in the
cnd we'll sec products on the
market as a direct result of our
work, and that they'll be
improvements on what's pre
scntly available.

'Manufacturing industry is
probably onc area whcre we
can look to a growth in employ
ment, so in those tcrms it is
important nationally:

Adelaide. technology head ur US in
applying.hard plate to mild steel

Brian Arnold (right) and Denn!s Pulver at work on the small-scale
foundry al the Adelaide laboratories, used for research in ferrous
casting.

The ability to look beyond the project at hand to
commercial opportunities other than those originally
intended is a key contribntion CSIRO can make to
Australian industry, according to the officer-in-charge of
the Adelaide laboratory, Dr lan Sare.

Major project

In .July, Australian companies
producing brass fittings, such
as household taps and showers,
will attend a CSIRO seminar
to hear the rcsuJts of a major
12-month study financed by
the New York-based Interna
tional Copper Research
Association (INCRA).

Mr Davis says CSIRO was
careful to consult closely with
Australian companies to
ensure it scleetcd an area of
study that would be particu
larly useful to Australian
industry before it applicd for a
US$30 000 grant for thc pro
jcet.

Thc study. on 'gravity tilt
casting of copper alloys', came
up with useful information on
dcsigning proccss parameters
for tooling, and will result in
improvemcnts to thc Austra
lian product and process.

A collaborative research
and development program
nndertaken by the Division
and Welding Industries of
Australia (WIA) Pty Ltd is
poise(\ to carve out a niche
iu the very competitive but
large world market for
weldiug consumables.

WIA already has had a suc
cessful collaboration with
CSIRO in developmcnt of the
pulsc welding machine (sce
separate story).

Since 1982, it has contrt
buted large amounts of time
ancl nloney to an clectrode
dcvelopment program with
CSfRO, resulting in the
development of expcrtise in
welding consumables that
didn't cxist in the country
before.

The lender of the project,
Or Ian French, said close con-

The Melbournc-based com
pany marketing tbe program,
Moldflow Pty Ltd, expects
cxport sales of up to $200 000
for the product, rising quickly
to a multi-million dollar opcra
tion in the following years.

Strong interest in Metlflow
has been shown in introductory
seminars in North America by
car manufacturers ancl tool
making and machinery compo
nent compmlics.

Ironically, says thc Icadcr of
the diceasting group, Mr Alan
Davis, no-onc actuallv set out
to develop a new 'softwarc
system whcn thc rcscarch
startcd in 1978.

'It came about because we
started using computcr aidcd
dcsign (CAD) to design the
channcls (runncr systcms)
through which molten mctal is
pumpoted top form diecast
componcnts: he said.

'We found wc couldn't gct
thc shapcs we wanted without
CAD. After we'd complctcd
15 or so diccasting consulting
jobs with industry, it startcd to
evolve into a saleablc package.

'Or Ho Siauw, a staff
membcr who is now in Singa
pore on a three-year second
ment, played a major role in
dcveloping and rc-writing thc
program into Fortran so that it
could be marketed.

'Our Division helped write
the Metlflow uscrs manual,
and wc arc still working with
diecasting companies to make
surc the deSigns work. The
software has its limitations,
but we haven't the staff to
work on a more advanced
vcrsion. The Division will have
to dccide whcther to continue
to hclp the company enhance
Metlflow. or whcther that is
now more properly thc respon
sibility of the company.'

In the meantime, the die
casting group continues to be

The Diecasting group in Melbourne (I-I') Stephen Asqllith, Thang
Nguyen, Kn'in BOllsJield and Alall Davis,
Before the end of this involved in onc way or another
decade, many of the world's in almost every conceivable
car manufactnrers will be aspcct of thc non-ferrous dic
buying a CSIRO dev- casting industry in Australia.

eloped computer prograIll,
'Metlnow', to design the
runner systems for diecast
components.

CSIRO into 'every conceivttb1e
aspect'of diecas'ling ·industry
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queJro~~::::'~~~:~ionS! Robots lead invasion 01 Sydney

Thcre's no doubt in my
nlind that Australia is as capa
ble as any country of manufac
turing good products. Wc do
have problems in economy of
scale (although this is becomes
less relevant if export markets
are tapped), and we do have
problems of labour costs.

'The only way to counteract
these prohlems is to become
more innovative in terms of
product and manufacturing
processes. Unless management
is prepared to put more effort
into product and operations
rescarch, they're going to find
themselves in a lot of difficulty.

'So is the country. Our rural
scctor and exports of raw mate
rials and energy products arc
not sufficient to support our
standan\()f living and expecta
tions for the future. The CDun
try has to be robust to with
stand changing markct concli
tions, and ['or that it needs a fit
and well manufacturing sector.

'If you multiply this by
thousands 01' such successes,
Australia will resume its place
among manufacturing COUI1

tries.

'1 find it rathcr depressing at
the moment that we're behind
SpaIn and Ireland and other
countries generally regarded
as less advanced. Our quality
of life is closely related to
manufacturing, and we've
been rather blind to develop a
dependency on the rural and
mining scetors, a dependency
which is now working against
us,'

and co-opel:ation and even lead
to an involvement with the
Division in a collaborative
research project.'

'An important message for
Australian manufacturers is
that a flexible manufacturing
cell of this kind needs little or
no change over time bctween
different jobs which possess
similar chanlcteristics and
which can be processed by the
same equipment, making it
ideal 101' small produetion
runs,' he said.

through selecting and applying
materials with special proper
ties, and there will be a growing
demand for advanced mat
erials tailored to specific needs.

'Australia is in a good posi
tion to develop a unique exper
tise that adds value to PS?,
and obtain an edge on the
world market.'

Dr Jago is a firm believer in
'slogging away at small gains'
in the Australian manufactur
ing industry. There have been
glimmers of hope, he says,
where innovativc Australian
products have sold well over
seas.

Sla.!I of Ihe Sydney Laboralory (1-1'): Roberl Ghi/lzel, Brian
Barl/ell, David Kells, Charles Marendv, lIar/nwl Kaebernick
(ojjicer-i/l-charge) , Ken Crane, Plum y,:an

ulllque range of skills - in
electronics, mechanics, com
puting and industrial engineer
ing - which make it an effec
tive group for tackling prob
lems throughout thc manufac
turing scctor.

'In Melbourne, the Division
found that many visitors to the
cell had not seen such a set-up
bctore and had not thought in
terms of using flexible man
ufacturing techniques in their
own operations,' he said.

'By observing the cell
operating, visiting manufactur
ers would often be stimulated
in appreciatll1g something
more about their own particu
lar limitations or problems.

This could erellte a starting
point for useful discussions

A/an Wells and Terry Seabrook of Ihe inlegraled manufaclUre
Group examining compuler dala.

The 'Flexible Mannfactnr
ing Cell' -:I mannfacturing
demonstration nnit which
incorporates commercially
available robots and other
standard nnmerically con
trolled machinery, has
proven extremely snccessfnl
in Melbonrne in the )Jast
two years,

It has now been transferred
to the Division's new Sydney
laboratory at Lindfield to
spearhead a co-ordinated 'in
vasion' of NSW by the Divi
sion.

The Sydney invasion is now
proceeding, according to plan,
some six years after the Divi
sion became operational in its
Melbourne and Adelaide
laboratories.

The Offieer-in-Charge of the
Sydney lab, Dr Hartmut
Kaebernick, says the ccll will
act as a talking point for the
Division's activities, particu
larly in integrated manufac
ture.

In a collaborative research and development program,
who are the parties involved'! What is their legal statlls?
What will each party contribute? When does the program
start and finish? How will the management committee be
composed, how ofteu will it meet and who will it report
to? What will be kept as secret know-how?

Tllis is just a sample of the of the leg work with the scien
multitude of detailed questions tists and facilitate Sirotech's
that the Division's Industrial work by acting as an interface
Property Officer, Dr Henri between the Division and
Martel, has to answer when Sirotech.
drafting an agreement with a One of the most recent
company collaborating with agreements Dr Martel has
CSIRO on developing a new drawn up concerns promising
product or process. technology for the processing

Here are some more: Who or disposal of industrial by-pro
applies for patents? When does ducts using electric arcs, a
the commercial phase begin further development from the
and end? What commercial research on welding which
rights do the parties have? resulted in the successful pulse
What recognition will be given welding machine.
in product identification? How 'It can be a nerve-wracking
can the agreement be termi- process. Each stage has to be
nated? What happens if there reached now, now anel now.
is a breach of confidentiality? Fortunately, many of our sci-
What happens if the company entists and engineers have
is wound up? come straight from industry,

Apart from drafting agree- where they're used to strict
ments, Dr Martel is also deadlines.
responsible for monitoring the
results of the scientific work of
the Division. Although based
in Adelaide, he regularly visits
Melbourne and Sydney to keep
in touch. Take a look at your Bic engineering - selecting and

'Scientists are a funny disposable razor next time applying the right materials for
breed,' he said. 'They'll only I hI' d the job.
open up to people they trust. you save. t s a goo ex 'The dctails of applying ati

ample of materials engin-
It's taken a long time to build advanced ceramic like PSZ,
up that trust, but our scientists eering, according to Dr which can tolerate high ternp-
now realise how important it is Dick Jago, newly ap)Joint- eratures and resist wear and
for me to be one of the first to ed head of the Materials corrosion, are still to be resol-
be fullY informed about what Engineering Program. ved. For example, how do you
has been discovered.' fit a ceramic component to a

Dr Martcl's priorities are to 'The stainless steel- machine so it will run for
protect the 'intellectual prop- chromium blade is only a thousands of hours at tempeJ'a-
erty' of the Division and ensure couple of millimetres deep and tures around 1000 degrees C'1
that it is transferred to industry the plastic handle is moulded ' Although the use of
in the right way. around the metal insert,' he advanced ceramics is still at the

But isn't Sirotech the com- says.'It was a bright idea to research and development
mercial agent of CSIRO? 'Yes combine materials in this way: stage, industries arc constantly
it is, but my job is to do a lot in a simple form, it's materials improving their efficiency

~_~_Fordman's mid-lile CrisiS_~_~~
After 12 years with Ford Already, he is at work on a more productive. And of
Australia, most recently in collaborative project with an course, the principles arc not
charge of inventory control Australian. car man~facturer ~onfined to the auto,,:otive
and vehicle schednling at to modermse part of Its pl~nt. mdustry but can be applIed, to
the Broadmeadows car 'The way these operahons other plants and mdustnes.

bl I
. M I arc run today IlUs to be chffe- Or Wells belteves the Integ-

asem y p ant m e - rent from the way they were rated Manufacture group has a
bl:ur.ne,. Dr ~I?~ Wells had run many years. ago.
a Imd-hfe crisIs. 'The Integrated Manufac-

He decided the time had ture group is in a position to
come to get out and do some- work in collaboration with
thing different - and applied companies to implement
successfully for a position with "group technology" theories,
CSIRO Manufacturing Tech- whereby you structure man
nology, heading the Integrated ufacturing in cells, more or less
Manufacture program in dedicated to producing a set of
Adelaide. parts falling into a particular

'At Ford, I found myself geometry or material class.
with less and less time to do 'These cells have better
forward planning,' he said. internal control, a higher
'The CSIRO job was one of degree of skills exchange
the few I'd seen advertised that among workers, and a higher
permitted the luxury of some degree of self-responsibility for
time to sit back and think the end prodllct.
about manufacturing problems 'The same principles can be
as opposed to operating within extended right through a eor
the constraints of a fairly hectic poration, to make it more
production environment'. flexible and adaptive, and
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Twelve minutes to midnight for
Australian manufacturing

Ex-foundry boy: 'What am I doing here?'

The robotics group in Melbourne (I-I'): Vaughan Roberts, Robin
Kirkham, Peter Corke and Malcolm Good, with the microproces
sor-based robot confro{ system.

'This technology is being
applied in a collaborative
research program with BHP's
Melbourne Research Laborat
ory.

In the area of production
scheduling, the 'discrete event
simulation' group under Or
Myles Harding has come up
with a unique approach to
predicting where bottlenecks
will occur in the flow of parts
and labour on the factory floor.

'This has already been used
to great effect in a number of
industrial situations,' said Or
Good. 'For instance, a large
car manufacturer was faced
recently with the problem of
scheduling the flow of cars
through the various operations
in a new paint shop, taking
account of different processing
rates, the need for temporary
storage of unpainted car
bodies, and the handling of
defective units.

'The problem had planners
moving bits of coloured paper
around on a board and tearing
their hair out.

'Using the CSIRO simula
tion approach, Or Harding
was able to simulate the plant
in a couple of weeks. He
showed that the proposed

multi-million dollar· facility,
about to go to tender, would
have experienced severe oper
ational problems.

'Together with the com
pany's engineers, alternative
solutions were developed and
verified by simulation.'

Collaborative program

ram constitutes a strong sup
port group for industry.

In the area of robotics, the
group is developing a general
purpose micro-proeessor
based robot controller which
could have significant ad
vantages for Australian indus-

tr¥'i'he controllers that come
with robots are usually a
"closed book" for researchers,'
he said. 'We have built our
own general-purpose robot
controller that takes in "sen
sory" information and can be
easily adapted for a wide vari
ety of tasks and robot man
ipulators.

'Most current robots are pos
ition-controlled, which is fine
for tasks like palletising,
machine loading, spray paint
ing and welding which don't
require extreme accuracy.

'But what about a task like
de-burring a piece of sawn
metal, where the robot arm is
required to apply more force
when it comes to an irregular
ity? This is still an expensive
manual task, but the general
purpose controller can control
the force in real time on the
basis of sensed forces and
torques.

'I was offered a temporary
appointment at Monash as a
Research Fellow, and, believ
ing I would only last six
months, took it as a "fill in". I
stayed for three and a half
years, learnt how to use elec
tron microscopes and
Mossbauer spectrometers, and
my colleagues persuaded a
reluctant Professorial Board to
enrol me a PhD following the
publication of a series of
research papers.' (The subject
was "The microstructure and
magnetic properties of an iron/
chromium/cobalt alloy").

After returning to industry
for two years in northern NSW,
family rcasons brought him
back to Melbourne, where he
worked for CSIRO for the first
time, as a member of the
Division's dieeasting team.

'The alloy we developed was
not immediately suitable for
commercialisation, so 1 then
worked on zirconia plasma
sprayed thermal barrier coat
ings at Monash, before rejoin
ing CSIRO two years ago as
information officer.

'Like the University, CSIRO
was a culture shoek at first but
I've found my background
helps in understanding indus
try problems. and in directing
industrial inquiries to the right
person, Division or consul
tant.'

and technologies are now being
developed that are perfect for
the Australian situation
because they allow short runs
of products.

'But in many companies,
there will have to be a change
in the way financial decisions
are made about installing auto
mated equipment. At present,
company accountants are
requiring a very short pay-back
period, so that a lot of the
longer-term benefits of auto
mation are being left out of the
equation.'

Dr Good says the CSIRO
Integrated Manufacture Prog-

Dr MWTay Houghtol1

He gained his diploma in
1958 and in 1960 moved to the
foundry laboratory of the
Commonwealth Aircraft Cor
poration. The next move was
to Rola Co (later Plessey)
Australia. where he rose to
technical services manager and
became an expert on the
design, use and manufacture
of permanent magnets.

'Unfortunately Plessey was
more interested in investing in
real estate than in magnets,' he
said. 'In 1975, they closed a
number of Australian plants
including the magnet factory
and laboratory, and I found
myself out of a job.

'The State and Federal Gov
ernments are now being very
supportivc of manufacturing,

Asked for his opinion on
the prospects of Australian
manufacturing, Dr Mal·
colm Good, who will lead
the Integrated Manufacture
Program when Dr Warren
Gellie leaves CSIRO in
November, says it is 'twelve
minutes to miduight' and
Australian companies will
have to take advantage of
more new technologies in
order to survive.

Occasionally, when prepar
ing papers for a Divisional
review, or orgauising a
high-level conference,
information officer Murray
Houghton finds himself ask·
ing 'What am I doing here?'

He started his career as an
electroplating workshop hand,
worked in numerous found
ries, doesn't have an under
graduate degree, and lost his
job of 15 years when his multi
national employer ceased man
ufacture in 1975.

But Or Houghton, awardcd
a PhD by Monash University
in 1979 despite having no
undergraduate degree, could
hardly be better qualified. His
combination of academic and
'grass roots' knowledge of
manufacturing technology
stands him in good stead to
answer the wide range of
inquiries that pour into the
Division from industry.

Or Houghton started work
in 1950 at the age of 18 with
J. W. Handley Pty Lld of
Abbotsford, Melbourne, mak
ers of watch cases and bands.
A year later. he movcd to the'
stainless stcel foundry of Avia
tion Manufacturing Co, where
he became an assistant in the
production laboratory while
studying for a metallurgy dip
loma at Melbourne Technical
College.

we reach the stage where a big
investment of time and money
is required, we seek validation
of the activity by advertising
for a commercial partner.'

Or Ogilvie says the success
of the COT welder has helped
to create a climate of credibility
for the Division in industry,
and has helped crystallise views
on maximising cffective activ
ity in support of industry.

In addition, some of the
switching technologies used in
the COT weldcr werc com
bined with the data acquisition
system used for electric arc
studics to conduct perfor
mance measurements for the
Dunlop 'Pulsar' battery. This
has led to the development of
three different kinds of battery
testers, which will be marketed
by KTV Electronics and
Powerplus Batteries for testing
of batteries during manufac
turc, wholesale distribution
and retail distribution.

The arc technics program is
now concentrating on explor
ing thc potential of an electric
arc device for the treatment of
industrial by-products. An
agrecment has been signed
with Siddons Industries, but
details are confidential at this
stage.

Some scientists believe
CSIRO's work is to 'in
scribe the tablets' and leave
it up to industry to make
what use they cau of the
uew knowledge.

'I've actually had that vicw
put to me by a Chief, but I've
had no personal cxperience of
a case where it's been like
that,' says Or Gracmc Ogilvie,
Assistant Chief of the Division
and Leader of the Arc Technics
Program in Melbourne and
Adelaide.

Or Ogilvie, who conceived
and directed thc development
of the Synchro-Pulse CDTwel
der (see story page 1 of this
feature), says close collabora
tion with industry at all stages
is essential for a successful
product.

'The spceial skills of industry
in Tnanufacturing, marketing.
ergonomics ctc. must be com
bincd with thc special skills of
the rescarch team.

'Our expcrience with the
COT welder has driven homc
the very important lesson that
the process of innovation is not
lincar - that is, it doesn't lead
from conception to invention
to production to marketing in
separate stages.

'Instead, it is essential that
thcre be fecdback up and down
the chain all the time. Experi
ence in production can feed
back to research, and even
lead to revision of the basic
ideas.

'The old idea of a laboratory
single-handedly producing a
package wbich can then be
passed on to manufacturing
industry is not only simplistic,
it's dangerously mislcading. In
the very likely event of the
package not being suitable, the
Organisation's image suffers,
and the national interest is
poorly scrved because the well
of invention in CSIRO is not
encouraged.

'CSIRO has related well to
its constituencies in mining
and agriculture, but we did go
through a period in manufac
turing where our image was
very poor. Now, we do every
thing we can to build the right
relationship with the country's
manufacturing industry.

.Another important aspcct
is the "multiplier effcct": the
full exploitation of one innova
tion very oftcn brings on a
sequence of further innova
tions. We have an example
with the COT welder. which is
relevant to Or French's work
in Adelaide with special weld
ing wires suited to that class of
machine.

'Yct another reason for
seeking collaboration is to val
idate the way you arc going.
As rcscarchers~ wc are pre
pared to explore on our own
initiative for a while, but when
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Responses to a questionnaire on the first pilot edition of the staff
video program, Connections, have come in thick and fast to the
Film & Video Unit.

And like the CoResearch survey last year, the comments cover
the whole spectrum - from 'drop it' to 'we love it'.

About 250 forms representing several thousand staff members
(with some groups and divisions submitting a single form covering
the prevailing opinions) have now been received by Unit OIC
Nick Alexander and he said the overall response had been
'favourable' .

One exception was the Division of Environmental Mechanics,
where the overwhelming response was strongly critical. In a letter
to Mr Alexander, a spokesman said 'it is symptomatic of the
current trend in CSIRO to emphasise gloss and slick presentation
rather than solid content'.

This contrasts with, for example, the views of staff at the
Division of Atmospheric Research, who found it 'worthwhile,
informative and about the right format'.

Three common objections were that, a. it was perceived as
directing valuable resources away from research, b. the content
was 'old hat', much of it having already appeared in CoResearch
and c. that the items were too short and lacked sufficient depth.
These comments were balanced by others saying that the video
was informative, interesting and 'long overdue'.

A large number of respondents praised the overall presenta
tion, with many people saying it was 'very professional'.

The second Connections program should be at Divisions now.

of technological impotency as
well. It will cost money, a few
votes, and a lot of hard work,
but a third option of technolog
ical reconstruction is the only
option that allows us to take ~
moral stand, without also has
tening our technological
demise.

Dr Ken McCracken
COSSA

ment procedures. For instance,
the Organization is increas
ingly concerned about the large
number of students who drop
maths and science at Year ID.
The Organization is working
closely with thc school systems
to try to boost thc pool of
potential CSIRO staff.

The qucstion of migrants,
Aboriginals and people with
disabilities hasn't been as fully
addressed as yet. because the
unit does not havc a completc
picture of thc numbcrs of
pcople in these catcgories in
the Organization. To rectify
this, a census will be underta
ken later this year through the
EEO contact network.

In addition, Chiefs and all
senior managers will be asked
to file a yearly report on EEO,
outlining the applicant pools
for jobs and pinpointing the
target groups which are not
applying for jobs, promotion
rates, etc. The monitoring
function is vital to the
implementation of the Plan
aod the major responsibility
for this will be with the EEO
unit. Ms Macpherson said the
unit will assist in every way
possible to compile figures,
but the most important input
from managers will be analysis
of the data, explaining trends
in their areas of responsibility
and offering suggested
strategies.

The Science Minister Barry
Jones wants an annual EEO
report from CSIRO, and the
Chiefs' and senior managers'
reports will be the basis of this.

A closer look at some of the
specific arrangements specified
in the plan will appear in the
next issue of CoResearch.

in line with median developed
countries after, say, five years.
A target of 1.5 percent GNP
would appear to bc approp
riate.

Australia cannot remain a
prosperous nation if we depend
on technological crumbs that
fall off other people's tables.
In rejccting star wars, it is vital
that we also reject the option

siblc deal for all employees.
'CSIRO's systems are under

scrutiny and this means it must
have structures in place which
ensure it can withstand investi
gation,' said Ms Macpherson.

Since the Plan dealing with
women came into effect,
marked changes in employ
ment patterns have emerged.
For instance, in 1979 women
comprised only four percent of
staff in the Administrative
Office 1 to 7 categories but as
of March this year they now
comprise 30 percent.

Similarly, in research scien
tist categories there has been a
proportiional increase of 28
percent in women filling the
positions.

But Ms Macpherson dismis
ses any claims of 'tokenism' or
target numbers, saying that the
new structures mean the best
person for the job will be
employed.

This is the underlying princi
ple of the Plan, she said - the
objective selection of applic
ants without regard for factors
unrelated to the work such as
sex, marital status, ethnic
status, etc.

A series of seminars is being
held now, which will eventually
go to all CSIRO divisions,
outlining the Plan's objectives
and advising on how they are
implemented by staff responsi
ble for recruitment.

'People were suspicious of
EEO at first, but when they
realised the benefits the
responses to the seminars was
very positive. People are keen
to learn and apply the new
techniques' she said.

Ms Macpherson said the
objectives go beyond recruit-

Letter
Cont. from p.2
seas by the star wars program
will therefore widen the
technology gap even further.
Most significantly, much of the
'star wars' research will be in
lasers, microelectronics, robo
tics, new materials, etc - the
new technologies - and will
spin-off into new products for
the farm, factory, mine and
home. Our R&D and
technological industry will fall
further behind witll each pas
sing year. So the anti-star wars
alternative will lead to an accel
eration of the already widening
technology gap. This is not just
a possibility - it is an inevita
bility.

Unless, that is, our govern
ment recognises a third option.
That option is to adopt a policy
of technological reconstruc
tion. This would be designed
in such a manner as to stimu
late and involve Australian
industry. Annual targets of
government and industry
based R&D would be estab
lished, to bring Australia back

The final document now
includes structural changes to
assist migrants, Aboriginals/
Torres Strait Islanders, people
with disabilities and women.
Most of the strategies dealing
with women had been acccpted
by the Executive in February
1984.

The Plan proposes strategies
that make EEO a line manage
ment responsibility by propos
ing tha t those people charged
with managing and supervising
at every level must be respon
sible for their own actions and
their subordinaies' actions.
'The basic premise is that those
managers who are not part of
the solution are, by definition,
parts of the problem,' said Ms
Macpherson.

EEO can't be 'mar-
ginalised', she said, but will
become part of the mainstream
of management in the Organi
zation.
The Plan also has been fully
endorsed by the Consultative
Council and the Management
Committee and Ms MacPher
son said there had been strong
support for the Organization's
EEO objectives.

Of course, implementing an
EEO Management Plan is now
essential, not only for Govern
ment departments but also
statutory authorities.

In the past four years, all
Government organisations
have been made accountable
through the Freedom of Infor
mation legislation. In addition,
the application of the Adminis
trative Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act and the Sex
Discrimination Act call for an
unprecedented level of accoun
tability to ensure the best pos-

***
Correction

among the group of State offic
ers assisting in the question
naire design - 'the answer to
the maiden's prayer' said one
Victorian officer.

An important aspect of
NATCOM is that it will allow
Selective Dissemination of
Information - not the SDI of
Star Wars, but the SDI that
high-tech librarians are buz
zing about. It means that
instead of using only the estab
lished media to get a message
over, it will be possible to
prepare, say, an information
sheet on a remote sensing
research project and get the
computer to generate a mailing
list of interested individuals.

Initially NATCOM will hold
information for New South
Wales, South Australia and
Victoria, but if successful could
be expanded to include other
States and the Common
wealth. But limited resources
have meant very slow progress,
and the failure to attract any
funding from the first round of
CSIRO communication grants
has slowed things further. Mr
Martin says communication
initiatives using computers
appear to be outside the
guidelines set for grants. He
has written to the grant
administrators asking them to
reconsider the guidelines for
1986/87 funding.

Groundwork

The software needed to
handle this data does not
appear to be a problem and
much of the groundwork for it
already has been done by Mr
Martin and local computer
consultants.

What is most likely to cause
difficulties is the speed with
which the personnel informa
tion will become obsolete. In
the short term, said MrMartin,
CSIRO will simply have to
initiate the necessary updates. In the May issue of CoResearch
In the longer term, however, several words were missing
he believes we should try to from the story entitled 'Apply
persuade the relevant govern- now for Study Awards'. Parag
ment departments to issue the raph two should read: The
appropriate information in awards are open to the broad
computer-readable and NAT- staff categories of: trades, tech
COM-usable form - say nical, professional (excluding
every six to 12 months. all research scientist classijlea-

The software being planned tions) and clerical administra
already has aroused interest tive.

***Big response to first
Connecl:ions

NATCOM
Cont. from p.t
the expense of other functions,
but also staff will begin to use
it for themselves. In fact, the
system is centre to the Divi
sion's new communication
strategy.

To gather information
needed to answer these ques
tions a two-pronged approach
is being used. One is to spend
a week in a State capital
visiting the government
departments concerned with
natural resources and collect
ing administrative charts,
names and functions. The
other is a suite of question
naires, one for each 'sector',
which is now being finalised
with the assistance of a sample
of State department officers in
South Australia and Victoria.
Mr Martin hopes to have the
final version printed and distri
buted to several thousand
people by the end of next
month.
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Recognise any ofthese faces? Brisl)(lIle Regional Administrative OfJicer Ken Turner sent CoResearch
this photo recently, [allowing a seminar to celebrate the office's 20th anniversary. This photo was
taken at {her;,~~t seminar there. Only one person still works at the office - Mr J-I C Toussaint (fourth
/ronl the riglu in back row). 'Others in the Organization may have an interesting moment or two
idenrif)'ing the personalities, ' said Mr Turner.

The Council has been estab
lished by the Federal Govern
ment under its Rural Industries
Research Act 1985.

The main objective is to
fund and administer research
and development which will
increase commercial returns to
members of the industry,

The Act provides a broad
definition of R&D and
includes projects in the produc
tion, processing, storagc,
transport and marketing of the
products of thc industry.

Dr Smith
Cont. from p.!
senior police officials last
montb to press for a full
enquiry.

That meeting did result in
the announcement of a probe
into some of the grey areas in
the police investigation which
finally ended in the conviction
of Bazley, a 'Mafia hitman'.
several weeks ago for conspir
ing to murder Maekay.

But the meeting was a har
rowing experience for Dr
Smith and the other members
of the group, who were put on
the ropes for their trouble.
Recent newspaper reports said
that members of the delegation
were verbally abused and told
they were pursuing an issue
which had little significance.

Or Smith is concerned that
the resulting enquiry will not
be sufficiently full and open to
get to the bottom of disturbing
allegations about the way the
investigation was handled and
the apparent 'misinformation'
circulated in the days after
Maekay disappeared in 1977.

Dr Smith said his group will
present any evidence they get
in public if the enquiry does
not cover tbe issues fully.

He admits to feeling a'latent
fear' about having a high pro
file on the matter. 'Donuld
Mackay put his head up and
spoke out - and he was mur
dered. Anyone else who does
the same thing is at risk,' he
said.

He said his colleagues at the
Centre for Irrigation Research
have provided 'moral support
and encouragement' for his
campaign and he feels 'very
secure' in the environment
there.

Dr Smith is research leader
in irrigation with a particular
interest in infrared ther
mometry. He has been with
the Centre since 1980.

The Chief of the Division of
Horticultural Research, Dr
,John Possingham, has been
appointed to the new Austra
lian Dried Fruits Research
Council for a three year term.

Possinghanltakes
role in new
Researcll Council

Mr Eric Reed, a senior experi
mental scientist with the Divi
sion of Entomology, retired
recently after almost 25 years
with CSIRO. His career suc
cessfully spanned several dis
ciplines and involved him in
pioneering research on the
potential of nematodes for the
biological control of pasture
scarab beetles, with publica
tion in NatLlre on nematodes,
research on the potential of
viruses to control potato moth
and the design of the mass
rearing facilities for sheep
blowfly studies. As a hobby,
Eric pursued an interest in the
taxonomy of thrips and wrote
a chapter on this subject for
the standard text The Insects of
Aus/ralia.

***A former clerk with the Divi
sion of Energy Technology,
Mr Dudley Gardiuer, died last
month after being washed off
rocks while fishing in the
Sorcnto/Rye area of Victoria.
Mr Gardinerjoined the Cent
ral Experimental Workshops
in January 1953 and stayed
with CSIRO until his retire
mcnt in July 1976.

1975 and has been instrumental
in developing rock magnetic
studies for application to min
eral exploration and has con
ducted field studies in
Australia, India and China.Dr Embletol1 has been act

ing Chief since January last
year.

The Division was created by
tbe amalgamation of tbe Divi
sion of Mineral Physics and the
Division of Mineralogy and
Geoebemistry in Sydney, and
tbe GcobioJogical group at the
Baas Becking Laboratory in
Canberra.

Dr Emblcton joined the
Division of Mineral Physics in

Dr Brian Embleton has
been appointed Chief of the
new Division of Mineral
Physics and Mineralogy.

Emllleton made Chief of new division

CoResearch is produced by the
Science Communication Unit
for CSIRO staIT. It's also circn
lated to a number of people in
the Orglmization who are
interested in CSIRO activities.
Readers arc invited to contri
bute or oITer suggestions for
articles. The dcadline is thc
last Monday before the issue
month. Editor: Liz Burden,
PO Box 225, Dickson ACT
2602. Ph: 484479,

The College is part of the
Institution of Engineers
Australia, whose colleges arc
responsible for learned society
activities aimed a promoting
high standards of knowledge
and practice witbin tbeiuHscip
lines.

Or Alfredson has been witb
CSIRO since 1981 when he
was appointed foundation
Chief of the newly formed
Division of Energy Chemistry.

The Chief of the Division of
Energy Chemistry, Dr
Peter Alfredson, has been
elected chairman of the Col
lege of Chemical Engineers
for 1986/87.
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CSIRO's staff newspaper

'We left for the base at
5.30am and got back to Sale at
about 12.30pm, had three
quarters of an hour for lunch
and started flying for CSIRO
until dark,' Ms Smith said. 'It
made for a very long day.'

The F-27 was bought by
CSJRO in 1978 and has been
extensively modified for
research purposes.

Mr Trevor Higgin, of the
Department of Aviation, said
the F-27 was 'probably one of
the best, if not the best, semi
dedicated search and rescue
aircraft' available to the
Department.

Semi-dedicated aircraft were
privately owned but with
trained operators available to
help with search and rescue
missions. The Department had
taken on a number of aircraft
based on the east coast of
Australia, trained the
operators and supplied equip
ment, he said.

The CSIRO Fokker F-27
was particularly valuable
because it carried search and
rescue equipment and trained
personnel on board at all times.
Other aircraft had to return to
their base to load rescue equip
ment.

The full cost of flying a
search and rescue mission is
met by the Department.

'Pedibus in terra fixi, in caelo
astra spectant.'

Tbis month's Divisional
featnre, Oil the Divisioll of

Radiophysics, is Oil pages 3-6

,-------------

The Department of Aviation
selected the F-27 to become a
search and rescue aircraft in
March 1985 and the staff were
trained and the aircraft equip
ped at the Department's
expense. 'We will now retrain
every six or eight months in
observing and search and
rescue techniques.'

Ms Smith said each observer
spent no more than half an
hour at a time searching for a
boat or signs of wreckage.
'Any longer than that and your
eyes can't cope and your con
centration starts to fail,' she
said.

The Fokker F-27 , which is
operated and maintained by
East-West Airlines under con
tract to CSIR0, is used for a
wide range of research projects
involving a number of Divi
sions including Forest
Research, Fossil Fuels, Atmos
pheric Research, and Mineral
Physics and Mineralogy.

The research projects have
involved subjects as diverse as
the effects of bushfires,
weather prediction and remote
sensing for minerals. The air
craft was being used to collect
data for a project for NASA
and the Division of Atmos
pheric Research when it was
called out for the search and
rescue mission.

their work in controlling sal
vinia in Papua New Guinea.

The weevils attack salvinia
by eating away the buds and
by burrowing into the stems.
The weed eventually becomes
waterlogged and sinks, leaving
pollution-free clear water.

The colony in Sri Lanka will
be held in quarantine for at
least two to three months for
testing against various plant
species including rice to make
sure the weevils will only attack
salvinia when released.

The weevils will also be
checked for parasites and dis
ease so that only the offspring
of healthy, parasite-free
weevils will be released in the
field.

people in distress, and the call
sign proved la ter to be that of
a boat which was not in diffi
culty.

The CSIRO Fokker F-27,
crewed by Captain John
McCracken, and Michael Coad
of East-West Airlines and with
Ms Smith, Mr Maher, John
Bennett from the Division of
Atmospheric Research and
two army personnel on board,
took part in the search until it
was called off at about 12 noon.

Ms Smith said they had
flown nine search tracks at half
mile spacings, but had seen no
sign of the boat.

'We saw lobster buoys,
sighted huge pieces of kelp but
no boat or signs of wreckage.
We were flying at about 1000
feet and dropped down to
about 500 feet to get a closer
look at anything that seemed
interesting. '

Salvinia is a serious weed
throughout the tropics and sub
tropics and has plagued Sri
Lanka since the late 1930s. It
grows rampantly in rice paddy
areas and must be removed
before rice seedlings can be
planted. The weed also grows
in dams and irrigation channels
and the Sri Lankan authorities
believe it will be a major threat
to the viability of a huge
irrigation scheme.

The salvinia weevil has
already received wide acclaim
following very successful prog
rams against the weed in
Australia and in Papua New
Guinea. The CSIRO research
team was awarded the 1985
UNESCO Science Prize for

join the search.
The six members of the

Sydney-based Research Air
craft Facility had only just
completed a week-long
National Safety Council train
ing course in search and rescue
techniques. Rescue equip
ment, including life rafts and
containers with food, water
and survival equipment, had
been installed in the F-27 less
than a week before the Bass
Strait mission.

The search was mounted
after a radio operator in Mount
Gambier, South Australia,
heard a distress call from some
one who claimed their boat
was sinking about six nautical
miles north-west of Flinders
Island.

The distress call had not
been on a marine emergency
frequency but on a CB fre
quenpy . used by •.-Iand-based

June'86

Four thousand tiny black
weevils flew Qantas to Sri
Lanka late last month on
behalf of Australian sci
ence.

The weevils, known prop
erly as Cyrtobagous salvineae,
are being sent by CSIRO to Sri
Lankan researchers to initiate
a biological control program
against the floating fern, Sal
vinia.

The project leaders are Dr
Ivor Fernando of the Univer
sity of Kelaniya near Colombo
in Sri Lanka, and Dr Peter
Room of the Division of
Entomology in Brisbane. The
project is being funded by the
Australian Centre for Interna
tional Agricultural Research.---------

Weevils to the attack in Sri Lanka

When Jan Smith and Cecil
Maher of the Research Air
craft Facility flew to Sale in
Gippsland, Victoria, they did
not expect to spend more than
four hours combing Bass Strait
for a sinking cabin cruiser with
five people on board.

The CSIRO team was one of
six fixed-wing and two helicop
ter teams involved in the search
and rescue mission, which
started on the night of Sunday
25 May.

Ms Smith, a navigator with
the Facility, said they had been
asked on Sunday night to leave
the Sale RAAF base at first
light on Monday morningt()

No.292
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F-27 research aircran
Fokker's use'lulness doubled by added search capacity
The crew of CSIRO's Fok
ker F-27 aircraft flew their
first fully-equipped search
and rescue mission last
month but the distress call
was a hoax.
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From the
Chairman

A column by
Dr Keith
Board.nan

Shaping the future - a
Strategy for CSIRO 1985
1990 was circulated widely
to parliamentarians, indus
try, community and union
leaders and the media. The
response was very
encouraging and indicated
good support for the
Organization and the objec
tives and goals as set out in
the strategy document.

Even some of the most vocal
critics of CSIRO in recent
years have applauded the
strategy as a suitable blueprint.

Among the objectives the
strategy indentified the need
for greater flexibility in person
nel management in order th"t
CSIRO may respond to chang
ing research needs, which can
involve a shift of resources
between sectors.

The ASTEC. review on
CSIRO saw early retirement
from CSIRO as one way to
improve flexibility in the
Organisation, and recom
mended that CSIRO introduce
an early separation incentive
scheme which could be offered
to research staff at manage
ment's discretion. The reasons
given by the ASTEC for their
recommendation were that
research differs from other
activities in that high quality
research can only be conducted
by highly creative and moti
vated researchers, and not all
research staff retain curiosity
and motivation throughout
their careers.

The Executive strongly sup
port the ASTEC proposal, but
proposed that the scheme
should be voluntary and apply
if possible to staff of all classifi
cations.

In responding to the ASTEC
report, it seems very likely that
the Government will endorse
an early separation scheme for
professional scientific staff and
provide financial support for a
one-term scheme. The scheme
would be more limited than
the Executive proposal which
also included technical staff.

I can fully appreciate the
strong reaction from the tech
nical staff at being excludcd
from an early separation
scheme. There may also be
fears that some technical staff
may be dcclared redundant
under Determination 509 as a
consequence of professional
staff separating under the
scheme, and be denied com
pensation comparable to the

benefits paid to professional
staff under the separation
scheme.

This would indeed be dis
criminating, but I can assure
staff that the Executive has no
intention to retrench technical
staff under Determination 509
as a consequence of profes
sional staff separation.

Staff flexibility also will be
enhanced by improved oppor
tunities for training, which will
include staff development to
improve skills in management.
I believe that individuals
should be involved in decisions
about career changes and
accept the need for retraining
when needed. During the past
week, I addressed the inau
gural meeting of the advisory
group on staff training and
development and stressed the
importance the Executive
attaches to a variety of oppor
tunities for staff to further
develop their potential.

***
The organization of water

research in CSIR0 is under
active consideration again fol
lowing the reviews of the Divi-
sions of Groundwater
Research, Environmental
Mechanics and Water Land
Resources, and the proposal of
the Government to establish a
Murray-Darling Freshwater
Research Centre at Albury
Wodonga.

There is general recognition
for the need for a clearer focus
on CSIRO's water resources
research for better communi
cation and interaction with the
water industry.

I have established a commit
tee chaired by Dr Michael
Pitman to make clear recom
mendations to me about the
organisation ofwater resources
research, taking account of the
recommendations of the divi
sional reviews and the working
party chaired by Dr Adrian
Peck. The recommendations
of the Pitman Committee will
then be considered by the
Management Committee on
June 19 and the Executive on
July 10.

The location of water
resources research is related to
the Institute structure, and
although the Management
Committee will shortly be
reconsidering Institute struc
ture, I do not propose that any
changes be made to the Insti
tutes until the new Board is in
place following changes to our
Act later in the year.

I recently accepted an invita
tion to visit the central reserach
laboratories of ICI at Ascot
Vale; and have lunch with the
Managing Director of ICI, Mr
Chris Hampson, and senior
managers of the research
laboratories.

I found the visit and the
discussions very useful indeed,
and I gained a good apprecia
tion of the research of ICI, a
multinational, and how it fits
with the business objectives
and philosophy of the com
pany. I believe there is scope
for more interaction and col
laboration between CSIRO
and hi-tech firms such as ICI
for the benefit of the nation.

Dear Editor,
The proposed 'Early Separa
tion Incentive; Sch~lll{\" . if
allowed to go ahead with the
limitations of only Research

. and Experimental categories is
possibly the most divisive item
ever introduced to CSIRO.
How discriminating to have
the Es and an STO working
together for 33 years only to
have one to be allowed to bask
in the Queensland sun with
$200,000 invested while the
other languishes for three more
cold years to retire on a mere
$180/wk nett. Tell me, can the
technical and trades ranks ever
be happy again?

E. Dunstone
Food Research

Dear Editor,
In the destruction of the Divi
sion of Water and Land
Resources I can find only one
crumb of comfort. The higher
the walls that are built between
water research and other kinds
of land research the more
strenuously people will try to
climb them.

J.G. Spcight
Water and Land Resourses

Dear Editor
The item of the new NATeOM
science communication system
in the last CoResearch needs
one point brought out better.
The system will not simply be
a computer searchable direc
tory of who's who in natural
resources management, as the
item may have implied. It
WILL have such a directory,
but only as a front end.

Equally important will be its
ability to suggest which com
munication channels are most

likely to be effective, given the
subject material, the location
of the target audiences, and
the information-gathering
habits of those audiences. The
questionnaire mentioned in the
item will be a major source of
data on all these matters.

NATCOM will not replace
current communciation
activities. It is being designed
to complement them. It is a
system that will tell you the
best way to get your specialised
message across to the right
people, wherever they are.
When the bugs (or worse!) are
ironed out, the system should
be applicable outside the
natural resources sphere.

Beyond NATCOM may
come the total computerised
networking of all individuals
with shared specialist con
cerns, regardless of where or
for whom they work. CSIRO
ought to be thinking NOW
about the design of such sys
tems for Australia and making
suggestions to government. A
mish-mash of uncoordinated
computerised networking sys
tems across the country will
benefit no one.

Peter Martin
Division of Water and

Land Resources

Dear Editor,
The article "Big response to
first Connections" in the May
'86 issue of CoResearch may
have given readers the impres
sion that the Division of
Enviromental Mechanics was
the only Division strongly crit
ical of the first Connections.

However, later in the article

three common (emphasis
mine) objection were listed.
Obviously other Divisions also
preceived various weaknesses
in Connections. Perhaps we
should be congratulated on
identifying all three of the
problems.

Will Steffen
Information Officer

Dear Editor,
Congratulations! Your issue
291 had two occasions to men
tion the Institution, once with
respect to Bob Brown and
once with respect to Peter
Alfredson, and you only got it
wrong once!

By Australian journalist
standards that borders on the
miraculous. Perhaps the classic
case of the norm is the Govern
ment Gazette naming all the
streets in the Canberra suburb
of Monash after engineers,
mostly members of the Institu
tion. All affiliations were spelt
out in full and everyone is
wrong.

Mick Fleming
Water and Land Resources

Letters cont. Page 7
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Artist's impression of the compact array for the Australia Telescope at
ClIlgool'll, NSW. This partofthe Telescope has been named the Paul Wild
Ohservatory.

June 1986

This feature is designed to
present a cross section of
activities at the Division of
Radiophysics and is not
intended as a directory to
the Division's research.
Photos: John Masterson.

Dr Bob Fmter

'Onc of the reasons
Australia has done so well in
radio astronomy is that the
subject covers the whole range
from pure science to applied
areas such as building compo
nents. There is total integra
tion of activity - none of our
research at any level is ever
done without a specific goal in
mind,' said Dr Frater.

This had led to 'exceptional
contact' with the outside
whether as technology trans
fer or public relations.

The Division holds press
conferences and encourages all
scientific staff to be inter
viewed. When it took on cru
cial roles in the NASA Voy
ager mission and the European
Space Agency's Giotto pro
ject, the Division also shoul
dered an additional public rela
tions task.

***

establishment of space-based
industries. 'I would like to see
a higher level of risk in Govern
ment purchases. They have to
be prepared to take the risk
and buy Australian designed
and made satellite compo
nents, rather than buying from
established manufacturers
overseas,' he said. He doesn't
necessarily advocate the con
struction of whole satellites
here - and certainly not the
rockets to launch them - but
there's no question the exper
tise exists for the design and
construction of ground stations
and certain satellite compo
nents. Support could lead to
the development of a signific
ant Australian industry, with
prospects to export to the
burgeoning South East Asian
markets.

The scientific and engineer
ing eXllertise developed in
the study of radio
astronomy may be applied
in much more diverse areas
of endeavour - from satel
lite receivers to medical
tomography.

Division Chief Dr Bob Fra
ter said the firm basis from
which all work at the Division
stems is radio astronomy, and
about two thirds of staff are
directly involved in this
research and development.

'Astronomy is supported in
nearly every country of the
world. It provides the oppor
tunity for scientists to research
in physics and applied maths
and is a good area for post
graduate training,' said Dr Fra
ter. The spin-offs from this
more basic work offer an
enormous range of possibilities
for development and technol
ogy transfer.

Dr Frater became Chief
nearly five years ago with the
aim of bringing to fruition a
major new telescope for radio
astronomers, the Australia
Telescope (see separate story)
and to build groups which
would work with and develop
the same technology but apply
it to a wider range of areas.

For instance, there are many
similar techniques in the design
of a radio telescope and a
satellite earth station. The
Division is now heavily
involved in developing sophis
ticated receiving systems for
aTC in two separate projects
and is contributing to the
development of the second
generation AUSSAT satellite
to design the transmitting
equipment on the spacecraft
itself. Pioneering work on
earth stations to receive more
than one satellite transmission
simultaneously is also underta
ken.

Dr Frater said the contracts
with industry 'represented a
major demonstration of
technology transfer'.

Technology transfer has long
been an important aspect of
work at the Division - perhaps
the most spectacular example
being the Interscan aircraft
landing system.

The Division is now keen to
see greater involvement by
Australian industry in space
related technology, and in
promoting this it co-operates
where possible with the
CSIRO Office of Space Sci
ence and Applications
(COSSA). Dr Frater believes
'there is significant co-ordina
tion of space activity in
CSIRO'.

However, he said the Gov
ernment is not sufficiently sup
portive of the push for the

Technology transfer

chosen seven antennas with a
diameter of 22 metres.

The resolution obtained with
the AT (LBA mode) will be
equivalent to reading a tele
phone book from 10 kilometres
away. In addition, a lot of
extraneous 'noise' from a
number of sources needs to be
averaged out until you are left
with a meaningful message,
said Mr Brooks.

A scale model of one of the
movable antennas has been
built by John Uden in the
Division's workshop.

The carpenters have also
built a full-size model of the
antenna feed and equipment
housing which currently
occupies a corner of the Divi
sion's car park.

The high accuracy required
for the AT and related projects
has necessitated the purchase
of digital readouts for machin
ery, NC and CNC machines
and retraining of all workshop
staff to handle the new technol
ogy both purchased and
developed on-site.

antenna six kilometres in
diameter. With the addition of
the long baseline antennas at
Siding Spring and Parkes, a
'dish' almost equivalent to a
340km diameter radioteles
cope will be created. This
technique is called aperture
synthesis.

Unlike optical telescopes
designed to eceive very short
light waves which can be
picked up with relatively small
instruments, radio telescopes
receive much longer radio
waves emitted by planets and
stars and hence for the same
resolution, need to be several
orders of magnitude larger.
Thus the need for the aperture
synthesis technique. Further,
to catch the extremely weak
radio emissions (with power of
only about 10 to the minus 27
watts), one needs to have a
large collecting area either by
having a large number of rela
tively small antennas or a smal
ler number of larger antennas.
For these and other reasons
the Australia Telescope has

Bob Shields (left) and Stephen Skinner with afeed horn to be IIsedon the
Australia Telescope. The horn has bee'l mounted on the outdoor antenna
test range.

Many of Australia's Bicentennial activities will focns on the past. At least one, though,
will look to the future.

The Australia Telescope
(AT) has been designed to give
this country an advanced tool
for one of the most fascinating
scientific endeavours of all 
astronomy - through the
1990s and beyond.

The AT, an official Bicen
tennial project, will be a
remarkable engineering and
scientific feat, giving Australia
more power than ever before
to probe our galaxy and the
Universe. As befits a
national commerorative pro
ject, at least 80 percent Austra
lian content has been stipu
lated by the proposers of the
project. This not only
demonstrates confidence in
Australia's manufacturing
capabilities but also should
provide a boost for the
development of a space-based
industry through the develop
ment of new techniques and
the letting of lucrative con
tracts.

Among its many uses, the
AT will enable astronomers to
examine phenomena such as
the Milky Way nucleus, the
birth of stars, the debris of
exploded stars, the Magellanic
Clouds and the myesterious
black holes.

Engineer, Mr John Brooks,
is the AT project manager. He
oversees five separate groups
dealing with antennas, receiv
ers, signal distribution, cor
relators and computer proces
sing facilities.

The huge project, costing
$43 million (March 1985 dol
lars), will comprise a 'compact
array' of six 22 metre parabolic
antennas at the original
radioheliograph site at Cul
goora near Narrabri, linked to
another 22 metre dish at Siding
Spring and the Parkes
radiotelescope further south.
This configuration is called the
Long Baseline Array (LBA).
Civil works at Culgoora have
now been completed by
Roberts Construction of
Queensland. The railway track
on which the six parabolic
antennas will be positioned is
now in place.

The frame work for the
antenna 'stations' was nlan
ufactured in the Division's
workshop.

Very simply, the AT will
work like this: the rotation of
the Earth together with the
movement of the compact
array dishes up and down the
railway line at Culgoora will,
after a period of about 12 days,
form a 'fully filled' simulated

The Australia Telescope: like reading
atelephone directory 10km away
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Solid progress on
solid state devices

Secret beginnings to a
distinguished career

Expertise gained during the
past two decades in antenna
technology for radio
astronomy, and more
recently for satellite cOIn
munications, led to the
Division being awarded two
contracts by the Overseas
Telecommunications Com
mission (OTe).

The contracts, which were
let in July 1985, for the design
and construction of three 18
metre eassegrain communica
tion antennas, two for Perth
and one for Oxford Falls near
Sydney and a research and
development project for an
Intelsat prototype roof-top
earth station terminal.

For the first project, Sydney
based firm MacDonald Wagner
- which is working closely
with the Division as a consul
tant on the AT project - and
Johns Perry were awarded con
tracts to design and manufac
ture the 18m diameter anten
nas. The Division has been
sub-contracted to specify the
optics, feed system and method
of panel manufacture, to
design the feed horn and to
participate in the various test
ing programs.

For the second contract the
Division forms part of a con
sortium, together with Codan
Pty Ltd, MITEC (University
of Queensland), Sydney Uni
versity and the South Austra
lian Institute of Technology.

***

DIe
contracts
awarded to
Division

Senior laboratory craftsmen Eloine Koch and Bruce Egcl!1 in the
Radiaphysics Machine Shop.

methods for analysing the data,
The techniques are not con

fined to the interpretation of
radio signals. Scientists at the
Division, working ill the Signal
and Imaging Technology
Group led by Dr John O'Sul!i
van, say the principles may
also be applied in seemingly
unrelated disciplines, such as
medicine and geophysics,
through computer-aided
tomography.

The Division sees a major
opportunity for applying the
Division's extensive existing
knowledge of signal processing
methods to industrial problems
and is keen to speak to poten
tial users.

The antenna systems group
has au on-going contract
with AUSSAT for the
design of small to medium
sized ground station anten
nas capable of communicat
ing with more than one
satellite at once.

Since there will be three
AUSSAT 'birds' operational
at anyone time, one antenna
which does the work of three
is seen as a very cost-effective
dcvelopment.

The group is also acting as
antenna consultants to
AUSSAT in the formulation
of thc system concepts for the
next generation of AUSSAT
satellites, prior to calling for
tenders. Tllis is an exciting
projects, and could lead to
Australian antenna designs
heing used in these satellites.

One of the most interesting
and complex areas of
research associated with the
AT is signal pl'Ocessing.

The AT, through its compact
array and long baseline anten
nas, will create a huge 'dish'
340km in diameter. For the
simulation to be accurate,
sophisticated methods are
required to process the very
weak signals being received
from space, put them together
and come up with usable data.

A range of techniques is
required to deal with the very
large quantities of data
involved. Aspects of high
speed hardware processing are
as important as refined

John O'Sullivan and Dan McLeml ojtheSignat and lmaging Processing
Group, using the DeAl1za image processing terminal.

Killing three
'birds' with
one antenna

Signal processing

the Australia Telescope pro
ject, is assisting in the estab
lishment of a fundamental
physics base for the satellite
receiver work at the Division.

The solid state devices
group, headed by Dr John
Archer, is responsible for this
program. A member of the
group, Mr Bob Batchelor, said
that GaAs was capable of
higher frequency (and higher
speed) operation than the
more familiar silicon devices.
For this reason GaAs FETs are
used extensively in today's mic
rowave receivers, and will play
an important role in tomor
row's super computers.

To cnsure a reliable supply
of GaAs material with the
desired characteristics, the
group will take delivery of a $1
million 'molecular beam
epitaxy' system.

images of the sun at two
second intervals. The helio
graph ceased operation in 1984
and the site is heing used for
the compact array of the
Australia Telescope. The 16
years of Culgoora solar
research is summarized in
'Solar Radiophysies', pub
lished last year by Cambridge
University Press.

These years of apparently
pure astronomical research at
the Division had one very
interesting and inevitable
result. Engineering skills, with
out which the astronomers
would have been unable to
make progress, werc the very
ones which enabled the Divi
sion to progress technologi
cally to the point in the 1970s
when its microwave landing
system, Interscan, proposed
by the new Chief, J.P. Wild,
was the international choice
for use at all major airports
around the world.

As perhaps one might expect
from such a mature Division,
the Radiophysics staff have
accumulated an impressive
quota of scientific honours.
The most notable achieve
ments include seven FRSs.
Indeed three of the Division's
Chiefs, Sir Frederick White,
V.D,Burgmann and l,P, Wild,
went on to become chairmen
of CSIRO.

In the 1980s, under the
leadership of Dr R.H. Frater,
the Division prepares for the
high-technology era - the
Australia Telescope, antenna
work for space communica
tions, signal and image proces
sing with their medical and
geophysical ramifications.
These arc the current concerns
of this old but very forward
looking Division.

The object is to develop this
technology to the point where
it can be transferred to
interested Australian manufac
tlll'ers of microwave equip
ment, such as satellite ground
station components or
specialised communications
equipment.

This new work on solid state
devices, another spin-off from

Another new initiative in
the Division is a program to
develop gallium arsenide
(GaAs) devices - field
effect transistors (FETs),
high electron mobility
transistors (HEMTs) and
Schottky diodes - and to
incorporate them into
monolithic microwave inter
grated circuits (MMICs).

The Division of
Radiophysics began its long
and distinguished record of
achievement in secret.

Radar research had been
underway in Britain several
years before the outbreak of
World War IJ. Early in 1939
the Radio Research Board in
Australia recommended that
Dr D,F, Martyn (who was
later to become Chief of the
Division) go to Britain to visit
existing facilities and offer
assistance where possible, and
as a result of his findings the
Board recommended that
CSIR (as it then was) set up a
radar laboratory,

The Division was officially
proclaimed after the war and
new peacetime projects using
the expertise developed during
the war years began, These
included the vcry new subjects
of radio astronomy, radio navi
gation, computing, transistors
and rain making,

The expertise gained in
radar-pulse and time-delay cir
cuits was used in the design
and construction of CSIRAC,
one of the first computers in
the world. It came into service
in 1952,

At the same time, interesting
developments were occurring
in the more comprehensive
field of cosmic radio
astronomy. The outcome of
these developments was the
Parkes M-m telescope, which
opened for business in October
1961.
The next major project came
six years later with the opening
of the radioheliograph at Cul
goora, NSW. The heliograph
consisted of 96 antennas
equally spaced around a three
kilometre radius, and was
designed to provide radio
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made a big difference to the
office capabilities, as it elimi
nates the need for redrawing
repetitive items.

The system consists of two
workstations, each with a full
colour graphic display screen
on which 63 drawing levels can
be shown and overlaid. This
means that, for example, the
various components of a build
ing (eg. floor, ceiling, air con
ditioning system, computer
facilities), or a multi-layered
printed circuit board may be.
laid out in different colours,
showing how they all fit
together. Three dimensional
imagesinay also be generated.

Using a hand-held cursor, as
well as the more familiar com
puter keyboard, the designer
can move elements of the plan
around for the optimum effect.

'The anechoic chamber gives
us a more cont-rolled environ
ment with no reflections,' said
senior technical officer Mr Bob
Shields. It enables the many
small changes needed for an
antenna under development to
be made quickly and easily.

The chamber is part of the
Division's antenna measure
ment facilities operated by the
Antenna Techniques Group at
the Division's head office site
at Epping. There are also two
outside antenna ranges, one
30m and the other 240m in
length. The 30m outdoor range
is particularly useful for testing
the largc low-frequency AT
feed horns.

Compnter Aided Design
(CAD) is undoubtedly a
fast and efficient method
for 'designing items ranging
from tiny printed circuits to
whole buildings,

These are just some of the
uses the Division's engineering
services section has found for
its Intergraph CAD system,
which greatly reduces the time
taken to perform repetitive
drafting tasks.

Management of the system
is one of the responsibilities of
Dr Warwick Wilson, who leads
a team working on digitizers
and correlators for the AT.
This team uses the Intergraph
for printed circuit design.

Keith Corkery heads a five
person team in the drawing
office which makes extensive
use of CAD. He said it has

Stephen Skinner setting up to testa corrugated feed horn in the anechoic
chamber.

The spiky
echo-eater

The blue, sharp-looking
spikes give the Division's
anechoic ('non-echoing')
chamber a slightly danger
ons look to the uninformed
observer.

Touch the spikes, though,
and they are revealed to be soft
and pliable polystyrene foam.

This microwave-absorbent
foam covers every surface in
the chamber, to simulate the
free-space conditions outside.
The foam alone cost $60 000.
The chamber has been spe
cially designed for develop
ment work on scaled antenna
models and the measurement
of smaller antennas.

CAD makes big
difference

received by radio telescopes
and show up as periodic bursts
as the pulsar's beam of energy
swings around like the beam
from a lighthouse. About 400
pulsars have been located,
most of them within our own
galaxy, the Milky Way.

2. Quasars. Although Oligi
nally thought to be 'radio
stars', quasars are in fact very
distant galaxics, notable
because they contain a central
'powerhouse' which emits
more light than all the 100
billion stars in the galaxy put
together.

3. Black holes. The almost
incomprehensible powerhouse
in the centre of a quasar is
probably a black hole. It is
believed that the power source
could be the enormous gravita
tional energy - greater than
nuclear fusion could produce
- released when matter falls
towards a massive compact
object, It is still just a concept
because no-one has ever seen
a black hole.

4. Remnants of supernovae.
SNRs (supernova remnants)
are the relics of stars which
ended their lives with a catas
trophic explosion. Some are
among the brightest objects in
the radio sky - that is, their
output of radio waves is rela
tively high.

There is considerably more
to radio astronomy than the
items in this summary. For
further information on the sub
ject get hold of the recently
released CSIRO Research for
Australia book entitled 'Radio
Astronomy'. The cost to
CSIRO employees is $6. To
order, send a cheque to the
Collector of Monies, CILES,
Melbourne.

of Australian and British
astronomers observing with
the Anglo-Australian Tele
scope established that a radio
emitting object found by the
Parkes radio telescope was the
most distant object in the Uni
verse. The object is a quasar
('quasi-stellar object') given
the rather prosaic name of
PKS 2000-330. The energy now
reaching us from this quasar
left around 20 000 million
years ago. To be picked up
now by radio, optical and X
ray telescopes, the energy must
have been extremely luminous.

Briefly, some of the other
major phenomena observed by
the Division's astronomers
include:
1. Pulsars. In 1967 a student at
Cambridge University, Jocelyn
Bell, first discovered the clock
like radio pulses which have
come to· be called pulsars.
These small (maybe 10
kilometres across) but
extremely dense objects are
collapsed stars which spin very
rapidly, emitting a stream of
energy which produces radio
waves. These waves can be

Some members of the admillistrative slaff (1-r): Helell Willelts, Phi/lip
Moore, Ernie Chel1, Chris Preston, George Brightman, Susie Davies,
CarolYII Spellce alld Brelt CI/llodell.

While astronomy with its
ancient beginnings has cap
tnred the imagination of the
world since earliest times,
radio astronomy is a pro
duct of the past four
decades.

But in that short time radio
astronomy has made some
remarkable discoveries about
the mysteries of the Universe.
It has also, perhaps, raised
more questions than it has so
far answered.

Quasars, pulsars, black
holes - these are some of the
terms which have entered the
language since radio astro
nomy began its probe of the
outer reaches of space and
expanded the limits of human
knowledge.

Astronomers look into the
past - they 'see' what occur
red many years back, nearly to
the start of the Universe, often
before Earth existed. Far away
is long ago.

Astronomers with the Divi
sion of Radiophysics have been
at the forefront of research
into the cosmos since the
Division played a leading role
in initiating the science of
radio astronomy at the end of
World War II (see separate
story).

The commissioning of the
M-metre Parkes radio tele
scope in 1961 was a turning
point in Australian radio
astronomy and there have been
many highlights since then.
These include: measurements
in 1963 that led to the first
identification of a quasar; the
mapping of important regions
of our galaxy for the hydrogen
that marks the birthplace of
new stars; the discovery in
collaboration with the Univer
sity of Sydney's Molonglo
Observatory of more pulsars
than elsewhere; and the discov
ery of complex organic
molecules in space.

Added to these and other
achievements is another major
claim to fame. In the early
hours of 26 March 1982, a team

Ascience that
raises more
[[ueSlinns
than it
answers
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The Parkes Radiotelescope

New technigues cut
cost 01 Australia
Telescope

***

internal profile of the horn and
then assembled the bands and
rings alternately with the
insulating foam sheet as a
spacer. After the outside of the
structure is coa ted with fibre
glass to tie all the components
together, the mandrel and
polystyrene disks are removed.

The weight of the finished
product is a fraction of the
weight of a machined horn,
and at $5000 is approximately
one-tenth the cost.

The feed horns are being
built in the Division's work
shop and testcd using the
anechoic chamber and outdoor
tcst range.

to Siding Spring and Cu\goora,
the link will now be in the form
of data recorded at Parkes and
sent to a central processing
centre (which may be at either
Culgoora or Epping). The data
tapes will be fed into powerful
correlators for processing with
data provided by the other
telescopes.

The Parkes telescope is oper
ated as a national facility and
visiting astronomers from
around Australia and the world
are invited to observe there.
The University of New South
Wales, the Australian National
University, the University of
WoJIongong and the Univer
sity of Tasmania are particu
larly heavy users of observing
time at Parkes. User time is
regulated by the Parkes Time
Allocation Committee (PTAC)
comprising five astronomers.
astronomers.

About 24 people work on
site, including those at the
small accommodation complex
maintained for visiting
astronomers.

A thriving visitors' centre is
also located at the telescope
and is administered by the
Science Communication Unit.

require four feed horns - the
largest about two metres long
with an opening of one metre
in diameter. A feed horn of
this size and weight would be
extremely difficult to machine
or cast in the usual way and
would be very costly.

The solution to this problem
is another tribute to the
ingenuity of the scientists and
engineers at Radiophysics.

The key was in the use of
ordinary roof insulating foam
and the concept of forming the
corrugations from separatc
aluminium bands and annular
rings. Mr Vince Harrigan used
a foam mandrel to define the

A/all Wright alld Lyll Newtoll at the work statioll of the Parkes
Radiotelescope.

instrument officially opened
on 31 October 1961 by the
Governor-General of the time,
Viscount De L'Isle.

It was originally.designed in
England, with galvanised iron
wire panels able to receive
wavelengths of lOcm and over.

Since then, as the result of a
series of upgrades, designed
and executed by Divisional
staff, since the early 1970s, the
telescope now has a solid
aluminium central hub (which
can gather wavelengths of7mm
and over) and perforated
aluminium panels extending
44 metres from the centre (for
1.3cm wavelengths and over).

The new panels, and the
major component upgrade last
year, have equipped Parkes to
become part of the Australia
Telescope project.

Although it will form part of
the AT's long baseline, the
telescope will still operate as a
separate entity for certain pro
jects. Dr Abies said in the
study of pulsars, for example,
the broad view of the sky
provided by the Parkes tele
scope was more appropriate
than the fine resolution pro
vided by the AT.

Although it was originally
envisaged that the telescope
would be linked by microwave

Parkes: 25th anniversary
coming up

The 'grand old lady' of
Australian radio
astronomy, the Parkes tele
scope, turns 25 in October
this year.

While that is a venerable age
in radio astronomy terms, the
telescope has been given a new
lease of life which will ensure
its usefulness for many more
years.

Participation in the Giotto
and Voyager missions meant a
substantial upgrading of the
telescope, with the European
Space Agency investing about
half a million dollars on new
components.

The cost to the Division was
in personnel and in observing
time lost. There was a three
year disruption to radio
astronomy at the telescope.

The Division was under con
tract to ESA to track the
Giotto probe on its mission to
Halley's Comet since the
launch of the spacecraft in July
last year. Parkes director Dr
Jon Abies said for six months
prior to that the telescope had
been 'taken apart' for upgrad
ing. The regular radio
astronomy program is now
returning to normal.

For the Voyager mISSIOn,
NASA had installed the mic
rowave link to its telescope at
Tidbinbilla near Canberra.
This link will remain for at
least 10 ycars, and the extra
power it gives will be available
to astronomers at certain times
of the year.

The agreement to receive
Voyager's images of the planet
Uranus for NASA earlier this
year was part of the long-stand
ing Australia/US science
agreement administered in this
country by the Department of
Science. The Parkes telescope
has been used for other NASA
missions in the past - notably
for reception of Apollo 11's
TV pictures of the first moon
landing, and the emergency
contact after the accident on
Apollo 13.

The telescope is different in
a number of ways from the

low noise receiver for amplifi
cation.

In 1965 the Division origi
nated the concept of using
internal corrugations in feed
horns during a research prog
ram aimed at improving the
feeding of the Parkes dish. Dr
Bruce TllOmas, along with Mr
Harry Minnett (a former
Chief) played a pioneering role
in the development of this
horn. Corrugated horns are
now used universally for satel
lite communications (where
both transmission and recep
tion take place in the one horn)
as well as for radio astronomy.

Each AT antenna will

used as a mould on which the
panel is assembled.

The panel surface is backed
by a frame assembled from
extruded aluminium ribs.
These are formed on a stretch
bending machine built in the
Division's workshop. It takes
less than five minutes to bend
each of the ribs, and the
machine incorporates an
adjustable form which can be
set to suit any of the required
rib profiles.

With these simple
techniques the perforated
panels were well within the
specified tolerance of surface
accuracy (0.25mm) but panels
made with solid sheets were
generally outside the 0.15mm
limit wanted for the inner
region of each antenna.

Then in the classic scientific
tradition, Barry Parsons had a
brainwave in the shower one
morning. An old vacuum fan
from the cloud physics
research program was brought
back into service to reduce the
air pressuie in the enclosed
space below the surface sheet.
This providcd a near-perfect
method of holding the surface
sheet to the required profiles
until the epoxy adhesive had
cured completely.

This new system has sparked
interest among manufacturcrs
and at least two-Johns Perry
and Evans Deakin - are now
using it.

The other important tele
scope engineering break
through which has saved the
AT project a considerable sum
of money is the design and

. building of odd-looking
devices called feed horns for
the new telescope's Cassegrain
antennas.

The cone-shaped horn will
funnel the energy it receives
from the subreflector into a
relatively small diameter pipe,
which will pass the signal to the

Two novel techniques
developed at the Division
as part of the AT project
have saved many thousands
of dollars and simplified the
manufacture ofcrucial com
ponents - the dish panels
and the feed horns.

The Division already had
considerable experiencc in the
manufacture of accurate
panels, having upgraded the
Mm diameter Parkes radio
telescope to provide for opera
tion at wavelengths more than
five times shorter than its orig
inal specificia tion. Howcver,
the AT specifications called
for a standard of accuracy not
previously attempted in
Australia.

The reflector surface of each
AT antenna is made up of six
rings of panels, each differently
shaped. The l!sual method of
construction would have
required six individually
machined moulds. The cost?
At least $60000 per mould.

In the event the panel
development team of Don
Yabsley and Barry Parsons,
helped by consulting engineers
Macdonald Wagner Pty Ltd,
developed a new process which
avoided the need for expen
sive, accurately machined
moulds.

This remarkable achieve
ment was made possible by a
strange new piece of equip
ment which looks rather like a
bed of thick blunt nails. In fact
the bed consists of thrcadcd
steel rods, each capped by a
tiltable pad, sct out in a grid
above a level basc and covering
an area somewhat greater than
the largest of thc reflector
panels (about 2m x 2m). Using
dial gauges, a straight cdgc and
the inevitable computcr print
out, it takes about two days to
set the bed to the profiles of
any particular panel. It is then
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All occasiollal columll by CS/RO tecllllical staff Readers
are invited to COlitribute.

Tech Talk

Of Equal Concern

***
Letters to the editor
Cont. from \1.2
Dear Editor,
H.W.M. Lunney (CoResearch
letters, May 86) may be
assured that the Phytotron fire
was caused by a faulty fluores
cent light ballast. There have
been two independent investi
gations, one by the Chief
Safety Officer of the ACT
Electricity Authority and one
by the police arson squad, both
of which reached the same
conclusion. The fire risk was
enhanced in this instance
because the light fittings are
attached directly to a very
inflammable caneite ceiling.
This ceiling will be replaced in
the near future. However, the
Phytotron's electricians con
firm that there is a risk from
25 year old electrical fittings
and applicances, mainly from
perished rnbber insulation.
They recommend that such
equipment be inspccted by a
qualified person and replaced
or repaired as necessary.

lain A Dawson
Phytotron biologist

Museum of Comparative Zool
ogy which is also at Harvard.

While in Melbourne, she
gave a lecture on 'marine bor
ers and their relationship to
microbiological research' at
the CSIRO site at Highett and
had discussions with Laurie
Cookson and John Barnacle
about their work with crusta
cean and molluscan wood bor
ers.

Australian winners were
entered in the Dallas festival
but 'Women In Science' was
the only Australian entry to
win an award.

The video was produced by
the Film and Video Centre in
collaboration with Ross Kings
land of the Science Communi
cation Unit and the Women's
Bureau of the Department of
Employment and Industrial
Relations.

Dr Eric Lindstrom with some of the replies to his 'bottle notes'.

This principle of tracking Although he is pleased with
ocean movements has been response to his project, Dr
used since the 16th century, Lindstrom says it is not likely
the modern form involving the to be as successful as his first
use of drift cards. venture in this field. "1 had 100

"The soda bottle exercise is per cent return rate from a
a no-cost, fun venture that also similar operation in the Atlan
provides a bit of extra data - tic in 1978... I only released
all of which proves useful for one bottle and it was found six
scientists trying to unravel the months later nearly 1500 miles
mysteries of ocean circula- from where it entered the
tion", said Dr Lindstrom. water"! said Dr Lindstrom.

An expert on molluscs from
Harvllrd University in the
United States, Dr Ruth
Turner, visited the Division
of Chemical and Wood
Technology during her stay
in Australia in March.

Professor Turner is Profes
sor of Biology at Harvard, and
Curator in Malacology at the

Malacological visitor

The CSIRO 'Women In
Science' video won a 'Silver
Reel' award at the Interua
tional Television Associa
tion's 18th Annual Video
Festival held in Dallas,
Texas, in April.

The video had already
received recognition in
Australia when the Interna
tional Television Society of
Australia awarded it a 'Silver
Mobie' last December. All the

Countless visions are con
jured up by thoughts of
messages in bottles drifting
in the ocean and washing up
on far-flung shores. For
oceanographers, however,
it is a more serious business
than one would imagine,
especially considering the
number of times these bot
tles are the subject ofjokes.

What began as a 'fun exer
cise' for Dr Eric Lindstrom of
CSIRO's Division of Oceanog
raphy in Hobart during a
research program at the
Equator early this year is pro
ving beneficial for studies of
ocean currents. While he was
on the oceanographic research
vessel 'Franklin', taking part in
a joint Australian-American
ocean circulation study, Dr
Lindstrom gathered 25 empty
softdrink bottles from his com
panions and placed in them
slips of paper which finders
were asked to return to him in
Hobart. He offered a $2
reward for information of
where the bottle was found
and the date of discovery.

The bottles were released
between the Truk Islands and
the Coral Sea, in the Solomon
Sea and in the Bismarck Sea.
Replies now are coming in 
including one from a plantation
boss on a cocoa/coconut plan
tation redevelopment who also
is seeking a penpal!

Bottles have been found on
the east coast of New Ireland,
having travelled about 250
miles, on the west coast of New
Ireland and in the Western
Province of Solomon Island.

International award
for CSIRO video

son drink bottles Arovide
'a bit of extra data'

Carmel Macpherson
EEO Officer

otion etc) which may be at
fault and which may exclude
large sections of the popula
tion.

An example: many women
are forced to resign because of
inadequate child-minding
facilities, particularly for the
under twos or because of a
desire to be engaged in full
time child rearing. One
strategy in the plan, aimed at
enabling the Organization to
recapture the skills and
abilities of these women, is
that in future any parent who
resigns to pursue full-time
parenting will be accorded 'in
ternal applicant' status and
have access to all positions
advertised in the staff circular.

In summary, the EEO Man-
agement Plan:

proposes strategies that
are consistent with Federal
Government policies in
matters of equity;
proposes strategies that
would place this Organisa
tion in the forefront of
introducing management
policies that tap all availa
ble human resources and
potential, both inside and
outside the Organization;

proposes strategies that
make EEO a line manage
ment responsibility by put
ting forward the proposition
that those people charged
with managing and supervis
ing at every level must be
responsible for their own
actions and their subordi
nates' actions. The basic pre
mise is that those managers
who are not part of the
solution are, by definition,
parts of the problem.
Copies of the plan will be

available in all libraries. If you
have any queries please don't
hesitate to contact me.

Further information contact
Roger Davis, Division ofTrop
ical Crops and Pastures, 306
Carmody Road, St Lucia QLD
4067.

and lightning protection of
both the analog and digital
interface. The system is ideal
for situations that require a
number of sensors which can
use the same DVM range and
mode, located up to lOOm
from the central controller.
The RS232 compatible inter
face allows it to be used with
a variety of computers. The 20
mV range provides 1 microbolt
resolution.

The plan aims to ensure that
all personnel activities will be
conducted so as to ensure that
for each vacancy in the Organi
zation people with equal prob
ability for job success have an
equal probability of being
hired for or promoted to the
position.

The key objectives are:
to demonstrate to the
Government and to staff
within CSIRO that the
Executive is fully commit
ted to integrating EEO
responsiblities into the
management structure;
(For example, annual
EEO audits will be
required of all locations
including a five-year
strategy to increase target
group representation at all
levels.)
to ensure that line man
agement is in possession
of relevant information to
effect change, where
required, to CSIRO's
existing structures and
staff behaviors.

The overall thrust of the
management plan, in line with
Government thinking, is to
reject the so called 'deficit
model' of disadvantage
whereby it is held that all
problems emanate from
shortfalls in the disadvantaged
groups themselves. The deficit
model focuses solely on
remediation and thus takes
attention away from aspects of
the system (recruitment, prom-

What is a management
plan? Put very simply, an
EEO Management Plan is
a structured program of
action to enable disadvan
taged groups and individu
als to participate to the full
extent of their capabilities
in pursuing a career in
CSIRO.

The interface from a digital
computer to "real world" sen
sors often costs more than the
computer. Roger Davis of the
Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures has developed a low
cost digital voltmeter (DVM)
and solid state 12 channel
scanner. The computer inter
face and power supply are fully
isolated from the analog cir
cuits thus reducing common
mode errors and eliminating
ground loops involving the
digital computer. The system
has a number of options: the
choice of 1, 2, 3 or 4 pole
scanning, 2V, 200mV or 20mV
range, a precision constant 
current source, LCD display
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Communication plans endorsed

Down-to-earth<space
science on show

Very Fast Train warms up

I hr 25 min 27·2 sec.
Early Black Mountain Cups

were dominated by Entomol
ogy, but their grip on the Cup
was first broken in 1981 by
Plant Industry. Since then,
Water and Land Resources
has also won the team event.

Organisers are hoping for a
record field for this year's Cup,
including several teams from
Sydney - and Melbourne 
based Divisions.

The event, which starts at
the Division of Environmental
Mechanics' Pye Laboratory
(Black Mountain) at 12.30pm,
is sponsored by the
Laboratories Co-operative
Ltd. For information and
entries, call Gregory Heath
(062) 46-5692 or Colin Hazel
ton (062) 46-5891.

The CSIRO athletic event
of the year - the annual
Black Mountain Cup Fun
Run in Canberra - will be
held this year on Friday, 18
July.

This is the 10th year for the
Black Mountain Cup, which is
run over a rugged 5·6km course
on the slopes of Black Moun
tain.

Runners this year will be
hard pressed to match last
year's performance, in which
Plant Industry's Peter Berney
shattered the previous course
record with a time of 18 min
8·77 sec. Berney's perfor
mance helped the Plant Indus
try team take out the coveted
Cup again in record time
(aggreate for four runners) of

The agony and the ecstasy. Garry Miller, of Environmental
Mechanics (left), alld Bill Dominguez, of Headquarters, fight it
out for 62nd and 63rd places in a recent Black Mountain Cup.

The Very Fast Train proposal
entered a new phase last month
with the formation ofa private
sector joint venture to fund a
pre-feasibility study. The pro
ject, which involves the con
struction of a high speed rail
way between Sydney, Canberra
and Melbourne, was conceived
by Dr Paul Wild in 1984 when
he was Chairman of CSlRO.

The participants in the joint
venture are Elders lXL,
Kumagai and TNT. The pre
feasibility study will take about
12 months and if the viability
of the project is confirmed the
next step would be a detailed
feasibility study.
This is how cartoonist lan
Sharpe saw the project. Car
toon courtesy of The Canberra
Times.

lian companies and the thrust of
current developments in civi
lian space science and technol
ogy, but warned that local
industry had to be further nur
tured. The space industry is a
source of state-of-the -art
technology that spins off into
other industries, he said.
'Without a local space indus
try, this technology will come
to Australia third-hand and
place our manufacturing indns
try at a severe disadvantage.'

Other speakers included Dr
Miehael Wagg of AUSSAT,
who spoke on the planning
now under way for AUSSAT's
second generation, and Or
Graham Harris from the
Marine Laboratories who
spoke about remote sensing of
ocean resources.

nises the crucial role that Divi
sions play in the communica
tion of their work,' he said.

'I hope the Bureau will be
able to facilitate the communi
cation efforts of the Divisions
and provide advice and
resources as and when
rcquired.'

'Particular emphasis is to be
given to internal communica
tion and to structured com
munication with targeted
groups. A more pro-active
media approach, a wider use
of public platforms, an
increased use of the electronic
media, as well as a program to
communicate with specified
community leaders are impor
tant factors in meeting the
objectives of the plan.'

Mr Dunstan said he was
'very encouraged' by staff
responses to the plan.

interest and in developing
an effective briefing ser
vicc.

• An Internal Communica
tion Network responsible
for developing a structured
communication network,
ensuring policies for effec
tive communication proce
dures for handling external
enquiries, and effective
marketing of information
and publications.

Mr Dunstan said the plan
aimed to 'ensure the most
professional science and
technology information service
in Australia and the most effcc
tive public communication at
both corporate and Divisional
levels.'

'It is important to realise
that while the Bureau is
responsible for corporate com
munication, the plan recog-

About 150 people from
industry, government and
education bodies attended
a recent public seminar in
Hobart on 'applications of
space science to down-to
earth problems'.

The seminar was held at the
Marine Laboratories and
organised by the Tasmanian
State Committee of CSIRO.

State Committee chairman,
Professor Peter Scott (who also
chaired the seminar), declared
the event 'an outstanding suc
cess', as it bought together a
wide range of professional
people with a direct interest in
the role of satellites in
Australia's development and
highlighted the potential for
Australia to develop its own
space industry. Thc Committee
also was -particularly pleased
with the attendance of about
50 senior secondary school stu
dents.

In his opening address, State
Premier Mr Robin Gray drew
attention to some of the
benefits now available to
everyone as a result of space
science and technology, and
the continuing need for
Australia to seek solutions to
its problems through its own
research.

The Premier went on to say
the seminar was evidence that
the State Committee had 'a
valuable grassroots contact
with the community which can
only help scientists and the
public alike'.

COSSA Director, Or Ken
McCracken, spoke on the
aerospace industry in Australia
and the contribution made to
it by CSIRO. He listed con
tracts already won by Austra-

Under the plan proposed by
the Director of Information
and Public Communication,
Mr Peter Dunstan, from July
I this year CILES will be split
into two units, two new units
will be set up and the Science
Communication Unit will
become the Public Communi
cation Unit.

At its May 8 meeting in
Adelaide, the Executive said
the financial implications of
the plan would be considered
in the total budget context.

The plan contains a number
of new initiatives, including
the development of a corporate
identity package, the establish
ment of Science Education
Centres in Hobart, Sydney and
Brisbane and of CSIRO
centres in capital cities, and
the development of a com
munication program to reach
community leaders.

Mr Dunstan said the plan
aimed to 'advance and improve
the information and communi
cation objectives and activities
of the Organization.' CILES
and the Science Communica
tion Unit will be replaced by
five Units each headed by a
manager responsible to the
Director.

These Units will be:
• An Information Resources

Unit with responsibility for
CSIRO's library and bib
liographic services, data
base development, enquiry
and referral and related
information services.

• An Editorial and Publish
ing Unit responsible for
the cditorial, printing and
publishing services, and
translation services.

• A Public Communication
Unit responsible for plan
ning, organising, directing
and evaluating the corpo
rate public communication
program, and for providing
services and advice to the
Institutes and Divisions on
their communication
policies. This Unit will
include the Media Group,
public publications, film
and video production,
exhibitions and community
relations programs.

• A Public Affairs Unit with
responsibility for the man
agement of public issues
and current affairs by
monitoring political,
economic and social
trends, ensuring CSIRO
corporate external policies
in the areas of public

The Executive has endorsed
a three-year action plan
designed to enhance
CSIRO's information and
communication efforts. The
plan involves a major
restructuring of the Bureau
of Information and Public
Communication.
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ASTEC report decisions
Appointments to newBoard expected belore end 01 year

welcomed, Please send any
interesting or humourous anec
dotes about CSIRO past and
present to Liz Burden, PO Box
225, Dickson, ACT 2602.

Preferencc will be given to
short ilems.

including links with thc Public
Service board on staffing,
fixed-term appointmcnts for
professional staff, and prop
erty rights to inventions, will
be referred 10 thc incoming
Board for examination.

The Government has agrccd
in principlc to a number of
other recommendations and
thcse will be implemented after
examination by the Board.
These include recommenda
tions on contract research for
industry, the future or
SIROTECH Limitcd, and
encouragement of short-term
exchanges of staff with other
organizations.

4F**

Mr lones said that although
the Advisory Council and State
and Territory Committees had
provided 'valuable advice and
direction', it was clear the
structure was not ideal.

Thc council and committees
would be scrappcd and the
incoming Board required to
sct up 'appropriatc non-statut
ory advisory mechanisms link
ing CSIRO with Parliament,
industry and the community.'

The consultativc council
would be retained to provide
'an effective forum for the
representation of staff vicws.'

A number of important
ASTEC recommendations,

80th anniversary CoResearch

Photogr{/ph: "!1u)r Cor!,,/"
Ms Gall-Bucher with her three-metre 'sea creation'. Tile creation
is made ji'om muslin gauze impregnated with latex.

, The Angust edition of
CoResearcll will feature
articles about the Organiza
tion's 60th anniversary.

Staff contributions to the
anniversary issue would be

revenue retention, a voluntary
early retirement scheme and a
Government-appointed Chief
Executive.

Cabinet rejected a key rcc
ommendation which would
have given the Board the
power to hire and fire the
Chief Executive.

Or Boardman said the vol
untary early retirement scheme
for professional staff would
give the Organization the flex
ibility to respond more quickly
to new opportunities and
needs, while not penalising
staff who had contributed to
CSIRO's work over many
years.

CSIRO's first artist-in-resi
dence, Ms Ruth Gall
Bucher, is finding her four
month stint with the Marine
Laboratories in Hobart
'very iuteresting and chal
lenging' .

The residency is funded by
CSIRO and the Visual Arts
Board of the Australia Council
and is aimed at encouraging
the production of new works
of art that represent aspects of
marine science.

Ms Gall-Bucher, who has
worked for the past three years
at the Hobart Technical Col
lege, said it offered the oppor
tunity to deal with different
subjects. Ms Gall-Bucher
taught fashion design drawing
and fashion history at the tech
nical college.

She has worked in a rangc
of mediums including wood,
fibreglass, drawing, painting,
and black and white photo
graphy.

Ms Gall-Bucher has a mas
ters of Fine Art from the
Tasmanian School of Art and
was a member of an artists'
contingent which travellcd to
New Zealand in 1985 to partici
pate in Anzart - a biennial
exchange of Australian and
New Zealand artists. Her work
has been exhibited in Auck
land, Melbourne and Tas
mania.

Artistiin
residence at
Marine>labs

The appointments of the
Chairman, Or Boardman, ancl
the part-time members of the
Executive have been extendcd
until the appointments to the
new Board are made.

In a move designed to
further boost links with indus
try, the Organization will be
allowed to retain income from
outside sources without any
decrease in its Budget alloca
tion.

However, Mr lones said
while CSIRO would place
more emphasis on the applica
tion of its research, it was
important that 'its ability to
contribute to future industrial
development is not inhibited
by excessive attention to the
short-term needs of existing
industries' .

The Chairman, Dr Board
man, welcomed the Govern
menfs decision.

He said the endorsement of
ASTEC's key recommenda
tions would allow CSIRO to
build on initiatives it had
already taken to improve man
agement of research and its
application by industry and
other users.

'The Government's deci
sions will give CSIRO greater
management flexibility and, at
the same time, a level of
financial stability that is essen
tial to a research organisation, 1

he said.
Or Boardman particularly

welcomed the endorsement of

o

:. What' is an environn;ental mechanic doing on Mars'? To find
.ont, see this month's Division Fe.3ture, pp-.3-6.

The Organization will con
tinue as a single entity and its
primary role will remain appli
cations-oriented research in
support of major industry sec
tors and selected areas of com
munity interest. The position
of Chairman will be renamed
the Chief Executive.

Under the decision ann
ounced by the Minister for
Science, Mr lones, the present
Executive will be replaced by
a new Board with a part-time
non-execlItive Chairman. and
six to eight part-time members
appointed for their personal
abilities rather than as rep
resentatives of sectoral
interests.

The Chief Executive will be
appointed by the Government
and will be the only full-time
member of the Board and the
only CSIRO member.

The Government expects
the legislation establishing the
Board to be passed in the
Budget session of Parliament
and the appointments to be
made before the end of the
year.

CSIRO should have a new
corporate-style Board by
the end of the year follow
ing the Fedeml Govern
ment's decision last month
on the Australian Science
and Technology Council's·
(ASTEC) report.
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All staff and their families
should be protected by vacci
nation, and booster shots at
regular intervals are neccsary
to maximise immunity. Vacci
nation needs to be repeated at
least 10 yearly after full basic
immunization.

If your work brings you into
contact with animals, field
work, plant material or other
biological materials, you are at
increased risk. Divisions arc
expected to provide vaccina
tion in these circumstances and
Commonwealth medical offic
ers will carry out vaccination
of groups at risk at minimum
cost to the Organization.

How long is it since you had
your last tetanus booster?

Gary Knobel

Havc you had a shot rcccntly'!

A small but steady number of
Australians contract tetanus
each year and of these up to
onc half will die. The cansative
organism is anaerobic and
thrives in wounds eontami
lUlted by soil or road dust
containing the spores.

following a consultancy to
develop an oeeupationa[ health
and safety audit system tai
lored to CSIRO's needs.

The Divisions of Mo[ecular
Bio[ogy, Animal Production
and Textile Physics in Sydney
participated in the deve[op
ment of the modular audit
system and in the process
gained an insight into the way
in which health and safety is
management in the privale
sector.

Following analysis of the
package by tbe OHS Unit, it is
expected that the audit system
will be issued I'or use by all
divisions for internal assess
ment of day-to-day OHS per
fOflnanee.

The Chief of the Division ofAnimal Production, Dr Trellor Scou,
le}t, with the Member for Undsay, Mr Ross Free, centre, and the
Member for Chifley, /11/1' Roger Price, during a lIisit to the fan
Clunies Ross Animal Research Laboratory, Prospect. NSW. [)r
Scolt is explaining sOl11e research results on modifying the flavollr
of sheep l11eat. /1fr Free and Mr Price ";sited the laboratury as
part of the CSfRO Officer's Association science awarClJess
program.

Political flavour to AP visit

Health matters
The CSIRO Health and Safety
COlllmittee has a new chairman
following the retirement of Dr
Ken Ferguson in April. Or
Alan Donald, Director of the
Institute of Animal and Food
Sciences, will now head the
committee and will chair his
first meeting in July. Matters
to be discussed include:
• occupational overuse

injuries (draft policy);
hearing conservation;
OHS assessment of
research projects;
remote working and
field work safety.

Two-year I'ollow up rcview

[t is now just over two years
since a review committee
headed by former Executive
member Professor David Craig
recommended wide ranging
changes to occupational health
and safety arrangements within
the Organization.

The OHS Unit, set up as a
result of the review is currently
collecting detailed information
to determine the extent to
which the Executive's deci
sions on the review have been
implemented.

OHS Unit visitor

Ms Maureen Clarke, an officer
of the Department of Health.
is currently attached to the
OHS Unit for three months as
part of the Public Service
Board's management develop
ment scheme.

Maureen's background in
the nursing and welfare area
will be of great value to the
Unit as she is assisting Dr John
Graham in the development of
new proposals in the rehabilita
tion area.

Andit package completcd

Mr George Halley, a principal
of M&M Protection Consu[
tants has submitted his report

Seafood
sRecialist
wins
meritaward
Tbe head of the Seafood
Technology Section of the
Division of F'isheries
Research, Dr. .June Olley,
recently won the annual
award of merit of the
Allstmlianlnstitute of Food
Science and Technology.

Or. Olley's work includes
mathematical modelling of
spoilage and programs with
developing countries. She is a
consultant to the Australian
Council of International
Agricultural Research.

The award, presented at the
institute's annual conference
in Brisbane, is the top award
of the Institute of Food Science
and Technology.

***

Salnl0nella
to be taken
to Stanford
When Dr Trilochan Muk
ker leaves for the United
States iu September he will
carry an unusual Australian
export - strains of Sal
monella bacteria.

Or Mukker of the Division
of Animal Hea[th in Sydney is
taking the Salmonella strains
to Stanford University,
California, where the bacteria
will be used in research into a
vaccine against Salmonella
infection.

Salmonella bacteria cause
gastro enteritis in animals and
people and is a problem par
ticularly for the live sheep
export trade and for farmers
with large calf-rearing units.

Dr Mukker was awarded a
grant under the US-Australia
Bilateral Science and Technol
ogy Agreement to go to Stan
ford University for three
months to take part in the
eollaborative research project.

The scientists hope to use
the Australian strains to
develop mutant forms of the
bacteria. Trials have shown
that the mutant forms when
used as the basis of a vaccine
will not cause illness, but will
create immunity to naturally
occurring Salmonella bacteria.

Dr Mukker said mutants of
two strains had shown excel
[ent results in trials on sheep
carried out at the Division.
The Australian bacteria would
be used to develop mutant
forms of four other strains.

He said he would be bringing
the mutant forms developed in
the US back to Austra[ia for
further experimental trials.

retention and provide a major
incentive for Divisions to
actively seck support fwm
industry.

ASTEC did not explicitly
addrcss Government direction
of CS[RO, but consistent with
a recent Government IJaper on
statutory authorities the Gov
ernment decided that the
Minister for Science will be
able to issue general guidelines
to CSIRO from time to time,
setting out policies and
priorities which the Govern
mcnt wishes CSIRO (0 support
through its actions. [ believe
that thc issuing of general
guidelincs by the Government
should remove uncertaint ics as
to the Government's broad
intentions for CSIRO. and
assist the Organization in
determining its priorities.

I am plcased that the Gov
ernment has rejected the
ASTEC recommendation that
thc new CSIRO Board should
have the power to hire and fire
the Chief Executive; and
decided that the Chief Execu
tive shoutd be appointed by
the Governor-General on the
recommendation of Cabinet.

Effective partnershi!J

[am disappointed, however,
that the Government accepted
the ASTEC recommendation
that there should be only onc
full-time CS[ RO member of
the Board. An additional
member, namely a Deputy
Chief Executive, would have
ensured a more effective
partnership between the
Organization's management
and the Board.

[ am sure that staff will be
relieved that the uncertainties
or the past twelve montllsas to
the future ofCSIRO arc over.

The type or research carried
out by CSIRO is more impor
tant than ever before to the
nation's future competitive
ness and well-being, and I
sincerely hope that the Organi
zation can now look forward to
the stability essential to the
longer-tenn planning and per
formance of research and its
development.

The staff of the Organization
is its most valuable resource,
and [ ask for your ful[ co-oper
ation in charting the I'uture
directions of our work and
carrying out research of the
highest quality and relevance
to Australia.

A column by
Dr Keitb
Boardman
n

From the
Chairman

In anllouncing the Govern
ment decisions. the Minister
for Science, Mr Barry Jones.
said that 'while CS[RO will
place more emphasis on the
application of its research, it is
important that its lIbility to
contribute to further industrial
development is not inhibited
by excessive attention to Sllort
term needs of existing indus
trics. CSIRO must maintain a
bulancc in its activities. with a
major emphasis on strategic
research and should ensure
that its science remains at the
forefront of world develop
ments.'

I warmly applaud this state
ment, which is in line with the
message I have eonvcyed to
staff Oil my individual visits
t1wl all Divisions must I1Hdn
lain an nppopriate balance bet
ween shorter-term and longer
term projects. and between
strategic and. tactical work.
work.

The recent announcement
by the Division of Animal
Production 01' the sueeessfu[
transplanting of a gene for
sheep growth hormone at the
single-cell embryo stage is a
good example of the potential
benefits to the nation of
CSIRO scientists remaining at
the very forefront of science
and technology areas relevant
to our main objectives.

In a most significant deci
sion, the Government agreed
with ASTEC that CSIRO
should be able to retain its
earnings from olltside sources
without this leading to a
decrease in appropriation,
although it must be recognised
that the level of our funds will
continuc to be determined in
the annual budget context.
However, the decision will
strengthen our position In
negotiations with the Depart
ment or Finance on revenue

Cabinet consideration of the
ASTEC relJOrt on CSIRO
finally took place on 24 Jnne,
which almost coincided with
the 60th anniversary of the
establishment of CSI R. I
believc CSIRO clIn be plcased
witb tbe overall wbich can be
seen as I>foviding strong Gov
ernment sUPIHlrt I'or the
Organization. There is n c1c~,r

mcssage, however, that
CSI\{O should further
strcngthen its links with indus
try and other nsers in orde,' to
achievc a morc el'l'ectivc trans
fer of rcscllrch rcsults for the
nlllion's beucHt.

<"""C""""'~_"~_"'~~-- _
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Division shows that small is beautiful
With a total staff of 29,
Environmental Mechanics
is the smallest Division in
CSIRO, and perhaps the
most unusual.

Set up in 1971 around a core
of personnel from the agricul
tural physics section of the
Division of Plant Industry,
Environmental Mechanics
established from the outset a
distinctive character based on
a multi-disciplinary staff, small
size, and an efficient approach
to tackling physical problems
in thc natural environment.

Thc Division's formal objcc
tives arc to invcstigate thc
exchangc and transport of
energy Hnd matter in the envi
ronment, with special refer
cncc to plants, soils, and the
lowcr layers of the atmos
phere. Applications of the
research are in agriculture,
ecology, hydrology, meteorol
ogy, and industrial processes.

'In tackling these problems,'
Or John Philip, Chief of the
Division, points out, 'we have
considerable strength in a
range of scientific fields,
including fluid mechanics,
applied mathematics, classical
physics, physical chemistry and
thermodynamics. This meld 01
disciplines, taken in combina-

tion with our general concern
about applications, is unique,
certainly in Australia. Our
team is an extremely valuable
resource to CSIRO and to
Australian science.'

Does the Division's very
small size adversely affect a
research effort aimed at an
apparently broad spectrum of
problems'! Is small really
beautiful'!

Or Philip thinks so. 'Cer
tainly it facilitates cohesion
good internal communication,
and the informal environment
in which ideas prosper best. It
renders unnecessary much of
the bureaucratic procedures
seemingly inescapable in large
divisions. '

Small is also fragile, he
quickly adds. 'The plain fact is
that the total resource of the
Division could disappear into
one or two ad hoc projects of
the type not unknown to
CSIRO, witll an aura of "rcle
vance" and little real research,
or even scientific, content.'

'Proper use of our small
resource requires firmness of
purpose to concentrate our
resources,' Dr Philip says. 'Wc
have, therefore, unashamedly
sought to base our research
efforts in the natural sciences,
and to formulate the problems

Dr John Philip

we tackle in ways that lead to
application and insight at many
levels in many fields.

'A case in point is our
soil-water work. The primary
application is to soils but when
problems are posed in terms of
the physics of flow in porous
media, the results are poten
tially useful in a whole budget
of scientific fields and
technologies (23 in a recent
count).'

Because many of the Divi
sion's research projects have
this general character, its work
is often misinterpreted as bcing
'basic'. The fact is (hat the
work is directed to very practi-

cal goals, the concern to 'get
the science right' making for
economy and efficiency.

'Wc tend to be much
stronger in mathematics and
physics than is customary in
laboratories doing research in
our fields,' Dr Philip said.
'Undoubtedly this has led some
to regard us as "basic", but
"basic" and "applied" are sub
jective terms, conditioned by
where one sits on the spectrum.
Thus many physicists and
mathematicians look 011 us as
hopelessly "applied" and
pretty much bcyond the pale.'

'Most significant advances
in our fields dcpend on the
creative use of mathematics
and physics, and the faet that
the methods and concepts of
these disciplines are readily
accessible to us is a central
element in our success.'

Indecd, the report of the
committee which conducted
the reccnt review of Environ
mental Mechanics emphasised
the applied nature of its
research: 'The work carried
out in the Division lies almost
entirely in the area of applied
research and therc is a wide
range of potential users for the
results of this work. The
research is pertinent to thc
needs of Australian industry

and contributes significantly to
the search for an understand
ing of the Australian natural
environment. .

Dr Philip is concerned about
two rcccnt trends in CSIRO:
the annual budget reductions
at the Divisional level and the
push for more ad hoc projects
in response to a simplistic
perccption ot the needs ot
Australian manufacturing
industry.

'We judgc that at present wc
are operating at just ovcr the
critical mass for the mix of
scientific research we pursue.
This leaves us extremely vul
nerable to thc current annual
call-in of positions and funds.'

The rcview report concur
red. 'The numbcr of scicntific
stafl' in thc Division is at thc
lowcr limit of a scientific criti
cal mass and conscquently the
Division is vulnerable to any
call-in of resources. Thc
number and typc of scientific
staff in the Division should be
carefully monitored to ensure
that the Division does not fall
below thc threshhold of scien
tific critical mass.'

As Or Philip puts it, 'We are
not interested in being much
largcr; but we should like to be
better and to be less vulnera
ble.'

Divisionata>glance...

The Pye !.aboratory, designed fiJl' practiCllhty, econotny, human
scale and scient(/ic ejfectil'l'IIe.\·s.

laboratory, and
extcnsions to the workshop
and to thc wind tunncl room.

On the uppcr level, more
'think boxes' will accommo
date the prcsent overnow of
scientists, with a small margin
to cater for visitors and cxpan
sion.

Mr Woolley was commis
sioned to design the extension,
which conforms closely with
the existing building. The new
extension provides accommo
dation for the administration,
a computer and data proces
sing room, a properly equipped
seminar room,' a fluid

The Pye Laboratory,
designed around a central
courtyard Jhat fosters com
munication aud interaction
between the building's
occupauts, is a fitting home
forth~Pivision 01' Envirou
mel1talMechanics.

Funded by a gift fr0111 Mr F
C Pye, a well-known New
South Walespastoralist, the
Pye Lab was built in 1966 to
accommodate the agricultural
physics section of the Division
of Plant Industry .. Its design,
by Sydney architect Ken Wool
Icy in close consultation with
Or John Philip, is notable for
its practicality, economy,
human scale, and scientific
effectiveness.

Divisional status in 1971
brought with it administrative
staff occupying scientific space
and the need to accommodate
all Divisional workshop. tech
nical and support services, pre
viously provided elsewhere in
the Division of Plant Industry.
By 1974 space was beginning
to be a problem, and by 1982,
whcn approval was granted for
a 60 percent building exten
sion, ovcrcrowding of the
laboratory was very seriolls
indeed.

The stalT From leji, ji"ont row:
Tom Denmead, Alan .Iackson,
Colin Haze/ton, Dick Lang.
Second row: Creg Heath, Steve
Zegelin, Nancy Topic, Will
Stejjen, Mel)'1 Clarke, John
Philip. Third row: Carry Mil
ler, Chi-Hun Huang, Paul
Katen, Phillip Ford, Inn While,
.Iollll Finnigan. Back row: Rus
sell Cornish, Ned Larsson,
Mike Raupach, lan Blair, John
Knight, Barry MiliaI', Phil
Rroadbridge, Peter Coppin,
Fwnk Bradley, Mike Sully,
Keith Perroux.

4F4F*

This feature is designed to
IJreseut a cross section of
activities at the Division of
Environmental Mechanics.
It is not iuteuded as a
directory to the Division's
research.
Photos: Greg Heath
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Wave mechanics
helps hydrology

In the relative comIort of one of the Division's mobile field laboratories, Alan Jackson and Tom
Denmead monitor data from an experi/llelll on ammonia loss from flooded rice fields.

irrigation agriculture.
'Some very interesting prob

lems occur,' says Or Denmead.
'These are associated with the
volatility of ammonia in solu
tion and involve considerations
of solution chemistry and the
mechanics of gas transfer
across [Ijr~water interfaces.'

Research is concentrating on
ammonia losses from urea fer
tiliser applied to flooded rice
fields, but Or Denmead sees
broader applications for the
work. 'The rescarch is of sig
nificance in other contexts 
for example, thc evaporation
of volatile pesticides applied to
water bodies and the exchange
of carbon dioxide, methane
and oxygen between shallow
waters and the air.'

the earth's ozone balance.'
Studying atmospheric path

ways in the terrestrial nitrogen
cycle is part of the group's
overall program to investigate
the biophysics of the plant
environment.

The group's research has
concentrated both on the
development of unequivocal,
non-disturbing methods for
direct measurement of the
fluxes of nitrogeneous gases
between soils, water bodies,
plants and the atmosphere,
and on the influence of the
physical environment on the
exchange processes.

Recent work, in collabora
tion with several other Divi
sions, has concentrated on the
processes of ammonia loss in

Nitrogen fertilizers are
important but expensive
inputs to many agricultural
crops and so findings that
more than half of the
applied nitrogcn fertilizer
can sometimes be lost to the
ntmosphere as gas are cause
for concern.

'Not only do cmissions of
nitrogcneous gases to the
atmosphere represent an
immediate loss of nitrogen to
agriculture,' said Dr Tom
Denmead, leader of the Divi
sion's physical ecology group,
'but thcy can also have a large
impact on the environment 
through pollution of surface
waters, in aerosol fonnation.
photochemical smog, and in

Fertilizers.gone With the wind

approach to nature afforded
by mathematical physics,' says
Or Philip. 'Bcyond its acsthetic
appeal, the analoguc leads to
saving of effort and to new
hydrological insights.'

Ncw insights into arid-zone
hydrology have also come with
rcccnt work on the effect of
buried holes on unsaturated
soil-water flow.

Drs Philip and Waechter,
along with Or John Knight,
leader of the Enviroomental
Mechanics applied mechanics
program, have emharked on
studies analysing stcady down
ward sccpage in a uniform soil,
interruptcd at some level by a
holc. They have calculatcd the
build-up of water pressure at
the walls of the hole and have
determined the cffcct of the'
hole's gcometry on its suscepti
bility to water penetration.

Or Knight is enthusiastic
about the potential applica
tions. 'The work applies to
caves, tunnels, and under
ground storage cavities, and
the results thus lead to design
critcria for most efficient pre
vention of seepage. into tunnels
and cavities in unsaturated
zones, ,

'Onc obvious cngineering
application is the optimal
design of undcrground
repositories for nuclear wastes
ill deep unsaturated seepage
zones in arid areas,' Or Knight
says. These design principles
are now being patented as a
prelude to their commercial
exploitation.

Australia's 'nrid-zone' hyd
rology, in which water
moves through mostly
unsaturated soil, is quite
distinct from the 'main
stream' hydrology thnt
evolvcd for thc snturated
soils of humid Eurol)C and
uorth-enstcrn America nUll
requircs differcnt
techniques for its study to
nid water couservation and
mnnagcmeut.

The Division', Applied
Mcchanics and Soil Physics
groups have contributed sig
nificantly to developing the
theorctical and mathcmatical
undcrpinning needed to undcr
stand and prcdiet unsaturated
water flow.

A recent major advance in
predicting such flows was the
discovcry by Or John Philip, in
collaboration with Or Trevor
Waechter of the University of
Melbourne, that the equation
governing steady flow from
small sources of water buricd
in soil is analogous to that
describing the scattering of
plane harmonic waves from
solid objects.

Scattering is of eonsidcrablc
importance in clectromag
netism, acoustics, and quan
tum mechanics. Thus, I11Hth

cmatical techniques and rcsults
developed in over 5U years'
research ill these areas are
immediately available to arid
zonc hydrology.

'The analogue is a striking
example of the economical

Highly skilled technical staff Thermodynanlics 01
the out-of-doors

Workshop Manager ColIlI Hazel/on. Colin alld o/her /echniclIl slafIlJrovide the highly skilled support
needed jiir the Dirisioll's experilllcn/lI/ programs.

Thirty years ago the proces
ses that transfer matter such
as waleI', carbon dioxide,
nitrogeneous gases, and
energy, such as hcat,
through the continuum of
soil, vcgetation and the
lower atmosphere were uot
well understood.

Knowledge waS fragmen
tary, with soil physicists con
cerned primarily with soil
transport processes, plant
physiologists concentrating on
plants; and micromcteorolog
ists focusing on atmospheric
processes.

A unified investigation of
transport proccsscs in thc envi
ronment is based on thc insight
that matter and energy move
in response to gradients in
thermodynamic potential. The
movement of water and soil
through plants to the atmos
phere is thus a flow down a
gradient of potential through a
three-dimensional array of var
iable rcsistanccs.

The Division's scientists
have played a leading role in
developing this unified
approach to understanding
transport processes in the soil
plant-atmosphere system. The
soil-plant-atmosphere con
tinuum thus provides a natural
framework into which the Divi
sion's programs fit. These are:
Soil Physics, Physical Ecology,
and Micrometeorology, with
the fourth program, Applied
Mechanics, providing theoreti
cal support to the three experi
mental ones.

The boundaries of the prog
rams, however, arc blurred
and leaky, and there is much
communication and collabora
tion across them. The recent
work described in this feature
illustrates the Division's
approach to investigating phys
ical processes operating not
only in the complicated soil
plant-atmosphcre system but
also in cngineering and indust
rial contexts.
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During 1976, in connection with the Viking mission to Mars, NASA songht the
collllboration of world experts in terrestrilll soil physics amI micrometeorology .

Disc is proving abig hit

Water<exchange on Mars predicted

Tandall

Viking data

The Division's analysis of
this proccss prcdicts a speed of
up to 40 milliseconds for the
southern winter. which corres
ponds to an apparent shift of a
fixed marKer on the equator of
Mars of 10 metres. Analysis of
the Viking telemetry data is in
progress clsewhere to test this
prediction.

tures affect the atmosphere
also, causing carbon dioxide to
condensc in the polar rcgion in
wintcr. The expansion of the
polar 'ice' cap changes the
moment of inertia of the planet
and its speed of rotation.

surements (two or three hours
per site) was longer than the
15 minutes found around Can
berra.

Or White is excited by the
device's potential. 'The disc
permeameter is extremely suit·
able for land management
studies, particularly those
aimed at predicting erosion
susceptibility or effects of var
ious agricultural practices, and
for examining mining dumps.
It is simplc and easy to use,
and it gives all the soil proper
ties needed in an engineering
sense. '

'In a microcosm this work
reflects Environmental Mech
anic's approach to prob
lems.The interaction between
theory and experiment, and
the transfer of research results
through collaborative work,
arc all essential parts of our
modus operandi.'

Disc pcrmeamcters and the
theory of the technique have
already been distributed to
State departments of soil con
servation and agriculture, uni
versities, and other CSlRO
Divisions.

'Criticism from within
CSIRO that we're an aloof
bunch of theoreticians really
gets up my nose' was Or
White's parting rcmark.

old analysis by the Division of
stcady flow from a disc-shaped
source of water placed on the
soil surface, supplemented by
geometrical comparisons
based on the scattering
analogue. These, together with
recent theoretical insights by
Or White and his colleagues,
and advances in experimental
techniques by Mr Keith Per
roux and Or Mike Sully, led to
the evolution of the disc per
meameter.

'The field trials on fine sand
were very successful,' Or
White reports, 'but that is a
rather well-behaved soil. The
real test for the disc permeame
ter is measuring the properties
of problem soils - cracking
and swelling clays, >lony soils,
and saline soils.'

For that test, Or White,
along with Or Sully, Environ
mental Mechanics's Mr Steve
Zegelin, and a collaborator,
Or Mike Melville of the Uni
versity of New South Wales,
travelled to Fowler's Gap,
about LOOkm north of Broken
Hill. 'It was the ideal site, ,
according to Or White, 'as it
had all the problem soils within
a radius of five metres!'

The disc penneameter pas
sed all the tests, although the
time needed to make the mea-

celsius less than on Earth and
the denisty of saturated water
vapour is only about one sixth
ousandth that on Earth. It
I"ullows that latent hcat nuxes
arc H trivial fraction of total
cnergy f1uxes on Mars; so that
thc linkage betwcen the energy
balance and the watcr balance
is extremely weak, whercas at
the tempcratures here on
Earth the linkage is very tight
indeed.

The Division's work gives a
prediction of the profile of ice
content in the regolith and how
it changes diurnally and annu
ally.

The low Martian tcmpera-

Since then the Division of
Environmental Mechanics has
been involved in studies con

with the diurnal and
annual cycles of water
exchange at the Martian sur
face and with the distrihution
of ice in the Martian regolith
(soil).

The Division has contri
buted to a number of colloquia
on Martian water, and has
accepted an invitation from
NASA to contribute to thc
final wrap-up meeting on the
Viking lander water data, in
Houston in Septcmber.

On Mars, surface tempera
tures are about 90 dcgrees

Testing the disc permeameter under sel'ere conditions - on a cracking clay soil at Lake
near Broken Hil/.

It is often a long way from
a good idea to a practical
device.

For Or Ian White and his
disc pcnneameter, the path to
rcalization extends all the way
from his chaotic office in Can
herra's Pye Laboratory to a
stony desert north of Broken
Hill.

The disc permcameter is a
new device designed to mea
sure a soil's hydraulic proper
ties, information needed for
engineering and land manage
ment applications. While mea
surements of these properties
are routine in the laboratory,
their reliable determination in
the field raises difficulties.

The Division's soil physics
group, led by Dr White, had
often encountered problems in
field measurements on crusted
soils, cracking and saline soils,
stony soils and in the materials
of mining dumps and storage
heaps. In addition, most con
ventional techniques require
the driving in of rings or the
boring of holes. The measurc
ment errors associated with
these activitics arc largely
unknown.

Obviously a techniquc
involving minimal soil distur
bancc was desirable. The key
to the solution lay in a 20-year-
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Blacl( Mountain bards

John /'inni!i{//l sunnounlS an overhang duri/1g a practice clilllb on
a small mck outcropping 0/1 Hlack iV/ounfain.

Musical meteorologists

do re field site turned into a
race with irate construction
workers after Keith led the
troops across a freshly poured
eonerete railway crossing.

Distractions of a different
sort greeted Keith on a mid
night dash through the streets
of Sydney after a soils science
conferenee dinner. Running
through Kings Cmss, Keith
and his mates were approached
by a lady who offered them an
alternative form of exercise.

Keith was heard to yell over
his shoulder, 'We're too puf
fed!', to which she replied, 'I'll
revive you!'

occasional spot on radio. And
his travelling isn't over yet.
Later this year he is heading
off for six months of research
in Britain and the United
Slates ~ with guitar in hand,
of course,

Mike's colleague, Peter
Coppin, has also embarked on
a career that mixes meteorol
ogy and music. Like Mike,
Peter got bis start in Adelaide,
where he sang in boys' eboirs
during his school days and tben
joincd the choral society at
Flinders Univcrsity during his
studies tbere.

A erueial point in Peter's
career came at the beginning
of his honours year, when he
had to choose between a carccr
in science and a eareer in music
with the South Australian State
Opera Company. Fortunately
for Environmental Mechanics,
science won.

A self-taught guitarist at the
age of 16, Mike broke into the
Adelaide folk seene while he
was a student at Flinders Uni
versity. There he was involved
in the production of stage
music for university reviews
and plays.

After moving to Canberra,
Mike helped to organise a folk
club. Blaekbillys, which over
tbe years has entertained hun
dreds of Canberra folk
aficionados.

Mike now plays in a blues
duo in folk eoncerts and festi
vals around Canberra, with an

Keilh Perroux sprillts home ajier a lunchtime frailling rUII 011

Black MOllllfain's rugged tracks.

CSIRO Fun Runs to distance
running. He has finished 10
marathons, including the
Australian Championships in
Sydney, the Big M in Mel
bourne, and the Thredbo raec

'Australia's highest
and toughest marathon'. The
magie 3-hDur mark has just
eluded him. with a top time of
3 hours 3 minutes in the Olym
pic Way Marathon in 1984.

But Keith is better known at
the Pye Lab for taking other
members of the Soil Physics
group on daring, impromptu
runs. For example, a leisurely
lunchtime run at the Bungen-

Mil,c Raupach's scicutific
career has led him from
Adelaidc to Scotland and
now to Environmental
Mechanics in Canberra. His
.musical career has followed
close behind.

to the Rocky Mountains of
Colorado and Wyoming.

Wllat about the future? 'I'd
like to make another trip to the
Himalayas, perhaps in 1988.
And,irlthe memJtil11e, there
arc plenty of new crags around
Canberra waiting to be
climbed.' says John, who at
age 39 is now climbing better
than ever.

Ask any Pye Laborlltory
inmate to name the most
important qUlllification for
working at Environmental
Mechllnics and he or she
will likely respond 'being
able to run up and down
Black Monntain'.

Running is a tradition at the
Pye Lab. The notorious Black
Mountain Cup Fun Run was
the idea of Environmental
Mechanics's Colin Hazclton,
who made the coveted Cup
and continues to organise the
race.

The Environmental Mec
hanics team, however. hilS

never won the Cup; Pye Lab
runners arc known more for
their persistence than their
speed. Leader of the team is
60-year-old Keith Perroux.
who began running with a
lunchtime jog on Black Moun
tain in 1976 and hasn't slowed
down since.

Keith's running career
quickly moved beyond Black
Mountain training jogs and

YCI I am glad the number of
her eyes. lips,

breasts, and nipplcs is rational
Hnd correct;

and that between her exact two
thighs.

she settles for precisely onc.

The irrepressible bard of
the Division is lan White,
whose short story 'Thc
Insidious I<caton' (Co
Research 290, April '86)
was a winner in a recent
ABC short story competi
tion.

Pa ticnt Music

(with apologies 10 Ezra
Pound's" Ancient Music")

SIRO is contracting in
Lhude sing, no quarter.
Critics rife,
external strire
And how muddied-up is
Water?
Sing no quarter.
Corpurate plan and
marketing man,
An ague hath Headquarter
Bureaucrats rise, Divisions
demise.
Lambs bleat at the slaughter
Sing: no quarter!

Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration - US) wa
ve propagation laboratory
in Boulder, Colorado. During
breaks in work on the interae
tion betweelJ lltmosphedc
gravity waves and turbulenee,
he has managed to fit in
rockclimbing excursions to
Eldorado Canyon, near Boul
der, and mountaineering trips

she, princess-like, prefers hy
far

bright jewels like e and iT and
..;YmT.

This lady counts in transcen
dental numbers:

the rational is not for her.

For her, e + 3iT eggs make
u dozen

and sonnets have HJ.,/2lines.

and on her special tree
arc InS parrots anu T(l'2lcaves.

I love the glittering
imprecisions she demands.

Onc and two and seventy-four
arc monochrome Hnd tiull;

John Philip's poems hllve
been published in various
Australian and overseas
literary journals; and also
in a number of Australilln
llnthologies, the most
recent Les Murruy's Oxford
Anthology of Australian
Poetry. The following poem
first appcllred in Ovcrland.

This Lady Counts

'Good truining' is how
Environmental Mcchanics
microllletcorologist John
.'innigan describcs his frc
l)ncnt trips up instrumcnt
towers during field experi
ments.

John is not only onc of
several outstanding young sci
cntists in the Division's mic
rometeorology program, he is
also onc of Australia's most
experienced mountaineers.

His early climbing career
was built nn a solid base of
rock climbing in England and
ice climbing in Scotland, fol
lowed by an ascent of tbe
demanding Troll Wall in Nor
way and climbs in the Dolo
mites, the Kaisergebirge, and
the Mt Blane region of the
Alps.

Despite his move to the
earth's flattest continent in
1972, John has kept his sights
on the vertical. With two trips
to New Zealand's Southern
Alps under his belt, he joined
the Australian National Uni
versity Mountaineering Club's
1978 expedition to Dunagiri in
the Indian Himalayas. That
climb was the first major
Auslt alian expedition to the
Himalayas.

More recently, John has
mixed meteorology with
mountaineering on extended
visits to NOAA's (National

Division's
upwardly
mobile
young man
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I confess to feeling nostalgic
about some characteristics of
the 'institutional' CSIRO
especially the ready accep

tance of excellence in rcsearch
as the dominant element of
decision making. But the envi
ronment of faith that allowed
such ready acceptance has
adopted some of science's
empiricism, and now looks for
evidence of managed effort in
which authority and responsi
bility are co-located.

For CSIRO, that will mean
some further modifications to
our corporate culture. A recur
ring theme as suggested above,
has been for scientists to be
seen and treated as something
of an ascendant tribe, though
not necessarily at their own
behest. If management means
getting the best effort from
people, and our Organization
is a group of people trying to
achieve something together,
then our culture needs to

Chemistry, Dr Raymond
.Iones, of the Division of Trop
ical Crops and Pastures, and
Or Graeme Ogilvie, of the
Division of Manufacturing
Technology.

Dr Colmanls award was
madc for bis outstanding
research contribution in
unravelling the molecular
mechanisms involved in viral
infection and immunity.

Or .Iones was awarded the
medal for· his findings on tbe
cause and cure of leucaena
toxicity in cattle. Or Ogilvic
won the mcdal for his work on
the 'Synchropulse CDT arc
welder.

'Latterly, as Manager 01 the
Central Information Service.
you have helped the Organiza
tion reach the level of emi
ncnce in the fields of informa
tion and data basc dcvelop
ment which had been recog
nised by your professional col
leagucs throughout Australia,'
Dr 130ardman said.

'This has culminated
recently in your appointment
as Chairman of the Academy
of Science's Nationallnforma
lion Committee: a rare honour
for one who is not a Fellow of
the Academy.'

The Scientific Assistant to
the Chief at the Division of
Applied Physics, Mr John
Birch, left CSIRO recently
to head the National Stan
dards COJl1mission.

Mr. Birch had completed 33
years with the Organization
when he left to become Execu
tive Director of thc Commis
sion.

He began his career with
CSIRO in 1953 in the Heat
Section of the thcn Division of
Physics.

Mr Birch worked with the
Low Temperature and Solid
State Group on cryogenic
problems- calibrating ther
mometers, vacuum testing,
mcasuring heat conductivities
and thennopowcrs at liquid
helium and liquid oxygen
tetnperatufcs.

I n the late 1950s he took
over calorimetry equipment
for measuring heat capacities
at low temperatures.

Mr Birch became the
National Measurement
Laboratory's first full-time
I ndustry Liaison Officer in
1978. [n1980 he becameScien
tific Assistant to the Chief.
This added a wide spectrum of
additional responsibilities to
his continuing involvement
with industrial liaison.

retary, Wool Textile Research
Laboratory.

This began as association
with the laboratory, which
became the Division of Protein
Chemistry at the End of 1958,
which continued for 19 years.

Mr Garrow spent 18 months
on secondment to the Interna
tional Wool Secretariat in Lon
don. He also served as scien
tific attache at the Washington
Embassy.

[n a letter to Mr Garrow, the
Chairman, Or Boardman said
Mr Garrow had earned an
'enviable reputation'.

The inaugural awards were
presented last year. They were
won by Or Peter Colman, of
the Division of Protein

The winners will be choscn
by a selection committee com
prising the Chairman, Dr
Boardman, and Executive
members Dr Geoff Taylor and
Professor Adrienne Clarke,

and Associate Member of the
Executive Or Miehael Pitman.

The award ceremony wil! be
held in conjunction with the
Exeeutivc's meeting with
Chiefs. The winners will
receive Cl meaal mounted on a
plaque for display.

Four CSIRO medals,
including one for research
performed outside of the
Organization, will be pre
seuted in Canberra on
October 8 this year.

The medals are awarded for
outstanding research which
makes a substantial contribu
tion to the nation's develop
ment or to other national
objectives.

Three of the medals will be
awarded to CSIRO scientists
and for the first time this year
one will go to a researcher or
reseach team from outside
CSIRO.

Mr Johl1 Birch

Applied Physics man to head NSC

CSIRO medals to be awarded in October

The Manager of the Central
Information service, Mr
Clyde Garrow, has retired
after 46 years with CSIRO.

Mr Garrow, who joined the
Organization in 1940 as a 17
year-old junior clerk, had been
manager of the Information
Service since 1973.

[n 1947 he became collector
of public monies in CSI Rand
in 1950 was appointed Officer
in-Charge of the Finance Sec
tion, Accounts Branch, in
Headquarters.

Later in 1950, Mr Garrow
was appointed Technical Sec-

Clyde Garrow retires after 46 years

cont. on Illlge 8

Corporate culture

This month's contributor to the point of view column is
the Chief Internal auditor, Mr Bernie Mithen.

"Oh - you're from marshalls resources in pursuit
CSIRO, the ...er, sugar of a plan of action designed to
refining people, eh?" is meet clearly specified corpo
perhaps a less familiar rate objectives for the same
experience today than it good science (i.e. both tactical

and strategic).
was when I joined the In the 'institutional' CSIRO,
Organization in 1966. its administrators traditionally
Despite mistaking the odd 'took care of the tedium of
acronym, many people administration' while scientists
think that all organisations 'got on with the science'.
are fundamentally dilfe- Understandably, scientists in
rent. They'd say that au positions of local authority
ai"'ine is obviollsly not a tended to be quite comfortable
church, neither is a football with that arrangement. As a
club a pencil factory Ilor an result, there was arguably a
orchestra an insurance cOIn- tendency for questions of

responsibility for decisions-
pany - so they're all obvi- especially about resource
ousty and basically diffe- deployment - to be handled
rent. in terms of administrative and

The auditor in me finds that financial 'gatekeeping' rather
proposition hard to accept - than as important aspects of
possibly because it sounds so managing and reporting on

sensible. But is seems to me Australia's research effort.
that all organisations are fun- On the other hand, questions
daTentally tl;e sall1,:.~~e.h is of authority to decide on direc
a gi'oup of people trying to do tion and resoufcedeploymeilt
something together - what- tended to be seen in terms of
ever that might be. scientific standing and local

Of course there are things autonomy -a situation rein
that distinguish organisations forced by the relegation of
from each other - purpose, issues of responsibility to a
size, age, ethnicity, structure, protective administration. In
and culture among them. Most fact, I'd say we would all
of those things could be used recognise administrators who
to distinguish the 'CSIRO have been schooled as excel
group of people' from other lent 'minders'.
groups. But making tile distinc
tion doesn't change the funda
mental characteristic of any
organisation as a group of
pcople trying to do something
together.

It's interesting to look at
CSIRO with that perspective.
One thing that emerges is that
thc combination of changes
both in recent years (accounta
bility, relevance) and now in
contemplation (managed
effort, communication) are
sbaping not only what we have
been trying to do, but espe
cially the way that we have
been trying to work togethcr.
In particular, our corporate
culture (common and shared
set of values, beliefs,
behaviours, etc.) is having to
cope with changes that affect
our view of ourselves as con
tributors to the CSIRO group
effort.

CSIRO is changing from a
research institution in which
good science was promoted
and its application pursued
largely in fields of broad
national significance, into an
'integrated corporation' which

A Matter
of Opinion
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Communication: not acase of 'I suppose so'

Queensland graziers want
sack for animal <Iibber

designing the solutions or
become otherwise committed
to them.

I'm sure that the view of
administrators in CSIRO as
'mere accountants anclluwycrs'
(CoResearch Nov. '85) is not
widespread, and I'd bet that
'our contemplative staff' is an
uncommon expression for
CSJRO scientists. Certainly
neither term is very useful in
describing the people, much
less their relationship.

Instead of the framework of
those relationships being
thought of as, say, '7250 or so
people, iucluding approxi
mately 2500 professionals, with
about $400 million each year,
operating in some 120 loca
tions, with headquarters in
Canberra', CSJRO's culture
seems to be on a path that will
gradually 'internalise' an image
as 'a group of people all dedi
cated to achieving excellence
in Australian scicntific and
industrial research, and in its
management and communica
tion'.

So it is m9 impression that
through some of the subtle ancl
other more direct environmen
tal changes that CSIRO is
experiencing, our corporate
culture is evolving as well. The
challenge is for the team of
champions to become a champ
ion team.

replace a proportion of the
cement used in concrete mix
tures.

Or Ho said he had been
asked to submit a paper when
he visited China in 1984 to give
a series of talks on the durabil
ity of concrete and the use of
fly ash.

The need for a translator
was solved last year when Ms
Chao Yang Wang, of the
Jiangsu Institute of Building
and Construction spcnt six
months with the Division.

evolve from a status and proce
dure orientation to a function
and result bias.

In that light, among the
changes that 'administration'
will recognise more is that it
shares the objectives of
research management rather
than functioning as a 'minder',
often operating to interpret
external approaches to policy
implementation or accounta
bility. Unless a corporate sys
tem (eg. projects database,
assets, credit management.
overseas travet) dehvers to the
management of the research
effort, its value to the Organi
zation is marginal at best.

On the other hand, improv
ing the utility of corporate
systems calls for managers of
research to become involved in
that process. In particular,
specification of their needs
within a planned and co
ordinated environment that
recognises the importance and
value of administrative support
is vital. It's not productive to
insist on first class support and
then criticise its absence:
managers see decision support
issues as part of their responsi
bility, they articulate views on
them, receive competent
advice and either participate in

Matter of 0l)inion
Con!. froIll 1'.7

A Division of Bnilding
Research technical paper
on the perfomlance of tly
ash in concrcte will be thc
first csmo divisional
paper published in China.

The paper written by Dr
David Ho and Mr Russcll
Lewis will appear in the August
edition of the Chinese journal
Cement and Concrete Pro
ducts.
left after coal is burnt for
electricity generation. It has
been used for many years to

Mr RU.I'sell Lewis, left, and Dr David Ho hold blocks of concrete
being tested, on the Division's exposure rack. Photogmph: Peter Lee

Building Research in
Chinese journal

'In both cases, it's an attitude
that could be summarised as "I
suppose it's necessary, but I
wish it wasn't".

'What J am proposing is that
both groups have to move
away from the 'I suppose so'
model to an 'I know so'
model, surfing, the races or
pastime, be it YFL, yachting,
music, surfing, the races or
watching 'Perfect Match'.
And scientists must come to
regard public communication
as an integral part of their
work - as familiar and impor
tant to them as operating a
microscope or a computer ter
minal.

Mr Peter Dunstall

advice or by the views of its
individual members. It was not
a decision-making body and
had no operational respon
sibilities in CSJRO.

He said CSIRO did not
agree with Ms Townend's
efforts to seek a ban on the
mules operation which pro
vides substantial life-long pro
tection against blowfly strike
in the breech region of sheep.

Dr Donald said it was
acknowledged that the opera
tion caused short-term pain to
the animal but this had to be
weighed against 'the much
more stressful and painful con
dition of blowfly strike in which
blowfly maggots invade the
flesh of the living animal.'

'CSIRO and olhers are
actively seeking alternative
methods of protection against
f1vstrike with the ultimate aim
of replacing the mules opera
tion and would expect rapid
adoption of cost-effective and
less painful alternatives when
they arc available. We do not
support a ban on the operation
as it is not in the best interests
of the animals nor do we
support activity directed at
bringing this about.'

Dr Boardman will write to
the United Graziers' Associa
tion and Country Women's
Association explaining the role
of the ethics advisory commit
tee and expressing CSJRO's
support for the mulesing oper
ation until a satisfactory alter
native can be found.

He outlined an 'action plan'
restructuring the Bureau of
Information and Public Com
munication into five units. but,
he said, a shift in public
awareness and knowledge
could not be achieved without

significant increase in
resources.

'If that means further
resources will have to be
diverted from strictly research
activities, then so be it,' he
said.

'The way I understand it,
Australians accept that a cer
tain amount of money must be
spent on scientific research 
but they do not fully under
stand that their own future
well-being, and that of their
families, is crucially dependent
on the level of scicnce and
technology in industury.

'Similarly, I believe scien
tists accept that a certain
amount of money must be
spent on communication ~
but they do not fully under
stand that the future of their
work is crucially dependent on
their success or otherwise in
communication the value of
their work to the public.

by her rceent support of a
world boycott on sheep and
wool products in all attempt to
stop the practice of mulesing.

The Queensland Country
Women's Association has also
expressed concern over Ms
Townend's position on the
advisory committee. The
association's President, Mrs
Del Lindsay. has also written
to Dr Boardman asking
whether Ms Townend would
'contribute to the elTeetiveness
of the board.'

Ms Townend, who has been
a member of the committee
since it first met in February
1985, is one of two animal
welfare society representatives
and was nominated by the then
Australian Federation of Ani
mal Societies. The committee
also includes two livestock
industry representatives, two
CSIRO officers, two profes
sors of philosophy and a uni
versity medical researchcr.

The committee advises the
Executive on ethical and social
issues associated with the use
of animals in research.

The Acting Director of the
Institute of Animal and Food
Sciences, Dr Alan Doi1ald,
said the membership of the
committee waS designed to
ensure that the Organization
received the widest possible
range of views about animal
welfare matters.

However, the committee's
role was purely advisory and
CSIRO was not bound by its

CoResearclt is produced by the
Science Communication Unit
for CSIRO staff. It's also circu
lated to a number of people
outside the Orgauization who
are interested in csmo
activities. Readers lire invited
to contribnte or offer sugges
tions for articles. The deadline
is the last Monday before the
issue mouth. Editor: Liz Bur
dcn, PO Box 225, Dickson
ACT 260. Ph: 48 4479.

CSIRO's Dircctor of Infor
matiou and Public Com
munication, Mr I>eter
Dunstan, called last month
for Austl'lllian scientists to
stop trcating public com
munication as a unwantcd
distraction frolll their 'real'
work.

Addressing a luncheon
meeting of the Australian Sci
ence Forum in Canberra, Mr
Dunstan said he believed the
Australian comlllunity had
only a dim perception of the
crucial role science and
technology have in the
economic well-being of the
nation.

Tbe United Graziers' Asso
ciation of Quecnsland has
called for the sacking of
animal Iiberationist Ms
Christine Towncud from
the CSIRO Advisory Com
mittcc on the Ethics of
Auimal Rcscarch and has
thrcatcncd to withdraw
future funding if Ms Tow
nend rcmains on the com
mittee.

At the UGA's annual meet
ing in Brisbane last month, the
association's Sheep and Wool
Committee chairman, Mr Mac
Drysdalc, said Ms Townend
had publicly stated she wanted
the demise of Australia's $3000
million sheep and wool indus
try and was not acting in the
'best interests of the committee
or industry'.

Mr Drysdale said it was
'ridiculous for wool growers to
be funding some of Ms Town
cnd's activities through sheep
and wool research money given
to CSIRO'. In a letter to the
Chairman, Dr Boardman, Mr
Drysdalc said the association
felt so strongly about the issue
that if 'Ms Townend is not
replaced wc will take steps to
withdraw future funding to
CSIRO'.

He said the industry would
be happy to work with Ms
Towllend if she was 'genuinely
interested in improving animal
welfare, but her avowed aim
was to bring the industry to its
knees.' This was highlighted
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a[ler 60?

Cont. on p.8

By
Dr Keith Boardman

The next 80 years:
Inore challenging than

the first

The pre-eminent reputation of
CSIRO among government
research organisations world
wide owes much to the estab
lishment of CSIR as an inde
IJendent statutory authority
outside the Puhlic Service, and
the foresight of the !irst Execu
tive Committee.

The Executive Committee
comprising two engineers,
George Julius (Chairman) and
WiIliam Newbigin, and a Pro
fessor of Chemistry, David
Rivetl, was appointed by the
government in April 1926 
two months before the legisla
tion was passed by parliament
and the convening of the first
meeting of the Council.

The powerful triumvirate
persuaded the Council that the
main problems to be tackled
by the new organisation should
be determined by the Execu
tive Committee on the best
advice available. The Commit
tee should find the best people
available to put in charge of
the investigations and provide
full opportunities to them to
solve the problems. Rivett in
particular was a strong advo
cate of scientific autonomy and
insisted that the scientific
experts should have the free
dom to get on the job and not
be controlled by committees.

The two most important
issues facing the new organisa
tion were how to concentrate
the effort, and the balance
between basic and applied
research; issues which are still
of prime concern to CSIRO
today.

CSIRO celebrates its
diamond jubilee this year.
To mark the occasion, we
have a special six page

_.27/ feature in this issue of
~ CoReseul'ch.

Photo: Gle1H1 Barker

done in a humane, caring and
compassionate way,'

Dr Alexander said he had
been 'deluged' with telephone
calls about the group.

'The strength of feeling on
this issue is so strong that I
think it will work,' he said.

The group is a private initia
tive of Dr Alexandcr and is not
an official CSIRO body,
although it has support among
CSIRO staff.

experimentation as cruel.
Much experimentationinvol
ved 'minimal interference
with the animals and experi
mental.animals rarely experi
ence pain'.

'Animal experiments must
be carried out with the welfare
of the animal in mind,' he said.

'I think humans have an
evolutionary heritage of using
animals for their benefit. This
is reasonable provided it is

Dr George Alexander
under attack over practises
like mulesing, and university
veterinary courses were pres
sured to stop 'hands on' work
with sick animals. Secondary
schools were also under pres
sure to prevent 'hands on'
experiences with animals.

'It will get worse here if we
don't do something about it,'
Dr Alexander said.

Dr Alexander said the use of
animals in research had
resulted in many vital advances
in medicine including organ
transplants, and vaccines
against a wide range of human
and animal diseases. Research
involving animals had contri
buted to the development of
antibiotics, heart pace makers,
drugs for blood pressure,
dialysis for kidney disease and
many other medical break
throughs.

The research often assisted
animal welfare through new
vaccines and husbandry
techniques, and better
anaesthetics.

Dr Alexander said it was
wrong to portray animal

Motivation

He said he was motivated to
start the lobby group following
criticism of the Division's Pros
pect laboratory in a book by
an animal liberation supporter.
A paediatric researcll project
which he was working on in
collaboration with Westmead
Hospital had been criticised
because it involved animal
research.

The successes of the animal
rights movement in pressuring
politicians to interfere with
'legitimate human activities
involving animals' had also
motivated him.

Scientists and other groups
involved with animals had no
effective lobby group to put
their views. He hoped the new
organization would develop
good relationships with the
RSPCA, which was a 'sensible,
moderate group in most
States' .

'Overseas there is bullet
proof glass in laboratories, and
in Australia as-well as overseas
laboratories have been broken
into, records destroyed and
individuals harrassed,' Dr Ale
xander said.

Australian farmers were

New lobby group

Moves to counter 'one-sided'
animal lib publicity
A Division of Animal Production scientist has initiated moves to set up a national lobby group
to counter the animal rights movement.

Dr George Alexander, a
chief research scientist with
the Division, said the group
would aim to provide a focus
for 'the many people in the
community who oppose the
extreme views of animal liber
ation',

Letters had been set to some
250 organizations and govern
ment bodies and the lobby
group was expected to include
representatives from farmers'
organizations, researchers,
teachers and animal breeders,
zoos, wildlife parks, circuses,
and recreational groups
associated with dogs and
horses.

Dr Alexander said a meeting
to formally establish the group
would be held within a month.
The group would aim to
counter the 'one-sided and dis
torted' animal liberation pub
licity.
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Letters
to the

'Editor By Carmel Macpherson

Of ..~qual)cC)ncern

people at the coalface and
forces me to confront the
everyday problems of staff out
side Headquarters. Secondly,
as the Organization:s greatest
resource is its people, expendi
ture being about $7 in every
$10 spent, then any procedures
that help ensure quality
recruitment must be worth
while. The workshops are spec
ifically aimed at teaching staff
how to accurately assess the
duties of a position and how to
compile skillful selection
criteria and interview ques
tions.

A statistical analysis reveals
that numbers of women in the
Organization are increasing. Is
this tokenism, positive dis
crimination? This is highly
unlikely as our selection pro
cesses have never been more
openly accountable. Thus, an
aggrieved male who believes
he was unsuccessful simply
because a female was given
preference has a plethora of
grievance mechanisms availa
ble to him. To my knowledge
not onc grievance claiming
positive discrimination has
been lodged.

Comparing June 1983 with
June 1986, the following
figures emerge: in the clerical/
administrative ranks women at
the AOllevel (c$24,000) have
increased from 18 percent to
42 percent in 1986; A02 from
21 percent to 30 percent and at
A03-7 from 2 percent to 10
percent. Women have incr
eased proportionately at the
research scientist level by 27
percent (47 to 59), at the
experimental scientists level by
19 percent (151 to 180), at the
technical officer level by 21
percent and at technical assis
tant level have decreased by
three percent (men have simi
larly decreased by 18 percent).

Space does not allow me to
go into all the permutations
and computations of these
figures and [ constantly carry
around with me Disraeli's
exhortation that 'there are lies,
damned lies, and statistics!'
My annual report (duly scrut
inised by one of Terry Speed's
colleagues to ensure correct
assumptions are being drawn!
will obviously be much more
detailed. Until the EEO
Census is carried out, hope
fully at year's end, we do not
have relevant data on other
target staff.

A qUIck calculation of the
cost of any employee will
reveal that a [ew hours skilfully
spent at recruitment stage will

COllt. on p.ll

Tom Biegler
Acting Chief,

Division of Mineral Chemistry

I had a very pleasant surprise recently. I wanted some examples
of poor documentation for appointment of staff and had to look
through a considerable number of recent tiles before finding
three samples of 'how not to write up a Recommeudatiou for
Appointment'! Two years ago I could almost have picked the
top three on the pile.

This is proof to me of my
fundamental belief that no sen
sible person wants to do a bad
job nor would they wish to
appoint the fifth best person if
they could have the best. In
setting out to remove non job
related barriers to recrui tment
and progression of staff in
CSIRO, obviously the entire
selection process must be rigor
ously analysed. EEO has made
recruitment/selection its prior
ity area for the past two years
and has run workshops in
virtually all locations in
Australia.

Has it been worth it? With
out a doubt! Firstly, it enables
me to mix with and talk to

Division of Mineral Physics in
1972 were two important eon
sequences ofDave's influence.

More pervasive has been the
effect of the planning concepts
and structures which Dave
introduced. He initiated the
concept of the Minerals
Research Laboratories (MRL)
with a Director, arguably the
model for Institutes recom
mended for the whole Organi
sation in 1977 by the Birch
Inquiry. Oave's planning func
tion was extended to MRL at
its formation in 1970 and
thence to the Institute level in
1978. He was behind the first
5-year plan at Mineral chemis
try as far back as 1970 and 15
years later all IEER Divisions
had formal 5-year plans. He
established inter-Divisional
Programs and Sub-Programs
in MRL in 1971 and later
extended these to the Institute.
the present lEER planning
structures, comprising Insti
tute goals and objectives, prog
rams, program objectives, pro
ject statements, research activ
ity proposal and termination
statements are all the fruits of
Dave's efforts.

Dave Roney made many
other contributions at the Divi
sional level (he was always
attached to Mineral Chemis
try) but I wish to stress the
larger influence he undoub
tedly had. It is no secret that
much of what he wanted to
achieve was unpopular with
researchers. I see Dave not as
the cause of the sometines
irritating duties connected with
the planning process but as a
visionary preparing CSIRO for
the inevitable community
demands for relevance and
accountability.

Dear Editor,
The brief note on the retire
ment of Mr David Roney in
the April issue of CoResearch
needs to be supplemented by
a fuller account of the impact
he had on minerals and energy
research and, indeed, on the
whole of CSIRO.

Dave Roney's move to the
Division of Mineral Chemistry
in 1966 was originally
negotiated by Dr Jerry Price,
then a member of the Execu
tive and subsequently Chair
man. Dave was Manager, Cor
porate Planning in Monsanto
and Dr (now Sir Robert) Price
wondered whether industrial
planning concepts could be
applied to a large research
organisation. Mineral Chemis
try, under Ivan Newnham, was
the willing guinea pig.

As Planning Officer, Dave
Roney directly influenced
broad research themes through
pre-research appraisals and
economic assessments. Initia
tion of iron-ore research in
CSIRO and expansion of min
eral exploration research
through the formation of the

Australian Journals of Scien
tific Research, and which he
has used in justifying the seem·
ingly· negative· attitude to the
journals within the Executive.

We, the undersigned, are all
members of the advisory com
mittees of the various journals.
We believe strongly that the
journals are a national asset,
that the present editorial sys
tem is an excellent one, that it
is appropriate the CSIRO con
tinue to publish the journals,
and that there is great support
for the journals amongst the
scientists of CSIRO.

We exhort all readers to oC
CoResearch who share these
views to let the Director of the
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication know
about them, and, if he appears
unreceptive, to write to
CoResearch.

The situation is urgent.
Some of the journals are falling
well behind in their publication
schedules because of current
staffing difficulties. Their
standing as reliable journals

.with an international following
is in danger. If that standing is
lost it will make it so much
easier to close down some or
even all of them, and we will
have then taken a large step
backwards towards the colo
nial way of thinking.

J B Passioura
Plant Industry

J T 0 Kirk
Plant Industry

K Norrish
Soils

B J Hill
Fisheries Research

W H Sasse
Applied Organic Chemistry

M Freer
Plant Industry
M M Ludlow

Tropical Crops and Pastures
S P Robinson

Horticultural Research

To some, corporate plans
are obviously comforting.
They convey the impression
that the future is both fore
known and firmly in our con
trol. To others they simply
indicate that the present has
slipped from our grasp. Will
our corporate plan give birth
to a 'better' CSIRO, or will it
impose further strictures on
creative and useful work? Will
it, in addition, promote a gen
eral ossification and merely
serve to feed what is already,
in financial terms, CSIRO's
highest priority area, CSIRO
Headquarters? Alas, only time
will tell!

Ian White
Division of Environmental

Mechanics

Dear Editor,
The Australian Journals of

Scientific Research, published
jointly by the CSIRO Editorial
and Publications Unit and the
Academy of Science, are under
threat.

Last year, the journals cost
about $2 million to produce
including all overheads and
returned an effective $1.5 mill
ion via subscriptions and lib
rary exchanges. Unfortu
nately, these returns are not
readily visible at Head Office,
where the net cost of the
journals is perceived to be $2
million rather than the $0.5
million that it is to the Treas
ury.

There is little doubt that an
effective marketing drive
would result in the net cost of
the journals being substantially
less than·$D.5 million, a very
modest sum when set against
the several hundred million
dollars that Australia spends
annually on scientific research
and when it is appreciated that
a piece of research is incom
plete until it is eventually pub
lished.

Given this modest net sum,
it is surprising that Head Office
continues to sce the journals as
a large financial drain; it is
depressing that it does not see
them as a national asset that
should be fostered.

It puzzles us that Mr Peter
Dunstan, Director of our
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication whieh
contains the editorial unit, has
been told that there is little
support for the Australian
journals amongst the divisions
of CSIRO, a view that he has
recently expressed to the
Chairman of the Board of the

Dear Editor,
I refer to the item on p.8 of the
July 1986 issue which states
that a Division of Building
Research technical paper will
be the first divisional paper
published in China. Scientific
and technical exchanges bet
ween China and Australia have
beenb occurring for about 10
years, and it would be surpris
ing if there were not earlier'
contributions from CSIRO
staff in the Chinese technical
literature.

One such paper from this
Division appcared in The Sci
ence and Technology of Mem
brane Separation, 5 (1), (1985),
as a result of an ADAB funded
visit to China by two staff from
this Division in late 1983.

Dr BR Smith
Principal Research Scientist

Division of Chemical and
Wood Technology

Dear Editor,
The Chairman, in his June '86
column, reported the 'very
encouraging' acceptance of the
Organization's Corporate Plan
Shaping the Future - A Strategy
for CS/RO /985-/990 by par
liamentarians, industry, com
munity and union leaders and
the media. Such a favourable
response, while no doubt hear
tening to those who produced
the plan, surely was no sur
prise. Aren't these recipients
the very people who pressured
CSIRO and other public auth
orities into the corporate
mould and who, by and large,
regard the production of such
plans as a measure of the
dynamism, succcss and
strength of an organisation?

A more dispassionate set of
readers might require some
evidence of the efficacy of such
corporate plans. Are the recent
performances of Australian
industrial corporations point
ers to their usefulness? More
pertinent to CSIRO, can we
demonstrate that any scientific
or industrial research establish
ment has been more product
ive, its work more relevant,
and has picked more 'winners'
after the institution of a corp
orate plan?

Without doubt CSIRO must
be responsive and alert to the
needs of the Australian com
munity, it must possess simple,
scientifically achievable objec
tives and must strive to do the
best job possible. But then
these don't constitute a corpo
rate plan; they are merely
fulfilling our charter.
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UBft may be called
to give evidence
A company involved in legal
action over tiling in a Mel
bourne hospital has threatened
the Division of Building
Research with a Supreme
Court subpoena over footage
contained in the latest video in
the 'Bnihling Tomorrow'
series.

The video entitled 'Briek
and Tile Failures' contains
footage of building workers
removing tiles from newly tiled
bathrooms in the hospital. The
failure of these tiles has
become the subject of a Sup
reme Court action.
Bob Couper, head of DBR's
technology transfer unit, said
the Division had not yet rec
eived a subpoena. All parties
to the dispute had been advised
the video was available and
staff were happy to discuss it.

The lO-minllte video, whieh
is part of a series designed to
inform people working in the
building industry of research at
the Division, was released
about a month ago.

COSSA's management plan for the CSIRO Research Aircraft
Facility has been endorsed by the Management Committee.

Staff of the facility are being Research, as part of three
transferred to COSSA, which experiments examining the
will manage and develop the vertical profile of the atmos
facility as a space-related R&D phere over northern Australia.
platform for use by CSIRO, Lyndal Thorburn at COSSA
Australian and overseas agen- (062) 48 4554 would be happy
cies. COSSA will also be con- to hear from anyone with
sidering options for purchase suggestions regarding the
of a smaller aircraft from 1988/ future direction of the facility.
89; a move which would lower
operating costs and provide
adequate facilities for con
tinued R&D use, as well as
facilitate operational flying.

COSSA is particularly
excited about the potential for
developing the facility as an
operational platform. Two
scanners have been acquired
for use on the aircraft at a small
additiona I charge: an upgraded
Daedalus DEI-lOO line scanner
which operate in a dual channel
infra-red mode or a ID-channel
visible and near infra-red
multi-spectral mode; and a
short-wave infra-red spec
troradiometer which is exter
nally mounted and records
spectra in the wavelength
range 1.3-2.5um. A third air
borne scanner will provide
additional capabilities, and
negotiations to get this are
underway.

In the meantime, the F27 is
to be kept busy. Potential
bookings for 1986/87 include
participation in two major
overseas projects. One of these
~ the Equatorial Mesoscale
Experiment (EMEX) - will
involve collaboration with the
Division of Atmospheric

CSIROi~irl:raftFacilillto
be nlanaged by COSSA
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How tile communist
scare challlled the
face of CSIB

by the community generally.
Notably the discovery that
coast disease in sheep - a
wasting disease - was caused
by a cobalt deficiency. The
CSIRO scientists dcveloped a
clever technique to administer
a supplement to cure the dis
ease. (see separate story)

Another success of this early
period was the isolation of a
vaccine to treat the highly
infectious cattle disease,
pleuropneumonia. This was
coupled with the development
of a specific and reliable diag
nostic test.

#*#

primary and secondary indus
tries, the Council decided to
devote most of its limited
resources initially to problems
of agriculture and the usc of
forest products.

In the period up to 1940,
CSIR built up divisions dealing
with animal health and nutri
tion, soils, plant industry,
fisheries, food preservation
and transport, entomology and
forest products.

A succession of useful dis
coveries helped the new
organization gain acceptance
by the industries it served and

of Science and Industry is a
ghastly mistake - a expedient
for turning into private pockets
public money that is needed
for war.'

Having achieved an estab
lishing Act the leadership of
thc ISI wcrc frustrated by lack
offunds and political support.

In.1925 the recommenda
tions of a conference of scien
tific and industrial leaders and
a visit by an eminent British
science administrator, Sir
Frank Heath, led to the trans
formation of ISI into CSIR in
1926. A few small rented
rooms in a technical college in
Melbourne housed its first
laboratory.

CSIR had a governing Coun
cil which included representa
tives of each State and an
Executivc Committee was
responsible for running the
new organization.
for the benefit of Australia's

."l!ius, Rivell and Richardsoll

'... this Institute is a ghastly mistake - an
expedient for tuming into pril'lIte pockets
money needed for war...'

The beginnings
of our
Organizal:ion
Some 70 years ago a group
of scientists aud indus
trialists battled, without
staff, laboratories, equip
ment and with limited
money, to set up what was
to become Australia's pre
mier scientific organization.

In 1916 the then Prime
Minister, Mr W M Hughes,
called together a group of
distinguished people to work
towards the formation of a
scientific research institution.

From this meeting a tempor
ary Advisory Council of Sci
ence and Industry was estab
lished and this body formed
the nucleus for the forerunner
of CSIRO - the Council for
Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR).

The Advisory Council faced
considerable difficulties in thc
carly years. It had neither
laboratories nor researcll staff
of its own; its financial
resources were extremely
limited. Nevertheless, it
appointed a number of expert
committees which did much
valuable work in co-ordinating
and stimulating rescarch in
existing laboratories.

A major achievement. in
collaboration with the Queens
land Board of Advice on
Prickly Pear Eradication and
the New South Wales
Department of Agriculture,
was the eradication of prickly
pear. The spread of the plant
at the ratc of half a million
hectares a year was cventually
halted by the introduction of
several natural insect enemies
from North and South
America.
little enthusiasm for further
development. 'This Institllte

In 1949 the West was becoming
increasingly paranoid.
The World War was over but
a new conflict was to take its
place - the Cold Wur. A hith
erto little-known Senator from
Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy,
made anti-communism the
mark of the latter part of that
decade in the US, and his in
fluence was to continue well
into the 1950s. Australia did
not escape the rising tide of
anti-communist fervour - and
for CSIR the ramifications
were profound.

Sir David Rivett was part
time CSIR Chairman when the
political storm broke in 1948.
In Parliament, the Liberal and
Country partics began attacks
on the Labor Government,
claiming that thc universities
and CSIR were employing sci
entists who were communists
or had communist sympathies.
It was alleged that important
scientific information on
atomic energy from the United
States was being withheld
because of security concerns.

The Opposition wanted
CSIR brought more directly
under control of the Australian
Government. Sir David was
caught in the linc of firc,
particularly when he advocated
the return of CSIR to civil
science and the establishment
of separate defence laborat
ories to carry out secret
research. During thc war CSIR
had abandoned its civil res
earch program to concentrate
on work to assist the war eff
ort. Much of this work bad
bcen conducted under a veil of
secrecy. OncI' the war was
over Rivett was anxious to see
the Council returned to its civil
rolc. Rivett's remarks on this
subject were taken out of con
text and this led to attacks in
Parliament being directed at
thc Chairman himself.

Sir David was a man of
considerablc social conscience,

These early successes fired The first Chairman of the and the personal attacks
enthusiasm and by 1917 a Council and the Executive greatly affected him, said a
schcme had been drafted for a Committee was Mr G A Julius later Chairman, Sir Frederick
permanent institutc, but at thc (later Sir George), a leading Whitc (who was at that time a
crucial moment political sup- consultant enginccr. The Chief member of thc five man Execu-
port failed and it was not until Executive Officer was Profcs- tive Committce which ran the
1920 that the Governmcnt sor A C D Rivett (later Sir day-to-day affairs of CSIR).
created the Institute of Science David) who resigned thc Chair White believes the Chairman
and Industry from the Advis- of Chemistry at the University was made a scapegoat and was
ory Council. of Melbourne to accept the very unwillingly caught up in

The political climate of the appointment. The third mem- an issue which was largely
time was reflected in The Age ber was W J Ncwbigin, who trumped up.
editorial in 1918. 'The Advis- died within a year and was After seven years in opposi-
ory Council has becn in exis- replaced by Professor A E V tion, the coalition was at last
tence for two years. The main Richardson, a distinguished sensing electoral victory. The
discovery it has made is that it agricultural scientist. Opposition leader, Robert
has not had enough money to Although CSIR was estab- Menzies, used the anti-com-
spend on itself.' And there was lished to undertake research Sir fan Clunies Ross munist platform to great effect,

7_~[;;;;;;;====;;;;;=;;;;;=;==;;;;;;;;;===;;;;;;;;==;;;;;;;==;=;;;;;;;;;==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~and he ultimately led h~party
to Government in 1949.
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that CSIRO was changing to
make its contribution, espe
cially to manufacturing, more
effective. It was the inclustry
itself, and government, that
were not doing enough to
encourage technological inno
vation. 'Australia is sinking,
scientifically and technologi
cally, in a mire of negativisl11
and apathy,' he saicl in a widely
reported speech to the Austra
lian Manufacturing Council in
September 1984.

The debate contributed to
the introduction of some of the
most important initiatives by
the Government in science and
technology in recent times,
including the 150 per cent tax
incentive for R&D expendI
ture, a new offsets policy, a
National Industry Extension
Service and a new industrial
R&D grants scheme.

It also led the Government
to set up an inquiry by ASTEC,
the Australian Science and
Technology Council, into
almost every aspect of S&T in
Australia, including CSIRO.
ASTEC recommended that
CSIRO remain a single body
but that the Executive, Advis
ory Council and State Commit
tees be replaced by a corpo
rate- style Board and other
advisory mechanisms.

CSIRO has itself introduced
major changes in the last three
years to improve the focus,
evaluation, management and
usefulness of its research.
These measures include the
setting up of the commercial
company Sirotech Ltd, the
CSIRO Office of Space Sci
ence and Applications
(COSSA), the Division of
Information Technology, the
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication, and
the adoption of a corporate
strategy for 1985-1990.

According to the Chairman,
Dr Keith Boardman, these
initiatives and the Govern
ment's response to ASTEC do
not represent a change in
CSIRO's primary role, but
rather a change in emphasis~
a move to make the Organiza
tion more effective in it's role'.

'The debate about CSIRO
that has been a feature of the
past few years may now sub
side. But the outcome of that
debate is not "business as
usual". The staff of CSIRO
now face a greater challenge
than at any other time in the
Organization's 60-year his
tory.'

'The challenge is not only to
maintain excellence in scien
tific research. It is now also
one ofsiriving to eusure that
the nation receives the
maximum benefit, economi
cally and socially, from that
research. '

was the focus of early question
ing. Research priorities came
under fire, with scathing
attacks from several quarters.
A science policy analyst, Dr
Stuart Maedonald, said at a
major conference in June 1983
that CSIRO was so remote
from the realities of the reces
sion and so sheltered from the
changes in the structure of the
Australian eCOliomy that it was
on Australia's traditional
exports; and the election of a
Labor Government.

'Swift change of direction
no matter who is at the helm
is impossible. For a nation

seeking just such a cehange of
course and rapid acceleration,
CSIRO - like a grand old
battleship, too expensive to
convert and too valuable to
scuttle - seems to exemplify
the costs of the existing Austra
lian research structure.'

The criticism of Australian
science was reflected in the
1984 Budget, which was
described by Professor Birch,
then President of the Austra
lian Academy of Science, as
'disastrous' for science.
CSIRO's operating funds for
continuing research were cut
in real terms.

The Budget provoked
CSIRO, ancl the scientific com
munity in general,. to put its
ease far more vigorously.

The then Chairman of
CSIRO, Dr Paul Wild, argued

SII' Frederlck White, pictured here with the new HQ building In
7970, was ChCilrman of the Organization from 1959 to 1970.

cSlno has faced several periods of challenge and change, but the past few years have probably
been the most turbulent in its 6O-year history.

The site of CSIRO Headquarters In Canberra before building
started. HQ Is on LimestolJe Avenue - Irreverently called
Tombstone Avenue by some divisional people.

The new era began with the
review of CS IRO headed by
Professor Arthur Birch, which
reported to the Government in
1978. It was the first indepen
dent review in the Organiza
tion's history.

The report led to grou ping
of Divisions into research insti
tutes to improve co-ordination
and interaction between Divi
sions, and the establishment of
the Planning and Evaluation
Advisory Unit.

But within a few years, more
far-reaching questions emerg
ed about the relevance and
effectiveness of Australian
science, 80 percent of it
Government-funded and half
of it performed by CSIRO and
the country's 19 universities.

The change reflected both
broad international shifts in
social and political attitudes to
science and specific events: a
more realistic view of science
and its limitations; demands
for greater aceountabity as sci
ence's impact on society grew
and the international recession
drew tight Government purse
strings; the industrial impact of
the revolutions in computer,
robot, space and biological
technologies; the impact of a
drought and low world prices
on Australia's traditional
exports.

CSIRO, as Australia's
largest research establishment,

Recent history: turbulent years

*See: SII' Frederlck White,
'CSIR to CSIRO - the EJlents
of 1948-1949', Public
Administration, Vol. XXXIV
No. 4, December 1975.

Other quotes from SII' Fre
dericle arose fro/11 an interJllew
conducted by the CoReseareh
editor.

CSIRO and its contribution to
national affairs continued
unabated,' said White.

Despite being distressed by
the events of the 12 months
leading up to the change,
Rivett agreed to serve for a
year as part-time Chairman of
the new Advisory Council and
remained a part-time member
of that Council for a further six
years.

lan C1unies Ross became
the first CSIRO Chairman on
19 May 1949, and White
became Chief Executive
Officer (he was to become
CS1RO Chairman in 1959).

and the Cabinet, but which
retained all the old provisions
not objected to by Cabinct.

The ncw Act, proclaimed on
19 May 1949, formalised and
altered administrative proce
dures without changing the
existing scientific charter.

The Executive was given
complete responsibility for the
management of the Organiza
tion. It only had to go to the
Minister in exceptional cir
cumstances.

The Council was retained in
much the same form but with
a purely advisory role. Since
there was no longer a govern
ing council, the name was
changed to the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization and the
powers and functions of CSIR
were transferred unchanged to
CSIRO.

The events of 1948-49 were
a severe blow to Rivett - par
ticularly when the Minister
turned to others for advice and
commissioned the report by
Dunk and Coombs. He was
particularly 'devastated', said
White, 'by the danger of this
carefully nurtured institution
being handed over to the Pub
lic Service Board'. This was
one of the recommendations
of the Dunk-Coombs report
and despite bids by the Chair
man and executive committee
members to have it over
turned, the recommendation
was endorsed. 'The [Public
Serviecl Board had no scien
tific experience; its administra
tion, no matter how excellent
for departments of stateoO.was
considered unsuited to a
research agency where action
isoO.fixed by imaginative
achievement by individuals at
any level of the staff.

'Fortunately CSIRO was
spared this fate; the evidence
of later years show that the
scientific achievements of

Executive, which was just a
committee of the Council,' he
said.

'It was obvious that the old
Act was absolutely archaic and
really didn't work. In the end,
I'm sure Chifley was very sym
pathetic to CSIR and I know
Dedman was. They didn't want
to destroy the central nature of
the new organisation - and
they didn't.'

An independent report on
proposed changes to the Act
was prepared by the Chairman
of the Public Service Board,
Mr W Dunk, and the Director
General of the Department of
Post War Reconstruction, Dr
H C Coombs.

After the period of intense
discussion at the time the
report was being prepared,
White was to play a major role
in drafting the Bill for presen
tation to Parliament. The chal
lenge was to formulate a Bill

' ... it was obviolls that the old Act was absolutely archaic...'

As the 1949 elections
approached, the Prime Minis
ter of the day, Ben Chifley,
and the Minister in charge of
CSIR, lohn Dedman, took the
allegations about communist
infiltration of CSIR very seri
ously. The less publicised but
growing problem of adminis
tering CSIR under the existing
Act was also evident. Rivett
was held in high regard by the
Government and it was largely
through his efforts that Chifley
and Dedman came to insist
that only essential changes be
made to the Science and Indus
try Research Act ''''hich had
been in force since 1920 and
amended to form CSIR in
1926.

White recalls: 'The old Act
is interesting because it was
onc of those gentlemen's
agreements which more or less
said the Executive could do
anything it liked provided the
Minister approved. It meant,
of course, that nobody realty
had defined the formal proce
dures which are really quite
necessary in running any
organization especially one
which had grown as much as
CSIR had by 1948'.

'By the time we were
accused of appointing com
munists, Dedman and Chifley
were very worried indeed
because they were already
under vigorous attack in Parli
ament on the communist
issue/ he said.

'Dedman used to say "how
do I know you're not appoint
ing communists? How can 25
people on the Council be
responsible to me - it's
ridiculous". Although White is
sure the Minister was aware
that the Executive Committee
was 'not letting him down', the
pressure in Parliament for
accountability was intense.

'In those days, the Council
was THE body - not the

COllt. from p. 4
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lIabbits around a waterhole during a plague in Australia.

The Gulf of Carpentnrin prnwn sUI
famous of all the projects nnd ill'
Fisheries nnd Oceanography. Dnve 1

as Chief, wns qnoted as saying thnt
prawn stocks iu the Gulf [was] tl
contributions to Australian marine
Here Dr Munro, the project leader,

The survey created history in th,
scientific investigation in Australia t
a major fishery. Prawn surveys else'
but these had relied on the trawler 1

areas. It was the scientific approach
over a continous period, that led to
the the Gulf fishery.

The survey was also unique bec'
data were collected in areas virtual"
only had there been no commercial'
urban development, mining or othe

CSIRO was entrusted with the pI
operation under the general supervi

The last weekend in July 1963 m,
the peaceful and virtually unknown
to a busy commericaI fishing port.
and the chartered survey vessel lIa
trawlers -and another independent b

Within two days llama was to Ull(

last finished on July 27, 1965 after
within an area of approximately 2:
mind-bending quantity of data. The
20 years on.

CSIRO appointed a project leade
opted for a position in commercial
Until that day J had been completel
I had roughly one week to rearrang'
technical assistants or myself had E

gastronomic. With [Division scientis
of prawns from a Cronulla fish she
anatomy and identification.

CSIRO and Queensland technic
different salaries and awards for id
day and night work and often long
caused friction and dissatisfaction. C
ambient temperatures and sandflies i
and mosquitoes during the summer

Sea-going conditions also were un
wooden trawler brand new from th,
designed for daytrip work and not J

Shore accommodation comprisec
quarters, laboratory and office. Th,
one dormitory and a tiny room whie
table, library and bed space for the

It took time and persuasion to re
first two months I returned via Bris
of building materials and two extra

It was known that tiger, blue-leg
were to be expected in the Gulf UI

devoted to trawling at night for the
The abundance of juvenile ban;

suggested the availability of large s
in tight balls. By analogy such ball
kilometre or so of river mouths. Stoe
quickly and the earliest of yield \(
Island in early September. Banan
showed virtually everywhere durin!
to be extremely abundant in coasta
took until late May 1964 to find the

More and more schools wcre foun
during the final pilot scale joint 0

River.
The survey had served its purpc

banana prawns it was proved the:
fishery, wllile the nocturnal specie~

off season. The satisfaction of achi,
two of intensive eff<

T!le scientific advances made l
history would be impossible to I

the illterests of avoiding a long
we !Iave cllOsen just a few projec
In future editions we will look a,
of endeavour by t!le Organizatil

Gull pra!

included: the detailed study
of populations of several
species of mosquitoes; res
earch on the natural develop
ment and spread of less lethal
strains of the myxoma virus;
attempts to counter this by the
re-introduction of more lethal
strains; and the monitoring of
changes in the genetic resis
tance of the rabbit population
to the disease.

The results have provided a
sound bas" for making the best
strategic long-term use of
myxomatosis which is still an
important controlling factor in
rabbit populations.

Salvinia control
CSIRO's 'hnll of fame' in
biological control includes
skeleton weed, Sf John's wort,
the Sirex wood wnsp nnd vari
ous aphids, scnle insects and
vegetable bugs.

The tradition has been con
tinued in the 1980s with one of
the world's great triumphs in
'biological control': the discov
ery and successful introduction
of a weevil to clear up the
troublesome water weed, Sal
vinia.

Only a few years ago, Sal
vinia was choking dams and
irrigation canals throughout
Queensland and northern
NSW,

Since the introduction of
Cyrtobagous singularis, a
2mm-long weevil from Brazil
with a ravenous appetite for
Salvinia, Queensland has been
liberated from the weed, and
in northern NSW the weed is
expected to be no longer a
problem by the end of the
coming summer.

More spectacularly, the very
lifeblood o[ a large community
in New Guinea's Sepik River
region has been saved by the
successful introduction of the
weevil there.

by coast disease and concluded
that the soil would be deficient
in heavy metals, some of which
were essential animal nut
rients.

But it was the Division's
senior biological officer, Hed
ley Marston, who isolated a
cobalt deficiency as the cause
of the disease.

In 1934 Marston dosed dis
ease affected sheep with cobalt
nitrate and achieved for the
first time a clear-cut cure.

Marston enlisted the help of
Bob Dawson and his property
to test the quantities and fre
quencies of dosing.

Researchers in the Division
of Wildlife and Rangelands
Research, in collaboration
with workers in other divisions,
the Australian National Uni
versity and State departments,
began a long study of aspects
of changes in the relationship
between myxomatosis and rab
bit populations. This work

yarns arc produced in two
stages -- spinning and twisting.
Sirospun produces a weavable
yarn in one stage.

Originally developed at the
Division of Textile Industry,
Sirospun was jointly perfected
by a consortium which includes
the International Wool Sec
retariat (lWS). The process is
now in use worldwide on more
than 130000

from the severe damage caused
by rabbit grazing. A reflection
of this was a production inc
rease in wool and meat in
1952-53 worth about $68M.

Detailed study

ing into a single operation.
Normally these processes are
performed in two stages. Siros
pun therefore offers manufac
turers significant increases in
productivity, both through
higher production rates and a
shorter processing route. All
that is required is a simple
modification to the convcn
tional ring spinning frame.

Traditional worsted weaving

father had taken it on in ]877
and it had looked pretty prom
ising then - with good rainfall
and easily cleared scrub.

But settlers in the Robe
district soon found that their
sheep lost their appetites and
their wool became 'steely' and
dead-feeling. If the sheep were
not moved inland every year
they became anaemic, lethar
gic and wasted until, often,
they died.

The settlers called this mys
ter.ious ailment coast disease.

In 1928 a scientist with
CSIR's Division of Animal
Nutrition, Dick Thomas, map
ped onc of the areas affected

Myxomatosis research

Sirospun

conditions there for the pro
duction of mosquitoes to
spread myxomatosis would be
better than had been the case
in the earlier trials in South
Australia.

During 1950 unusually heavy
rains fell and many mosquitoes
were produced, and as a con
sequence a major epidemic of
myxomatosis developed. It
spread rapidly and drastically
reduced the rabbit population
which had numbered hundreds
of millions. Large scale out
breaks of myxomatosis occ
ured during the next few years
and pastures began to recover

Coast disease control

CSIRO has long been involved
with resenreh to assist the
textile industry. The Division
of Textile Industry supplied
this story:
Sirospun is a spinning tech
nique developed at the Divis
ion and reieased commercially
in 1980.

Sirospun produces fine wor-
sted in a single stage by

and twist-

'Coast disease', caused by a
cobalt deficieucy in sheep, had
baffled sheep graziers for
years. It took a determined
effort by CSIRO scientists to
crack the mystery of this costly
illness. This brief account is
summarised from an item in
Surprise and Enterprise, a his
tory of ma,ior CSIRO achieve
nlents:

In 1937, for the first time,
South Australian farmer Bob
Dawson watched his spring
crop of lambs not only survive
but thrive.

The land was at Robe in the
State's south-east. Dawson's

Periodic plagues of rabbits
stripped vast tracts of land aud
caused major economic losses
to farmers in Australia before
the myxoma virus was re
leased. Use of the virus in
this country had first beeu
suggested as early as 1919 by a
Brazilian virologist, but it was
to be some years before the
control measures were taken
up. 'Myxo' soon proved its
worth, as Mr Bernard Fenn
essy from the Division of Wild
life & Rangelands Research
ontlines in his contribution:
Fifty years ago CSIR started
research to find a solution to
the rabbit problem in
Australia. In 1936 field exper
iments with myxomatosis for
biological control of rabbits
started under Dr Lionel Bull of
the Division of Animal Health.
They were centred in a low
rainfall area of South Austral
ia. After disappointing results
over several years the experim
ents were discontinued in 1943.

A new series of experiments
commenced in 1950 undcr thc
direction of Dr Francis
Ratcliffe, officer-in-charge of
the then newly formed Wildlife
Survey Section, precursor of
the Division of Wildlife and
Rangelands Research.

This time the study sites
were close to the Murray River
near Echuca, Corowa and
Albury. It was expected that
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Rem

The National Standards i
ment Laboratory) was)
inconsistencies in standat

Salvinia control

included: the detailed study
of populations of several
species of mosquitoes; res
earch on the natural develop
ment and spread of less lethal
strains of the myxoma virus;
attempts to counter this by the
rc-introduction of more lethal
strains; and the monitoring of
changes in the genetic resis
tance of the rabbit population
to the disease.

The results have provided a
sound base for making the best
strategic long-term use of
myxomatosis which is still an
important controlling factor in
rabbit populations.

The Gulf of Carpeutaria prawn survey of 1963·1965 is perhaps the most
famous of all the projects and involvements of the (theu) Divisiou of
Fisheries and Oceanography. Dave JRochford, at the time of his retirement
as Chief, was quoted as saying that 'marine biologist Ian Munro's work on
prawn stocks in the Gulf [was] the most,important' of the Division's
contributions to Australian marine science (CoResearcli, October 1980).
Here Dr MlInro, the project leader, tells the story:

The survey created history in that it was the first properly conducted
scientific investigation in Australia that led directly to the development of
a major fishery. Prawn surveys elsewhere had led to commercial fisheries,
but these had relied on the trawler masters' initiatives in prospecting wide CSIRO was quick to real
areas. It was the scientific approach, together with systematic observations spacecraft is a technologj
over a continous period, that led to the stocks which became the basis of By what other means ci
the the Gulf fishery. eight million square kill!

The survey was also unique because the biological and environmental that provides resources 1

data were collected in areas virtually un influenced by man's activities. Not million square kilometre
only had there been no commercial fishing in the Gulf, there had been no supplied by COSSA:
urban development, mining or other industrial activity around its shores. CSIRO's involvemel'

CSIRO was entrusted with the planning and conduct of a two year field remote sensing exemplifii
operation under the general supervision of a committee. particular contributions

The last weekend in July 1963 marked the beginning of the transition of multi-disciplinary researe
the peaceful and virtually unknown fishing and hunting resort of Karumba development can make 1
to a busy commerical fishing port. The research team took up residence national economy. Rq
and the chartered survey vessel Rama arrived along with five Bundaberg sensing is a technology
trawlers .and another independent boat Kestrel. requires great bread!'

Within two days Rama was to undertake the first of her 122 cruises. The expertise for its applic
last finished on July 27, 1965 after carrying out 2324 experimental trawls CSIRO, working in colla
within an area of approximately 25 000 square kms and accumulating a tion with industry, goverr
mind-bending quantity of data. These same data were still being processed and the universities, ha~

20 years on. vided the breadth need,
CSIRO appointed a project leader but on the eve of commencement he make the remote sensing

opted for a position in commercial life, and I was asked to fill the gap. in Australia a successful
Until that day I had been completely preoccupied as a fish taxonomist and Just consider a few
I had roughly one week to rearrange my life and family affairs. Neither the lights:
technical assistants or myself had any familiarity with prawns other than'
gastronomic. With [Division scientist] Bill Dall's 1959 revision and a pound In 1975, the Australiar
of prawns from a Cronulla fish shop we took our first lesson in penaeid ing industry, in collabol
anatomy and identification. with CSIRO, started

CSIRO and Queensland technicians found themselves working under work on the use of the LA
CSIRO's 'hall of fame' in different salaries and awards for ideutical work. Prawn trawling involved SAT satellites in mineraf
biological control includes day and night work and often long shifts. These inequities plus boredom loration. By 1979, major
skeleton weed, St John's wort, caused friction and dissatisfaction. Climatic conditions were trying with high tributions had been mal
the Sirex wood wasp and vari- ambient temperatures and sandflies in the dry months and extreme humidity the discovery of two r
ous aphids, scale insects and and mosquitoes during the summer wet. mines and, continuing
vegetable bugs. Sea-going conditions also were unattractive. Rama was an untried 14.6m research partnership,

The tradition has been con- wooden trawler brand new from the builder's yard in Bundaberg. She was Australian mining indust!
tinued in the 1980s with one of designed for daytrip work and not for prolonged surveys in the tropics. gone to to lead the world!
the world's great triumphs in Shore accommodation comprised a cottage on stilts, serving as living application of remote se
'biological control': the discov- quarters, laboratory and office. There was a small kitchen and bathroom, to exploration.
ery and successful introduction one dormitory and a tiny room which was used as office, radio room, chart CSIRO research into n.
of a weevil to clear up the table, library and bed space for the project leader. of LANDSAT imagery te
troublesome water wecd, Sal- It took time and persuasion to rectify conditions but after suffering the the Great Barrier Reef I
vinia. first two months 1 returned via Brisbane driving a utility truck with a load development of the an

Only a few years ago, Sal- of building materials and two extra technicians. system BRIAN, which ree
vinia was choking dams and It was known that tiger, blue-leg king, Endeavour and banana prawns mapping costs by an estin
irrigation canals throughout were to be expected in the Gulf and it was thought that effort would be $20 million. In partne
Queensland and northern devoted to trawling at night for the first named three species. with an Australian coml
NSW, The abundance of juvenile banana prawns around the river mouths the system is now COIT

Since the introduction of suggested the availability of large schools of banana prawns concentrated cialised as micro-BRIAr-
Cyrtobagous singularis, a in tight balls. By analogy such balls should have been available within a is being sold throughou
2mm-Iong weevil from Brazil kilometre or so of river mouths. Stocks of the nocturnal species were located Asia/Pacific region.
with a ravenous appetite for quickly and the earliest of yield tests were conducted near Mornington
Salvinia, Queensland has been Island in early September. Banana prawns in very small numbers had In collaboration with
liberated from the weed, and showed virtually everywhere during day and night while juveniles proved Boyd Minerals, CSIRO
in northern NSW the weed is to be extremely abundant in coastal shallows during summer. However it eloped an extremely sen
expected to be no longer a look until late May 1964 to find the first ball of 600lb. airborne resource scanne
problem by the end of the More and more schools were found and some quite spectacular lifts made is now in extensive coml11<
coming summer. during the final pilot scale joint operations, seaward of the Smithburne use.!l is mounted on

More spectacularly, the very River. twin-engined aircraft.
lifcblood of a large community The survey had served its purpose and despite the elusiveness of the The scanner will
in New Guinea's Sepik River banana prawns it was proved they could support a sizable commercial many uses in mineral exp
region has been saved by the fishery, while the nocturnal species could provide subsistence during the tion, forestry, fishing
successful introduction of the off season. The satisfaction of achievement came only towards the end of environmental monitorin

h",w",e",e",v",il",t",h",e",r",e",'=~~~~~==t_w_o,.";::==,.";::";"==o",f,,,i~n_te,,,n,,,s,,,ivc effort and o~::~~e~n~d:.ea:v~o~u~l~·.=====n:e~w~:::~I~l[~lS~·b~e~e:'~l~

The scientific advances made by CS/HICS/RO over its 60 year
IIistory would be impossible to outline in detail in this feature, In
the interests of avoiding a long and supelficial list of milestones,
we have chosen just a few projects to present.in a little more depth.
In future editions we will look at some of the myriad ofotlier areas
of endeavour by the Organization.

Glllf pra1wn survey
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Atomic absorption spectrometer

Remote sensing

The National Standards Laboratory (later tfteNational Measur
ment Laboratory) was set up to deal with the problem of
inconsistencies in standards of measurement in Australia.

CSIRO's Major Illdustrial
COlltributiolls

E'!Jerging Industries
scientific instruments
biotechnology
advanced ceramics
silicon chip design
space

Established Industries
wool
hardwood pulp and paper
solar water heating
coal
non-ferrous metals
diecasting
leather and hides

with a winch-controlled rope
system to point it in any direc
tion.

Then one day in 1949 we set
up our field station near Pen
rith railway station at a place
chosen for its low radio inter
ference. Our lab was an ex
wartime trailer. We kept the
aerial pointed towards the Sun
and photographed the cathode
-ray-tube display when any
thing interesting· happened 
ie. when the Sun erupted with
a burst of 'noise'. Each day we
travelled to Penrithby train
neither of us had a driving
licence in those days. After
four months of this wc closed
down the station and came
back to the lab at Chippendale
to analyse the results, which
were published as four scien
tific papers. 11 was typical of
all the teams working in that
group that our equipment, our
results and our conclusions
would start a new line of res
earch, eventually to be taken
up (usually in much more opul
ent surroundings and with
much more substantial budget
ary provisions) in laboratories
and observatories around the
world.

So much of the credit for this
highly successful 'small sci
ence' style of research goes to
oUl' research leader, Joe Paw
sey. Joe, a self-effacing and
highly perceptive and intuitive
experimental physicist, was
himself fortunate to have done
his PhD at the Cavendish Lab
oratory in Rutherford's time,
and obviously something of
Rutherford's style had rubbed
off.

Years after those early days,
you could no longer obtain
front-line results with impro
vised apparatus thrown tog
ether. They now give you
posh, well-equipped air con
ditioned laboratories to work
in and computers to automate
your research and process your
results. 11 is all a great improve
ment - but not nearly such
fun!

Radio astronomy

In 1958 D J David (Division
of Plant Industry) and E J
Allan (New Zealand Depart
ment of Agriculture) demonst
rated the great power of the
method in the analysis of plants
and agricultural materials. No
firm was willing to produce the
CSIRO spectrometer but three
small firms in Melbourne were
persuaded to manufacture var
ious components of a simple
'working man's' instrument
designed by CSIRO. These
'do-it-yourself' units proved
highly successful and finally in
1962 encouraged production
of a complete instrument.

Within a few years more el- .
emental analyses were being
carried out in Australia by
atomic absorption than by all
other methods combined.
They became extensively used
in innumerable branchcs of
science and technology, par
ticularly in mineral analysis,
agricultural research, environ
mental control and metallurgi
cal investigation.

Australia now has a thriving
spectroscopic instrument
industry. Such can be the con
sequences of curiousity-orient
ed research - of the type
CSIRO used to be encouraged
to carry out!

Former Chairman Dr Paul
Wild was in at the start of the
radio astronomy research in
Australia. Here's his story:

I suppose nothing luckier can
happen to a young would-be
researcher than to find himself
working in a brand new field
which has yet to establish itself
as a recognised and respected
branch of science. Such was
my good fortune in 1948, only
a year after I had joined the
radiophysics laboratory of
CSIR. The field was called
'solar and galactic noise' , later
to be aggrandised with the title
of 'radio astronomy' . There
were a couple of dozen of us,
more or less equally divided
between research and technical
staff, but we worked in seven
or eight small teams, each of
two or three people working
on a different project.

I began working with one
TA, Bill Rowe, and we spent
a year building our own equip
ment - called a dynamic radio
spectrograph - with an assort
ment of the heavy-looking val
ves, condensers and other
radio components that charac
terised that era. With the aid
of Keith McAlister and the RP
workshop we built a rhombic
aerial made of wood and wire,

Called 'the most significant
advance in chemical analysis
this century', the atomic ab
sorption spectrometer has
proven its worth beyond mea
sure. Dr (now Sir) Alan Walsh
got the idea which became the
basis of the project while work
ing in his garden. Here's his
story:

The atomic project originated
in the chemical physics section
of the Division of Industrial
Chemistry in March 1952.
Why, A. Walsh asked himself,
were molecular spectra usually
recorded as absorption spectra
and atomic spectra as emission
spectra?

The answer was astonishing.
Atomic absorption spectra
appeared to offer many strik
ing advantages over emission
spectra, particularly when used
for elemental analysis. A new
but simple method of measur
ing atomic spectra was dev
eloped, and some of the pre
dicted advantages demostrated
by Barbara J Russell and J P
Shelton.

The results appeared to vio
late basic tenets of spectros
copy and the first published
papers were ignored 01' read
with great suspicion.

to further develop and market
it.

While Australian success in
remote sensing has been a
joint effort, the Organization's
ability to conduct research
across a broad front and to
take early initiatives - such as
building the first digital
enhancement system and indi
genous satellite reception facil
ity and developing advanced
scanners - have provided the
impetus and critical mass
essenttat to the rapId develop
ment of the field.

CSIRO was quid[ to realise that remote sensing from aircraft 01'

spacecraft is a technology essential to island. continent Australia.
By what other means could a smallnation~mciently manage
eight million square kilometres of largelyhlhospitablecountry
that provides resources vital to its economy, not to mention 11
million square kilometres 01' coastal zone? This story has been
supplied by COSSA:

CSIRO's involvement in
remote sensing exemplifies the
particular contributions that
multi-disciplinary research and
development can make to the
national economy. Remote
sensing is a technology that
requires great breadth of
expertise for its application.
CSIRO, working in collabora
tion with industry, government
and the universities, has pro
vided the breadth needed to
make the remotc sensing story
in Australia a successful one.

Just consider a few high
lights:

In 1975, the Australian min
ing industry, in collaboration
with CSIRO, started R&D
work on the use of the LAND
SAT satellites in mineral exp
10ration.By 1979, major con
tributions had been made to
the discovery of two major
mines and, continuing the
research partnership, the
Australian mining industry has
gone to to lead the world in the
application of remote sensing
to exploration.

CSIRO research into the use
of LANDSAT imagery to map
the Great Barrier Reef led to
development of the analysis
system BRIAN, which reduced
mapping costs by an estimated
$20 million. In partnership
with an Australian company,
the system is now commer
cialised as micro-BRIAN and
is being sold throughout the
Asia/Pacific region.

In collaboration with Can
Boyd Minerals, CSIRO dev
eloped an extremely sensitive
airborne resource scanner that
is now in extensive commercial
use. It is mounted on light
twin-engined aircraft.

The scanner will have
many uses in mineral explora
tion, forestry, fishing and
environmental monitoring. A
new company has been floated
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From cbanlo.sllll

The new Board of CSIRO
with only one full-time
member, the Chief Executive,
bears resemblence with the
Council of CSIR, but differs in
that the Chairman of the Coun
cil was also Chairman of the
Executive Committee.

I am confident tlUlt CSIRO
can continue in the Julius
Rivett tradition of the first
Executive Committee with the
balance of effort between
strategic basic research and
problem solving tactical
researcll shifting from time to
time to reflect the needs of the
nation and thc level of contri
buted funds from

oriented. It is also important
for Australia to increase the
export value of its rural and
mineral industries by local pro
cessing. There is increasing
recognition of the importance
of research and innovation in
achieving these objectives.

Most industrial countries
have selected the same broad
areas of research for special
effort areas such as
biotechnology, new materials,
information technology and
space technologies. Australia,
including CSIRO, must focus
the research effort and take
advantage of our strengths in
natural and human resourccs

I see this concentration of
cffort as the greatest challenge
facing the Organization in the
next few years. It is often
argued tlHlt concentration of
effort can be counter-produc
tive since one cannot predict
the outcome of rescarch, par
ticularly basic research. But a
small country like Australia
with a total R&D effort less
than one-half that of the
biggest private R&D perfor
mers in the US cannot. spread
its effort too thinly.

Selecting priorities for
strategic research must be
based on economic as well as
scientific judgements, and
involve intcraction with our
customers and collaborators to
ensure our research results are
more quickly applied. The divi
sional advisory committees and
Sirotech have important roles
to play in assisting this process.

The nation will not obtain
the full benefit of CSIRO's
strategic research without a
considerable strengthening of
R&D effort in the private
scctor. The government is
optimistic, however, that its
recent industry policy initia
tives including the ISO percent
tax incentive for R&D and a
new offsets policy will stimu
late R&D in the private sector.
I believc many firms in the
private sector are becoming
more aware that CSIRO is an
extremely valuable resource,
and there is much more scope
for collaboration.

In some ways, thc Organiza
tion has almost come a full
circle in the composition of its
governing body.

Although it was agreed that
the emphasis should be on
applied work of national
importance in support of the
rural industries" Rivett was
concerned to achieve a healthy
balance between work 011

immediate problems drawing
on existing knowledge, the
accumulation of new know
ledge and the establishment of
new principles.

Julius, a distinguished
engineer and inventor of the
automatic totalisator, did not
always see eye to eye with
Rivett, but by all accounts they
formed a powerful team; Julius
with his keen interest in the
application of science and
technology and understanding
of business and economic
affairs, and Rivett, the brilliant
academic with his understand
ing of the ethos of scientific
research and his organising
ability. In 1927 Richardson, a
distinguished agriculturalist and
Director of the Waite
Agricultural Research Instit
ute, joined the Executive Com
mitee in place of Newbigin, to
achieve a better disciplinary
balance.

My recent reading of the
early history of CSIR made me
aware that the funding rest
raints on CSIRO over the past
few years are not new; in fact
they seem minor compared
with the shock of 1930 when
the CSIR Executive Commit
tee was informed by the gov
ernment that in view of the
financial position of the Com
monwealth, it would be neces
sary for CSIR to carry on until
1932 with what remained in the
trust account.

This meant a cut in the
193011931 estimates from
£257000 to £163 000, and there
were no new capital works.
The Executive Committee
ranked its sections in priority
order for funding; top of the
list was Head Office and lib
rary!

To meet Australia's chang
ing economic circumstances in
the 1930s, the necessities of the
war effort in the 1940s and the
post-war expectations of sci
ence and technology as the
vehicle for greatly improved
living standards, CSIRlCSIRO
extended its activities to
include research of rclevance
to mining, secondary industry
and many other areas of com
munity interest, including con
servation of the natural envi
ronment and radioastronomy.
The Organization can be proud
of its many important contribu
tions to the developmcnt of the
nation, some of which are
mentioned in this jubilee issue.

As we enter the next 60
years, it seems that the chal
lenges facing the Organization
are even greater than in the
past. The dramatic decline in
Australia's trading position has
highlighted the necd to make
Australian industries more

and

The challenge of the next 80 years
COIlt. from p.l

'top heavy administration' and
'inflexible' working arrange
ments.

'We faced a lot of work in
the early days but the hours
didn't matter,' he said.

'There was so much
enthusiasm among the scien
tiststhat we'd take our holidays
to fit in with our work instead
of the other way round.'

This enthusiasm pervaded
the highest echelons, according
to Jack.

One man in particular stood
out for his dedication and
ability - Dr ADC Rivett.

Dr Rivett, a full time
member of the CSIR Execu
tive, a former Professor of
Chemistry at Melbourne Uni
versity and, in the words of
Jack Cummins, 'the Organisa
tion's strongest force.'

'I-le was an academic all his
life and always in search for
scientific truths. In no way
would he have anything to do
with secrecy in science.'

Jack followcd Dr Rivett's
example during his subsequent
career with CSIRO by estab
lishing scientific liaison
bureau.

This bureau forged closer
contacts between the rescarch
organisation and Australian
and international busincss
cOlumunities.

The end result was the prac
tical application of valuable
scientific work.

Thcse days Jack enjoys a
quieter life at his home in Kew
but his interest in science 
and the CSIRO '---- remains
undiminished.

'Rivett used to say if you
worked for the CSIR, you had
to be worthy of it. I still firmly
believe that.'

Mr Cummins
Amcrican forest products
laboratory followed, an experi
ence that convinced Jacle of the
need for scientists to be
actively involved in industry.

'The United States has
always been more innovative
in [he science area because
American universities encour
age university staff to be con
sultants in industry.'

Jack brought this message
back when he returncd to
Australia on the eve of the
Deprcssion and joined CSIR's
fledgling Forest Products Divi
sion.

Instead of hibernating in tile
stable-cum-Iab, he got out and
about familiarising himsclf
with pcople in the timber
industry.

Jack recalls visiting one
timber merchant in Spencer
Street (whcre The Age now
stands) and finding thc prop
rictor unwilling to admit he
had any problems with his
wood-drying process.

'Once we explained what we
were trying to do as scientists,
he admitted he was in a hell of
a nlcss.'

Forcst products research
may sound specialised but
Jack's work with CSIR in the
carly 1930s was as expansive as
the eucalypt forests he studied.

'In my field, you had to be
a bit of a chemist and a bit of
a physicist, a botanist, a
micologist and an engineer.
These days, of course, every
thing is so much morc
specialiscd.'

Jack welcomes this trend
towards specialisation
'We've got scientists today
doing some marvellous
work' - but he regrets the
CSIRO's shift today towards

Stableyards are rarely con
nected with scientific
research.

But a stable was where Jack
Cummins began his long amI
distinguished earcer with CSIR
and later CSIRO.

The year was 1929 whcn the
now rctired 84-year-old scien
tist was an assistant research
officer with CSIR's Division of
Forest Products.

The Division was caught in
a bureaucratic battle at the
time with administrators fight
ing over its location: some
wanted Canberra, others
NSW.

Jack and his chief, I H Boas,
favoured Victoria because of
its close proximity to a large
timber industry but thcy both
knew there was limited space
in CSIR's grandiosc national
headquarters in Albert Strcet,
East Melbourne.

There was only one solu
tion - convert vacant stables
and servant quarters behind
the gold boom mansion into
temporary divisional
laboratories.

'We scribbled out our plans
while the CSIR executive
council met in East Melbourne
and presented these to the
group when they finished,'
Jack recalled,

'Everyone was so impressed,
they agreed to it on the spot.'

Within weeks, chaff had
been exchanged for staff and
Jack was hard at work.

'I remember there were rick
ety old stairs we had to use and
it got pretty cold too but the
important thing was, wc'd got
started. When you're young,
you can tackle anything.'

This pioneering spirit and
willingness to confront prob
lems head-on - and solve
them - explains 'why Jack
Cummins was one of thc select
few to attract CSIR's attention
after it was formed in Junc,
1926.

An Executivc of thrce
academics headcd this succes
sor to the Institute of Science
and Industry and received
advice from a range of commit
tees comprising scientists and
business leaders.

CSIR was also keen, how
ever, to have an educative role
and allocated moncy to send
five research students to work
overseas on specific fields
including food preservation,
agriculture, animal health and
forestry.

Jack, a graduate of the Uni
versity of Western Australia
and an officer with the WA
Forests Department, leapt at
the chance to study further
overseas and answered CSIR's
research work advertisement.

'Much to my surprise, 1 got
it,' he said, 'I can tell you, I
felt marvellous.'

Two years of study at an
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CoResearch was inundated
with anecdotes from staff or
former staff for this section of
the feature. Apologies to con
tributors whose stories weren't
used - we will keep them for

time.

arted, Tom sent his two assist
ants to the John Curtin School
to collect the loaned supplies.
He had quickly marked 'CS'
on all labels from CSIRO with
a crayon and told his staff to
retrieve all 'CS' marked stores.
But the staff were frustrated
because the laboratory staff at
the John Curtin School had no
knowledge of the loan and all
were convinced this was some
low trick to deprive them of
the basic needs - and in any
ease the CS mark merely indi
cated that these supplies had
been forwarded from 'Chemi
cal Stores' ANU. A lot of rude
words were said on both sides,
but not more than 10 percent
of the supplies ever came home
to Black Mountain.

In 1957, when we were surveying the land resources of the eastern
highlands of New Guinea, whites were still a source of
amazement in this densely populated region. Particularly this
bunch of five crazy guys, who were not after gold, land, lahour
or women, but careered all over the place, crashing their
clapped-out 4WD through rotten bridges, scaling precipitous
heights, cutting themselves on sword grass or sinking deeply into
peatswamps. Yet, miraculously, these newcomers never got lost
and could even tell the locals a thing or two, thanks to the magic
large, square pictures from which thcy were inseparable.

Staying in 'resthouses' we were constantly mobbed by curious
crowds (men only, of course), counting the reconstituted peas
on our plates, mouthwatering at the bullybeef rissoles served ad
nauseum by our cook, whistling through their teeth upon seeing
us cleaning ours, and starting through holes in the wall at our
ghostly white bodies under the canvas shower bucket.

Enjoying even less privacy than the Windsors, we telegraphed
Phi! Rawlinson, AO of Land Research in Canberra, to airfreight
up to 10 water pistols. They arrived three days later, no questions
asked, no forms filled in, no customs or security checks, no
nothing. And we ate and showered in peace with our loaded
weapons at the ready, for a highlander fears nothing more than
cold water. Yet to this day, 1 wonder who had more fun, the
drenchers or the drenched.

This contribution comes from retired CSIRO employee, Mr A F
Gurnett-Smith, who between 1966 and 1976 was secretary
(agricultural and biological sciences) and secretary (research)
and later became OIC of the Centre for Animal Research &
Development, Bogor, Indonesia.

[n the early 1960s I became involved in accompanying plane
loads of politicians on visits to development projects and seeing
what CSIRO was doing, especially in the northern parts of
Australia. One year I went with Liberals and the next with a
Labor group, and so on.

One hot afternoon in Townsville it was felt politically
expedient to mix with the locals and Lowth's Hotel seemed as
good a place as any. Before long a slightly unsteady Townsville-ite
came up to me and over the din shouted in my ear "hey mate,
what electorate do you come from?". My reply was that I was a
"hanger on and came from CSIRO". He gave a grunt and
disappeared into the crowd. A few minutes later he came back
and with a perplexed look said "where is this suicide row?".

Many people don't believe me when I tell this, but I hope you
will.

Here Herman Haantjens oilers an anecdote which should bring
back some memories for peol,le who took part. Mr Haanjens
was with (in order of appearance): the Division of Plant Industry
land research and regional survey section; the Division of Land
Research and Regional Survey; the Division of Land Research;
the Division of Land Assessment; the Division of Land Use
Research; the Division of Water and Land Resources; and, he
assures us, the 'Divisiou of Aquatic Acrobatics'. He has called
his contribution 'Bureaucratic'! Not in those days!'

ing gear, to make us indepen
dent of the official car.

When CSIR provided a tent
we were given a camping all
owance of four shillings a day
and we had to provide our own
food. The only way we could
get food to the area was to
order it through the Brin
dabella mailman. In addition
there was a bike allowance of
2'12d (2c) a mile for each of the
first 20 miles and Id (lc) a mile
after that.

Things were very tight finan
cially and it was a battle of wits
to get repaid for some tools or
camp equipment which was
lost. The local secretary had
been trained at the Common
wealth Serum Labs, a finan
cially depressed department,
and he was very loath to part
with money for lost equipment.
We often replaced the lost
articles ourselves rather than
create a mass of paper work.

After the completion of the
laboratories, greenhouses and
other buildings, money bec
ame available for other vehi
cles.

Much more work was done
as additional vehicles were
made available to staff. I
thoroughly enjoyed the work
throughout those pioneering
times, and it was certainly less
tiring than pushing a bike.

A last minute inspection of
all the new laboratories in the
school revealed the huge num
ber of empty glass shelves and
cabinets, so there was a hurried
appeal to the CSIRO Regional
Office and stores for the loan
of jars of chemicals, winches
ters of fluid and cartons of
glassware to 'window dress'
the new laboratories. The
senior storeman (Tom Rudd)
and his small staff at CSIRO
helped to load dozens of very
scarce and imported A.R.
chemicals (remember World
War II was less than a decade
past), plus great quantities of
imported analytical glassware
into the 'hungry' vans from the
University to be placed in the
very visible shelving of the
school. The official opening
was a great success, and after
a few days when the visiting
academics and VIPs had

Retired CSIRO officer Buck
Taylor, •who· worked in the
Canberra.RAO purchasing
office,remembers the tinie
when CSIRO 'subsidised' the
John Curtin School of Medical
Research:
The Australian National Uni
versity was in its early growing
stages in the 50s, and the then
Prime Minister, Robert Men
zies was asked to officially
open the John Curtin School
of Medical Research.

tain. There was no public trans
port to the labs and it was
necessary to have your own
transport or make a 1112 km
walk across the paddocks from
Civic centre.

Few people had cars 
mostly the chiefs and senior
research officers - and it soon
became obvious that the
pushbike was the best method
of travel to work. A great
number of assistants lived in
Queanbeyan and they used to
race in each day with some
very fast times.

The official transport for the
whole of the CSIR staff was
one car - a 1928 Chevrolet
tourer which had to cope with
all field work and administra
tion such as pay days, etc.

To avoid all this uncertainty
in travel it was arranged that
we should use pushbikes and
use our own lightweight camp-

for the privilege, but we had
two regular duties that we
answered to Mr Yarr for: open
ing the mail in the morning and
dispatching it at night. 'Open
ing the mail' is a ritual that is
taken for granted by those
inside the system, but to me,
coming straight from a produc
tion line at the Munitions Fac
tory, it was a revelation.

It started with opening the
letters, by hand of course, and
without damaging the stamps,
someone recorded their exis
tence in a Big Book, someone
else read them and made a
learned judgement on who
they were to go to (a decision
that often had nothing what
ever to do with the name on
the envelope), another got out
the Relevant File if there was
one or made one up if there
wasn't, and eventually one of
us was sent off to deliver them.
There was an air of urgency
about the whole operation,
and very often some mild con
troversy in the office about
which file the letter belonged
in. This was years before copy
ing machines, and if a copy was
needed it would llave to be
typed by the girls in the typing
pool. I couldn't understand
why all this proceeded at such
a frantic pace until one day the
whole process took a bit longer
than usual and I took a letter
to Dr Wark at about 11 o'clock

Peter Moglia from the Division
of Bnilding Indnstry says he's
the longest serving member of
CSIRO who's still employed
the the Organization. Here's
his contribution:
I can't for the life of me
remember their names, for
which I hope they will forgive
me if they read this, but my
two associates (associate =
fellow office-boys) at the Head
Office of CSIR at 314 Albert
Street certainly taught me a
thing or two about the work
ings of a bureaucracy and how
to beat a system. Should I go
on? Does the Statute of Limita
tions offer protection against
retribution for minor (well, we
thought they were minor)
transgressions after 45 years? I
hope so, otherwise I'm sunk.

Three-one-four was popul
ated by some Very Interesting
People (VIPs) in 1941. For
starters there was Sir George
Iulius and/or Sir David Rivett,
who seemed to be forever seat
ed behind enormous desks in
enormous panelled rooms off
an enormous hall near the
front door. This was the only
place where we tried to display
some dignity, although
perhaps that was because we
were scared stiff.

I'm not sure now who was
really responsible for us, and I
can't imagine that anyone
would have stood in a

Tom Greaves, on entomol
ogist, was with CSIR/CSIRO
from 1930 until 1967. Here he
tells of the 'pioneering spirit'
of some of the early officers at
Block Monntain:
Two divisions of CSIR 
Entomology and Plant Indus
try - were established in Can
berra in 1929. As two laborat
ory buildings were under con
struction during 1929 and part
of 1930, the research staff had
to work in a variety of build
ings.

Dr R J Tillyard, the Chief of
Entomology, did much work
in a glasshouse at the back of
his house at Red Hill, and one
of his assistants, Mary Fuller,
used to ride a horse from
Gorman House in Braddon to
Red Hill.

In 1930 the Entomology
building was finished and it
was used temporarily to house
both divisions until the second
building was completed.

When I was appointed to
Canberra in October 1930 the
staff of Entomology was
housed in the ground floor of
the building and we were fortu
nate to have a number of
underground labs to carry out
experiments.

The two lab buildings were
in a wide open area on the
eastern side of Black Moun-
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Retirements Or Coogan, AM Vale John Eley

Friends and former colleagues
of Division of Textile Industry
experimcntal scientist John
Eley will be saddened to learn
of his untimcly death on 29
June. A graduate of Adelaide
University in 1947, John work
ed with the South Australian
Department of Mines before
joining the Adelaidc wool pro
cessing firm of G H Mitchell
and Son in 1951, gaining indus
try experience which was latcr
to be very valuable to CSIRO.
In 1968 he joined the Division
as an experimental officcr and
has since worked on research
involving such projccts as self
twist spinning wool, wool proc
cessing on short staple equip
mcnt and, more recently, wor
sted card productivity.

(which coincidentally was the
length of the course).

They were not disgraced
when beaten into 7th place
(out of 20) by a bunch of
hi-tech craft. Trials in the site
swimming pool obviously
helped in fine-tuning both the
team and the raft.

Many local spectators, una
ware that CSIRO had a foot in
Lucas Heights, are now better
informed. Next year a more
sophisticated craft is planned
and maybe the men will have
a go too.

CSIRO counselling
network now
complete
The appointment of Miss
Deidre Wise as personal
counsellor at the Marine
Laboratories in Hobart has
completed the CSIRO net
work of counsellors around
Australia.

CSIRO counsellors are now
based in all major capital cities
to offer confidential pcrsonal
assistancc to all staff and their
families.

The counsellors also visit the
Organization's sites outside the
capital cities.

£~~-cs1itO cirv'ision 0"---
PO BOX 52

NORTH 'RVOE NSW 2113

10 April 1986 UNITY EMPLOYER
CS/RO IS AN ANNUAL OPPORT ABI HS3572

A CSIRO scientist who has
played a leading role in
scieuce and iudustry liaison,
Dr Clive Coogan, was
awarded an AM (Member
in the General Division of
the Order of Anstralia) in
the Queen's Birthday hon
ours in June.

Dr Coogan, the foundation
Chairman and eurrcntly Direc
tor of the Australian Scientific
Industry Association (ASIA),
was cited 'for serviccs to sci
ence and CSIRO'.

Dr Coogan joined CSIRO
as a rcsearch scientist in the
Division of Chemical Physics
in 1951, later becoming leader
of the solid state chcmistry
section and, in 1978, Assistant
Chief.

In 1980, he joined the
Bureau of Scientific Services
(now the Burcau of Informa
tion and Public Communica
tion) as executive scientist,
sciencc and industry liaison.

He was the first member of
staff (with Ray McInnes) to
become a member of CSIRO
Advisory Council (1973-79),
and is a member of the joint
committec of CSIRO and the
AVCC.

He 'has scrved on numerous
educational and government
committees, including AIR
Dm and the scientific industry
stcering committee of the
Department of Science, and
has led trade missions on scien
tific instruments to China, Ger
many and France.

CSIRO sirens take on high-tech
A team of six 'CSIRO sirens'

comprising Captain Jenny
Stauber, Kerrie Mann, Debbie
Alewood, Jan Chipperfield,
Ann Atkins and Carol Cal
laghan flew the flag for the
Lucas Heigh ts Research
Laboratories in the ladies' race
at the recent rubber raft regatta
on Sydney's Woronora River.

The girls, all members of the
Division of Energy Chemistry,
paddled a hastily engineered
bunch of tyres, held together
by wood, plastic and approxi
mately 600 meters of string

li\
The editor suggests that all employees deman'd
opportunity now

Dr Jack Oelminico, a chia
research scientist at the Divi
sion of Textile Industry, has
retired after 34 years with
CSIRO - including eight as
the Division's Assistant Chief.
Or Delminico joined Textile
Industry in 1952.

His research resulted in pub
lications on wool setting which
are now standard references
on the subject. His contributi
ion to textile research was
honoured in 1977 by the award
oaf a Fellowship of the Textile
Institute (UK).

Mr John Kiel, an administra
tive officer with the Regional
Administrative Office Mel
bourne recently retired after
nearly 43 years with the
Organization. John started as
a messenger in May 1943 and
moved through a nnmber of
clerical/administrative posi
tions but over the last 23 years
he has been the back-bone of
the salaries section. His
detailed salaries knowledge,
his ready assistance and his dry
wit will be missed by all RAO
and Divisional Administrative
Staff.

The officer-in-charge of the
Brisbane building and proper
ties section, Mr Ray Brooks
retires next month. Mr Brooks,
an architcct, joined CSIRO in
1961. He worked on a variety
of projects including animal
houses and laboratories for the
Division of Animal Health,
and on the original Floreat
Park laboratories. Mr Brooks
resigned from CSIRO in 1969,
but rejoined the Organization
in 1974.

Or Ernest Bendit retired as
Chief of the Division of Fossil
Fuels and from CSIRO in June
after 31 years with the Organiz
ation. Dr Bendit joined the
Division of Textile Physics in
1955 after teaching physics at
the University of NSW. He
had already started some fund
amental work on the physics of
wool keratin at the university
and his subsequent studies
brought him an MSc in 1955
and a PhD at the University of
London in 1967. In later years
he turned his attention to the
measurement of some basic
properties of single wool fibres
and pioneered a new approach
to this problem. In the turbu
lent 1970s when the Division
of Tcxtile Physics had to re
orient its research programs,
Dr Bendit had to completely
change fields. In 1979 he was
asked to lead a group from the
Division which had been rede
ployed to work on mineral and
energy studies in collaboration
with the Minerals Research
Laboratories at North Ryde.
That group became the physi
cal technology unit in the Insti
tute of Energy and Earth
Resources. In January 1984 Or
Bendit was appointed Chief of
the Division of Fossil Fuels
when that Division was merged
with the physical technology
unit. Dr Bendit made many
lasting academic and practical
contributions both to wool sci
ence and themineral industry.

Dorothy aeted as information
officer and was even known to
suggest research projects for
the Division's attention.

John and Dorothy have
retired to Gosford in New
South Wales.

The Sirens wave the flag for CSlRO

The Division of Applied
Organic Chemistry lost two
of its finest professional
talents with the recent
retirement ofDr John Lam
berton, a chief research sci
entist, and his wife
Dorothy, the Division's lib
rarian.

John graduated from Sydney
University with Honours in
1945, and spent a year as
temporary assistant lecturer at
the University of Queensland
before moving to Melbourne
University where he gained a
PhD in 1950. Following a year
at Liverpool University, John
was appointed as a rcsearch
offict;r in the Division of
Industrial Chcmistry in August
of 1951. Throughout most of
his career his foremost interest
has been natural products
(mainly waxes and alkaloids)
in which he became a world
authority, publishing over 200
papers.

During the last year of his
employment, John led a group
synthesizing agricultural pes
ticides for exploitation through
the CSIRO/Du Pont Joint
Venture. His wide knowledge
of organic chemistry coupled
with a first-class experimental
technique formed the basis for
his extraordinary ability to
solve scientific problems.

Dorothy graduated from the
University of Western
Australia and moved to Fisher
men's Bend as an Assistant
Librarian in December 1954,
soon after marrying John. She
became librarian-in-charge at
Fishermen's Bend after Miss
Barbara Brown and developed
the library into the finest cole

leciton of organic chemical
literature in Australia. As well
as her duties as librarian,
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ASTEC report

Sl8ft grougswelcome
Govt deciSions

Strong argument

Mr Rebgetz said there was a
strong argument for a staff rep
when the Board was going to
be making decisions about the
management of staff.

Mr Wright said APSA did
not believe a staff rep should
be appointed to the Board and
the Consultative Council was
'adequate' to deal with most
industrial relations issues.

'We do say that one of the
Board members should be
appointed following nomina
tion by the ACTU,' hl'>said. 'It
is desirable to ensure there is
someone on the Board who
has broad industrial relations
experience.

In other organisations where
a staff member had been
appointed to the board it had
been a failure because there
was too much potential for
conflict of interests.

Mr Wright said the APSA
would be putting the case for
an ACTU nominee to the
ACTU and asking it to
negotiate with the Govern
ment on the appointment.

gerly awaited' the Board's
decisions on staff matters.

And the assistant federal
secretary of the Australian
Public Service Association, Mr
Paul Wright, said APSA was
'happy with the outcome in
general'.

Mr Bond said the Govern
ment had left a lot of the
industrial relations questions
to the incoming Board and
'that is satisfactory at this
stage' .

'Our major concern is that
the Government did not sup
port an effective method of
industrial democracy,' he said.
'We wanted a staff representa
tive on the Board and we
consider the Consultative
Council an inadequate substi
tute.

'The OA is not just inter
ested in industrial relations.
We need to participate in mat
ters of science policy and will
continue to work towards that.'

Mr Bond said the association
welcomed the proposed volun
tary retirement scheme but
believed it should be avail
able to all staff. Mr Rebgetz
said any scheme should include
technical officers.

In its efforts to have a staff
representative appointed to
the Board, the OA will not
have the support of APSA.
However, the Technical
Association supports appoint
ment of a staff representative.

The chairman of the Chiefs'
Committee, Dr Trevor Scott
(from the Division of Animal
Production), said chiefs would
have varying views but 'most
would be pleased' with the
outcome.

The president of the CSIRO
Technical Association, Mr
Ross Rebgetz, said the Associ
ation welcomed the Govern
ment's announcement and 'ea-

A recent CSIRO workshop on
fire ecology in northern Anst
ralia identilied research prob
lems to be tackled before eco
logically based fire manage
ment plans could be made.
The workshop, held at the
Organization's Central Austra
lian Laboratory in Alice
Springs at the end of May, was
sponsored by the Institute of
Biologiccal Resources. The
aim was to boost communica
tion between CSIRO staff and
other researchers and land
managers concerned with fire
in the north.

A feature of the event was
the participation of representa
tives from most government
agencies responsible for fire
management in Western Aust
ralia, Northern Territory and
Queensland, as well as people
involved with both conserva
tion reserves and pastoral
country.

The major research prob
lems outlined by participants
included: the study of long
term responses of fire prone
environments to continued
burning, to identify implica
tions of changes in slowly shift
ing environmental factors; how
to integrate a range of data to
improve forecasting of ecosys
tem responses, and especially
increase knowledge of resp
onses by fauna; and how to
provide advice on critical data
sets that have sufficient infor
mation for managers to mon
itor progress of burning
regimes.

Major management prob
lems were also identified,
including ways of improving
communication between
researchers, managers and
administrators at all levels .

For further information on
the outccome of the workshop,
contact Dr Stephen Morton,
Division of Wildlife and
Rangelands Research, Alice
Springs.

Research .areas
for tackling wild
fires identl'fied

CSIRO staff associations have welcomed the general thrust of the Federal Government's
decisions on the Australian Science and Technology Council (ASTEC) report on the
Organization.

The presiden t of the Officers
Association, Mr Roy Bond,
said the OA agreed with most
of the recomendations end
orsed by the Government, par
ticularly those relating to
research.

However, it opposed the
decision not to have a staff
member appointed to the new
Board and would seek to have
it reversed.

There was no chance of Jack or Jill being dnll at the
CSIRO Marine Laboratories in Hobart on 25 Jnly when
the heaviest snowfalls in 65 years virtnally brought
Tasmania to a standstill.

Only about 30 of the 200 or so staff were able to report for
duty as many areas were isolated and roads were closed even in
the inner city district. It was a case of 'survival of the fittest' 
or so the 'fit' ones claimed.

Such an extraordinary occasion called for at least a few minor
diversions, including the construction of a snowman at the
entrance to the laboratories. Receptionist Cathy Flanagan and
stenographer-secretary Karen Embrey braved the elements to
add their personal touch.

There was some consolation, however, for those who actually
made it to work - telephone systems were jammed as a result
of the chaos, so there wcren't even local calls to interrupt trains
of thought.

Needless to say there were plenty of stories to tell when life
returned to normal the following Monday.

Cathy Flanagan, left, and Karen Embrey with their snow creation.
Photo: Thor Carter

All work and no play...

Dr Crane said all that is
needed to make the book a
best seller is 'a little marketing'
and better availability. At pre
sent it is not generally stocked
by non Government book
shops, although some indi
vidual stores have copies.

It is available through
Australian Government book
shops and the Institute of
Foresters.

Raver
trees b

The book was prepared by a
team of scientists inclnding
seven from CSIRO (see Co
Research 289, March 1986).

One of the co-authors, Dr
Wilf Crane from the Division
of Forest Research, said more
than 40 review copies had been
mailed out.

A press review in Tasmania
by farming and horticultural
correspondent Peter Cundall
said ' ... this is an unhesitating
and quite shameless demand
that every landowner or farmer
should race down to the near
est bookshop and buy a copy
immediately - it is one of the
most valuable and remarkable
books I have read in years... it
should be in every farmhouse,
living room - in fact everyone
should have a copy. I insist you
buy it...'.

John Colwill on the ABC
radio program Science Book
shop said 'it was a very reada
ble mixture of theory and
practice which breaks new
ground and hopefully will help
preserve the old'.

Judith Turley in a recent
iss\le of the Canberra and
Southeast Regional Environ
ment Centre journal Bogong
said it gives a wealth of infor
mation about trees in the
A ustralian environment'.

The headmaster of Crest
wood High school near Sydney
sent a letter saying 'I am so
impressed with it that we shall
be buying multiple copies for
staff and student courses in
Geography'. .

The new book on conserving
- Think Trees Grow Tre
a number of reviewers aro

EEO
Cont. from p.2
more than pay dividends later.
A technical assistant, indefi
nite, gaining normal promo
tion, will cost the Organization
well over $1 million. A scrappy
two pages, minus selection
criteria, is just not good

. enough for an investment by
the Organization of some mill
ions of dollars. If EEO can
save one poor appointment
per year then the Organiza
tion's investment will be jus
tified.
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'Long distance' tuna

Chief beingsou.ubllor
new 'water division

There has been a major breakthrough in coathanger research. This (unaccredited) item
arrived via Jenny Thurmer at the South Anstralian Mnseum and Penny Greenslade at
the Division of Entomology.

The Division of Building
Research is chllllenging other
divisions in Victoria to a social
game of Australian Rules foot
ball.

At present, the Division
stands undefeated becanse the
RAO failed to field a side.

DBR says the only guide
lines for the match are that
women lire welcome to play,
and 'please no football "ring
ins".' The game wonId be
followed by a team shower
(only kidding ...) lInd a BBQ.

For fnrther information
please ring Peter Westgate on
5562289.

Aussie football
cllallenge

The Division of Plant Iud
ustry consolidated its cur
rent domiuance of the
annual Black Mountaiu Fuu
Rnn with a team victory for
the second year iu a row.

The PI team received the
coveted Black Mountain Cup
for its performance in the racc
late last month. Water and
Land Resources came second
and Forest Research was third.

In the individual scores, PI
entrant Allen Millcr was vic
torious, although he was well
outside last year's record time
of 18mins 8.7secs by his PI
eolleaguc and nationally
ranked runner Peter Berney.
Berney didn't run in this year's
event. Miller scored a time
of 21mins 19.5secs. Second
individual was Mick Crowe
from Forest Research and third
was Mike Sully from Envir
onmental Mechanics.

Early Cups had been domi
nated by top-class runner
Rosemary Longstaff (nee Bell)
from Entomology, who won
the inaugural event in 1977 and
went on to score wins in 1980
and 1983, and seconds in 1978,
1979 and 1981. Longstaff didn't
run this year - in fact only two
women did, with Sue Cuddy
from Water and Land Resour
ces being the first home.

Of the 10 races in the senes,
Entomology has won five, but
now P[ is coming to the fore
with three team wins - in
1981, 1985 and 1986.

In the agc categories the first
runner over 40 years was Terry
Specd, Cllief of thc Division of
Mathematics ancl Statistics.
Mike Jeffery from Entomology
took out the over 50 class,
while Keith Pcrroux from
Environmental Mcchanics was
first home in the over 60s class.

Individual winners rcceived
bottles of wine supplied by the
race sponsor, Sirocredit, who
also provided ANU Sports
Union vouchers as prizes in an
associated competition.

as a model in their study of the
apparently similar crowding
behaviour of left-avers in
refrigerators, which (as is com
monly observed) f11ultiply
when the cloor is closed. How
ever, Balfe (1982) has reported
that, unlike coathangers, con
fined left-overs display the fol
lowing unique behaviour pat
terns: (I) Like does not repro
duce like; each new left-over is
different from every other left
ovcr, and (ii) containers with
contents of greater affect
(more tasty or more pcrisha
ble) migratc to the back of the
refrigerator, regardless of size.
shape or fit-with-top of the
container, as soon as the door
has been closed.

Our photographer can't be accused of favouring winners. This
photo is of Roger Farrow of the Division of Entomology, who
came 27th in the 10th anniversary Black Mountain fun run.

are presumed to occur in the
early morning hours. (Similar
phenomena are apparent
among the newly evolved plas
tic coathangers and their larval
form: the plastic paper clip.)

The reason wooden coat
hangers are an endangered
spccies now becomes obvious:
there must be some widespread
infertility disease within the
species, since no larval forms
of thc wooden coathanger have
been observed in recent times.

The original observation of
the crowding behaviour of wire
coathangers under confined
conditions has led to other
interesting studies. Tupper and
Ayer (1980) uscd this example

~'i.1F.J//'ii/;I,¥r' /J f

Newresearch solves long
standing <mystery

['m sure we've all observed
that wire coathangers tend to
multiply betwecn one observa
tion and the next. Sociologists
thought that this was just
another example of crowding
behaviour, but it took a
biologist to find the true expla
nation, which lies in linking the
coathangcr phenomenon to a
parallel but oppositc onc: the
disappearance of wire paper
clips from drawers in which
several have bcen seen prev
iously. The explanation is
devastatingly simplc: the paper
clip is the larval form of the
wire coa thanger.

The metamorphosis and
migration from desk to ward
rohe arc rarcly observed and

Australian coasts. Returned
tags, such as the one from the
'long distance traveller' now
being studied at the Marine
Laboratories in Hobart, help
scientists to check on thc move
ment of tuna, the growth rate,
natural mortality rates, the
fishing and stock assessments,
interaction betwecn fisheries
and the interchange between
schools.

cnhanced watcr research in
Australia.

'The Division of Water
Rcsources Res.earch· will '. be
responsible for developing
CSIRO's rolc in in the nation's
watcr resources rcsearch,' Dr
Boardman said.

'Its objectives will be to
devclop new or improved prac
ticcs for the management of
Australia's watcr resources
including the maintenance of
the quantity and quality of
water supplies and thc disposal
of waste water. It will also
work on projects of major
national importance with sub
stantial agcncy or user sup
port.'

The Division will bc cstab
lished whcn thc Chief takes up
the position and the Divisions
of Watcr and Land Research
and Groundwatcr Rescarch
will continuc until thcn. In the
interim, the Director of Encrgy
and Earth Resources, Dr Alan
Reid, as Chairman of the
Organization's water sector
policy committee will bc
rcsponsiblc for the initial
dcvclopmcnt of the new Divi
sion.

***CoResearch is produced by tbe
Public Communication Unit for
CSIRO staff. It's lIlso circulated to
a number of l'eol,le outside the
Organization who are interested in
CSIRO activities. Readers lire
invited to contribute or otTer
suggestions for articles. The dead
line is the last Monday before the
issue month. Editor: Liz Burden,
PO Box 225, Dickson ACT 2602.
I'h: 48 4479.

It was no ordinary southern
blue fin tuna that fishermen
on the Japanese long- line
fishing vessel, the Fususeki
Maru No. 27, hauled
aboard on June 10 last year.

Onc of thc tuna pullcd
aboard that day had travelled
the longcst distance of any
tuna taggcd in CSIRO's South
ern Blue FinTagging Program.

A 6kg tuna, aged about two
and a half years old, taggcd off
Bermagui, NSW, on August 6,
1968, was recaptured by the
Japancse vessel south-west of
Cape Town - almost 13,000
kilometres from the point of
release.

Scientists at the Division of
Fisherics Research hope to be
able to determine the routc
taken by the fish, which
weighed 68kg and was nineteen
and a half ycars old when
caught by Mr Yoshiyuki
Miyake.

Since 1959 almost 62,000
southern blue fin tuna have
been tagged off the NSW,
South Australian and West

A new Division of'Water
Resources Research, with
major laboratories in Can
berra and Perth, will be set
up following a worldwide
search for a Chief.

The Chairman, Dr
Boardman, said thc ncw Divi
sion would be formcd from
elements of the Divisions of
Groundwater Research, Water
and Land Resources and the
hydrology group of the Divi
sion of Soils. About 200 staff
would be involved in the reor
ganization.

Staff with expertise in land
resources who will not transfer
to the new Division will join
other divisions.

Dr Boardman said the estab
lishment of the Divison
reflectcd the importance
CSIRO attached to research
into the use and management
of water and thc Organiza
tion's to support and work with
the 'major Australian water
authorities.

Water research was a high
priority area within CSIRO
and thc new Division would
lead to better co-ordinated and
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federal budget
CSIRO not singled out for cuts, but funding
falls in some areas

CSIRO will continue to publish
the Australian Journals of Sci
entific Research but will seek
to put them ou a sound com
mercial basis.

The Director of the Bureau
of Information and Public
Communication, Mr Peter
Dunstan, said CSIRO had
proposed a new agreement
between the Organization and
the Australian Academy of
Scicncc. T!le proposed agrec
mcnt involved a major market
ing effort to support the jour
nals.

The journals, published
jointly with the Australian
Academy of Science, cost ab
out $2 million to produce in
1985-86 and returned almost
$500 DOD in revenue. They are
also lIsed in an exchange prog
ram in whieh the Organization
receives publications from
overseas institutions.

Mr Dunstan said the journ
als were a valuable resource
for Australia and CSIRO
wantcd publication to continue
but on the terms of the prop
osed publication agreement.

The major elemcnts of the
basis for agreement are:

universities and other user
groups contributing towards
the cost of publication;

reducing typesetting and
other costs;
. iucreased subscription rev
enue and quotation of overseas
subscriptions in United States
dollars;
. a positive marketing plan in
volving more aggressive prom
otional support, a wider net
work of distributors, possible
paid advertising and regular
price reviews.

'The combination of morc
cost-effective production,
increased revenue and contr
ibutions from the major bene
ficiaries of the journals on the
"user pays" principlc is cxpect
ed to provide the stability
neccssary for the contimwtion
and enhancement of the jour
nals,' said Mr Dunstan.

The publications involved
are the Australian Journals of
Agricultural Research, Biolog
ical Sciences, Botany, Chemis
try, Marine and Freshwater
Researeh, Plant Physiology,
Physics, Soil Research, Zool
ogy and Australian Wildlite
Research.

'It will be a tight yeal', but
it won't be 11 disastl'olls
year'.

This statement by the Insti
tute of Energy and Earth
Resources secretary Dr Nevil
Byrne, appears to sum up the
reaction of the institutes to this
year's federal budgct alloca
tion to CSIRO.

Unlike the 1984 budget,
which was a particularly dif
ficult one for the Organization,
this year the axe fell across the
board. In the case of CSIRO,
salaries and operating funds
have dropped by about 1.5
percent in real terms this year.

CSIRO's overall funding
just about kept pace with infla
tion. About two weeks before
the budget, $5 million was
lopped hy the Expenditure
Review Committee from the
CSIRO estimates. The Organi
zation's allocation tor 1986/87
is $364. I million, an increase
of $27.4 million on last year's
$336.7 million.

The allocation for salaries
and operating costs is $329.6
million, up from $306.6 million
last year. However, this in
eludes a spccial provision of $5
million for the early retirement
scheme.

Funding for buildings and
major equipment was $34.5
million, compared with $30. I
million last year.

Total estimated expenditure
for CSIRO in this financial
year, including revenue and
contributions from industry
and grants bodies, is $451.6
million. Last year the actual
expenditure was $418.3 mill
ion.

The Executive will a lloeate
a further $4.8 million to the
growth areas.

Institutes have been asked
to shield growth areas from
any cuts, leaving non protected
areas to take the brunt. How
ever, it seems some institutes
will, through necessity, allow
small reductions to flow on to
growth areas in some
instances.

The erosion of budget fund
ing over the past decade means
the Organization has ever
decreasing resources at a time
when demands are growing.
Some of the division chiefs
contacted by CoResearch

painted a gloomy picture of
cuts to opera lions - and
staff - as a result of operating
funds continually falling
bchind the inflation ratc.

Here's what CSIRO's five
institutes had to say about this
year's budget:
Dr Nevil Byrne, lEER: 'I think
the important thing is our
capilHl equipment has been
run down. When yDU get a
declining budget it is much
easier tD put off buying major
eapital items such as analytical
equipment, than it is to reduce
staff.

'These constant delays in
buying cquipment are starting
to have a scrious impact on the
effectiveness and efficiency of
our research. All our divisions
badly need major items of
equipment.
'We've made it an Institute
policy that, although the Exec
utive has given us money for
items of equipment, we've also
added extra money as an Insti
tute priority. This year wc
won't be able to do that.
Mr Altln Charles, InslifUle of
AnilJ1t1ll1nd Food Sciences: 'It
will be a difficult year.

'In order to provide the
resources needed to maintain
momentum in growth areas,
even protected programs will
proba bly sClffer some reduc
tions, and unprotected prog
rams may lose up to five
percent of their resourccs.
Dr Andrew Pik, Inslirule of
Physical Sciences: 'There is a
hope that CSIRO will increasc
its contributions from outside,
especially with the 150 percent
tax deduction incentive and
the new arrangements for
offsets.'

He said some divisions had
suffercd particularly badly this
year and there would havc to
be significant cuts in some
operations.
Mr Keilh Avenl, Institule of
Biological Resources: 'The
Executive has worked very
hard at reducing its commit
ments, and the Institute is
looking at things in the same
sort of way - we're trying to
minimise the impact of insti
tute level needs on the divi
sions.

'We arc trying, in these tight
times, to minimise the more
traumatic aspects of funds

Illonagcmcnt so divisions can
get on with their work as much
as possible. Thc other side of
that coin is that we will be
looking to negotiate with divi
sions for more redeploymcnt
of resources within and bel
ween divisions on an agreed
basis, rather than using the
mechanism of pulling funds
out and putting them back in.'
Dr Bili Whillon, dir"c!o/' oflhe
Il1.1'lilUle of InduSlrial Technol
ogy: 'From lIT's point of view
it was good that the budget
contained strong incentives for
thc improvement of productiv
ity and competitiveness of

Budget hardships are being
compounded for many divi
sions by the imposition of
heavy charges for the Cyber
205 'super computer' at
CSIRONET. Divisions in all
institutes except Animal and
Food Scicnces have becn told
to come up with a total of
$1.2 million. This is the result
of an Executive decision to
have the divisions usc and
pay for the Cyber.

Or Pik said 'divisions who
responded well to manage
ment committee calls last

Australian manufacturing ind
ustry. These incentives inc
luded: ISO percent tax conces
sion for industrial R&D; other
grants for industrial R&D
(GIRD); support of the Nat
ional Industry Extension Ser
vice (NIBS); and continuation
of the management and invest
ment companies (MIC) prog
ram.

'With limited funds it's
essential for CSIRO to comple
ment the increased effort by
private industry through col·
laboration and careful selec
tion of areas for research
growth.'

year to use the Cyber under
the merit scheme are now
being penalised and forced
into paying for it - and in
most cases they rcally don't
want to llse it'. IPS has
shouldered the major part of
this responsibility, and will
have to payout $500000.

Or Byrne at lEER said
'the Institute will be required
to pay $300 000 [for the
Cyber] whether we like it or
not. That of course is putting
a big dcnt in our equipment
budget'.
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Dear Editor,
At a recent meeting of the
heads of the various Divisions
and Units represented at Lucas
Heights, concern was expres
sed at a perceived decline in
the news coverage in the new
format of CoReselll'ch.

[n particular the value of the
Monthly Division Feature was
questioned. Whilst the articles
are of some interest the effort
involved in producing each
article is considered to be
dctracting from the breadth of
coverage of the rest of the
publication. Surely the primary
role of a staff newspaper is to
print topical articles, not his
torical features, and should
reflect the diversity of activity
of the Organization. This was
always one of the attractive
features of previous Co
Researcll publications.

To emphasise the point,
there used to be a standard
invitation extendcd to all staff
to submit articles to the editor,
together with deadline dates
and a contact address. This is
now missing.

We wonder if other staff feel
that the ncw CoResearch is
missing the target.

K H L Key
IT"i.~ !el/er was signed by 3/ o/her
scienrhirS at fhe Division ofEntomology.
Sec sfory on page I about 11Ii,\' issue. f

We cannot consider the net
cost of producing the Journals
as at all excessive, having
regard to the statutory obliga
tion of CSIRO in the publica
tion field. However, should
that be brought into question,
we would argue that the cost
should be set against that that
would be incurred, in escalat
ing page charges and reprint
costs, if we had to publish in
overseas journals (one journal
in our field now charges US$80
per page).

We have in the Australian
Journals of Scientific Rescarch
a highly effective local product
in which we can feel pridc. If
comparable journals can be
published by the Scandanavian
countries, Holland and Swit
zerland, surely the task should
not be beyond Australia's
capacity.

P G Alfredson
Chief, Division of
Energy Chemistry

[Editor's nole: the invitation
for people to 'contribute to
CoResearch appears, as usual,
0/1 the back page.]

decline in wooden coathangers
in this country I think it is safe
to conclude that the sartorial
habits of most Australians
leaves much to be desircd.

In conclusion, I deplore the
introduction into your article
of the work relating to the
habits of refrigerator left
overs. These activities are
purely behavioural and, hcnce,
belong in onc of the infamous
soft science journals, such as
'Social Studies on Electrot
ropic Technogrubs' or similar.
Digressions into such areas of
dubious, so-called science can
only scrve to cloud the impor
tant issues of coathanger evolu
tion, habits, growth and dcvel
opment which are of immedi
ate practical concern to all
Australians. Historically, it has
becn this ability to extract
utility from the hard sciences
which has formed the basis of
CSIRO's scientific reputation
and which will carry it into the
twenty-first century.
Notes
I. P Thomas, tulpub!.. 1986.
2. C G Thomas (my m,um), pers.
comm., 1957.
3. As /10 empirical evidence exists on tlJi,~

poim, stalis/kal tec/miques have been
used. Iterarive Asserlioll flas been found
to reduce the probability of effective
cOllrradiclion to almost zero when the
flIUflbl'I' of iterations exceeds one millM
ion.

Paul R Thomas
Division of Forest Research

Dear Editor,
In a letter to CoResearch (Au
gust, p. 2) the Director of the
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication is cre
dited with the view that 'there
is little support for the Austra
lian journals amongst the divi
sions of CSIRO. The under
signed scientists in the Division
of Entomology believe this
view to be greatly mistaken.

We wish to state categorI
cally that we regard the Jour
nals overall, and particularly
the Australian Journal of Zool
ogy, as extremely valuable,
high quality outlets for our
published work. Indeed, their
international reputation con
stitutes a major source of the
high standing of CSIRO and
Australian science in the inter
national community. We
would regard it as a major
disaster for ourselves and for
CSIRO if the Journals were to
be abandoned, curtailed, or
placed under an editorial
regimc less cxperienced and
less attuned to tile Australian
scientific sccne than at present.

Dear Editor,
I wish to clear up some confu
sion in your CoResearch arti
cle, Aug '86 concerning the
life-cycles and phcnology of
coathangers. You state 'there
must be some widesprcad
infertility disease within the
species, since no larval forms
of the wooden coathanger have
been observed in recent times'.
This is simply untrue; it is an
assumption which arises from
the further (implied) assump
tion that wire or plastic coath
angers and wooden coathan
gel's are phylogenetically (and
taxonomically) related and,
therefore, are likely to have
similar larval forms. The facts
are that any similarity between
wooden and other forms of
coathangers are now known to
bc the result of convergent
evolution. I the phylogeny and
ontogeny of wooden coathan
gers is quite distinct and, so far
as we can ascertain, diverged
from the metal and plastic
varieties no later than the late
Mechanozoic cra. During the
(earlier) middle Mcchanozoic,
wooden coathangers showed
an amazing diversity and vig
our of speciation; many pad
ded, carved, hinged and other
bizarre forms (now rarei are
known from these times.

It has been recognised for
some time tllat the larval forms
of wooden coathangers are, in
fact, wooden clothes-pegs. 3

The evidence for this is the
opposite of that used to detcr
mine the larval forms of metal
coathangers which was a link
ing of opposi tes - this is a
Iihking of similar phenomena.
A time-series sampling of the
contents of any typical peg-bas
ket will reveal a steady decline
in tile number of healthy
wooden pegs and an increase
in the number of weed species
(plastic pegs). This, of course,
has led to a decline in the
number of wooden coat han
gers. Any attempt to encour
age the conservation of the
intrinsically and aesthetically
'better' wooden coathanger,
must therefore, concentrate
research on the reasons why
peg baskets are so attractive to
invader species of the plastic
persuasion. Research propos
als of this nature should be
before the Executive shortly.

As with other forms, the
metamorphasis and migration
of larval forms remain obscure,
but, because of the differences
between the species, is
expected to show specific and
generic peculiarities. Finally,
on this point. I draw your
attention to thc delicate
balance which exists whcrc
thrce specics share a single
niche (in this case, a war
drobe). Wooden coathangers
arc best adapted to handlc a
supcrior style of good clothing,
whcrcas the plastic coathanger
is well adapted to inter
mediate, c1inal or gradational
clothes and any old junk can
bc chucked over a wire coat
hangcr. Givcn the observcd
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Battle against insect pests
goes on

First Canberra, then the world
The Division of Entomology is widely s(lread, with laboratoriei>
not only ill Alls!l'alia but al'Onnd the world,

involvement in production res··
earch must be decreased and
farmers should be aware of
this,' Or Spradbcry said.

The cost of research to the
produccrs is very little com
pared with th-c potential
benefits.

The section's screw-worm
fly group in Papua New
Cuinea, financed by the Dep
'lrtmcnt of Primary Industry.
was a 'very cheap insurance
policy' for farmers. Thc unit
was deSIgned (0 producc stcrile
screw-worm flies for release if
nccded to eradicate the fly
from Australia given early
warning of its introduction.

'f believe researchers must
make farmers more aware of
Ihc funding problem and how
it is affecting CSlRO and its
work for thc man on the land.
Wc havc to get out there and
make sure farmers know about
what wc are doing and who is
thc bencficiary. Farmers
should also bccome more in
volved in where their money is
going.'

The overseas laboratories
lire bused in:

Port Moresby, PapuH New
Guinca. for scrcw-worm I\y
investigations;

Montpellier, France. for
rcsearch into the biological
control of wecds;

Acapulco, Mexico and Cape
Town. South Africa, for weed
control research;

Cordoba, Spain, for dung
beetle studies.

The Division's laboratory in
Pretoria. the CSIRO dung bee
tle research unit, was officially
closed on ] Septembcr follow
ing withdrawal of industry
funds.

Or Spradbery said there were
'very real financial incentives I

in research and farmers should
be aware of this.

Thc section rcsearchers thc
control of sheep blowfly, buf
falo fly, bush fly, screw-worm
fly and the European wasp.

The Australian Meat and
Livcstock Research and Dev
elopment Corporation had
recently cut its contribution to
CSIRO researcb funds. This
had forced tbe 'untimely' clo
sure of the Division's dung
bectle research in Prctoria,
South Africa, the revision of
other projects and led to many
redundancies of experienced
staff.

'We do not criticise thc
AMLRDC for putting its
money into off-farm arcas but
without industry support, our

Farmers llIust be alerted to the
value of research, according to
the head 01' tbe Division's
'insect pests of livestock and
man' section, Or Philip Sprad
bery,

The amazil1g world revealed by the scanning etecton microscope
is illustrated in (his photo of Cl bee sting.

The Division's hcadquarters is
houscd in one of thc ACT\
oldest public buildings.

The scientists based in Can
berra carry out rescarch into a
wide ran!!,e of subjects includ
ing insect biology, behaviour,
ecology, pat hology, genetics,
biological control and storcd
grain rcsearch. Thc Canberra
laboratory is also the site of the
Austr;llian National Inscct
Collection.

The Division's other Austra
lian rese,HTh projects are based
in Sydney, Brisbane, Rockh
ampton, Darwin, Pcrth, Adel
aide. Melbourne and Hobart.

Research benefits for farmers

with the taxonomy of all the
insect orders represented in
Australia, together with keys
enabling identification to fam
ily level, and hundreds of
detailed illustrations.

The book, prepared by thc
Division and published by Mel
bourne University Press in
1970, is now being revised and
will be published by MUP in
1988. This edition involves
many new illustrations, ncw
keys and updated information
on the biology and evolution
of insects.

understanding and apprccia
tion of insects 'many of which
are of great beauty and much
interest to man '.

'This Division has a long
tradition of contributing to
understanding of insect biol
ogy, physiology, behaviour
and ecology.'

Insect taxonomy was an
important part of the Divi
sion's work and was vital to the
success of almost all applicd
entomological research.

'Areas of biological control
and ecology cannot develop
without good taxonomic work
and yet some people outside of
the Division see it as an anac
hronistic luxury.'

Or Whitten said the Division
had an important role to play
in conservation issues.

'Insects havc a very signific
ant role in many habitats.
Termites, for example, eat
more grass than sheep or kan
garoos in arid Australia.

'People are interested in
conserving the environment
and I think we will sec a
greater role for us in commull
ity ecology as a result of this.
I also believe that our involve
ment in tropical entomology
will increase as interest in the
largely untapped potcntial of
the north increases.'

Australia's premier textbook
on insects is being revised and
expanded as the Dh'ision's
contribution to the Bicenten
nia!.
11,e Insects of Australia - A
Textbook for Students and
Research Workers is a standard
text for entomology students
in Australia and overseas and
is used internationally as a
reference book. The 1000 page
book has comprehensive acc
ounts of the anatomy, biology,
evolution, and fossil history of
insects, and chapters dealing

'probably go down as the most
successful biological control
program in the world as yet,
certainly the most spectacular'.

'Ours is one of the few
CSIRO divisions to have
undergone an independent
cost-benefit analysis. The out
come of that and our sub
sequent achievements repre
sent a record that the Divi
sion's staff are proud of,' Or
Whitten said.

The return to Australia each
year is well in excess of what
is put in and that is without
placing a value on our taxon
omic work. The successful
biological control of skeleton
weed, several water weeds, thc
lucerne aphid and sirex wasp,
the use of pheromones to con
trol oriental fruit moth. the
development of integrated
management techniques for
the controt of insecticide-resis
tant mites in orchards, the
evaluation of new chemicals
for the control of termites, the
use of parasitic nematodes to
control blackcurrant borcr and
the many successes of the
Stored Grain Laboratory are
all concrete examples of this.'

Or Whitten said that as
custodian of the Australian
National Insect Collection the
Division was developing

Dr Max Whillen

Textbook is Division's contribution
to tile Bicentennial

According to thc Chief, Or
Max Whitlen, the Division is
working to identify and study
Australia's major insect pests
in order to devise new and
improved control methods,
and to research the biological
control of weeds.

'The Division's research is
focused around insccts and
exists because insects are
economically important and
effect the livelihoods of people
in many different ways,' he
said.

Its research cmphasised the
development of new app
roaches and management
strategies designed to avoId
tolal reliance on conventional
pesticidcs.

Research on biological con
trol, physical control methods,
genetic manipulation, thc use
of insect pheromones and
other novel approachcs consti
tuted a large proportion of the
Division's work.

Or Whitten said the Divi
sion's work affected all indus
try sectors - primary, secon
dary and tertiary - and the
community generally.

The Division is divided into
seven sections - taxonomy,
which includes the Australian
National Insect Collection;
stored products; pathology,
behaviour and physiology;
molecular biology; insect pests
of plants; insect pests of lives
tock and man; and biological
control of wecds.

There are also units con
cerned with electron micros
copy, computing, technical and
taxonomic illustration, elec
tronics and photography. The
Division is spread over nine
Australian and six overseas
sites.

'In justification for this Divi
sion we have large returns in
economic and community
benefits, and also cultural
benefits through greater know
ledge of an environment that
is increasingly morc fragile,'
he said.

Or Whitten said the Division
was 'unusual, particularly
among the biological divisions,
in the high level of outside
support we receive.'

Entomology is 35 perccnt
industry funded including
about $0·8 million towards the
operation of the Stored Grain
Research Laboratory (see
separatc story).

The Division's success in
controlling the world's worst
water weed, salvinia, would

The Division of Entomology has led Australia's battle against insect pests for almost 60
years and is still going strong.
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I'lle Division has a large and skilled s{{'ff of carpenters, electricians and metal workers who are
involved in the construction of scientific equipment and the rebuilding of research facilities. Back
row: Mike .Ieffer)', Reg Motbey, Steve Holyland, Peter Minogue, Ed Rompa, Claude Eayrs, Craig
Webber, Nell Eustice. pJ'ont row: Graellle Taylor, Wally Baran, Ran Squires, Ged Warren, Martin
Massa, Roger Williams, John Pocknall, Max Albiez, Rolf John.

and is the primary data bank
for taxonomic and biological
information about Australian
insect fauna.

Thc 23 staff members of the
taxonomy section gather infor
malion on the composition,
distribution and biology of
Australian insects, classify
them and systemise this know
ledge for research use.

This work had numerous
applications. 'For example,
you often need to be able to
accurately identify an organism
tbat is destroying crops before
developing strategies to con
trol it,' Or Lawrencc said.

Insects that are vcry similar
in appearance can have totally
different fceding habits and
life histories. There are several
examples of failed control mea
sures because of incorrect iden
tification of the insect con
cerned.'

The collection started with
the foundation of the Oivision
in 1928. It has grown through
specimens collected by staff
members and by collections
often donated by amateurs.

ANI C staff also undertake
collecting expeditions to bring
back specimens from far-flung
Australian ecosystems.

The latest expedition to the
remote Iron Range National
Park in far north Queensland
involved team leader Dr Oavid
Rcntz, Or Don Colless, Dr
Andrew Calder, Mr Tom Weir
and Ms Josephine Cal'dale.

Mr Weir said the trip was
organised to collect in an area
renowned for its close faunal
and floral associations with
Papua New Guinea. The work
involved long hours of day and
night collecting, photograph
ing and audio recording of
insect sounds. But, of the
20 000 specimens that were
collected and now nced to be
sorted - many will represent
ncw species and will form a
record for this still relatively
undisturbed site.

Australian entomologists
are in the enviable position of
still being able to locate new
families of insects. Dr Ebbe
Nielsen, the curator of lepid
optera (moths and butterflies),
has recently identified an
entire new group of moths. Or
Lawrence has done likewise
with beetles and considerable
publicity bas already been
given to the Cooloola monster
- a new family of cricket-like
creatures from northern
Queensland named by Or
Oavid Rentz; and Nothomyr
mecia, a rare and primitive ant
located in South Australia by
Or Bob Taylor and his col
leagues. For entomologists
Australia is still a frontier zone.

specimcns were added to the
collection each year.

'But despite the impressive
size of the collection it repre
sents only a small proportion
of Australia's insect species.'

Conservative estimates put
the number of Australian
insects at some 110 000 species
of which perhaps only 65 000
species had so far been pre
served in collections.

Only about 45 percent of
Australian insects were
named. According to the staff
at ANlC there is still a very big
part of the job to do,

In addition to being a part
of the national heritage, the
collection is also a practical
tool for applied entomology,

Ms Vanna Rangsi, a technical officer involved in research on
Lepidoptera, with one of the hundreds of drawers of insect
specimens held in the Australian National Insect Collection.

The Division of Entomology
has responsibility for the
Australian National Insect
Collection, the world's largest
and 1II0st comprehensive col·
lection of Australian insects.

Known to those who work
thcrc as the ANIC, the collec
tiDn COml)rises about five mill
ion specimens ranging from
insects the size of a grain of
sand to giant moths. Most are
dry mounted and pinned, and
housed in some 12 000 cabinct
drawers, but thcre is also an
extcnsivc collection of slidcs,
alcohol-preserved spccimens
and some live colonies.

The head of insect taxonomy
and general biology, Or Jobn
Lawrence, said thousands of

Dr Fibbe Nielsen at the Division recently identified a whole new
group of moths, of which this is an example.

Impasse

To find a way out of this
impasse, the Govcrnment int
roduced the Biological Control
Act, the first in the world, to
weigh individual rights against
the potcntial benefit to the
community.

After considering 582 sub
missions, the Industries Assis
tance Commission estimated
the bcnefit of biological control
of PatcrsDn's curse to be $150
million ovcr 15 years, com
pared with costs of only $17
million.

The United States and Can
ada are studying the Australian
Biological Control Act elosely
as a model. The Act's signifi
cance for Australia goes bey
ond l'alerson's curse to provide
a legal framework for all future
biological control programs,
and to remove a threat to the
legality orthe many programs
instituted in a legal vacuum in
the past.

Thc program to control the
wecd Paterson's Curse, or Sal
vation Jane, is probably the
most controversial in the his
tory of biological control,
according to Or Oelfosse.

He expects this to bc resol
ved soon but it has been a long
and expensive process.
In 1980, two beekeepers and
two graziers applied tD the
High Court to stop the release
of insects to control Paterson's
curse, on the grounds that it
was a source of pollen, nectar
and in drier areas, fodder.

Paterson's curse is highly
toxic to grazing livestock, red
uces pasture productivity and
crop yields and requires high
chemical control costs. Current
control methods are ineffec
tivc.

The Division has a long and distingnished history of nsing insects
and plant diseases against weeds.

CSIRO research into the use
of insects for biological control
of weeds goes back to early this
century.

Notable recent successes
include the almost complete
control of salvinia using a
weevil, the control of water
hyacinth, water lettuce and
alligator wecd by a varicty of
insects, tile control of a form
of skelcton weed by a rust
fungus, and the control of St
John's wort in most areas of its
distribution.

The Division, often in col
laboration with or supportcd
by State Departments of Agri
culture or equivalent, is now
evaluating potential agents for
control of a long list of weeds,
including common heliotrope,
ragwort, blackberries, onion
weed, docks, sorrels, spiny
emex and silverleaf nightshade
in southern Australia and giant
sensitive plant, Hypti.l' and
Sida in the [lOrth.

Biological control agcnts arc
specially sclcctcd organisms
that are natural encmics of the
weeds. Careful testing ensures
that wlwn they arc brought in
from ovcrseas, they will act
only against their 'target', leav
ing useful plants unaffectcd.

A grcat advantagc of biol
ogical control is that once
released the control agent
becomes self-perpetuating and
self-dispersing: it does the job
itself, with little or no further
intervention.

Dr Ernest Delfosse, a res
earch scientist working on
Mediterranean wceds, said:
'The effect is ncver to totally
eliminate the pcst, just to keep
its numbers and density below
the economic threshold at
which it is a nuisance'.

Perhaps the most spectacu
lar recent example of biological
control was the dramatic effect
of a tiny Brazilian weevil on
salvinia - one of the world's
worst water weeds. The wcevil
was found, introduced and rcl
cased by a Brisbane-based res
earch team led by Dr Peter
Room.

The weevil has controlled
salvinia infestations through
out Qucensland, leaving lakes
and water courses clear and
unpolluted.

The research tcam was
awarded the 1985 UNESCO
Prize for controlling salvinia in
the Sepik River in Papua New
Guinea. This work is now
being extended to Sri Lanka
and east Africa,

Biological agents have often
demonstrated their value but
not without controversy.
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Nematodes 'light insect
pests

***

Ms Avis Walton, a member of the Stored Grain Research
Laboratory for 12 years, dissectillg Sitophila weevils to determine
their sex as part of research 011 stored grain insects.

lar biology studies wc re now
being undertaken by Dr Ray
Akhurst and Or Rob Saint in
Canberra to see if nematocle~

could be made rcsistant to
drying - one of their major
limitations - and if the form
of bacteria they carried could
be stabilised.

The list of potential targets
includes pasture and sugar
cane scarab beetles, borers in
bananas and rice, and termites,
as well as major beetle pests
affecting the ornamcntal indus
try.

'Provided you can give them
the right environment,
nematodes arc a very potent
control method,' Or
Rothschild said.

'Now we have very good
mass rearing techniques they
are also very competitive, par
ticularly for high-value cash
crops. '

Or Rothschild said fungal
infcction was another method
of controlling insect pests. The
Division's research by Or
Richard Milner and his team
in Canberra was directed
towards fungi known to attack
aphids and had more rccently
focused on the use of
mctarhizium- a fungus which
affects a range of insects
including scarab beetles.

There was also research into
more effectivc ways of using
bacter'" to infect insects.

Billions of tiny worms called
ucmatodes are onc 01' the
newest biologic,,1 weapons
against insect pests.

Or Robin Bcdding and his
team at the Division's Hobart
laboratory arc devising
methods of rearing the near
microscopic nematodcs and
using them to control pest
spccies of insect.

Thc nematodes, together
with thc special bactcria they
carry, invade the body of an
insect and kill it. The
nematodcs survivc in the soil
and once establishcd provide
prolonged pest contrul.

Or George Rothschild, the
Assistant Chief, said the Divi
sion had pioneered techniques
of rn<lSS rearing nematodes nnd
work by Or Bedding and his
team had led to a number of
patents. There was considera
blc collaboration with indus
try, including Biotechnology
Australia Ltd.

The technique has been very
successful with blackcurrant
borer now almost entirely con
trolled in Tasmania by
nematodes.

An earlier major success for
Or Beddiug's team was
nematode control of the Sirex
wood wasp. This wasp, which
once threatened pinc planta
tions, has becn suppressed
throughout its range.

Or Rothschild said molecu-

Ms Wendy Edward.~ at the HolJQI'I Laborarory, 'Stowell HOllse',
mixing chicken offal macerate with cl'llmbed sponge for use in the
mass rearing of nematodes - all part of a day's work.

trigger differentiation and seg
ment formation,' Or Whitten
said. 'If we know what those
signals are it might give us new
methods of control.

'We can even learn about
differentiation in othcr ani
mals, including man, by look
ing at genes in insects because
some of the genes for develop
ment in higher animals are
very similar.'

Other groups, headed by
Drs Alan Lohe and John
Oakeshott, are studying gene
structure and regutation in
insects and how gene products
affect behaviou r.

'If we understand the mol
ecular control of behaviour
thcn it may open SOme novel
areas of pest management, I Or
Whitten said.

'Molecular biology provides
us with a very powerful tool for
looking at relationships bet
ween species and is yet another
tool the taxonomist can use to
unravel long-term problcms of
evolutionary relationships.'

insecticides onto clay dust
which is mixed with thc grain.
The clay dust is easily rcmovcd
and leaves virtually no insec
ticiclc residue;
. the dcvelopment of PVC
covered grain bunkers as a
cheap method of sealed storage
used to store al most 300 million
tonnes of wheat in 1985 alone.

Or Evans said the economic
value of alternative pest man
agement, storage techniques
and other long-term bencfits
was hard to quantify precisely
but 'must be very high'. For
cxample, thc savings ($2M)
from the introduction of bunk
er fumigation in NSW alone
during 1984-85 was far more
than the Australian Wheat
Board's current contribution
to the laboratory!

Genetic engineering is
expected to reveal a range of
new insect management
techniques.

The Chief, Or Max Whitten,
said the Division was commit
ted to exploring the potential
of molecular biology and gene
tic engineering in pure and
applied entomology.

The Division is working with
Or Howells' laboratory in thc
biochemistry department at
the Australian National Uni
versity on developing gene
transfer techniques.

Or Whitten said genetic
engineering techniques could
be used to improve beneficial
insects or to engineer a pest to
work against itself. The
techniques are also being used
to study and modify insect
pathogens and may help to
identify new categories of pest
icides>

'Or Rob Saint and his team
arc looking at how develop
ment occurs in insects and at
the very early signals that

Managing insects with
genetic engineering

12 alternative grain protectants
that have enabled supplies of
insect-free grain to be main
tained in spite of the problcm
of resistance to insecticides;

thc dcvelopment of sealed
storagc techniques enabling
improved residue-free pest
control through the creation of
unfavourable modified atmos
pheres or fumigation;

. the development of a rapid
heating process to disinfest
grain at export terminals which
is nOW in use at a pilot plant at
Dunolly, Victoria;

. extensive basic work on thc
biology aild behaviour of grain
pests and research into heat
and mass transfer process in
stored grains;

a new method of applying

The agreement, which will
be signed soon, continues thc
laboratory's 50 percent indus
try and 50 percent CSI RO
funding arrangement - a
major vote of confidence by
users of the group's research
when one considers the $1. 7M
annual budget for this group.

Head of the laboratory, Or
David Evans, said the agree
ment involved CSIRO, the
Australian Wheat Board and,
for the first time, bulk handling
authorities throughout Aust
ralia.

The revised agreement
would open new avcnues for
research with the bulk handling
authorities interested in a
rangc of grains including barl
cy, oats, sorghum, peas and
lupins.

For the first time, industry
would provide additional funds
for liaison and extension act
ivities to strengthen communi
cation channels with user
groups.

Closc industry links would
also bc maintained through a
stored grain research council,
established to set research
priorities and policy, and a
stored grain management com
mittee to identify industry
problems and to assess prog
rcss in tackling them. These
will replace the existing stored
grain liaison committee.

The laboratory was estab
lished in the early 1970s follow
ing agreement between the
Australian Wheat Board and
CSIRO to set up a national
centre for research on stored
wheat.

Or Evans said the laboratory
had pioneered many areas of
now accepted technology. A
multi-disciplinary approach to
industry problems had been
greatly strengthencd by the
incorporation of the former
agricultural engineering group
at Highett.

'What we are concerned
about is Australia's reputation
as a supplier of good quality,
insect-free grain,' !le said.

'This is a $3000 million ind- •
ustry. We provide a sort of
insurance policy against losing
international markets by help
ing the industry maintain
important non-price attributes
such as freedom from insects
and low levels of pesticide
rcsidues. '

Some of thc laboratory's re
scarch achievemcnts included:
. major contributions to the
evaluation and registration of

The Division's Stored Grain
Research Laboratory is set to
maintain its position liS a world
leader in grain storage and pest
management rcsearch with a
new industry agrecmcnt.
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Hitting fruit moths below the
belt

'.

Australian insects could reach
New Zealand under very
favourable conditions.

The unit, which is onc of
only five or six of its type in
the world, aims to discover
whieh insects migrate, wherc
they comc from and go to.
Important information when
many crops arc vulnerable to
insects which originate hun
dreds of kilometres away.

Art witll0Ut artis'lic licence

some some 200 to 300 metres
by a kite or on windless days
by a gas balloon.

The unit has collected mill
ions of migrating organisms,
including tiny aphids, spiders
flying with the help of a piece
of silk and the wind, locusts
and various moths.

Dr Drake said insects often
travellcd some 200 to 400
kilometrcs per night and

The insecI migration radar on localion in Ilorlh weslerll NSW

Biocontrol Limited in collab
oration with the Division.

Polythene tubes fillcd with
the synthetic pheromone arc
attached to the trees. These
tubcs release the chemicals
into the air and the male moths
become so confused by the
false scent trails that finding a
female is almost impossible.

This product - known as
Isomate-M - is now used in
Australia and the United
States.

Or George Rothschild, now
the Assistant Chief but who
was closely involved in the
pheromone work, said synthe
tic insect pheromones opened
a wide range of potential con
trol methods for rational pest
management without the dis
advantages of systems based
solely on pesticidcs.

Potential target

Radar, Idtes ami gas balloons
do not lIt first sight seem to be
elements of applied entomol
ogy.
But thcy are, in fact, central
tools for the insect migration
unit.

The lmit, which includes Drs
Alistair Drake and Roger Far
row, Mr John Dowse, ancl Mr
Peter Harris from the Divi
sion's electronics unit, uses
radar equipment they have
largely built themselves to
track flying insects, especially
moths and locusts.

The radar equipment. which
is mounted on a trailer and
towed around Australia, can
'see' an individual moth two
kilometres away.

Not satisfied with radar
tracking, the unit also nets its
insect quarry. Small migrating
insects and spiders invisible to
the radar arc caught in a large
airborne net which is lifted

The codling moth was an
important potential target 1'01'

pheromone control as was the
Hcliothis moth species 
probably the major pests of ~",~!!!!!!I!!!.=:i~I'~;;:=.J.
horticulture and agriculture ~'

affecting cotton, wheat, ~~_.-

sunflowers and many other A world free fWIII hairy insects mllst be the secret wish of the
crops. Division's three taxonomic illustrators - Mr SI' Kim, Ms Anne

Or Rothsehild said research Hastings and Ms Sandy Smith,
into pherolTIones and other Taxonomic illustrators are responsible for the beautiful and
aspects of insect bdlaviour was intricate drawings of insects that illustrate textbooks and
a vital part of the Division's scientific papers. The drawings show at a glance a picture of an
,work. insect more detailed than any conventional photograph.

Research on Heliothis is also The illustrators can spend days looking at a specimen through
an Institute of Biological a microscope to produce the particularly accurate drawings. They
Resources priority area, are now heavily involved in doing the hundreds of new
involving both the Division of illustrations for The Insects of Auslralia (see separate story).
Entomology and the Division But taxonomy is art without artistic licence. The illustrators
of Plant Industry. The produce exact scientific drawings. Hence the problem with hairs.
entomologists are interested in The illustrators have their favourites - Sandy likes grasshop
the insects' ecology, behaviour pers and crickets and Anne has bcen busy on a wasp series. But
and the genetics of pesticide as Kim commented, 'if you are creating some 150 drawings a
resistance. year each there is not a lot of time to concentrate on favourites'.

No escape for insects from technology

for identification or research
into new management meth
ods. Many scanning electron
micrographs of insects will be
included in the revision of the
textbook, The Im'eels of
Auslralia.

Mr Bcaton sHld the close-up
view provided by the scanning
electron microscope allowed
insects to be 'easily illustrated
and interprcted'.

'These pictures mean some"
thing to people - it is the
picture and the thousand words
story,' he said.

The unit has won a number
of awards for its electron mic
rographs and is often asked for
examples of its work for exhib
itions.

Scientists with thc Division
havc developed a control
method using a synthetic ver
sion of the scx phcromone of
the oriental fruit moth - a
significant pest of pcach and
nectarine orchards in Australia
and ovcrseas. The tcchniquc
has been commercialised by

An elephanl weevil

Mr Colin Bcaton, thc officer
in-charge of the Division of
Entomology's electron micros
copy unit. and his team bring
to life the tiniest crcatures in
extraordinary detail.

The unit operates two mic
rosc.opes - a scanning elec
tron microscopc with useful
magnification from 10 to
100 000 times and a transmis
sion elcctron microscope capa
ble of sccing largc molecules
magnified some 250 000 timcs.

Its facilities and cxpertisc
are widely used by the Divi
sion's scientists and scientists
from other divisions and out
side CSIRO.

The microscope unit can
reveal dctails of insects vital

Bugs beconle monsters under
the electron microscope

A wo...d of tiny monsters - that is often the view revealed by
the scallnillg electron microscope.

Division of Entomology scien
tists have achieved lIIajOl' SIlC

cesses in lISill~ insect
pherolllones as control mea
sures.

Pherornollcs arc chemical
substanccs relcased by insects
to communicate with one
another.
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The Executive has "ejected rural iudustry calls to sad, auimal Iiberatiouisl Ms Christine Townend
I'l'Om CSIRO's Advisol'y Committee on the Ethics of Auimal Hesearch (CACEAI{).

50 (lethal dose 50 percent) test
used to assess the toxicity of
new chemicals. .

CSIRO is not using the LD
SO test, but has used it in the
past to establish the toxicity of
naturally occurring plant or
microbial substances suspected
to be the cause o( domestic
animal diseases, and the toxic
ity of pest control agents to
both target and non-target
species.

'The LO SO test causeS con
siderable suffering to the ani
mals. It is a crude test which is
rarely ethically or scicntifically
justifiable,' said Or Boardman.

The Executive accepted a
staff recommendation to set up
a mechanism for handling int
ernal and external complaints
abouf particular animal exper
iments. The Executive has also
decided to strengthen the role
of the Animal Welfare Liaison
Group (AWLG) in advising
the Executive on CSIRO ani
mal welfare policy following
complaints from staff that they
were not having enough input
in this area. The AWLG com
prises the chairpeople of
CSIRO's 17 on-site animal earc
and experimentation ethics
committees.

Some time ago, the Division of Building Hesearch enquiry service
was asked how to IJrevenl white cockntoos tearing Western Hed
Cedar window frames to pieces. They were told onc answer to
the problem was to slllc"r mustard ovcr the urcas under "ttad"

Now there's a rash of houses The solution was of eOllrse
in the eastern suburbs of Mcl- .. good oldlIOT English mus-
bourne having the putty tard. Applied tD the putty
pecked out of the new window surface it quickly educates the
frames by mudlarks etc. The birds in the error Df their ways,
IDcal kids wcre blamed lit first, and thusgivcs the putty enough
until one glazier observed that time to harden. Next thing
as quick as he put the glass in, some bright manufacturer will
birds were pecking it out on be selling mustard f111voured
the other side.

Mustard puts end to 'vandalism'

setting out CSIRO's position
011 research llsing animals.

The preamble said the mem
bers of the committee accepted
CSIRO's need to carry out
animal research to reflect tile
Organization's statutory
responsibility as well as the
realities of society's present
use of animals.

Or Boardman said in the
letter in response to specific
changes demanded by the ani
mal liberation movement that
he believed the mules opera
tion on sheep to be 'ethically
justifiable and ecollomically
necessary' and would not sup
port calls to have the procedure
phased out until 'cost-effective
and less painful methods' were
available.

He opposed threats to boyc
ott Australian shecp products
unless the export of live sheep
was stopped. Howevcr, he bel
ieved improvements should be
made to the conditions under
which live sheep were trans
ported and that for ethical ancI
economic reasons this should
eventually be replaced by thc
carcase trade.

The Executive also decided
to press for a review of the
need for the controversial LO

August CoResearch
CoResearch would like to
apologise to readers 1'01' tlte
production errors in the Aug
ust issue. Particular apologies
to Peter Moglia from the Divi
sion of Building Research, for
leaving 01'1' the crucial last lines
of his story about tlte urgency
01' mail sorting at the Albert St
Head Office 01' CSIR. For
those wanting to know how it "
SllOlIldhave finished, here it is:
•.• .1 took a letter to Dr Wark
at about 11 c'cIock instead of
the usnal IO. No, Dr Wark, I
don't know why Records takes
so long to get a letter I'rom Mr
Yarr's desk to yours. Yes sir,
the mail is opcned at 9. Yes
sir, 9 from 11 is about 2. Yes
sir, the records ollice is only
onc floor down. Yes sir, no sir.
Slowly I begun to sce the point
of the urgency in the ol'l'ice,
and to understuud why my two
coIIcugues often seemed to get
caught short at odd times'.

The decision follows calls by
a number of rural bodies for
Ms Townend to be dropped
from the eommittec because of
her campaigns against lives
tock industry practices, par
ticularly mulesing and the live
sheep export trade.

At its August meeting, the
Executive reaffirmed the Org
anization's support for Aust
ralia's rural industries but said
CSIRO had a responsibility to
listen to all views.

The Chairman, Or Board
man, said CSIRO reeognised
the 'importance of rural indus
tries to Australia's economic
welfare, and the high level of
co-operation between these
industries and CSI RO over the
past 60 years,' he said.

He said membership of
CACEAR was designed to
ensure CSIRO received the
widest possible range of views
on animal welfare matters.
However, the Organization did
not necessarily agree with the
views of anyone on its many
advisory committees.

'CSIRO believes the comm
ittee has an important role to
play in avoiding the polarisa
tion and emotionalism that has
occurred in other countries
over aninlal welfare I and in
providing a forum for discus
sion of animal welfare issues in
CSIRO', he said.

Or Boardman has written to
a number of graziers1 associa
tions and livestock industry
councils explaining the Execu
tive's decisions.

In his letter Or Boardman
said the Executive had discus
sed CACEAR's terms of refer
ence and decided on the adop
tion of an extensive preamble

Christine Townend remains on
advisory committee

Dear Editor,
It will be interesting to see how
many complaints you receive
from our rampant feminists or
our vocal equal-opportunists
about the harrassment in your
front page cartoon (No. 294)
or is this merely a creative
example of positive discrimina
tion?

M H Jones
Division of Mineral Chemistry

NSW, We are hard-nosed s~i
entists over there and we would
not take such claims seriously'.
Only one agreed with my com
ment that an unbiased scientist
should not prejudge a claim by
one of his colleagues without
looking at the evidence pre
sented to substantiate the
claim.

What has gone wrong with
the scientific community when
it has replaced its original spirit
of inquiry with closed-minded
dogma? My understanding of
the process of judgement is
that there are three approaches
which might be used to form
an opinion on the validity of a
claim:
1. accept a claim without ques
tion and without analysing evi
dence offered - ie. to be gull
le - in the religious context,
to have faith;
2, reject a claim without ques
tion and without analysing evi
dence offered - ie. to be scep
tical- in the religious context,
to be an atheist;
3. make no judgement on a
claim until evidence offered
has been analysed, then make
a tentative conclusion which
may have to be modified later
in the light of new evidence 
in the religious context, to be
agnostic.

I believe that either of the
first two of these approaches
is invalid for a scientist. Yet
nine of my 'scientific' colleag
ues used the second approaCh
and only one took the third.

It may well eventuate that
the claim of a hitherto unde
tected field influencing crystal
lisation is found to be invalid.
But that will be demonstrated
only by open-minded scientists
who set out to duplicate the
experiments and find Hnother
explanation.

In my submission to the
ASTEC enquiry into CSIRO
last year I was critical of
several aspects of the medical
profession on the grounds that
many of their claims are not
justified on the evidence avail
able; and much excellent work
has been rejected because its
conclusions did not fit into
conventional wisdom of what
a particular disease is. This is
especially so in relation to the
degenerative diseases of can
cer, heart disease and arthritis.
I suggested CSIRO scientists
would be well placed to sort
out some of thcse conflicting
claims, because they are more
scientific. After this recent
experience I am not so sure.

Don Benjamin
Division of Applied Physics

Dear Editor,
I was recently able to assess the
scientific judgement of 10 of
my colleagues and was unplea
santly surprised. It arose out of
a news item relating to the
results of a medical scientist
who had claimed to have disco
vered evidence that crystallisa
tion can be affected by chemi
cal reactinns which are taking
place nearby. He had claimed
to have eliminated the obvious
mechanisms for this phenome
non and had concluded from
his results that the phenome
non was occtlring via a very
low level, low frequency elec
tromagnetic field linking the
two reactions.

Intrigued by the implications
of his claim I sought out copies
of the three latest of his 100
odd publications. He did seem
to have carricd out a lot of tests
to eliminate the more obvious
causes of the phenomenon. In
view of the fact that his exper
iments involved several discip
lines (including biochemistry,
crystallography and physics) it
would be difficult to find a
research group, other than in
CSIRO, with the expertise to
duplicate his work. I therefore
thought that perhaps someone
from CSIRO might be interes
ted in observing this phenome
non and perhaps exploring it
further.

Because I work in a division
which has a lot of expertise in
two of the disciplines involved
in the discovery I raised the
subject with 10 of my scientific
colleagues for their opinions.
With one exccption they stated
quite categorically that the
claim could not be valid. Vari
ous rationales were offered to
explain why the medical scien
tist must llave been wrong.
'The field hasn't been disco
vered before therefore it
eQuldn't be there'... 'the
type of crystal growth observed
has not been observed with so
dium chloride so it must be due
to some other cause such as an
impurity'. . 'his statistics
must have been bad'...
'there have been many similar
claims in the past and all have
since been disproved',
'I'm from the University of

Dear Editor,
Lisa Kanis, with Maike and
John-Peter. wishes to thank all
those who contributed towards
the beautiful !lowers expres
sing friendship and sympathy,
on the death of Or Andrew
Kanis of the Herbarium Aust
raliense. As the card accom
panying the flowers merely
stated 'from your friends and
colleagues in CSIRO', we hope
this way of expressing our grat
itude will reach cveryone of
thcse friends and colleagues.
Tbe flowers are various shades
of yellow, with blue irises, and
truly lovely to behold.

Lisa Kanis

More letters
ConI. from \1.2
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The Division of Environmental
Mechanics marked the end of
an era last month with the
retirement of Mr Keith Per
roux. Keith joined CSIRO in
1964 as a member of the
technical staff of the Division
of Plant Industry. Three years
later he transferred to the
Agricultural Physics Section of
that Division, the forerunner
of Environmental Mechanics.

In 1971, when the Division
of Environmental Mechanics
was formed, Keith joined the
Soil Physics Program. His
expertise in experimental
work, particularly in difficult
field situations, has proved
invaluable to the program for
the past 15 years. In addition
to working at field sites
throughout Australia, he spent

year with the Chainat
Agrieulturcal Research Pro
ject in Thailand in charge of
soil physics section of that
project.

Keith achieved the 'impossi
ble' in 1979 when, despite his
lack of a dcgrce, he was reclas
sified from senior tcchnical
officer to experimental officer.
The process, even more dif
ficult than bcing appointed a
chief, required the recommcn
dation of a review committee
comprising three people of at
least professorial status.

***
Mr Fred Fraser 'has retired
from the Division of Human
Nutrition, after a career of
more than 30 years. Mr Frascr
was a senior technical officcr
with the Division.

***Dr Bel'! Anderson, chief
research scientist and assistant
Chief at thc Division of Textile
Industry, has retired after 33
years with CSIRO. After
working as a research chemist

GOZll0 appeal
Donations have been pouring
in 10 the Gozho pump appeal
announced in the last Co
Research. At presstime, the
total stood at $550 - but there's
still a long way to go yet. Cont
ributions should be senl 10:
Russe!! Porter, CSIRO Film &
Video Centre, 314 Albat St,
EaSI Melbourne VIC 3002.

***CoRe.,·earch is produced by the
Public CommunicatioIl Unit for
CSIRO stllff. It's 1I1so circulated to
a number or (Ieople outside Ihe
Organization who are interested in
CSIRO netivitics. Readers arc
invited to contribute or offer
suggestions for articles. The dcad~

line is the 11Ist MondllY hefore the
issue month. Editor: Liz Burdell,
)'0 Ilox 225, Dicksou ACT 2602.
PH: 484479.

with Kodak A/Asia, Or Antler
son joined Textile Industry in
1953 as a research scientist.
Over a lengthy period he was
involved with the discovery
and application of a number of
important wool textile proces
ses including shrinkproofing
and self twist spinning.

Between 1975 and 1978 he
served on secondment as scien
tific counsellor at the Austra
lian Embassy in Tokyo. On his
return to Geclong, Or Ander
son's research involved the
basic mechanisms of wool
scouring, and he identified for
the first time the presence of a
protcinHeeous non-keratinous
material on the wool fibre
which has iml)ortant implica
tions for wool scouring.

He was appointed assistant
Chief in 1984.

***
Mr Lauric Muller has retired
as officer-in-charge of the
Dairy Research Laboratory
(part of the Division of Food
Research). Mr Muller joined
in 1958 as a technical secretary,
and he went on to participate
in a varicty of research
activities, including reeom
bincd dairy products and whey
utilisation. During his time as
01C, a number of.major com
merical developments were
brought to fmitation, including
those based on his specialist
area of membrane technology.

***
Dr Ron Hackman recently
retired from the Division of
Entomology after morc than
41 years with CSIRO. Or
Hackman's expertise in chitin
biochemistry and other areas
of protein biochemistry 11ad
earnt him an international
reputation. His insect cuticle
research was frequently cited
by scientists in the field and
will continue to influence
studies for many years.

***
Ms Zenla Liepa also retired
from the Division after 36
years of dedicated and distin
guished service in the field of
insect taxonomy in Australia
and in particular Diptera
(flies), under the late Or
Paramonov and current ANIC
dipterist Or Don Colless.
Zenta was employed in the
early 1950s as an assistant to
Or S.]. Paramonov, one of the
first full-time, professional
taxonomists employed by the
Division. She rose to the ranks
of Senior Technical Officer, at
a time when female STOs
were, to say the least, rare.
Before her retirement she was
manager of Diptera in the
Australian National Insecl
Collection.

Ms Chris Hodges, new senior storeperson at the Division of
Fm'est Research, is quietly making the point that a woman's
place is everywhere.
Chris is probably the first woman appointed by CSIRO to oversee
a divisional storeroom,

Before joining CSIRO, she was assistant spare parts manager
at Canberra Car dealer Slaven Motors.

After a week spent adapting to her new role, she started
planning an upgraded storeroom system 'to make operations here
more viable', she said. This involves numbering all items and
carefully monitoring stock movement.

Chris sees it as 'an opportunity job' and hopes eventually to
work with computers. Already, pla"s are underway at the
Division to list all storeroom items on computer and deduct things
as they arc distributed.

'Genes in action'
_.chromatin
tecllniques on

display
In 1969, Professor Oscar Mil
ler, now of the University of
Virginia, started to develop
techniques for spreading
chromatin - techniqnes which
permit the visualisation of
genes in action.

Professor Miller is now a
senior Fulbright Fellow, visit
ing Or Ron Hill at the Division
of Molecular Biology for coll
aborative studies on chrom
some structure and function.

With Or Hill and Or Mar
garet Mott - also of the
Division - Professor Miller
recently arranged a one-day
workshop on chromatin
spreading techniques using
transmission electron micros
copes (EM). It Was held at the
Division's laboratories at
North Ryde, and attracted par
ticipants from the ANU, the
University of Sydney and from
other CSIRO divisions.

Subsequently, similar
workshop was held at the Divi
sion of Animal Production,
with Professor Miller and Or
Mott demonstrating the tech
niques to members of that
Division.

For further information on
the technique, contact the
Division of Molecular Biology
in Sydney.
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Junes tells Parliament:

'Big imgrovement in CSIRO
linKs with manufacturing'

Entomologists 01 thOi)lutul'e?

The wonder of insects and the fascination of the public in things entomological are easily seen on
the faces of these young visitors at the Division of Entomology Open Days in September. Over 6000
people explored the Australian National Insect Collection, learnt about insects on gum trees, termites,
dung beetles, biological control of insects and weeds and many other aspects of the Division's work
- a resounding Sflccess despite the long queues and crowds. The most popular exhibits? Somewhere
between the colour and excitement ofthe Collection and, ofcourse, the spiders. (Photo: John Green).

announced its response to the
Madigan report, 'A Space Pol
icy for Australia' last month.

'It's important to realise that
now at last we have a clear gov
ernment policy statement on
Australian involvement in
space and the key element in
this policy is the development
of industrial competence in
space technologies,' Dr
McCracken said.

'We need this competence
to service our own substantial
requirements for spacecraft
systems and to break into the
enormous world market for
space and ground-sector equip
ment with a revitalized Austra
lian industry.'

Australia was expected to
make substantial outlays for
satellite communication, rem
ote sensing and navigational
systems over the next decade,
probably of the order of $350
500 million a year by 1995.

Dr McCracken said the new
policy, together with CSIRO
efforts and the recent taxation,
offset and R&D initiatives,
was targeted at positioning
Australian industry to become
partners in international con
sortia to supply those needs.

'The relevance and manage
ment of space R&D in CSIRO
was strongly supported by the
Madigan committee,' Dr Mc
Cracken said. 'COSSA will
continue to work in concert
with the Government's space
industry development efforts,
now managed by the National
Space Board.

The Director of COSSA, Dr Ken McCracken, has welcomed the
establishment of a NatiOllal Space Board to co-ordinate
Australia's efforts in space-related technology research and
development.

Dr McCracken,who is one
of the seven mem bers of the
new board, said he was looking
forward to working with the
other board members towards
getting a 'viable and innovative
Australian space industry off
the ground.'

The Federal Government

CSIRO's most imporlant role was to work closely with industries in which research and development
played a central role, the Minister for Science, Mr Jones, said lasl month.
Introducing CSIRO's new Mr Jones said the Organiza- community.
legislation into Federal Parlia- tion had 'substantially impr- 'I am very optimistic about
ment, Mr Jones said the Org- oved' its interactions with man- CSIRO's future. This legisla
anization would play a major ufacturing industry over the tion will give impetus to the
part in restructuring and rev- past few years and growth in positive changes that have al
italising high-technology man- this research area was a trend ready taken place within the
ufacturing and in supporting he expected to continue. Organization and will also re-
the emerging information and Changes to the top structure f1ect the Government's desire
space technology industries. were an important element in to enhance CSIRO's respon-

The Organization's research building closer links between siveness to community needs,'
would also continue to benefit CSIRO and industry and the Mr Jones said.
the resource-based primary
industries, particularly by
adding value to export prod
ucts and by tailoring them to
meet specific overseas market
needs.

'The Government is looking
to CSIRO to play a role in
assisting industry to a much
greater export. o~ie):1tation, as
well as to continue support for
our more traditional indust
ries,' Mr Jones said.

The Science and Industry
Research Legislation Amend
ment Bill, which is expected to
he debated this month, makes
a numher of changes to CSIRO
including the establishment of
a new corporate-style Board
(see CoResearch No.293 July
'86).

Mr Jones said the Organiza
tion was the 'single greatest
reservoir of technical skills and
knowledge this nation posses
ses',

'It is precisely because the
Government places great store
by CSIRO and has great expec
tations of it that we are intro
ducing this new legislation
aimed at carrying the Organi
zation into the next decade in
the best possible shape.'

Mr Jones said CSIRO was
being encouraged to take on
more short-term problem solv
ing projects to be paid for
largely by the companies con
cerned.

But it was not intended that
CSIRO substitute for industry
performing its own research
and development, rather that
it stimulate industry to do
more for itself.

'The major emphasis for
CSIRO with its own funds will
remain...contributing to fut
ure industrial development
through longer-term strategic
research. '
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Salvinia weevil
Dear Editor,
I was disappointed to read in
CoResearch No. 294, page 6,
that the name Cyrtobagous
singularis had been used for
the weevil that achieved
biological control of the aqua
tic weed, salvinia, in Australia
and Papua New Guinea. The
correct name for this weevil is
Cyrtobagous salviniae.

The identity of the two
weevils, and the reasons why
only one is a valuable biologi
cal control agent for sa]vinia,
have been the subject of
research by scientists in
CSIRO. The weevil mentioned
in your article, C. singularis
was entirely unsatisfactory for
controlling salvinia when intro
duced to southern Africa. By
contrast, control of salvinia is
now being achieved in Africa
with C. salviniae, since its
recent introduction.

The discovery of the weevil
C. salviniae, previously un
known to science, was one of
three key factors that led to
awarding of the UNESCO Sci
ence Prize to six CSIRO scien
tists in 1985.

D P A Sands
Division of Entomology

***

Gary Knobel

MOl'e Lettel's to the Editol'
on p.7

exists for you to be allergic to
your work.

Occupational overuse injnries
-update
The Management Committee
has endorsed policy circular
86/29 dealing with RSI and
related repetitive and static
muscle-load injuries. A range
of administrative and advisory
procedures are being issued
along with the policy circular
and all staff should examine
these in relation to their own.
working e.nvironment. It's not
only users of screen-based
equipment who are at risk.
Staff working with micros
copes, pipettes and electronic
instrumentation can develop
overuse injuries, as can clean
ers, gardeners, staff who work
in stores areas, etc.

Learn to manage your work
situation and avoid potentially
painful and stressful physical
overuse injuries. Since Oct
ober 1985 a further 65 cases
have been reported within
CSIRO and of these, over half
are'from staff in the technicall
scientific/research designa
tions.

Much of the reci pe for pre
vention rests in your hands.
Read the policy circulars and
guidelines to find Qut how you
can better manage your work
situation.

Editor's note: work on a corpo
rate logo for CSlRO is now
underway.

more, and over the next few
years as the Bicentennial app
roaches and there is a focus on
Australia, we would be more
united and improve our image
if a logo was available to be
used on "T"-shirt/sloppy
joes.

Philip Sharp
Division of Radiophysics

tative measures. Improved
ventilation systems and vac
uum cleaning techniques also
have a role to play, with the
use of personal protective
equipment very much the last
resort.

With proper attention to
design and operating proce
dures it's possible to maintain
laboratory animal houses with
minimum health risks to staff.
Several divisions have ach
ieved good results - at one or
two others, though, even the
safety officer is unable to enter
the animal house without
breaking out into a sneezing
and eye-watering episode.

Small animal colonies and
their maintenance are an im
portant part of CSIRO's work
in many divisions. Not only is
the safety and welfare of the
animals a current issue, but
also the health and welfare of
those who care for them. Iden
tification of potential problems
followed by revised work pro
cedures, education and limited
medical monitoring of at-risk
staff is the way to deal with the
problems.

If you think your work may
be causing allergic reactions
then bring this to the notice of
your local OHS committee. Be
it blowflies, mice, grasses,
mangoes or any other biologi
cal material, the potential

Letters
to the
Editor

CSIRO logo
Dear Editor,
At a time when we are celeb
rating our 60th anniversary I
feel it is appropriate that there
should be available to all staff
throughout the Organization a
"T"-shirt/sloppy joe with a
CSlRO logo on it. And since
one is not available I offer this
design as a suggestion and ask
others to put forward their
ideas.

It has become apparent
looking through CoResearch
at events staff participate in,
that a logo would promote
CSIRO and give staff a feeling
that they belong to the whole
of CSIRO and not just their
division.

The design features the stan
dard letterhead, a slogan (ad
vancing Australia) and the cir
cles serve as a background.

Finally, at a time when we
are asked to communicate

Health matters
Allergic to your work?
Dr John Graham of the OHS
unit has started a pilot study of
staff in several divisions who
may be at risk of developing
allergies to small animals,
either in association with lab
oratory work or from speci
mens collected in the field.

This study follows a similar
survey last year of staff at the
Division of Entomology,
where significant sensitisation
to insects was found.

Dr Graham will be examin
ing conditions in a number of
animal houses and discussing
symptoms and work methods
with staff concerned. Many
people who develop early stage
allergic reactions often don't
associate their symptoms with
work exposure. Often flu-like
symptoms are ignored as being
just another common respirat
ory tract infection.

Wllere the potential for all
ergic reactions exists, preven
tion is very much better than
treatment. Once sensitised, it's
often very difficult to reduce
exposure sufficiently to pre
vent further health problems.

For instance, several staff at
the Division of Entomology
have been found to be sen
sitised to a range of insect
species in follow-up tests.

Minimising exposure to ani
mal hair, dried faeces and cage
materials are the main preven-

basis for potential new indus
tries, even though they might
form 'spin-off' companies of
their own for the development
innovative new products. It is
recognised that small com
panies are playing an increas
ingly important role in
technological innovation.

Incubation centres are often
located in close proximity to a
tertiary education institution
and staff are encouraged to
develop their ideas into new
processes or products, either
on a full-time or part-time
basis. Throughout Scandinavia
the patent rights to discoveries
made in the universities or
technical universities belong
solely to the individual.

Peter Donaldson and I found
the visits to a representative
cross-section of some 20 firms
in Sweden, Denmark and Fin
land cxtremely valuable and
stimulating.

We gained an insight into
the factors which have led
Scandinavian countries, part
icularly Sweden, to achieve a
high degree of industrial inno
vation with production of high
quality products competitive
on world markets.

If Australia is to emulate
these countries more invest
ment in R&D will be neces
sary, particularly in the private
sector. A much stronger R&D
effort by the private sector
would certainly facilitate the
application of the more broad
ly based research in CSIRO for
the development of innovative
products and processes.

***Geoff Taylor has opted to
leave the. Executive on 10
October, and return to the
ANU as a research fellow.
After a long and distinguished
career with CSIRO spanning
30 years, Geoff was appointed
Director of the Centre for Res
ource and Environmental Stu
dies at the ANU in 1980. He
joined the Executive in May
1982.

Geoff has played a vital role
over the past four years in
overseeing the expansion of
CSlRO research in support of
manufacturing industry, the
formation and operation of
Sirotech and the establishment
of the CSIRO-manufacturing
industry collabOl'ative scheme.

On behalf of all staff I thank
him for his valuable contribu
tions to CSIRO and wish him
well in the future.

A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman
On my visit to Sweden,
Denmark and Finland I fonnd
a widespread recognition
among companies of the vital
role of research and develop
ment to their competitive pos
itions.

Scandinavian companies
must be able to compete inter
nationally as the local market
is too small to fund the R&D
necessary to upgrade existing
products and processes and
develop new ones. The level of
R&D in the private sector in
Sweden is particularly high,
amounting to some two per
cent of GDP, with a further
one percent funded by govern
ment. Scandinavian firms in
high technology areas such as
microelectronics, robotics,
specialty chemicals, medical
and scientific instruments or
pharmaceuticals typically spe
nd from 8 to 12 per cent on
R&D.

Most firms appear to be very
selective in the choice of pro
jects for their in-house R&D.
The R&D is closely integrated
with other functions, particu
larly marketing, is based on
the skills and competence of
the company, and strongly in
fluenced by the ability of the
company to achievc a reasona
ble marketshare for a product.

Much of the research is
mission- or project-oriented,
although many companies
carry out some basic research,
if for no other purpose than to
maintain a dialogue with scien
tists nationally and internation
ally. The majority of firms vis
ited informed us that they reg
ard interaction with universit
ies, both local and foreign, and
government-funded pre-com
petitive research as important
to gain an awarencss of ad
vances in science and technol
ogy, and of emerging technol
ogies relevant to their busines
ses.

The governments of the
Scandinavian countries place
great importance on the enc
ouragement of start-up com
panies (seed companies), built
around new ideas and new
technologies. For example, the
Swedish Government assists
seed companies by the provi
sion of low rental premises at
special centrcs (incubation
centres) and by loans of up to
50 percent of operating ex
penses. Loans are repayable
with interest only if the enter
prise is successful. Existing
industrial firms strongly sup
port the encouragement of
these seed companies as the

From the
Chairman
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Senior laboratory craftsman Mr D J Noice building part of the
Counter Current Ex/rac/or.

Food Research aims for
priority status is to develop new ways of add

ing value to food products by
further processing. New tech
nology is constantly being
developed or evaluated for use
by food manufacturers.

Unfortunately. new proces
ses developed at the FRL are
not always taken up by indus
try.

An example of this is the
'flame spin steriliser' for can
ned foods. This is a process
originally conceived in France
but considerably refined by the
Division.

While considered to be an
excellent way of sterilising can
ned food (backed up by a ser
ies of taste tests which showed
considerable acceptance for
the products processed in this
way), the Australian food
industry is yet to take up the
technology - being loathe to
pay for an expensive conver
sion.

Of course, there have been
many successes in technology
for the industry - the most
frequently cited being the
Counter Current Extractor
(CCE) which has commercial
application in a number of
food extraction procedures.

Varied research

Liaison criticised
In the largely favourable also attend conferences regu
review report, there were some larly to maintuin contact with
criticisms of the Division COII- the industry.
cerllillg liaison between the The liaison group is now
FRL and industry. actively trying to get articles

The two other labs, because about research developments
of the focus of their work, tend into business journals.
to have close links with the Liaison work has been ham
industries they serve. How- pered in recent times by sig
ever, the FRL has a much nificant losses of staff working
broader range of research. in research areas clearly identi-

'Unlike Meat Research and fiable with parts of the food
Dairy Research, at the FRL industry. For example, there is
we don't have a specific mar- now no work at all being done
ket,' said leader of the liaison on frozen foods, said Mr
and extension group, Keith Richardson.
Richardson. The MRL and the Problems tackled these days
DRL both have considerably tend to relate mostly to cost
more outside funding than the and packaging.
Sydney laboratory. Mr George Fisher is a mem-

'The review urged the for- ber of the liaison team and he
mation of an industry advisory is very active in dealing with
committee. and this is being consumers as well as industry.
set up to cover a broad spec- In the early 1970s, when the
trum of the industry.' liaison group was being ex-

'One of the major functions tended, it became clear that
of the liaison group remains while the Division was working
alerting industry that a devel- closely with industry. it was
opment has occured,' said Mr not seen to be doing much for
Richardson. the consumer.

The Division's Food Res- 'Many in the Division held
earch Quarterly is a useful the opinion that by serving the
means for informing industry food industry, the Division
of new developments, as are was ultimately serving the con
the per'iodic seminars on, for sumer,' said Mr Fisher.
examplc, microbiological When it was seen that this
techniques. was nol always the case, the

'These seminars are aimed Division started producing a
at technicul people in the food wide range of brochures aimed
industry, and are very success- at informing the public about
ful,' he said. how to handle food in the

Divisional representatives home.

The Division of Food Research
is split into three laboratories.

Meat Research is conducted
at Cannon Hill in Brisbane
(MRL), while the Dairy Res
earch Laboratory (DRL) is
based at Highett in Melbourne
(see separate stories).

Dr Alan Johnson is Officer
in-Charge of the Food Res
earch Laboratory (FRL) at
Ryde in Sydney's north west.
He is also Assistant Chief of
the Division.

The FRL has the most varied
research program of all the
Division's laboratories. Some
of these are outlined elsewhere
in this feature.

'We serve a very diverse
industry, and this is reflected
in the diversi ty of programs,'
Dr Johnson said.

Basic studies on mechanisms
of taste and smell are con
ducted virtually side-by-side
with applied work on shipping
of produce or the examination
of new tomato varieties.

Currently, about 10 percent
of funding for the FRL comes
from outside - although ind
lIstry funding is considerably
higher at the DRL and MRL.

One of the aims of the FRL

*Dr Christian is nearing the
end of his term as Division
Chief - he finishes on 31
December, after more than
seven years in the role.

Interviews are now under
way to find a new Chief, and
the appointment is expected to
be announced soon.

towards improving quality and
developing processes to im
prove productivity, and inc
reasing the range of specialised
products.

Many food companies lack
the depth of technical and res
earch expertise available at the
Division, and while this makes
the Division's work all the
more important, it also creates
problems in technology trans
fer. Many companies stick with
the processes and techniques
they know about, rather than
employ some of the novel
methods developed at Food
Research.

Despite this, the Division
receives about 10 000 inquiries
each year, of which around 60
per cent are from the food and
related industries, with nearly
half coming from companies
with more than 100 employees.
Government departments and
consumers each account for 12
per cent, with the remainder
from educational institutes,
students and the media.

does work in collaboration
with these institutes on particu
lar projects.

'We haven't felt that we
could consolidate into a few
areas of excellence - as many
divisions have done - bec
ause we believe we have a res
ponsibility to maintain exper
tise through as much of the
food industry as possible,' said
Dr Christian.

'This means people working
in some of these areas are vir
tually not supported at all.

'We hope the new initiatives
for expansion will reverse this
to some extent,' he said.

The Division's role in the
industry has changed in the
past 20 years, especially reg
arding meat, fruit and dairy
products. It is now geared

Division Chief Dr John Christian.

The Division of Food Research is endeavouring to get 'priority' status starting from the next
linancial year (1987/88).

A recent external review 
the first for 19 years - recom
mended the research at the
Division be designated by the
Executive as a growth area.

Chief, Dr John Christian,
said a submission being pre
pared by the Division would
press strongly for this action,
in the interest of better serving
the huge Australian food
industry.

Manufacturing industry is
already a priority area, but a
large chunk of that sector
food - is not included.

The food processing industry
constitutes more than 20 per
cent of all Australian manufac
turing, and is in fact the largest
single component of the sector.
11 provides tens of thousands
of jobs and is a substantial
exporter.

Like other CSIRO divisions,
Food Research is suffering
from funding problems. The
favourable review now pro
vides ammunition for the Divi
sion joining the CSIRO growth
areas.

The review report said in
part - 'in view of the prospec
tive pre-eminence of the pro
cessed food industry within the
manufacturing sector, the com
mittee believes it would be in
the national interest for strat
egic research for the food ind
ustry be accorded a higher
priority in CSIRO'.

Dr Christian said, 'We
clearly have an opportunity to
secure more funds now.'

The great majority of the
127 projects current at the time
of the review were recomm
ended for continuation by the
review committee. The sea
food group in Tasmania was
removed from Food Research
and became part of the Divi
sion of Fisheries Research 
something Dr Christian and
his colleagues were not too
happy about.

'I can see what the commit
tee was attempting to achieve
- to encourage a producer
group to understand the pro
cessing side of the industry,' he
said.

'But we are disappointed
about the move - it some
what weakens our base as the
centre of research in food
processing, '

The Division covers all food
research areas excluding sea
food and those dealt with by
the industry-backed institutes
of bread, wine and sugar. It
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How sweet it is- but how
do you measure it?

New insights into the
sense of smell

The taste test booths at FRL. Was it red wine on the menu?

Work on olfaction, or the sense of smell, is an example of
research to establish basic scientific principles which also di"eetly
benefits l'eople, One of the applied spinoffs

Or David Laing conducts from work in the lab is the
olfactory work at the FRL, encapsulation of odorants in
which is providing important 'scratch and sniff' strips for
basic data on the perception of instant and simple testing of
odour by humans. This has sensory problems, in conjuc
wide implications, not only for tion with 3M (Aust.) Pty Ltd.
the food industry, but also for Using 14 smell-impregnated
medicos. strips, the technique is now

undergoing clinical trials at
Concord Hospital in Sydney
on patients with thyroid def
iciencies. This condition is
known to cause diminished
smell and taste capabilities.

The patients are being tested
before and after treatment with
the hormone thyroxine, which
restores sensory abilities in
hypothyroid cases. The strips
provide an excellent check on
the progress of the treatment.

'The test is also under review
for inclusion in the health
screening procedures of Medi
check which would provide a
large volume of data on the
level of smell dysfunction in
the community, information
on illnesses and diseases that
affect the sense of smell, detect
illnesses where smell may be
used as a tool in early diag
nosis, and determine social,
behavioural and nutritional
consequences of the loss of
smell,' said Dr Laing.

Dr Laing's main work is to
provide data on the role smell
plays in the perception of
flavour. The other component
in this equation, taste, is
researched by Dr Laing's col
league Dr Bob MeBride (see
separate story).

'We are interested in how
odour and taste interact to
produce flavours, and in know
ing what makes people like or
dislike the result,' said Dr
Laing.

'The idea is to develop a
system, from rules formulated
in the laboratory, to predict
the important odours which
produce the flavour charac
teristics. '

He is keen to know whether
'processing' of odour occurs in
the nose or in the brain.

To answer this question,
multi-disciplinary research
lookmg at behaVioural and
physiologica I responses to
olfactory stimulation is in prog
ress. Humans are used to det
ermine behavioural responses,
while animals (especially rats)
are used to determine the
physiological base.

Panels of people are tested
several times by getting them
to note their responses to
odours presented to them
through Teflon tubes in testing
booths. One of the important
discoveries established with
panel tests has been that cer
tain odours are able to suppress
others. Cont. on 1'.5

Most peol'le enjoy tomatoes,
which are a standard coml'0
nent of many dishes.

However, in recent times
the flavour of tomatoes has
come in for quite a bit of
criticism in the media.

Labelled bland, boring and
unlike the way tomatoes used
to be, the humble red fruit has
certainly had some bad press
of late.

Since 1981, the FRL has
conducted a series of investiga
tions into the characteristics of
the tomato, aimed at assisting
breeders, growers and market
ers to provide consumers with
the best possible product.

The most recent experi
ments have investigated the
role of smell in determining
the acceptibility of tomatoes.

Dr Barry McGlasson has
been involved in tomato res
earch since 1981, and has regu
larly been asked to comment
in the media on the subject.

'We are trying to come up
with an objective procedure
for measuring the quality of
tomatoes,' he said.

In the recent experiments,
Dr McGlasson was looking at
the way smell and taste interact
to form flavour.

Using experienced panelists
(mostly from the Division), he
presented chopped tomatoes
in a jar for sniffing.

The tomatoes had been left
covered in the jar for a short
while to enable the tomato VD1
atiles (ie. the substances
released from tomatoes when
they are cut, which produce
the smell) to accumulate. The
panelists were then asked to
rate the aroma.

Secondly, the panelists were
asked to taste the tomatoes
with their noses pinched, and
again rate their responses.

After this, they were asked
to 'apply all the senses in the
usual way' - smelling and
tasting.

'Indications are that aroma
really does make quite a big
difference,' said Dr McGlas
son.

Giving modern
tomatoes old
fashioned
flavour

manufacturers can gear their
products correctly to public
demand.

The aim is to develop a
model of the sweet receptor
sites on the tongue, to predict
exactly what the sweetness will
be in a given sample. This has
both basic and applied scien
tific importance.

.Certain foods, such as pea
nuts in plastic bags, become
rancid if exposed to oxygen.

Commercial application of
the photochemical work is
being explored in a collabora
tive arrangement with Sydney
University and Oxoid, a British
company.

Apart from its long-term
research projects, the Applied
Food Science Group also
responds to the short-term
problems of industry.

'For example, we provide an
advisory service to the canning
industry on heat sterilisation
processes which are designed
to ensure cans are shelf stable,'
said Mr Board.

'We also advise on corrosion
and staining problems and on
the structure and integrity of
the hermetic seals on cans and
other food packages.

'The group has a food proc
essing pilot plant where indus
try can arrange to carry out
trials.

'One of our recent successes
in collaboration with an Aust
ralian company, was the dev
opment of a microbiological
process to produce citric acid.
This process is now being
brought into production,' said
Mr Board.

'The significance of this is
that Australia can now become
independent of imported citric
acid used in, for example, soft
drinks and confectionary.'

The FRL groul' with l'erhal's
the greatest contact with ind
ustry is Apl'lied Food Science,
led by Mr Peter Board.

Many of this group's projects
arise directly from requests
from the food processing ind
ustry, but others are underta
ken because they seem likely
to meet the future needs of the
ind\lstry.

'We have the most hetero
genous group in the Division,'
said Mr Board. 'We work on
the processing and packaging
of food and the disposal of
waste materials. Also, we are
involved in food engineering,
the physics and engineering of
food transport and the produc
tiou of biologicals for use in the
food industry.'

Some recent research into
photochemistry has resulted in
new techniques for removing
oxygen from enclosed spaces.
These techniques have applica
tions in the packaging of foods
and have led to new rapid tech
niques for increasing the bar
rier properties of plastic pac
kaging materials.

'We use a pigment system to
absorb light energy, which is
transferred to oxygen molec
ules to produce a "singlet"
state of oxygen, which is highly
reactive.

'This then rcacts with org
anic materials, the oxygen is
removed and carbon dioxide is
produced. '

A major research program
involves testing for degrees of
sweetness in sugar solutions.
This work is directly relevant
to sections of the food man
ufacturing industry.

Consumer acceptance of
such sweeteners as corn syrup
(used extensively in the United
States) needs to be gauged so

Researclldirecttoindustry

The objective measurement of sensory l'erceptions such as taste and smell is at the same stage
now as the early, arbitrary thermometers were in the 17th centnry, according to Or Bob McBride
at the FRL.

It took another 200 years for
a valid, equal interval temper
ature scale to be developed 
although hopefully precise

sensory measurement is not
quite so far away.

Dr McBride's work on per
ceptions of flavour of food is
complicated by the fact that no
universally accepted measure
ment method has been dev
ised. At present, there are
three scales in use - none of
which is related to the others,
and the debate about which is
the best has been raging for
years.

He believes the so-called
'rating' scale is the most useful
of the three. Put simply, this
relies on testers on a taste
panel being asked to rate sub
stances on a scale ranging
from, say, extremely sweet to
no sweetness as all.

Dr McBride is an experi
mental psychologist, and uses
principles based on physics
first formulated last century by
the scientist who coined the
description 'psychophysics'
Gustav Fechner.

The term refers to the means
of relating the internal psycho
logical world to the external
physical world. Psychophysics
lost momentum after Fechner,
and it was nearly 100 years
before it was taken up again.

Sensory evaluation started
in the United States during the
Second World War, as a result
of observations by armed ser
vices; quartermasters.

'The morale of troops corre
lated with the quality of food
they received,' said Dr Mc
Bride. This highlighted the
lack of research on human res
ponses to food, and led to a
new wave of sensory investiga
tions.

Now, extensive sensory test
ing is carried out on a wide
range of foods. The research
covers the whole spectrum
from basic to applied.

The average tasting panel
has about 30 people who par
ticipate in 10 sessions. There
are four samples to taste, and
four questions about each.

'This means there are about
4800 responses in a routine
test,' said Dr McBride.

Testcrs sit in little booths
with hatches through which
food samples or so lu tions are
passed to them. They then rec
ord their responses on a ques
tionnaire form.

Soon the procedure will be
computerised, with tasters
pressing a button to respond to
a particular sample. At pre
sent, questionnaire responses
have to be collated and the
information fed into thc com-
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Ensuring quality from the
farm to the consumer
The Division has a post.harvest research program to help ensnre qnality control of produce both
on the farm aud once it has left the farm gate.

***

Ms She!la Spraggon

Olfaction
Cont. from p.4

Dr Laing is also involved in
a project with the Sydney Inst
itute for Early Childhood
Studies, to look at taste and
smell responses in very young
children.

'We don't know the extent
of the ability of taste and smell
at birth, or how these senses
develop as children get older,'
said Dr Laing. 'Indeed, we
don't know at what point chil
dren reach the adult level of
taste and smell response.'

The research project will
aim to identify what taste and
smell sensations are present.
'If we know, then food man
ufacturers will be able to
develop infant foods best suit
ed to childrens' needs,' he said.

Testing children is not easy,
but the experiments will be
presented to them as games.

It's likely Dr Laing will use
the 'scratch and sniff' strips
mentioned earlier.

Apart from determining the
flavours children would like in
their food, the work will also
enable the development of
tests to tell parents of any taste
or smell problems in their
children.

Institute, located in an adja
cent building on the North
Ryde site.

'The Division fits into the
system very well,' she said.
'We have no trouble talking
with people, and they realise
we are here to help.'

One of the most important
aspects of post-harvest handl
ing she assists with is tempera
ture control. She said nearly all
fruit and vegetables should be
kept at low temperatures ex
cept some tropical fruits which
arc susceptible to chilling
injury. Research is continuing
to understand the nature of
different crops and how they
should be treated for optimum
quality and presentation at the
point of sale.

'Temperature control is very
important. If there is poor
management of this, the fruit
or vegetables don't last long
and a lot of money can be lost,'
she said.end of the trip to revert to the

standard container.
The first experimental Fan

tainer of onions was shipped
from Tasmania to the UK in
1982. Since then the number of
Fantainers used increased from
100 in 1983 to about 740 in
1986.

This means around 40 per
cent of all Australian export
onions are currently shipped in
Fantainers.

The Ventainer
Transport from one climate

to another has always been a
problem for the shipping indus
try because of the risk of
damage from condensing mois
ture.

A series of experiments on
the problems of ventilating
food cargo started in 1977 at
the Division, in conjunction
with the Department of Prim
ary Industry of Papua New
Guinea.

These examined how to pre
vent condensation damage to
cocoa and coffee exported
from PNG.

The outcome of tile experi
ments was the Ventainer.

Like the Fantainer, this is
based on the standard steel
general-purpose container in
use around the world.

Ventilation openings are
formed by cutting into the
walls. These are backed by
baffle plates, welded in place,
which stop water entering.

The advantage of using sim
ple vents on existing containers
is that they can be easily
cleaned and inspected for
quarantine clearance, and no
special stowage pattern is
needed to ensure the cargo
doesn't obstruct airflow
through the vents. The interior
and exterior dimensions of the
container are unchanged.

She is Ms Sheila Spraggon,
who acts as a contact between
researchers and the industry.
She deals with the whole mar
ket chain from growers to
wholesalers to retailers.

For instance, she and her
colleagues advise on the stor
age of fruit on the farm, was
tage minimalisation and the
best forms of transportation.

All crops except cereals are
dealt with - fruit, vegetables
and flowers.

Cereals are looked at by the
Wheat Research Unit and the
independent Bread Research

The Division is involved in nearly all facets of food production,
including transportation.

This is a complex area
because of the wide variety of
foods to be shipped - many
over long distances - and the
differing conditions required
for each type.

Transportation methods for
food cargo travelling withIn
Australia and from Australia
to overseas destinations are
examined. A common problem
faced by exporters is that foods
may changeteJTIperature while
travelling . from •one climate
througlyto another one.

Thetral1spprtation group is
part of Applied Food Science.
I-Iej"e are some examples of
\Vork of t?rteam, led by Dr
Alister,Sh"TP.

'rheFantaiuer
The \ Division's successful

'F'antainer' cargo container
arose out of research into the
problemsbf exporting onions.

Until the 1980s, onions sent
on the five- to seven-week
journeY>from Australia to
Europe travelled first class 
in refrigerated transport which
was not always available in
sufficient qnantities.

A better system was needed
if this trade was to expand.

Ventilation of the onions is
the most important factor in
long term storage, and some
open-sided containers were
tried. These were placed above
deck, exposed to wind- and,
more damaging, rain.

The only way of ensuring
ventilation and protection
from rain in a container is to
use a fan - hence the Fan
tainer.

A removable fan was placed
at the end of the container and
a false, open floor fitted inside
the standard cargo con tainer
for air to freely move beneath
and through the onions.

The fan is removed at the

Research is concerned
mainly with post-harvest prob
lems in the storage and handl
ing of some of the major fruit
crops in Australia, developing
new strategies for storage of
fruit and vegetables and evolv
ing methods for the storage
and handling of new or previ
ously under-utilised tropical
and other fruits.

As part of this work, an off
icer from the New South Wales
Department of Agriculture is
located at the Division to offer
advice to user groups, as part
of a joint project.

Tile transportation group
handles food with care

Don Bamelt synthesising allergenic peptides.

Foods which are a pleasure for some people to eat may be
dangerous and even deadly for others.

The vexed problem of food incidence of so-called 'immed
allergies is one of the many iate hypersensitivity' (reac
facets of the nature and pro- tions in minutes or hours after
duction of food examined by ingesting the food) is probably
researchers at the Division. confined to about one in a 100

Scientist Mr Don Barnetl is people.
currently looking at allergies Symptoms such as hives,
to legumes, especially peanuts. stomach cramps, headaches

'Peanut allergy can be poten- and asthma are most common
tially fatal in some cases,' he in cases of food allergy.
said. However, a much more

'The medical profession has dangerous reaction, observed
little in its diagnostic and treat- in a few people, is anaphylactic
ment armoury to assist those shock.
with high sensitivity to This sudden shock reaction
peanuts, or other foods.' causes faintness, drop in blood

Humans have been aware of pressure and collapse - and
the curious phenomenon of even death if not treated.
food allergy since the time of Whi le a variety offoods can
Hippocrates. cause anaphylactic shock, Mr

However it wasn't until 1906 Barnett has been particularly
that the scientific concept of looking at a more common
allergy as an abnormal reaction offender - the peanut.
to a substance in the food was Peanuts are a popular snack
acknowledged and any sys- food in Australia, but in some
tematic study was undertaken. countries they constitute an

Mr Barnett is aiming to find important part of the total
the common factor, if any, dietary protein.
which triggers allergies, and Studies have shown that
thereby assist the medical pro- peanut oil does not cause aller
fession in treating allergy vic- gic reactions and the source of
tims. It is believed that most the problem can be tracked
individual allergens in various down to the legume's protein
foods are proteins or glycopro- constituents.
teins - although in some However, there is still much
cases the offending substances to be learnt about the proper
may come from an additive. ties in peanuts and other foods

He is involved in some con- which produce allergic reac
tinuing work with the Royal lions. None of the present
Alexandra Hospital for Child- diagnostic tools for determin
ren and the Royal North Shore Ing allergic reactions in people
Hospital in Sydney, examining are completely sound.
allergic reactions. Mr Bamett says the only

The exact numbers of people reliable method of treatment
affected by food allergies is at present is for afflicted people
rather uncertain. In fact, pub- to completely avoid the offend
lished figures have varied bet- ing food. This is difficult When
ween 0.3 and 60 per cent of the it is a major diet component or
population. when the constituents of pre-

It's generally agreed that the pared foods are unclear.
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It was found that there was
a basic lack of knowledge and
understanding of refrigeration
performance of display units,
as well as the effects of display
lighting and other sources of
heat on the condition of the
meat.

Many shops were using win
dow display 'cold plates' which
exposed meat to light and
higher temperatures, contrib
uting to the deterioration of
the appearance.

The results of this work have
been made available to the
meat industry.

***
Steroids from
animal bile
One of the many research
areas to attract commercial
interest has been the work on
converting animal bile into
prodncts for making phar
maceutical steroids.

This project is progressing
well, and commercialisation of
the process through an Austra
lian company is being finalised.

Some of this work has been
undertaken in collaboration
with the University of New
South Wales.

The biotechnology team has
been fermenting cattle bile to
produce 'intermediates' need
ed for the synthesis of the
steroids.

Cattle bile collected at Aust
ralian abattoirs is usually sold,
virtually unprocessed. over
seas. By adding much greater
value to this byproduet, a more
lucrative export product will
be available.

Pharmaceutical steroids are
usually derived synthetically
and are quite expensive to pro
duce. The biological approach
promises high efficiency and
reduced production costs.

Mr Bob Tritcher, one of the engineering group, working
on a design for new meatworks plant equipment.

The Division's Meat Research
Laboratory, with a staff of
about 80, is situated on a 15
acre site at Cannon Hill, a
suburb of Brisbane.

It is strategically placed bet
ween three of south-east
Queensland's major abattoirs.
and much field work is carried
out at those sites -particularly
the Metropolitan Regional
Abattoir 10 minutes away.

The MRL also has its own
small abattoir.

A series of cattle and sheep
pens, in which single animals
can be weighed and killed for
experimental purposes, is av
ailable on site. Methods of
humane slaughter, and other
processing technology, are
investigated at this facility.

The lab uses more meat for
experiments than can be
obtained from its own abattoir,
so much of it is brought in from
the nearby slaughterhouses.

This is needed for research
into tenderness, storage life,
packaging. irradiation and a
range of other areas of interest
to the meat industry.

The lab is involved in all
stages of meat production.
from the time the animals
leave the farm gate until the
meat is presented for sale.

In fact, one of the projects
involves cvaluating retail dis
play cases for suitability to
display meats.

Colour. presentation and
appearance are the principal
factors affecting the sale of
meat from refrigerated display
units. The last two depend on
the butcher, but retention of
the attractive bright red colour
of beef and the characteristic
colour of lamb and pork is dep
endent on efficient operation,
lighting and location of the
refrigerated display unit.

A survey was undertaken by
the MRL in various butcher
shops around Brisbane.

***About 35 percent of DRL's
funding comes from outside
the Organization.

The laboratory's major col
laborative partners are: APV
International and APV Bell
Bryant (UF for cheese man
ufacture), Asia Dairy Indus
tries (recombined dairy pro
ducts), Miles Laboratories!
Sumitomo Chemical Co (lac
tose hydrolysis), Dairy Res
earch Council (cheese res
earch, whey utilisation and
protein-adjusted milk pow
ders) and the Oilseeds Res
earch Committee (isolation of
sunflower protein).

The use of membrane technol
ogy has been expanded to re
cover the solids and provide a
wide range of bvproducts for
. High-yield cheese equip
ment. The laboratory has sev
eral major collaborative agree
major collaborative agree
ments relating to the applica
tion of ultrafiltration (UF)
techniques to cheesemaking.
The new UF process for man
ufacturing natural hard cheese
will increase cheese yield by
about eight percent - and that
means considerable financial
gain for manufacturers. The
Division now has an agreement
with a major US cheese pro
ducer to establish a full-scale
plant for the use of UF cheese
base in processed cheese.

nated entirely - just control
led as much as possible.

Here, briefly, are some of
the other major projects, past
and present, at the laboratory:
. Upgrading of the manufac
ture of acid casein (milk pro
tein). Casein was originally
used as an industrial raw mat
erial for glues. New machinery
and processing techniques
were developed to improve
quality yield. Casein is now a
valuable ingredient in many
foods.
. Mechanisation of cheddar
cheese manufacture. The mil
ling, salting and 1100ping
machine, Bell Siro HI. and the
cheddaring machine Bell Sil'O
H, were world firsts. They
assisted in the rationalisation
of cheesemaking in Australia
and in the reduction of man
ufacturing costs.
. Production of tailor-made
milk powders. Manipulation
of processing techniques was
successful in providing the
bread industry wi th a form of
skim milk powder that could
be added to a standard recipe
without any reduction in loaf
volume. Other milk powders
have been developed for spec
ialised applications, in particu
lar in recombining.

Whey utilisation. Whey con
tains a high proportion of milk
solids and represents a major
problem of disposal without
polluting the environment.

Technical assistant Peter Hull makil1g processed cheese on a pilot
scale at DRL.

The dairy industry in Australia
has u(lgraded and diversified
euonnously in the past few
decades.

At the heart of this develop
ment has been the Dairy Res
earch Laboratory (DRL) 
part of the Division of Food
Research.

There has been a plethora of
major breakthroughs by scien
tists at the laboratory. Bec
ause of close contact with the
industry it serves. most of the
developments are readily
taken up and put into practice.

A good example was the
technology for recombined
dairy products. which has been
extremely successful in South
East Asia as well as Austral ia.

Work on separating the com
ponents of milk and recombin
ing them in new ways dates
back to the Second World War
at the (then) Section of Dairy
Research. This work has con
tinued and resulted in such
products as recombined milk.
sweetened condensed milk,
butter, etc.

The research in this area was
taken up by the Australian
Dairy Corporation and ulti
mately led to the establishment
of recombining plants to man
ufacture the products in a
number of countries in South
East Asia. The project has
provided an outlet for Austra
lian non-fat milk powders and
anhydrous milk fat.

DRL maintains close liaison
with Asia Dairy Industries,
providing assessment of
recombined products Irom
South East Asia and new tech
nology from laboratory res
earch programs.

For example, DRL was in
volved in the development of
recombined instant full-cream
milk powder which was sub
sequently manufactured in
Indonesia, using the sophisti
cated technology developed at
the laboratory.

One of DRL's most impor
tant services to industry is the
provision of 'starter' cultures
for cheese manufacturers.
These cultures contain the
organisms required to ferment
milk during manufacture into
cheese.

However, there is a problem
- the bane of cheese manufac
turers 'bacteriophage'.
These bacteria attack the star
ter organisms, preventing pro
duction of cheese.

The laboratory has dev
eloped a system for selecting
phage-resistant starter strains
in factories, and this is esti
mated to have saved cheddar
cheese manufacturers $3.5M
annually.

It is a continuing quest. A
senior scientist said it·s unlikely

will be elimi-
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EMEX aims for mOl'e accuracy in
tropical weather forecasting
The Division of Atmospheric Research is collaborating with the Pennsylvania State University
and other overseas institutions on a major experiment in northern Anstralia early next year.

The CSIRO F27 research aircraft which will play an important
role in the EMEX project.

Gozho appeal agrealsuccess
This item has been contributed by Russell Porter from the
CSIRO Film & Video Centre.

atmosphere is heated by con
densation of water vapour and
where the atmosphere is
cooled by evaporation of rain.
Large-scale numerical weather
forecast models are very sensi
tive to this heating profile.
EMEX and STEP together
will investigate certain rela
tively localised phenomena in
greater detail, while AMEX
operations will concentrate on
the nature of a detailed and
near-continuous monitoring of
the wider tropical atmosphere
through the whole of the joint
exercise period.

The main observational plat
forms for EMEX will be a
WP-3D aircraft which is being
provided by the National At
mospheric and Oceanic Ad
ministration in Washington
DC, an L-188 Electra aircraft
supplied by the National
Centre for Atmospheric
Research in Boulder, Col
orado, the CSIRO F-27
research aircraf~<lnd a dedi
cated research shIp from the
People's Republic of China.

The key CSIRO participant
is Dr Brian Ryan from Atmos
pheric Research, who believes
the experiment will provide
unique data for studying con
vection in tropical Australia.

'The role of the F-27 is to
collect data that will allow us
to study how the convection
modifies the lowest kilometre
of the atmosphere,' Dr Ryan
said. 'These observations,
combined with those from the
NOAA P-3 and the NCAR
Electra, will allow us to docu
ment the life cycle of the
convective clusters and obtain
valuable insights into the
chemistry of the tropics.'

Two other research areas
will be greatly enhanced by
EMEX data. Each of these is
important in Australia and
each is an extension of the
research objectives of the Divi
sion of Atmospheric Research.
The first is the study of proces
ses forming the precipitation
associated with the cloud clus
ters. For the first time in
Australia it will be possible to
calculate the 'precipitation eff
iciency' . of such a system.
Knowledge of the precipitation
efficiency of major rain bearing
systems is an important ingre
dient for long-term water man
agement policies.

Secondly, contributions will
be made to knowledge of trop
ical atmospheric chemistry.
The F-27 will collect air sam
ples that will be analysed for
trace gases by the Division. At
present, very few such meas
urements have been made any
where in" the world and it's
expected they will provide val
uable insights into the chemis
try of the atmosphere over the
tropics.

ition is a little unclear. Acc
ording to the Taxation Depart
ment, only donations to recog
nised overseas funding bodies
are eligible for tax deductions.
To get registratrion as an inter
national charity is a very com
plex affair. Approval must be
gained from two Ministers of
the Crown, and notice must be
placed in the Government
Gazette. It could take many
months, and even then it seems
the Gozho Pump Appeal is un
likely to qualify.

If people do want receipts
(and care to try the Tax Dep
artment) please contact me at
the Film and Video Centre.

Some useful suggestions
have come from among our
technical boffins. One is for a
solar-powered pump and the
other for something called the
Tyson Pump, which featured
on Beyond 2000 recently. I'm
following up both suggestions
and have written to David
Gwaze in Zimbabwe to see
what's feasible there.

Once again, thanks to all
who have contributed. And to
those still thinking about it 
there's still time.

pheric-Tropospheric Exchange
Program (STEP), which will
examine interactions between
the stratosphere and the
troposphere.

AMEX is being co-ordinat
ed by the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology Research Centre,
and STEP by the US National
Aeronautical and Space
Administration.

It's expected all three exper
iments will be closely co-ordi
nated. A consortium of US
university, NOAA, NASA and
CSIRO scientists are co
operating to plan and imple
ment EMEX and will work
together in the subsequent
analysis of the results,

The primary goal of EMEX
is to find where the air in the

It has affirmed my belief
that CSIRO is made up of
many big-hearted and socially
conscientious people.

On behalf of the people in
that struggling but optimistic
African community - thank
you very much. At the time of
writing (25 Sept.) over $1700
has been received and more is
promised. We seem certain to
reach the $2000 target.

Special thanks to those who
have rallied and prodded their
colleagues in institutes, divi
sions and units. Donations
have ranged from 50 cents to
over $100.

I'm afraid I haven't had time
to acknowledge each contrib
ution personally - we have
been frantically trying to finish
the film (which features the
Gozho children) in time for its
21 October program date.

Some people have (quite
reasonably) asked for receipts
for taxation purposes. The pos-

The response to the article in
the Angust CoResearch to help
the people of Gozho in Zimb
abwe has been qnite wonder
fnl.

The Equatorial Mesoscale
Experiment (EMEX) will in
vestigate heating in tropical
cloud clusters to define the
effect these clouds have on the
vertical heating (ie. tempera
tures of the different layers) of
the atmosphere in tropical reg
ions,

One of the aims of the ex
periment is to enhance the
accuracy of weather forecast
ing in the tropics.

EMEX will run from 1 Jan
uary to 15 February and will
coincide with two independent
but complementary experi
ments in the same region: the
Australian Monsoon Experi
ment (AMEX) aimed at defin
ing the structure of the north
west monsoon; and the Stratos-

CoResearch welcomes letters
from any reader on topics of
interest. However, space res
trictiOlIS llOW mean we will
have to ask you to limit your
letters to 200 words ijpossibfe.
Although we endeavour to
publish letters in the issue after
they are received, when space
is at a premiulll, preference
wj(( begiven to shorter letters.

Chasing hares

Dear Editor,
Could Don Benjamin (Co
Research No. 295) perhaps
recognise that it is the right and
responsibility of his colleagues
to each use his/her own best
judgement as to the area of
work which is most likely to
advance our knowledge annd
understanding?

If his colleagues make a mis
take and miss an opportunity,
they will no doubt kick them
selves later, but if they chase
every hare that springs they
are unlikely to get much pro
ductive work done at all.

K R Makinson
Retired (Textile Physics)

'Rampant' feminists
Dear Editor,
M H Jones' use of the word
'rampant' (CoResearch No.
295, Letters to the Editor) im
plies that CSIRO feminists are:
1 unrestrained or violent in
behaviour;
2 growing or developing un
checked;
3 (heraldic, of a beast) stand
ing on hind legs, the right fore
leg raised above the left;
4 (of an arch) having one abut
ment higher than the other.
(Source: Collins Concise
English Dictionary, Australian
Edition)

I would simply like to quote
Rebecca West, who wrote in
The Clarion in 1913 that 'I
myself have never been able to
find out precisely what femin
ism is; I only know that people
call me a feminist whenever I
express sentiments that differ
entiate me from a doormat.. .'

Nancy Mills Reid
Division of Energy Chemistry

Features okay

Dear Editor,
In his letter to CoResearch
(September 1986), Peter
Alfredson questions the new
format of CoResearch, in par
ticular the monthly Division
Feature.

Whilst I appreciate that
CoResearch is primarily a staff
newspaper, it should be
pointed out that many of us
who work in industry rely
heavily on the newspaper as a
source of information.

CoResearch in its new for
mat, especially the Division
Feature, is most useful and I
have, on several occasions,
circulated copies widely in my
organisation.

Keep up the good work.
Shaun G Coffey

Executive Director
Cattlemen's Union

Dear Editor,
In the August 1986 issue a
letter from eight CSIRO scien
tists urged support for contin
ued CSIRO funds to be altoc
ated for the publication of the
Australian Journals of Scient
ific Research. I have heard
many CSIRO scientists quest
ion whether CSIRO should be
obligated to continue to pay
for these publications.

Surely at least a partial solu
tion is to introduce page
charges. In our Division we
willingly pay page charges for
the cost of publication of res
earch results in the most appr
opriate journal anywhere in
the world. The cost of publica
tion is part of the cost of doing
research and universities
should recognise this as well as
CSIRO divisions.

J J Lowke
Division of Applied Physics

More letters Cont. from p. 2

Journals suggestion

Declining standards

Dear Editor,
For some time now the stand
ard of proofreading and layout
in CoResearch has been
deteriorating to the extent that
I used to look forward to the
monthly challenge of jumping
from column to column trying
to maintain continuity (and the
sense) of the text.

But I am one of your victims
now, and I no longer think it's
funny. As a result, your read
ers will never know what Dr
Wark said to the office-boy.
They will be denied the lurid
details of the relationship that
existed between office-boys
and typists in 1941, and bet
ween what's-his-name and
you-know-who. Will they ever
find out how many typewriters
Miss Thomas demolished each
month? Or what was being
screened at the Times Theat
rette during office hours? Why
typing pools should' be re
instated? Or exactly what
Audrey was doing when Jack
Bourne took his famous photo
graph at the office picnic? Too
late. It's all been edited away,
and rather crudely if I may say
so.

Now it doesn't realty matter
what CoResearch thinks of, or
did to, my (invited) contribu
tion. What does matter is that
the technical standards of Co
Research and other publicat
ions are declining, a situation
brought about, I believe, by
diminished resources and un
realistic cuts in staff levels that
leave the remaining devoted
few to work their guts out
trying to achieve the impossi
ble. I certainly hope that those
responsible for CoResearch
don't like things the way they
are any more than I do.

I would be a disaster if
other, more important, areas
of CSIRO were to suffer the
same fate for the same reasons.

Peter Moglia
Division of Building Research
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Obituary: Or David Bisll0P

technique he used and dev
eloped for his rcsearch projects
throughout the rest of his
career in CSIRO. In the early
1960s it was recognised that
Hans, now an E03, should be
reclassified as a research scien
tist as his original contributions
of ideas, experimental work
and interpretation were clearly
outstanding. He crossed the
difficult barrier between E03
and SRS in 1969.

Hans' interest in defect
structure in thin metal films
and epitaxy of various thin film
combinations resulted in a
series of classical papers with
Dr Linda Bruce. In recent
years, Hans extcnded his res
earch to supported metal
catalysts and to zeolite struc
tures and has added X-ray
diffraction to his repertoire of
techniques.

In the past few years Hans
has been the Division's infor
mation officer.
the role of information officer
for the Division.

Retirements
Hans Jaeger retired from
CSIRO after 31 years. Hans
joined the Division of Tribo
physics (now the Division of
Materials Science) as a senior
technical officer in 1955 and
retired as principal research
scientist.
with the State Electricity Com
mission of Victoria and then
with rCI before joining
CSIRO. He was made an EO
in 1957, and at the same time
crossed another major hurdle
when the Royal Australian
Chemical Institute recognised
his diploma from Essen and
accepted him as an Associate.

Over the ensuing years,
Hans showed particular skills
in developing techniques for
the deposition of thin metal
films of different orientation in
ultra high vacuum. Shortly
after Tribophysics acquired its
first electron microscope
around 1959, Hans became an
addict of direct observation of
defect structure by transmis
sion electron microscopy, a

CS1RO took Ollt the Gold Award at the Towllsville Pllci/ic Festival
social volleyball tOllmamelll recelltly. The team from tire Davles

Laboratory plays every week ill all
Illformal competitioll held at
James Cook University. It com
prises Lallrle COlllall, Alall Neish,
Delia Water/lOuse, Aline Sumpter,
Rodlley May, Dall Gibsoll alld a
visiting ...dentist fr011l China,
Llallg ZllOlljllll. They decided to
enter the weekend tournament for
'a bit offIlii' - IIO~OlJe expected to
take 011I first place. After losillg
ti,e first matclr to Computillg Sel
ellce from the VIIi, they fought
back all the way to will every
matclr followillg so they cOllld
play Computillg agaill ill tlrefillal.
Tlris time CS1RO matle 110 mis
takes anti tlefeated them two games
to Ilil to take home first place

Dr David Bishop amollg the 16 teams competillg.

One of his early moves as
Chief in the 1960s was to app
oint a planner from industry,
Mr David Roney, to help the
Division identify needs of ind
ustry and develop strategic
plans and objectives to meet
them. David Roney continued
this role through the MRL and
Institute days until his recent
retirement. He particularly
remembers Ivan's high stan
dards. 'He sought excellence;
in his own research and later
as an administrator, in the staff
of the divisions for which he
was responsible. He believed
in the need for researchers to
have access to instruments of
the highest quality and gave
high priority to the funding of
new facilities.

'Front-line science was his
joy; encouraging scientists one
of his great strengths. He could
not suffer fools gladly. He enc
ouraged discussion of the plans
he intended to pursue and
would react positively to well
reasoned argument.

Dr Alan Reid, who also
worked in Mineral Chemistry
and succeeded Ivan as Director
of the Institute, regards him as
one of the most gifted organis
ers of scientific endeavour in
Australia. 'The present pre
eminence of CSIRO in satellite
remote sensing applications
owes much to Ivan's vision in
the establishment of the Divi
sion of Mineral Physics. He
was also responsible for the
framework in which the Divi
sion of Energy Chemistry was
created, oversaw the transfor
mation of the Division of
Chemical Engineering into
Mineral Engineering and
established a personal reputa
tion with the minerals industry
that guaranteed industry's
interest in CSIRO work.'

Although illness marred his
short retirement, Ivan contin
ued to work, coming into his
old Division regularly to be
involved in some research and,
latterly, mastering the intric
acies of a personal computer
so he could write a history of
the Division. He was also able
to spend much of this time with
his family. Our sympathy goes
to his wife, Yvonne, daughters,
Merilyn and Vivienne, and his
grandchildren.

Jenifer North, lEER

Dr Bishop's international
reputation resulted in invita
tions to attend major overseas
conferences and to work in
overseas laboratories. This was
also reflected in the number of
visiting scientists working with
Dr Bishop.

David Bishop will be sorely
missed by his friends, coll
eagues and the international
scientific community.

George Fisher

Mr Ivan Newnham

in a research project, Ivan was
quick to share genuine plea
sure in this.

One of Ivan's most signific
ant actions was the introduc
tion into CSIRO of research
planning. Dr David Koch, now
Chief of the Division of Miner
als and Geochemistry in Perth,
used to work in Mineral
Chemistry and succeeded Ivan
as Chief in 1971. His first
Impression of Ivan, which he
says gave an indication of
things to come, was at a semi
nar at the Division ofIndustrial
Chemistry in the 1950s. 'Ivan
had just returned after a succ
essful period in the US during
which he pilot planted, and
negotiated a $250 000 licencing
agreement for, a process he
had developed for separating
hafnium from zirconium.

'His experience overseas had
a tremcndous influence on his
outlook and in the seminar he
pointed out that CSIRO's att
empts up to that time to com
mercialise research were am
ateurish and there was a need
to focus our research effort
and establish research teams to
meet practical objectives.
Nearly 30 years later this has
been accepted as an important
requirement for CSIRO,'

'Ivan appreciated the prob
lems of industry and oriented
the research in his laboratories
towards solving those which
had national economic rele
vance. The respect and admira
tion that industry held for him
is reflected in the fact that he
was awarded his AO for his
contributions to the minerals
industry. However, despite his
strong belief in the need for
industrial input into research,
Ivan insisted this was not a
substitute for excellence in
research. '

scientist with an international
reputation in the field of lipid
chemistry.

At one time Dr Bishop was
particularly interested in lipid
metabolism in photosynthetic
organisms that live in symbiotic
association with clams and cor
als on the Great Barrier Reef
and he made several significant
discoveries in this field. He
was able to use his expertise in
scuba diving in this work.

Dr David Bishop, senior prin
cipal research scientist at the
Division of Food Research,
died recently as a result of an
accident while involved in his
hobby, scuba diving. Dr Bish
op had been a member of the
plant physiology unit of the
Food Research Laboratory for
over 18 years, based initially at
Sydney University and more
recently at Macquarie Univer
sity. He was an outstanding

Vale Ivan
Newnham
Mr Ivan Newnham, former
Director of the Institnte of
Energy and Earth Resources,
died on 4 September. A mem
orial service, which many
CSIRO people attended, was
held on 10 September in Mel
bourne.

Ivan Newnham was not an
ordinary man. Beyond his out
standing scientific abilities he
had an energy and vision that
enabled him to make a signific
ant impact during his 37 years
of service with CSIRO. A det
ailed account of his career with
CSIRO appeared in CoRes
earch July 1984, before his
retirement in November 1984.

For the record, Ivan joined
CSIRO in 1947 after working
as a metallurgist in industry
and became Chief of the Divi
sion of Mineral Chemistry in
1961. He became Director of
the Minerals Research Lab
oratories in 1971 and then first
Director of the Institute of
Earth Resou(ces (later Energy
and Earth Resources) in 1978.
Unfortunately Ivan had to ret
ire early as Director in Decem
ber 1983 due to ill health but
remained a member of CSIRO
until his 65th birthday in
November 1984.

But a summary of the stages
in his career doesn't reveal the
considerable impact Ivan made
on his colleagues. Some of
those closest to him have shar
ed their memories for this
article.

Dr GeoffTaylor, previously
a member of Mineral Chemis
try and MRL, now a member
of the Executive, attributes
Ivan's success in leading and
motivating people to throw
themselves wholeheartedly
into new endeavours to his
genuine interest in, and con
cern for, people. 'He was the
best listener I've ever met. He
concentrated intently on what
anybody wanted to tell him
and so took in what was said
- and often more importantly,
what was left unsaid. And he
remembered all these conver
sations, sometimes to the sur
prise of the people concerned.
If there was an achievement in
the workshop or some success
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Major personnel changes foreshado ed

CSIRO Medals awarded

based manufacturing, agricul
tural and lntneral processmg
and l11ultisectoral technolog
ies

The second was to improve
the transfer of research results
to users and to help build
industry's own research Jnd
development capability

conI. Oil p.7

Dr Judith Hol)'er demonstrates I1IlXlIIg In Ihe ocean 10 visitors 10
the Marine Laboralories III Hobart. M'JI'e Ihan 6000 people vililed
the laboratortes during lite }il'sl opell da)'s at rhe C<Jmplex. RepIJn
page 2.

The challenge facing CSJRO
was two-pronged The first
was to focus on the arcas of
research that wcre most likely
to benefit Australia, leading
ultimately to an improved
trade performance.

Broadly speaklllg, CSIRO's
research effort s!Jould include
more emphaSIS on technology-

CS/RO medal WIIl/lerS Dr Myles Hrm/lIIg, lell, Or /Ji/vid Jupp
alld /J, Dieler Plale.

Lab open days

COIII. Oil p,7

Dr J.)uvid J\JPP came to Ihe then
DIVIsion of Land Use Rescarch in IlJ76
with Cl background III nHlthelllatic~

which he applied to spatlal analysis of
natural rCSllurce data

He plfl)'eo the primary role 111

developing remote sensing research in
the Dlvi~ion ancl the ORIAN (Barnel
Reef Image ANalySIS) system is the
rCfl!JsatlOn of the mwcl methods and
algonthms hc crcatecl

The joint undertaking by the Great
Barrier Reef Manne Park Authoritv,
CSIRO <lnd the Australian Survey
Office in applying BRIAN to reel an~i
shallow wtlter mapping wns led by Dr
JllPP

The significance of the succes,> of thiS
elfllrt is recognisLu world-wide

HIS furthcr development ot llllCro
BRIAN Iw<; produced olle o( the most
powerful and versatilc micro-cumplllcr
based in1<lge analysis systems --- thc
system I" marketed by Microprocessor
Applications Pty ltd

ram and has yielded royalties ror both
CSIRO and its developin!! partner

cient staff would be simplified
and different strategies for
identifying and dealing with
inefficient staff would be
developed.

'To simplify and speed up
recruitment Hnd selection pro
cesses, espeCially for those
categories of staff which are
common in the public service,
we will be examining changes
announced by the Government
and we will also examine our
own procedures,' he said.

we are watclllng the
Publie Service Board's prog
ress with a proposal to simplify
the clerical/administrative
structure by grouping 48 sepa
rate classifications into five.
And our early scparation
incentive scheme is now with
the Minister for approval.'

Dr Boardman said CSIRO
was passing through a period
of substantial change in order
to meet the challenges posed
by Australia's economic prob
lems.

Br Dieter Plate IS [hc malO invenlnr
01 thc Sirospull proLC'>', nnd, in addition
h) e"lahlishlllg If'. sClentiftc ba'>ls. WtlS
the leadeI of [he CSIRO team responsI
ble for Its commercial Illtrm1uetion 111

collaboration wllh Rcpco Lld ilnd the
Internallonal Wool S~crctariat

nil'> proce".; -.- now ill wide IIse
throlll!hout the world -- has Yielded
slIb'>tnntml cost s.wings. primarily inlhe
conversion 011\1(' tine Australian WtW]S
to yarns, These '>avings arc currently
t'stllnated ilt $40 millIOn per annum

]"he process has abo enabled Ihe
productIon ot new IightweLght products
from the'>c wools and has accordlllgly
had significant impacI on their dcmand
and hence their pnce. Sirospull wa:-.
cHKlal to the Interniltlonul Wool Sec
retaflat\ 'Cool Wool' Illilrkctlllg prog~

,lI1d the early conceptual stages, through
design, engineenng and construction,
am1, finallv, to slIcces,>lul conllTIlssioll
lIlg at Ihe plant

The recovery machine has .,et new
world standanh tor this type of eqll\p
mcnt and represents an imprc%iYc
!l:HlTl achievement for Australian min
eral processing technology

October meeting of the Con
sultative Council. The council
is made Ill' of management and
union representatives,

Dr Boardman told Chiefs
that the present appeals
arrangements were often 'cum
bersome and complex' and a
proposal 10 substitute 111 house
review for formal appcals for
a wide range of complaints was
under consideration.

'Other appeals will be sllni
larly scrutinised. Appeals
against having an appointment
terminated while on probation,
appeals against compulsory
invalid retirement and promo
tion appeals in the clerieall
administrative area arc just
some which will be re
examined,' Dr Boardman said.

Ways of streamlining the
current 'complex and lengthy'
procedures for dealing with
surplus staff would also be
considered.

Dr Boardman said proce
dures for dealing wIth ineffi-

There is no Divisiou Feature
iu this issne of C"Research as
the editor, Liz Burdeu, is ill.
The feature series will resume
ill the Decembcr issue with a
I'eatul'e Oil the Divisiou of
Occauogru(lhy,

Research in the widely ditfering fields of diamond recovery, remote sensing, industrial computer
systems and wool textiles has been recognised in this year's CSIRO Medals.

The recipients of the medals are Or David Jupp, from the Division of Water and Land Resources
in Cauhel'ra; Dr Dieter Plate, from the Division of Texlile Indnstry in Geeloug; Dr Myles Harding
from the Division of Manufacturing Technology in Melbourne; and Dr Mark Schapper and his team
rrom Advanced Techuical Development, CRA Ltd. This is the second year that thc awards have
bcclI madc,

The CSIRO Medals represent peer recognition or a researcher's confribution to the Australian
commllnity through achievements in either basic or applied science. Dr Schapper's team is thc
first rccipient of a medal for resem'ch carried out in a non-CSIRO labomtory. This external award
will be prescutcd annually from now 011.

The medals were preseuted by the Chairman or CSIRO, Or Kelth 8oardmau, at a Chiefs'
mccting in Melbonrne,

rile team led by Br Mark Schnppcr,
Managlllg DJrCCIOl, Advanced TCl.'hlll
L'al Dt'vclopmenl, eRA Ltd, has l1evel
oped novel eqUlpmcll1 tor recovering
Jialllt)lHh. lrolll thc Argylc dcpnc,u The
cqmpmenl 1:-' lcchlllcally nnd e(ononll
cally supennr to lt~ predecessnnJ ill1U 11
1<., ,I slgnificillJl tactor in the efficicncy
and profitahillty of the Ar~Vle Diamond
Mme III WhIch eRA Lld l'i a Joinl
venture partner. Tins malor Australian
mil1l1lg proJcct will shortly be producing
25 mlllion earah per annu,il. ac..ldmg
,>0\11l' $lS0 millltHl III the rwtiollal
L'contlmy

The X-Ray Recovery Macllllle lIses
an X-ray mduced opll(;ll methou to sort
dIamond !fnm Yery lnrgc tonnages o{
valuel",>" material. Under Dr Sehdp
pt:r,> leadership, the dc"etopment teum
took elJulpment Irmll the orl!!inal idea

CSIRO personnel manage
ment practices will undergo
significant change aimed at
achieving greater Ilexibility
and efficiency, the Chairman,
Dr lloardman, told Chiefs last
month.

Some of the changes now
bcing considered mcluded
streamlined appeals arrange
ments, beller procedures fOI
dealing wIth surplus and ineffi
cient staff, a simphfied clerical!
administrative structure, and
speeding lip the seleclion and
recruitment process.

Or Boardman said the Fed
eral Government's plans to
improve efficiency in the Pub
lic Service were under exami
nation to see how they could
best be adapted to meet
CSIRO's needs

The General Manager (Per
sonnel), Mr KeVlIl Thrift, s<lId
changes would only be made
after full consultation with staff
aSSOCiatIons, The proposed
changes were discusscd at the
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Dr June Olley, of the Seafood Technology Unit, DiviSIOn of Fisheries
Research, guides young VIsitors to the Marine Laboratories who were
taking part irz fish tasting demonstrations.

Letters
to the
Editor

conI. on p.4Letters

posters and photographic
enlargements on corridDr
walls, additional permanent
displays, and, generally, a
more lived-in appearance.

The communications officer
at the Marine Laboratories,
Jennifer Pringlc-Jones, would
like to hear from any CSIRO
staff planning open days, with
a view to exchanging ideas.

1. Lisa Kanis' letter of
thanks relating to the death of
her husband, an outstanding
taxonomist with the DPI Her
barium Australiense, made me
aware of the regrettable ab
sence of an obituary of Dr
Kanis, in contrast to the nearly
two columns devoted to empl
oyees who retired from CSIRO
alive. Mind you, I am not
assuming this is an oversight
on your pa.rt.

2. Whilst generally agreeing
with Don Benjamin's letter
about gullibility, scepticism or
patient probing in research, I
fail to see why he should seek
to reinforce these distinctions
by drawing parallels with religi
ous altitudes.

Firstly, both gullibility and
reflex-scepticism stem from
thoughtlessness and rigidity,
but this is often not true for
religious faith, and almost
never for atheism. Eg. I have
gradually moved to a position
of atheism over a very long
period of time, precisely
through the process of, as D B
puts it, 'questioning and an
alysing the evidence offered'.

Secondly, since D B consid
Cl'S the 'probing' attitude the
only correct one in science, he
must, as a corollary, think ag
nosticism the only correct rel
igious altitude. Personally, I
regard it as the worst one. It
either shows indiffercnce (why
bother?), impotence (can't
make up my mind), or it is a
case of having a bob each way.
Whilst one can build a coherent
world view on either faith or
atheism, any such view based
on agnosticism must be inhe
rently wobbly.

Herman Haantjens
Broulee

Dear Editor,
May I comment briefly on two
of the letters to the editor in
the September issue'!

by exaggerating what they said
they could do, they got in a
position where they didn't
want to hear too much about
the truth .. it was hard for
information to come up. But
we know information was there
at the lowest levels. Why
engineers are at the lowest
levels I have no idea, but the
guys who know something
about what the world is really
like are at the lowest levels of
these organisations .

Feynman concludes 'For a
successful technology, reality
must take precedence over
public relations for nature can
not be fooled'.

This particular tragedy does
not, of course, gainsay our
efforts to build CSIRO's
image. Rather Feynman's
analysis is a cautionary tale for
all engaged in public relations.
As well it illustrates the dan
gers of an isolated 'top-down'
management.

John Knight, Ian White
Division of Environmental

Mechanics

and talk about research work.
Since staff first started mov

ing into the complex two years
ago the main attention has
focused on getting equipment
operational, newcomers set
tled and programs re-estab
lished. Until recently the build
ings were rather sterile in
appearance, but they have
taken on a new guise with

Dear Editor,
CSIRO some time ago con
cluded that many of the prob
lems which beset CSIRO were
attributable to its tarnished
public image. Consequently
the Organisation, Divisions
and individuals were encour
aged to lift CSIRO's image and
resources were redistributed
to this end.

This prescription for curing
CSIRO's perhaps psychosoma
tic ills is not without the possi
bility of serious side effects as
the findings of the Presidential
Commission on the explosion
of the space shuttle Challenger
indicate.

Cal Tech's eminent physicist
Richard Feynman, a commis
sioner, separately addressed
the question of how it was
possible for NASA to ignore
warnings of serious dangers.
His analysis summarised in
August 1986 Scientific Ameri
can makes pertinent reading
for the 'new' CSIRO.

Feynman suggests 'that the
fundamental cause of NASA's
systematic over-confidence
was that a major role of NASA
management was to get fund
ing from Congress . . . they
painted too rosy a picture of
what could be accomplished
with current technology . . .

More than 6000 people visited
the Marine Laboratories in
Hobart dnring the first open
days at the complex held on 16,
17 and 18 October.

The laboratories are the
headquarters of the Division
of Oceanography and the Divi
sion of Fisheries Research.

School groups made up a
high percentage of the visitors
on the Thursday and Friday,
with a surprisingly large
number of elderly guests on all
three days. On Saturday nearly
150 people were through the
doors before the official open
ing time of lOam.

With scientists from both
divisions among researchers on
cruises in RV Franklin and FV
Soela, it was left to 120 or so
staff on weekdays, and about
50 who volunteered their ser
vices on Saturday, to man the
exhibits, give demonstrations

Crowds
'Ilock
to Labs

Dr Dick Broclt, assistant chief
at the Division of Plant Indus
try, retires on November 21
after 40 years with the Organi
zation.

A farewell dinner will be
held at the Federal Golf Club
in Canberra on November 19.
Anyone interested in attending
should contact Mary Volpato
on (062) 465816.

Retirement:
Or Dick Brock

movement between institu
tions, and it is to be hoped that
some progress can be made to
overcome this problem.

More flexible superannua
tion arrangements are of par
ticular importance for staff on
term appointments and
CSIRO will be examining
alternatives to the present
scheme for this category of
staff.

A committee chaired by Dr
Henzell has been established
to make recommendations to
the Executive on annual per
formance reviews for all staff,
and rewards for individual and
team achievements.

Staff training and develop
ment are of increasing impor
tance in view of the ever
increasing rate of technological
change, and to improve
CSIRO's management skills at
all levels.

Dr Hatch of the Division of
Plant Industry and I are editing
a new volume for the series
'The Biochemistry of Plants'.
The task has brought home to
me the enormous progress that
has been made in the past five
to ten years in the molecular
basis underlying plant proces
ses and in the isolation and
determination of the structure
of genes, and understanding
gene expression. New
methodologies, many highly
automated with the aid of
microprocessors, are behind
these advances, and staff must
continually update their skills
to maintain their effectiveness.

Debate on the Bill to amend
the Science and Industry
Research Act has been
delayed, but I am still hopeful
that the Bill will be p~ssed by
both Houses in the current
session of Parliament and the
new Board appointed before
the end of the year.

/~~

A column by
Dr Keitb
Boardman
The recent announcement by
the Prime Minister of the Gov
el'Rment's intention to intro
duce reforms into the Austra
lian Pnblic Service to achieve
greater staff flexibility and
improve effectiveness, and the
release of a report on the
efficiency and effectiveness in
Higher Education by Senator
Ryan, are indicative of the
greater scrutiny of public sec
tor performance by the Gov
ernment.

Reforms in the Public Ser
vice will have an important
bearing on the eventual
response of the Government
to the ASTEC recommenda
tion that the statutory relation
ship between CSIRO and the
Public Service Board should
be broken. Our relationship
with the Public Service Board
is to be cxamined further by
our Minister in consultation
with the incoming CSIRO
Board and staff associations
and the Minister is required to
report back to Cabinet.

The Executive has been con
cerned for some time about the
flow-on of policie~ and rules
devised for the Public Service
to CSIRO without sufficient
attention being paid to the
appropriateness of these
policies and rules to a research
organization. There has been
increasing pressure also from
the staff associations to adopt
Public Service procedures in
areas such as classification
appeals, grievances, redundan
cies and management initiated
retirements. These procedures
are now to be examined within
the Public Service.

The strategy document
released by CSIRO in Sep
tember of last year identified
the need for better manage
ment practices in the Organiza
tion and more flexible staffing
policies. The productivity,
effectiveness and reputation of
CSIRO is critically dependent
on our ability to continue to
attract staff of the highest
quality, and provide approp
riate recognition and rewards
for their achievements and per
formance.

I believe that we should be
re-examining our personnel
policies and procedures to
achieve greater flexibility, and
provide greater incentives to
improve mobility within
CSIRO and between CSIRO
and industry, and CSIRO and
tertiary education institutions.
It is widely recognised that the
non-portability of superannna
tion is a potent inhibitor of

From the
Chairman
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New82-8 million
plant lab opens

The Minister for Science, Mr .Tones, left, the Chief of the Division
of Plant Industry, Dr .Tim Peacock, and Dr Ernest .Taworski, of
the Monsanto Company, listen to the eminent plant geneticist, Si,.
Otto Frankel, at the opening ofthe Division's new plant molecular
biology laboratory.

The genctic engineering dis
play will highlight a number of
new techniques for breeding
livestock and agricultural
plants using direct gene trans
fer, including work on high-sul
fur plants and modified growth
hormone in sheep, as well as
the generation of new plant
varieties using techniques of
somacloning and protoplast
fusion, cloning plants to pro
duce disease-free grapevines,
direct manipulation of cattle
embryos to produce twins and
the production of animal vac
cines and diagnostic kits for
plant diseases.

cout. on p.7

Scientific developments have
made a big difference to life on
the land, but there's plenty
more to comc - that's the
message CSIUO is taking to
this year's Australian National
Field Days ill Orange, NSW,
from Novembcr 11-13.

CSIRO is guest exhibitor at
the 1986 Field Days, and has
chosen the occasion to convey
some idea of the revolutionary
changes in store for agriculture
over the next decade or two.

Announcing the details of
CSIRO's exhibits, the Chair
man. Dr Boardman, predicted
that the combined effect of
new developments in satellites,
computers and genetic
engineering would be to
change agriculture in 'ways
that are hard to imagine today'.

'CSIRO has been responsi
ble for hundreds of important
advanccs in agriculture during
its 60 years of existence, but
our best is definitely yet to
come,' he said.

'We are keeping pace with,
and in some areas world lead
ers in, the exciting new field of
genetic engineering.

'In future, although we're
planning to do less traditional
rural research, we'll be doing
much more in the new high
technology areas. Particularly,
we'll be looking for new ways
of adding value to rural pro
ducts before they're exported.

'Involvcment In high-
technology and value-added
areas is the best way of ensur
ing that agriculture continues
to play an important role in
Australia's future.'

CSIRO's Orange Field Days
display will comprise nine
major themes:
• Genetic engineering;
• Computers in agriculture;
• Remote sensing;
• Wool research;
• Control of weeds and pests;
• Soils and water;
• Animal health;
• Quality of agricultural pro

ducts;
• New plants and crops.

CSIRO on
display at
Field Days

using mirrors, and is dii'ected
through a series of large prisms
to produce spectra which are
collected by more than 200
small mirrors. From there the
light is reflected in different
directions, some of it is pro
jected directly onto a screen,
producing coloured patterns,
or via different types of spe
cially designed distorted and
vibrating mirrors. Six small
lasers are also incorporated,
and together the different com
ponents create a beautiful
ever-changing mural.

The prototype was originally
meant to use only the sun's
light and energy, but budget
and time restrictions forced
the use of artificial light which
can later be subsituted by
natural light.

Always interested in the
interplay of sound and colour,
Mr Ostoja has included a spe
cially designed synthesizer in
the cxhibit. The synthesizer,
activated by the sunlight, pro
duces pre-programmed sounds
that are involved in the exhibit.
This sun mural is a further step
in Ostoja's fascination with the
free correlation of sound and
image.

Mr Ostoja was born in
Poland in 1922 and came to
Australia in 1949 after starting
his artistic training in Ger
many. He continued to study
at the National Gallery Art
School in Melbourne and went
on to receive several awards in
painting, films and photo
graphy.

In the 1960s and '70s he
directed his 'Sound and Image'
experimental theatre, mostly
for the Adelaide Festival of
Arts. He has produced several
laser concerts based on a simi
lar idea, the last one in the
Adelaide Festival Amphi
theatre in April of this year.

'Solaris', a prototype kinetic
sun mural went on display at
the National Measl1l'ement
Labol'lltory of the Division of
Applied Physics at West
Lindfield last month.

Designed and created by Mr
Stan Ostoja, with sponsorship
from the Australia Council
and in association with the
Division through the"artists-in
residence program. 'Solaris'
uses sunlight, mirrors and las
ers to create a coloured mural.

The idea of using the sun as
the source of controlled light,
colours and shapes originated
probably even before the time
of the Egyptians. But 'Solaris'
belongs very definitely to the
twentieth century, with
CSIRO scientists and skilled
staff giving Mr Ostoja the
benefit of their knowledge,
help and advice.

The light source for 'Solaris'
is projected into the room

Sunlight makes a
high-Iech mural

'We can now think about
modifying the nutritional prop
erties or other qualities of the
end product, and tailor it to
changing consumer tastes and
market shifts,' he said.

Molecular biology could
greatly expand the range of
genetic material available to
plant breeders because it made
possible gene transfer between
plants that do not interbreed
in nature - it was even possi
ble to transplant usefnl genes
from animals and bacteria into
plants.

It could also reduce the long
lead times associated with trad
itional plant breeding. An
established crop variety which
succumbed to disease could be
fitted with an appropriate resis
tance gene and reintroduced to
cultivation in less time than the
decade it usually took to
develop a new variety.

Mr Jones urged molecular
biologists to collaborate with
plant breeders and to tell far
mers about their work. He said
that the level of awareness of
potential change among far
mers was fairly low, at a time
when genetic engineering was
moving rapidly from its funda
mental phase into practical
applications.

Mr Jones said he was proud
that the Division of Plant
Industry enjoyed international
stature for its research.

'It (the Division) embodies
the search for excellence that
Australia must pursue for its
future economic prosperity,'
he said.

'This new laboratory pro
vides first-class facilities for
modern biological research,
and I am sure the public
investment in it will be repaid
many times over.'

The Minister for Science, Mr
Jones, last month officially
opened the new $2.6 million
plant molecular biology
laboratory at the Division of
Plant Industry in Canberra.

The laboratory contains
advanced equipment and
facilities for plant genetic
engineering experiments. It is
named the O.H. Frankel
Building in honour of the emi
nent plant geneticist,Sir Otto
Frankel, a former Chief of the
Division.

Mr Jones said the Division
of Plant Industry had estab
lished an international reputa
tion for the quality of its
research, and its work was of
vital importance to Australian
agriculture.

At the opening the Chief,
Dr Jim Peacock, announced
that the Division had taken an
important step towards pro
ducing Australia's first geneti
cally engineered agricultural
plant -a lucerne containing a
gene for a high-sulphur protein
that could substantially
increase wool growth in sheep.

Dr Peacock said a research
team led by Dr Don Spencer
and Dr 'TJ' Higgins was in the
process oftransplanting a gene
from the common pea into
lucerne cells. These transgenic
plants are expected to contain
a sulphur-rich protein, pea
albumin.

Sheep eating the lucerne
would obtain this added pro
tein sulphur in their diet lead
ing to greatly increased wool
production.

Mr Jones said genetic
engineering of plants offered
Australian agriculture the
prospect of developing novel
food products for specialist
export markets.

Mr Stan Ostoja with 'Solaris'.
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01 Equal Concern Back to the bench

Photograph: Phi! Poller
Dr Trevor Scat!, Chiefof the Division, left, and Ms Rhonda Foley,
Experimental Scientist, explain the Division's research.

Research on show

has shed some light on the
'wooden coathanger larval
stage' mystery thriller.
Notes:
J. Yarrakong the WoblJ]egong (1987, in
preparation)
2. E. T. (1983, pers. comm,)
3. M Peal'ce, unpubl., 1986
4. Dtlfl the Dinosaur (2.7xlOr.yems BC,
footprint message in lIorthwest A us!ra
lian dinosaur shale deposits)
5. Termite CO/OilY, Yalgoo, WA (1986,
inscription 011 an olel railway side step
ladder)
6. The lI'bll1erofthe 1987 America's Clip
challenge (1986, pers, comm., by time
wmp message tram King Kong Ilia
Alpha Centauri ex Lost ill Space crew)
7. Kiwi America's Cup syndicate (1986,
yacht designer's lOp secret drawings)
8. This is such (l top secret process that
if can't be divulged (or eaten) lIfl1il after
thi: Amaica's Cup hw.' been decided (or
melted dow//? J,

Martin H Peal'ce
Division of Forest Research

he was able to bring to his work
and his ability to relate with
ease to all people, irrespective
of rank. His gentle, unassum
ing and undemonstrative man
ner often belied his innermost
feelings. Perhaps, though, on
the rare occasion, the flushed
cheeks were not strictly
attributable to the inefficient
air-conditioning and the
CSIRO Tarrango.

Geoff's career is unusual in
that he has turned full circle.
He has been awarded a post
retirement fellowship with the
Institute of Energy and Earth
Resources and his work at the
ANU Research School of
Earth Sciences will comple
ment that of his colleagucs at
North Ryde and other relevant
IEER divisions. He is under
standably very excited about
his 'new' research career in the
field of coal petrology where
he enjoys world recognition.

Geoff has also promised
himself (and his wife Nancy)
some relaxation. Over the past
couple of years Geoff and
Nancy have put a lot of energy
into their 'ranch' on the Mur
rumbidgee near Canberra. At
a gathering last month, Geoff's
colleagues wished him well
and he was presented with a
range of gifts geared to
his new life. To see Geoff
Taylor in an Akubra 'Man
from Snowy River' hat left
little doubt that he will settle
into this side of his new life.

Faye Nicholas

Mr David Purchase of the
Division of Wildlife and
Rangelands Research has
retired after 29 years with
CSIRO.

Mr Purchase joined the Divi
sion in 1957 and worked ini
tially on aspects of parasitology
and the behaviour of rabbits.
He transfered to the Australian
National Antarctic Research
Expedition for 4 years and on
returning to the Division was
responsible for the Australian
bird-banding and bat-banding
schemes.

hung in wardrobes. The reason
wooden furniture with wood
dowling is becoming rare is
that the modern practice of
making furniture is by banging
and screwing (these are
engineering and not anatomi
cal terms) wood furniture
together with nails, screws,
staples and such. Sometimes
foregoing the use of wood
altogether by using such abho
rent material as modular plas
tic, aluminium, which is a
more suitable material for
making masts for 12 m yachts
(6), particularly in Western
Australia, fibreglass, this is
also useful for yacht making
(7), or rotten apples, these are
macerated, dried and made
into a paper brick sort of
material by a modern Austra
lian biotechnology company
(8).

This modern method of fur
niture making also explains the
occurrence of metal coathan
gers - you guessed it, the
larval forms of metal coathan
gers are, in fact, screws, nails
etc which fall out of modern
day furniture. The preponder
ance of plastic coathangers is
likewise explained - the larval
forms of plastic eoathangers
are chips broken off from
modern modular plastic furni
ture. I sincerely hope this note

Dr Geoff Taylor

research. Under these umbrel
las he was given a basket of
formidable tasks.

He was one of the chief
architects of Sirotech; he
chaired a committee of review
into CSIRO's administration
and played a major part in the
overseeing of the implementa
tion of the decisions of this
committee; he was also a
member of the external com
munication review committee,
some of the decisions of which
arc taking shape in the new
Bureau of Information and
Public Communication.

Geoff's successfulcontribu
tions to these and many other
areas were undoubtedly
enhanced by the moderating
influence and air of rationality

Geoff Taylor's decision to res
ign from the CSIRO Executive
was met with a mixture of
sadness and joy - sadness on
the part of those he has worked
with because of the nature of
the man and the significant
contributions be has made to
tbe Organization, and joy for
Geoff because he was return
ing to the 'bench' to resume his
research career that had heen
interrupted some years before.

Geoff's file is documented
with testimonies to his personal
qualities and abilities dating
from when he began his career
with the Organization in 1955
as a research officer in the
Division of Coal Research at
North Ryde until his appoint
ment as Officer-in-Charge of
the Fuel Geoscience Unit, the
position he held until he left
the Organization in 1980.
Geoff left CSIRO to become
Director of the Centre for
Resource and Environmental
Studies at the Australian
National University. This was
a relatively short experience as
in May 1982 he was invited to
rejoin CSIRO as a full-time
member of the Executive.

Geoff's chief areas of
responsibility, in addition to
the activities of the institutes
which reported to him, were
finance and administration,
information and communica
tion. the expansion of reseach
in support of manufacturing
industry, the 'commercialisa
tion' of CSIRO and its

Letters
cont. from p.2
Dear Editor,
I wish to add to the apparently
regular 'coathanger series'
(CoResearch Aug & Sept '86).
Shelltox Pest Strips have also
led to the demise of the wood
en coathanger - the fumes
decay the wood, but not the
plastic or metal coathangers
(1) and they also eat electro
magnetic emanation from
the CRUX (an astronomical,
not anatomical, term), comets
and such-like (2) ... hence the
observation that Halley's
Comet didn't cometh as
brighteth as expecteth (3).

In addition, and not wanting
to put a dampener on the theo
ries, though somewhat provok
ing, of P. Thomas (CoRes.
Sept), I must point out that the
larval forms of wooden coat
hangers arc, in fact, wood
dowelling pieces from old
wooden furniture and not
from wooden clothes pegs.
The latter are actually the
larval forms of wooden step
ladders which are fast becom
ing extinct (5), just like their
cousins the dinosaurs (4).
Hence, as old wooden furni
ture pieces arc becoming rare
so too arc wooden coathan
gers, in association with the
effects of various pest strips

research, in particular with
regard to food and fibre. It also
revealed the importance of
these industries to the Austra
lian economy. Staffvo!unteers,
including technical staff, scien
tists, and the Chief, Dr Trevor
Scott, manned the display over
the three days.

of skills and expertise they
should have had if no discrimi
nation had occurred.

An analogy from the school
sector makes the point more
clearly. If your child has a
hearing problem that is disre
garded for two years and is
forced to repeat grades, then
simply promoting her or him
to Grade Five won't really help
in the long run. Your child
requires extra teaching to fill
those gaps.

The solutions in June and
Michael's cases could be any
thing from back-dated promo
tions, extra staff development
opportunities or monetary
compensation. Conversely, of
course, neither charge may be
sustained - ie. their lack of
progress and/or opportunities
may not have had anything to
do with sex, marital status or
disability.

There is an argument for
positive discrimination (ie. one
section/group being temporar
ily given extra resources over
another group) - if it can be
demonstrated that they have,
through no fault of their own,
been disadvantaged in the past.

I raise this because there
appears to be such confusion
about 'equality' and 'same
ness'. The answer is not to
treat our staff, colleagues, chil
dren in exactly the same way
because their needs and skills
can differ markedly. It is equal
ity of opportunity that is the
goal. Different inputs may be
required in order to ensure
equal opportunity to compete
for outputs.

Carmel Macpherson
EEO Officer

The Division of Animal Pro
duction recently staged a dis
play of its research work at a
shopping centre near its
laboratory in Sydney.

The purpose of the display
was to acquaint the general
public with some of the
benefits which arise from thc

Case A: June has been a
technician for 17 year,';. She
has watched those about her
promoted over her. Her super
visor is of the opinion that
June reached her 'career ceil
ing' many years ago and is
Incky to be where she is. An
analysis reveals that female
turnover in the laboratory is
high and that maternity leave
is not a factor. June lodges a
complaint alleging 'less favour
able treatment' on the basis of
sex and marital status.

Case B: Michael is a el)i1ep
tic. He had one grand mal
seizure three years ago but has
been meticulous with his medi
cation and has since becn sei
znre-fl·cc. Michael has noticed
that hc has not been on any
field trips or conferences since
his seizure.

What should these people
do? Have they suffered direct
or indirect diserimina tion?
Let's assume for the sake of
the argument that both have
suffered 'less favourable treat
ment' and that the result of this
is that neither has progressed
at the rate that would have
been expected of people with
their qualifications and skills.

How can this be redressed'l
One solution might involve
promoting them to the level
that, given past performances,
they should be at. But does this
really solve the problem? Hav
ing already been disadvan,
taged it won't be long before
those gaps affect future
advancement. In short, both
would be in need of 'positive
discrimination' - an extra
boost of training and develop
ment to get them to the level
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Crmg Simmons, /,1 jorrner apprentice wlfh the fJivision 0.1 Plant
Industr)' fll Canberm.

on all aspect of llluseo!ogy.
John Swire & Sons has spon

sored a fellowship for study
relating to the Australian cot
ton industry, to be awarded
next vear for tenure in 1\>88.
Any aspect of the industry
would be sllltable for study.

The Churchill Trust is seek
mg applicants for fellowships
in any field, as well as these
spons~Jred fellowships. Appli
cations close on 28 February
1987 and selections are made
in June. Enquiries should be
dileeted to GPO Box 478,
Canberra ACT 26Cll.

sizes. Both arc available in
red, white or navy. The 50th
anniversary badges cost $2
each.

Cheques or money orders
should be made payable to
'CSIRO Balandra Syndicate'
and sent to Andrcw Forbes,
CSIRO Marine Laboratories,
GPO Box 1538, Hobart, Tas
mama, 70CH. Add $1.50 for
postage and packing for orders
of T-shirts and windcheaters
and 50 cents for badge orders.

For further information tele
phone Andrew Forbes on (002)
206300 or Tim O'Sullivan on
(002) 20 6223.

III addition to the uSllal fellow
ships to be offered by the
Chnrchill Trnsl in 19118, three
additional fellowships have
been sponsored 1'01' stndy ill
particular fields.

The Samuel & Eileen Gluyas
Churchill Fellowship will be
for study and research into the
pastoral industry, particularly
as it applied to the troples, with
preference being given to re~i·

dents of North Oueensland.
The Australian War Memo

rial has decided to sponsor a
Churchill Fellowship for study

Churchill fellowships

currents and using favourable
currents along the route.

Ansett has donated air travel
for the crew members who
cannot afford the time to sail
'Balandra' to Sydney for the
race. SilOcredit, the CSIRO
credil' union, has donated
$1000 to help fund the crcws'
efforts but more help IS
needed.

T-shirts, windcheaters and
badges all featuring a com
memorative logo tire available.
The T-shirts arc available in all
sizes and cost $\> caeh. The
windcheaters cost $20 for adult
sizes and $15 for children's

The 'Ba/am/ra' wilh ils CS/RO crew.

A crew from the Marine
Laboratories in Hobart is tal,
in~ to the water with racing,
1I0t )'esearch, ill mind.

Eight staff memhers from
the laboratories, including the
Chief 01 the Division o[
Oceanography, Dr Angus
McEwan, will sail the 46ft
masthead sloop 'Balandra' in
this year's Sydney to Hobart
yacht race.

This is the first time a
CSI RO crew has taken part in
the race and skIpper Mr
Andrew Forbes said they
hoped to promote the Organi
zalion's 50-year history of
involvClnent in marine
research,

The crew members are
either from the Division o[
Oceanography or the Division
of Fisheries Research. They
have chartered the yacht froln
its owner, Mr Gerd Hennieke,
a Hobart businessman.

Five of the sailors-m-training
are experienced sailors and the
others have been learning the
ropes during cruises each
weekend for the past month.

Mr Forbes said in the past
the yacht had done well m
'fairly heavy weather'. 'So i1
we want to do well we will be
looking for a fairly boisterous
race,' he said. The 'Balandra'
will leave Hobart for Sydney
on December 12 [or the raee
which starts on Boxmg Day.

For a number of years, a
representative of the Division
of Oeeanography has attended
the pre-race briefings at the
Cruising Yacht Club in Syd
ney, to present the latest infor
llultioIl on the position and
strength of the East Australian
Current for the bcnefit of the
sailors. This year, the
'Balandra' crew hope to
demonstrate that It is the
interpretation of this informa
tion, particularly the satellite
imagery of sea-surface temper
ature, that can be used to
advantage in avoiding adverse

.Associated studies will be con
ducted to investigate the effi
ciency of water use by irrigated
crops. Billabongs and riverine
wet lands will also be studicd,
and their usc as a possible
waste water treatment
mechanism ll1vestigated.

"The natural flooding regime
of the River Murray has been
drastically altered l;y the con
struction of dams and weirs.
Periodic artificial flooding of
the River Murray may be
necessary to preserve its
wlldhfc and water conditions.

'The community needs more
reliable inlormation about the
Impact of such events so that
it can make sensible choices.

Marine labs
e to

the water

inners

pr
program on a liver system yet
undertaken in Australia.

'This cooperative venture
will result in the establishment
of a $1·2 million research prog
ram at Albury and the continu
ation of <l coo~dinated $500 OUO
program at Gril'fith', he said.

Dr Mitchell said the Murray
Darhng was Australia's largest
river ~ys(l'm, drailllTlg more
than a million square
kilometres of land, or about
one-seventh the total area 01
the continent

About lJt) per cent of the
tvlurray's water is used in irri
gation, so an Imponant aspect
of the Limnolo~lL'al Research
Progll,m WIll be the Investiga
tion of the cffecb of irrigatiun
and urban rUI1~off on water
quality, inrludlng salinity,' he
said.

'Life forms, such as micros
eoplL' algae and Zlloplankton,
affect thin~s like the colour
and smell of shnc LOuncil watn
supplies

Authority and IS now working
for Wormaid Interna!lolwl Pty
Ltd.

Anclrew Taylor, an appren
tice with the Division of Min
eral Physics and Mincralogy,
won (OP electronics apprentice
III NSW and came third in the
overall NSW •Apprenllce of
the Year' awards.

Andrew, 21, has been with
the DiVISion for nearly 4 years.
He received medals, ceftil<
calcs, prize mOlley and all
educational cruise on onc of
the Navy's ships

ardA
Two CSIRO apprentices have
won awal'(ls for their work.

The Minister for Resources
and Energy, Senator Gareth
l~vnns, inaugurated II new
research program in AlhUl'y
Wodonga on 24 October as a
c()operntive venture between
CSIRO and three other hodies.

The new Murray- D:lIling
Limnol"gleal Rcscarch Prog
ram will mvestlgate the physi
cuI, chemical and hi()logieal
conditions of the river and its
surrounds

It willmvolve the Australian
Water Research AdVISory
Council, the Rlvel Munay
COmlJllSS11Hl and thl' Albury
Wodonga Development ("r
poration

Dr DaVld MItchelJ, Officer
m-Charge of CSIRO's Centre
for lrrig,nllln and Freshwatel
Research at Griffith will be
director ot the new progranl.

Spl'aklllg at tire Inaugura
!Ion, Senator rvans said the
faeilitle, at Albury and (jnftIllr
would be used to mOlllll th~

most comprehellsive research

River resear

Crmg Simmons, formerly of
the DIvISion of Plant InduslIY,
hdS won the Canberra 'Ap
prernice of the Year' award for
electrical fitting.

Cralg ,'xcelled in his tt'chm
cal st udies and thts coupled
with his manual skills enabled
hun to complete his appren
tice",hip in three year~

After "ompleting IllS appren
ticeship, Craig left CSIRO Il)
work for the ACT ElectricIty
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Apprentice fruit grower wins
Frost Memorial award

Suzanne Cox, winner of the Arthur Frost Memorial Award, at
work at Merbein.

Suzanne Cox, an apprentice
fruit grower at the Merbein
Laboratories, Division of Hor
ticultural Research, is the first
woman to receive the Arthur
Frost Memorial Award.

The award is made annually
to the CSIRO apprentice who
has achieved the most signific
ant improvement in all-round
performance in thcir final year.

Ms Cox is 19 and has been
working at the Division for
nearly five years. She said that
she really enjoyed her work
which involved two-days-a
week laboratory work with the
salinity group, and three days
in the winery.

'The award came as a com
plete surprise,' she said. 'I
didn't even know that I'd been
nominated. The first 1 knew of
it was about two months ago
when I was called into Rob
Walker's office (the Officer-in
Charge of the Laboratories)
and told that I had won, I was
delighted. '

It was also news to Suzanne
that she was the first woman to
be given the award. 'T~at's

excellent!,' she said. 'When I
applied for the apprenticeship,
1 didn't think I had much hope
as I thought then that it was a
guy's job. Then at the end of
my first year I received the

Express Irrigation Services
Award for the best first year
fruit grower, and now this.'

Suzanne's future is at pre
sent uncertain, bu t she knows
exactly what she'd like to do,
carry on working for CSIRO!

The award was established
as a memorial to Arthur Frost,
a supervisor at the Division of
Textile Physics at Ryde, Syd
ney.

Mr Frost took a keen interest
in the work of apprentices.

CSIRO lost one of its brightest
personalities with tbe untimely
death on 23 September of Dr
Judith Anne Howard at the
age of 51. Judith joined tbe
Division of Food Preservation
from high school as a technical
assistant in the microbiology
section, and worked there for
24 years.

She became an ASSOCIate of
the Sydney Technical College,
graduated with a B Se degree
from the University of NSW,
and obtained her Ph D from
the University of Melbourne.

Her research interests were
first in the field of water
relations of bacteria, particu
larly staphylococci and sal
monellae, and she was
involved in pioneering studies
of solute concentrations within
halophilic cells.

Judith's Ph D studies
marked the Division's entrance
into microbial genetics and she
returned to Sydney to com
mence a study of the genetics
of bacterial psychrophilism.

During this latter period,
she served for many years as
honorary secretary to the
Australian Society for Mic
robiology, playing a central
role in its incorporation as a
professional society. Through
such activities she was well

known to most of Australia's
microbiologists.

In 1982, after bearing and
raising her two daughters, she
returned to CSIRO, this time
to the Division of Molecular
Biology as scientific assistant
to the Chief with a particular
brief to help with editorial
communication and patent
matters.

Her breezy and friendly
manner and her absolute com
mitment to the aims of the
Division made a lasting impact
on its staff.

For the last year of [ler life,
during the progression of the
terminal disease that she was
determined to defeat, she con
tinued to work as enthusiasti
cally, and to our outside world,
as cheerfully as ever.

Never did she complain of
her own difficulties and pain
but was always concerned for
the affairs of the Division and
its staff.

The last major task she
completed was the writing and
production of the Division's
1985 biennial report. By gen
eral concensus it is the most
imaginative and best annual
report that the Division has yet
produced and perhaps it is a
fitting epitaph to a very gallant
lady.

Vale Sta~ Johns
Dr Stau Johns of the Division
of Applied Organic Chemistry
died on the morning of 19
Angust after a prolonged ill
ness. He is survived by his
wife, Jnlie, and their three
children, Jenny, Sue and Kat
hryn.

Stan was born in Cessnock,
NSW, on 8 July, 1935, and
completed his sccondary edu
cation at Cessnock High
School. He obtained his BSc
(Hons) degree at the Univer
sity of NSW and then went as
a NSW State Cancer Council
scholar to the University of
Sydney to study for Ilis PhD
degree.

He joined the CSIRO Divi
sion of Organic Chemistry as a
research scientist on 1 July
1964 and remained with that
Division and its successors
until his death. Stan was prom
oted to senior principal
research scientist in 1978.

Stan's first paper was based
on his Honours thesis and
appeared in 1960. His 164th
will be published some time in
1987.

Stan was one of the pioneers
of nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy in Australia. He

6

has made other major con
tributions to chemistry in the
study of the structure and
function of biomembranes and
the structure and conformation
of pOlymers.

Another great contribution
to chemistry in Australia was
his ability to demonstratc the
application of various nuclear
magnetic resonance techniques
to solve diverse chemical prob
lems.

Stan was an enthusiastic con
tributor to the Royal Austra
lian Chemical Institute. His
involvement started with the
formation of the organic
chemistry division and culmi
nated in his term as honorary
general secretary from 1980 to
1984.

Stan Johns will be remem
bered for his contribution to
chemistry and to the profes
sion. However, we his col
leagues will also remember his
laughter and voice, how he
argued with us, usually pas
sionately, how he organized
things with us, was angry with
us when we messed things up,
praised us when we got it right
and all the time was loyal to us.

lan Willing
Tom Spurling

40 years
at Stowell
celebrated
Staff at the Tasmanian Reg
ional Laboratory recently
celebrated 40 years of CSIRO
occupation of Stowell, a man
sion in Hobart's historic 8at·
tery Point area.

Stowell, which was built in
1831 by Captain John Mon
tagu, a veteran of the Battle of
Waterloo and private secretary
to Governor George Arthur,
boasts a colourful history
including ghost stories and
squatters.

CSIRO acquired the site on
10 January 1946 but it was not
until August 1947 that the
squatters were evicted. As far
as can be ascertained, the first
CSIRO occupant was Mr A.M.
Olsen, of the Division of
Fisheries Research, who
occupied the flat at Stowell on
9 August 1946.

This was enough evidence
for staff at Stowell to hold a
birthday party - a dinner
attended by about 60 past and
present staff held on 30
August.

***

Dr [(eit/1 Taylor, an honorary research fellow after retiring as
Officer-m-Charge, Division or Entomology, Hobart, CLlts the 401/1
birthday cake
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The following article es a chance meeting of CSIRO
colleagnes in one of Australia's remotest spots - the far
of the Kimberley Western Australia.

The giant icked
out by Derb am and
the Aborigi unity at
Kalumburu the north-
ernmost tip of Western
Australia is about half the size
of Victoria but apart from a
few cattle stations and one or
two small Aboriginal settle
ments, is almost uninhabited.

Of the dozen or so quite
large rivers that drain the reg
ion in the wet, the Drysdale is
the largest and most remote.
The track from Derby to
Kalumbum crosses the Drys
dale roughly in the middle of
the triangle and this is arguably
the most remote spot in the
entire continent. From the
river crossing a diminishi
visible bush tra
downstream for or six
kilometres and vanishes on the
southern bank.

On T
1986, D
Division of
and Randy S 0

WA Department of

Personnel changes
con/' from 1'.1

Mecting this challenge had
ramifications for every facet of
CSIRO' operations: resource
distribution, project manage
ment, funding patterns, and
staff management - including
retraining, redeployment, vol
untary retirement and in some
instances, retrenchment.

'CSIRO faces profound
change,' Dr Boarclman said.
'Without in any way belittling
the Organization's past con
tributions to Australian indus
try and the community,
CSIRO faces a greater chal
lenge now than at any time in
its history. If we fail to meet
the challenge, I do not believe
the Organization will last to
the next century.'

Dr Boardnlan said the
Organization was in the pro
cess of adopting a more com
mercially oriented approach to
its financial operations.
Improvements included
accrual accounting, better
computer systems, financial
management training prog
rams and improved project
management.

Dr Boardman said there was
'much scope' for better project
management in the Organiza
tion: in the setting of objectives
and time-frames and the allo
cation of resources which were
commensurate with the aims
of the project, and in better
annual reporting.

State Committee visitField Days
cont. from 1'.3

The remote sensing display
will show seven ways in which
remote sensing can help rural
industIies: vegetation monitor
ing for bushfire risk assess
ment; using satellite images to
provide an estimate of final
crop yield; Micro-BRIAN for
crop monitoring and soil ero
sion mapping; prediction of
soil erosion in rangelands;
assessing fertiliser use on pas
tures; monitoring drought; and
monitoring salinity.

The computers in agriculture
display will fea ture four
CSIRO-developed computer
based farm management sys
tems, SIRATAC, SIRAG
CROP, GRAZPLAN and the
Australian Feeds Information
Centre.

The wool research display
will include demonstrations of
'biological defleecing', and a
display of woollen outfits worn
by the 1986 Australian Com
monwealth Games team, made
from yarns spun using the new
CSIRO 'Sirospun' process.

The soils and water display
will include an experimental
battery-powered device which
could offer an explanation for
the success of the traditional
art of water divining. Another
feature will be 'The Murray
Darling Hotel', at which VIS

itors will be able to taste water
samples from different sites
along the Murray/Darling
River system.

The animal health display
will give visitors a unique
chance to 'see inside' the
Australian Animal Health
Laboratory at Geelong. Staff
from AAHL will bring a model
which incorporates lights and
slides to give the next best
thing to an actual tour through
the Laboratory.

The quality of agricultural
products display will include a
demonstration of the 'Stirring
Number System', a new
method of on-the-spot mea
surement of sprout damage
which will allow more efficient
marketing of grain and help
achieve maximum returns for
growers. A new process of
removing undesirable pig
ments from edible vegetable
oils, which shoul.d prove very
valuable to oilseed processors,
will also be displayed, and
visitors will have the opportun
ity to taste biscuits made using
sunflower milk

The new plants and crops
display will include samples of
new CSIRO-developed white
and black grape varieties used
for dried fruit and wine, and
displays of wine made by
Brown Bros from 'Tarrango',
another CSIRO grape variety.
Also on display will be live
plants of a new drought-toler
ant grass just released in
Oueensland and based on
research by CSIRO and the
Queensland Department of
Primary Ind ustry .

CSIRO Medals
cont. from 1'.1

Dr lupp'); mnovative research, its
prompt and prnclical application to
natural resource systems HS well as its
successful commercialisatIOn all contri~

bute to this award of a CSl RO Medal
for 1986.

During Ius five years with the DIVI

sion of Manufacturing Technology Dr
Handing has been responsible for con
ceiVing and developing the key elements
in two projects which h,lVe Hclear lead
over existing technology <tnd promise

1

very substantial markets both in
Australia and overseas,

The first of these developments is a
high~spced industrial vision~processor

now being lTI;:lnufactured and marketed
by Vision Systems Ltd. The other is a
discrete event computer simulation pac
kage which has been applied slIccess
fully to some major new Australian
manufacturing facilities and for which a
commercial enterprise is currently being
established

Although he had no previous experi.
cnce in either technology, ill late 1981
Or Harding agreed la lead Cl. project to
develop VSLI (Very Large Scale Integ
rated cirCUIt) implementation of an
industrial vision system. 'Within a very
short time he hud developed llnd vcr-

The NSW State Advisory
Committee visited the
lIIawarra region on 24 and 25
September as part of its reg
ional awareness program.
The visit included inspections
of BHP's Cordeaux colliery,
Metal Manufactures, port
facilities and the IIIawarrra
Technology Centre.

A dinner for civic dignitaries
and business leaders was held
in the historic Gleniffer Brae
manor anel after-dinner speak
ers were member of the Execu
tive, Dr Michael Pitman, and
Rear Admiral David Martin.

Dr Susan Hayes (left) and Dr
Kevin Sheridan (right), mem
bers of the NSW State Advisory
Commiltee, with an employee
of Metal Manufactures on a
tour of the company's plant.

Wed new algorithms for connectiVIty
analysis. A world-wide mnrket survey
was commissioned and this confirmed
that these developments were well
nheflct of the existing technology and
promised significant improvement in
cost/performance when compared with
the most ndvanced systems currently
available. Vision Systems Ltd is now
marketing the "vision system.

During 1984, in response to a specific
request from PA Technology, DrHard
ing developed Cl simulation program to
model Hcomplex palletizing operation
for w.n. & H.O. Wills. Following 011

the SllCCCS!> of this work the same
approach has been up plied to a number
of large industrial systems.
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Wilderness area
under threat

habitats. We saw the area at
the end of a dry period, and
while there was still ample
water to support these feral
animals, they had eaten all the
food in the area and were
consequently dying in huge
numbers.

'The crime is the destruction
of habitat for no economic gain
but with a great deal of native
plant and animal loss.'

If you think THERMO
DATA could help you, contact
Or Turnbull or Mr Mike
Wadsley at the Division of
Mincral Chemistry, Port Mel
bourne, Victoria.

will be issued regularly.
Copies of the M-page direc

tory may be obtained through
the on-line document ordering
system or by contacting the
publications assistant at
CSIRONET. Ask for Refer
ence Manunl 53.

THERMODATA easy to use
even for non-experts. This has
been achieved with a free-form
natural language operating sys
tem, a comprehensive set of
manuals and many examples
of useful calculations. The sys
tem also provides a self-cont
ained graphics package for the
presentation of results on
graphics terminals or plotters.

Further assistance to users
of the system is provided by a
new publication edited by Or
Turnbull, entitled THERMO
DATA UPDATE, a series of
research papers covering rec
ent developments in applied
thermodynamics.

CoResearch is produced by the Public Communication Unit for
CSIRO staff. It's also circulated to a nnmber of people outside
the Organization wlto are interested in CSIRO activities.
Readers arc invited to contribute or offer snggestions for articles.
The deadliue for contributions is the last Monday before the issue
month. Editor: Liz Burden, PO Rox 225, Dickson ACT 2602.
Ph: 484479.

CSIRONET users are repres
ented, only those who entered
their names and/or addresses.
All 'MAIL users are urged to
enter their name, address and
phone number and to keep this
information up to date. Up
dated editions of the directory

The original NPL databank
has been updated and now in
cludes data from many sources,
such as the US National Bur
eau of Standards and Bureau
of Mines. There has been close
collaboration with the Euro
pean SGTE data group, result
ing in a newly revised data
bank to be available soon.
Altogether, over 8000 data
sets are available, covering
such properties as heat capac
ity, free energy, activity, vol
ume and critical properties for
a wide range of substances.
Also in preparation is a data
bank of thermodynamic prop
erties of solutions.

A bibliographic data base of
over 2000 references is already
~vailable to provide a source
of material for the solution
databank.

Efforts have been made
from the outset to make

CSIRONET has issued a user
directory for its electronic mail
system, *MAIL.

It has been produced in res
ponse to many requests from
clients, and lists users by org
anisation and surname, with a
contact telephone number.

Because it's designed for use
in conjunction with *MA1L,
the directory doesn't include
postal addresses. These may
be retrieved from 'MAIL on
line.

The first edition is based on
registration information pro
vided by 'MAIL users, Not all

Some of the rugged country in the MacDonnell Ranges.

These exciting discoveries gorges were accessible to these
were the 'icing on the cake' in animals, particularly horses
what was a very illuminating and cattle. In gorges where the
trip for Grant and Graham. horses had reached the effect
Perhaps the most important was devastating,' Graham said.
thing brought home to them 'Plants were grazed right
was the need for preservation down and trampling had
ofthis unique wilderness area. finished most of them off. It

'These habitats were isolated was tragic to think that thesc
from the impact of feral ani- animals are of interest to
mals because of their rugged nobody, yet they are permitted
topography, although some to go On destroying unique

THERMODATA anniversary
This year marks the 10th ann
iversary of one of the longest
running projects in the Divi
sion of Mineral Chemistry 
the THERMODATA system

This computer-based system
was developed by Or Alan
Tl1rnbull, based on work at the
UK National Physical Laborat
ory (NPL), in an effort to
make thermodynamics less
tedious and more useful for
evaluating chemical processes.
Over the past decade, the sys
tem has provided industry,
university and CSIRO resear
chers with a large data bank of
thermodynamic information
and a variety of application
programs, available nation
wide via the CSIRONET com
puter network.

This was one of the first
systems of its type in the world
and is still at the forefront of
international development.

New CSIRONET directory

to Home Owners on Founda
tion Maintenance and Footing
Performance'. The guide was
prepared by Or P.F. Walsh
wIth advIce from the Standards
Association of Australia Com
mittee on Residential Slabs
and Footings.

width of a full 1:250,000 map
sheet,' Graham said. 'This may
not seem too grand for har
dened bushwalkers except that
it is in a rather arid environ
ment and the range country is
very difficult walking.

'The ground is very rocky,
steep and covered with spini
fex, a very prickly grass which
has lots of unique ecological
features but is still prickly!,' he
said.

'In the high range country
we were fortunate to find many
places where Europeans, at
least, rarely if ever go. We saw
many plant species that are
considered rare or only occur
as relics in restricted habitats.

'These habitats were narrow
south-facing gorges with
perennial water. In them we
found ferns, bottlebrushes, Iil
lies and many other "high
rainfall" species.

'We also found evidence of
populations of central rock
rats - thought to be locally
extinct - and brush tail pos
sums,' he said.

The Division of Ruilding
Research believes it may have
set a record with the sale of
40 000 information sheets in
just eight weeks.

The popular information
sheet is the Division's 'Guide

Graham Griffin

A 13-day walk through the
heart of the MacDonnell
Ranges is quite an achievement
on its own. But for two CSIRO
officers it also turned np some
remarkable discoveries includ
ing evidence of animals
thought to be extinct in the
area.

Experimental scientist
Grant AlIan and senior techni
cal officer Graham Griffill,
both based at the Division of
Wildlife and Rangelands
Research, Alice Springs
Laboratory, travelled from Mt
Zeil (the highest mountain
west of the Great Divide) back
to Alice Springs.

The walk started on 2 June,
after the two were driven to Mt
Zeil. They spent their first
night on the summit of the
mountain, 4955 ft above sea
level and 3000 ft above the
surrounding plains.

Next day they proceeded to
Mt Razorback, then on to Mt
Sonder, Mt Giles and east
wards.

'We effectively walked the
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New Board
announced Wran'so

The Chairman of the Chiefs'
Committee, Dr Warren Hew
ertson, said Mr Wran had
considerable experience of the
States' initiatives in fostering
new industries. 'His pragmatic
background and record of
achievement should bode well
for the the Commonwealth
and States to initiate new ven
tures of national significance.'

A leaning towards 'industry-sized experiments' may well have
played a crucial role in the developmeut of an award.winning
pl'Ocess for manufacturing waxed corrugated-cardboard boxes.

Mr John Coleman from the Division of Chemical and Wood
Technology, inventor of the process, has taken out this year's
Sir Ian McLennan Achievement for Industry Award. The Advis
ory Council established the award last year to recognise outstand
ing cotltributions by CSlRO scientists to Australian industry.

Mr Coleman believes that wherever possible, industry tests
should have top priority.

'Finally things have to work in the real world,' he said. 'You
need to temper the scientific approach with a measure of
blacksmithing. It helps if you are an opportunist as well.'

He describes the waxing line, which produces boxes same five
times faster with less than 20 per cent of former labour
requirements and 20 per cent less wax, as an example of 'high
utility low-tech'.

The Victorian Minister for Industry, Technology and Res
ources, Mr Robert Fordham, presented the award late last month
at a ceremony in Melbourne, The award includes a commemor
ative medal and an overseas study visit.

An Australian engineering company, Andax Ply Ltd, is manu
facturing and exporting the waxing machines. The value of
machines sold so far is $5.5M and a smaller model has generated
additional sales worth more than $lM.

who can nct as a figurehead for
science and for CSIRO. Sec
ondly, there should be staff
participation on the Board.
The Government has ignored
both or these requests,' he said.
However, the association will
co-operate with the Board to
put forward the views of pro
fessional staff at the policy
making level.

'High-utility low tech' invention
earns 1988 Mclennan award

I am confident that it will not
only maintain CSIRO's tradi
tion of excellence but extend it
into manufacturing and service
areas. All members have been
appointed for their personal
abilities rather than as rep
resentatives of particular sec
toral interests.

'Neville Wran, after 10 years
as Premier of New South
Wales, brings to the chairman
ship intelligence, drive, en
ergy, deep sense of national
commitment, ability to formu
late policy priorities and to be
a highly visible and effective
spokesman for the Organiza
tion. We were fortunate to
secure his services. I

Mr Jones thanked the retir
ing members of the Executive
for their contribution to the
'rev.italisation and redil"ectipn,
of CSIRO' and the Chairman
and members of the Advisory
Council and State and Territ
ory Advisory Committees for
their 'valuable advice'.

'Fears that CSIRO will be
confined to short-term prob
lem solving as if it was a type
of superior panel-beating shop
are groundless. The commit
ment to excellence will not
only remain, it will be
enhanced.'

Dr Boardman said he bel
ieved the new Board was out
standing in terms of the
breadth of experience and
knowledge they would bl'ing to
CSlRO.

'Mr Wran as the new'Chair
man has a broad range of skills
in administrali'on and policy
formulation and has extensive
contacts with political and bus,
iness leaders. He will be ':very
valuable in CSIRO's dealings
with the bureaucracy, politic- \
ians and businessmen, are'as
where CSIRO is determined IQ
develop better comrilllnica-'
tion.

'While his experience in sci
ence and technology is limited,
I have no doubt that on his past
performances he will very
quickly grasp the key issues
involved.'

The President of the CSlRO
Officers Association, Mr Ray
Bond, said the association had
made a submission to the Gov
ernment on the appointment
of the Board.

'Firstly, the Chairman
should be an eminent scientist

jistricts. They have all been
appointed for four-year terms.

Three part-time members of
the present Executive have
been appointed to the Board
for three years. They are:
Professor Adrienne Clarke, of
the University of Melbourne;
Mr Graham Spurling, the man
aging director of Mitsubishi
Motors Australia Ltd; and Dr
Kevin Foley, a management
consultant

The appointment of the
Board follows the passage of
new CSIRO legislation thr
ough the Senate.

Mr Wran, who said he was
'delighted' with his new job,
met Dr Boardman for the first
time in Sydney late last month.
Mr Wran said the Board would
meet before Christmas to est
ablishanagenda for next year.

'The Board's primary role
will be to align CSIRO's res
earch priorities closely to nat
ional objectives. If Australia is
to survive economically it must
develop manufacturing and
service industries as competi
tive and innovative as its
agricultural and mining sec
tors. CSIRO's research is cru
cial to achieving this objective.'

'CSIRO is one of the world's
most highly regarded national
research organizations, and
one of Australia's most resp
ected public institutions. The
task of the new Board will be
to ensure that Australia gets
the greatest benefit from this
excellent resource.'

Announcing the new Board,
Mr Jones said: 'Cabinet has
chosen a very powerful Board.

The new members of the Board

Sir Gustav Nossal: One of Australia's most eminent scientists
and Director of the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute in Melbourne.
Sir Roderick Carnegie: Chairman of the Business Council of
Australia and formerly chairman and managing director of CRA
Limited.
Mr David Hoare: Chairman of Bankers Trust Australia and
AUSSAT, deputy chief commissioner of OTC (Aust) and with
considerable expertise in the service sector, banking and
communication.
Dr Tony Gregson: One of Australia's most distinguished
organic chemists and formerly an associate professor of chemistry
at the University of New England before leaving academia six
years ago to become a full-time wheat farmer.
Mr Bill Mansfield: Assistant secretary of the ACTU and
formerly federal secretary of the Australian Telecommunications
Employees Association and ACTU nominee to the Committee
of Inquiry into Technological Change in Australia 1978-80.

Mr Neville Wran.

The former NSW Premier and former Federal President of the ALP, Mr Neville Wran, has been
appointed to head CSIRO as the part-time Chairman of the new corporate-style BOllrd_

Mr Wran and the eight other
part-time members of the new
Board, which includes a mix of
scientific and business skills,
took up their positions on 5
December.

The Minister for Science,
Mr Jones, said the present
Chairman, Dr Boardman, had
been appointed acting full-time
Chief Executive, pending ad
vice from the Board on a
permanent appointment.

The new Board members
include the head of the Waiter
and Eliza Hall Institute of
Medical Research, Sir Gustav
Nossal, and the Chairman of
the Business Council of
Australia, Sir Roderick Car
negie. Sir Gustav, Sir Roderick
and Mr Wran have been app
ointed for five years.

The other new Board mem
bers are Mr BilIMansfield,
assistant secretary of the
ACTU; Mr David Hoare, the
Chairman of Bankers Trust
Australia; and Dr Tony Greg
'500 1 an organic chemist and
farmer from Victoria's western
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Big market expected for pump
A CSIRO-invented industrial pump which will find worldwide
application in the mannfacture of silicon chips and scientific
instruments was shown to the November meeting of the CSIRO
Executive. Story and plloto on page seven.

logers and others seeking Ulti
mate Truth. This army descen
ded on the town of Gordium,
widely rumoured to give much
gold to scholars. But the way
was barred by a rope across the
road, with a large and intricate
knot of Social Relevance in its
centre. An aged sage in atten
dance told them the only ones
worthy to untie the knot would
be those whose studies had the
greatest social relevance, as
defined by zealots of the far
left and of the far right.

Despair was written on every
face as they examined the
knot. Then their leader cut
through it with his sword.

CSIRO needs the effrontery
to tell society that a lot of
research will not have much
apparent or forseeable rele
vance, but that such studies
should be snpported anyway.
There will always be some pro
jects that can attract external
funds, but there will also be
others that have no chance of
doing so. It is difficult to sce
how astronomy, for example,
could be funded by gronps
with commercial gain in mind.
Most projects in CSIRO fall
between these two extremes.

As they say in the army,
time spent on reconnaisance is
rarely wasted. CSIRO is eng
aged in discovering more about
the natural world. A small part
of this research will result in
discoveries of spectacular prac
tical value. Much research will
be useful to some extent. Some
will never be of any practical
value. How do we tell which
research will be a winner? If
we knew that we wonld not
need to do any. Cont. on p.7

tions. An increased incidence
of occupational overuse inj
uries and postural disorders
have been reported by staff
spending long periods observ
ing, dissecting, etc.

The consultant has been
asked to produce a 'code of
practice' which will highlight
equipment, furniture and oper
ational aspects designed to
minimise health risks to staff.

Resnlts are expected to be
available early in 1987.

Gary Knobel
Manager OHS

Farewell
The unit will be saying good

bye to Dr Cherilyn Tillman in
mid Januaary. Cherilyn is leav
ing to take up the newly creat
ed position of OHS manager
at Monash University.

Her experience and highly
professional approach to occu
pational hygiene and OHS
matters in general will be
sorely missed. Maybe staff at
our Clayton divisions will be
able to keep in contact with
Cherilyn in her new domain.

for approximately eight years.
Philip's (and the editor's)

knowledge of this service sugg
ests our advertisi ng has not
been successful. May I indicate
tbat our garments are of high
est qnality and the logo (see
below) has been enthusiastic
ally accepted by CSIRO mem
bers and visitors, especially
overseas visitors.

If Philip and other readers
would like to contact us we
would be happy to supply as
many garments as requested.

RH Smith
Division of Textile Industry

•et\(.e tor AilS/ri/I.'
e,(.~ 1~

of divisions have already com
menced their own andiometry
program.

Two Year Follow-Up Review
A follow-up review of the

OHS area has been completed
and will be presented to the
Executive (Board) early in the
new year. The 1983 review
committee, chaired by Profes
sor Craig, presented a bluep
rint for improved occupational
health and safety within
CSIRO. Much has been ach
ieved in the interim with form
ation of new OHS committees,
improved staff consultation,
etc. The follow-up review
does, however, highlight a
number of key management
and resource areas where
further action is required.
Copies of the review will be
circnlated to all divisions and
units as a basis for further
action.

Microscopy Study
A consultant ergonomist is
being engaged by the OHS
unit to study a variety of
CSIRO microscope worksta-

Dear Editor,
Some of you might be interest
ed in this version of the story
of the Gordian knot.

Once upon a time, long,
long ago, there was a large
group of philosophers, alch
emists, mathematicians, astro-

Letters
to the
EclitOl-

Fred Lowson
Headquarters

A Noisy Lot
At the recent seminars on
hearing protection, staff of the
Occupational Health and
Safety unit and many divisions
were surprised at the extent
and variety of noisy areas
within divisions. Apart from
obvious areas such as work
shops, operations involving
sample grinding, feed prepara
tion, etc, generated noise
levels often in excess of 115
dBA - about equal to jet eng
ine noise!

With the recent issue of the
CSIRO hearing conservation
policy, the scene is now set for
a concerted effort towards
identification and control of
noise at work.

We must all remain aware,
however, that noise from rec
reational sources snch as rifle
shooting, hi fi equipment and
rock concerts all add to our
total noise exposure. Noise
induced hearing loss is insidi
ous and irreversible.

Audiomctric testing of staff
in at-risk areas (and other staff
by invitation) will start in JI!ly
next year, although a number

Health matters

Dear Editor,
fn reply to Phi lip Sharp's letter
(CoResearch no. 296) re.
CSIRO logo, the Division of
Textile Industry Social Club
bas been providing a windche
aterfT-shirt with CSIRO lngo

Dear Editor,
I had no idea when reading a
press cutting earlier this year,
describing how scientists cry
'Eureka' at the moment of in
sight, that I might one day
have cause to hope for such an
event to happen.

I was advised recently that
one of my grandsons had
Duchene muscnlar dystrophy
(DMD), a genetic disorder.
The only hope for DMD suffer
ers and their families is that a
research breakthrough occurs.

Being an employee of
CSIRO, I am aware of CSIRO
scientists' achievements and I
tbought, perbaps naively, that
a letter in CoResearch may
lead to consideration of the
DMD problem in 'off-duty'
moments by my scientific 'col
leaglles', thereby increasing
the chance of a solution being
found.

dedication of the successive
Australian project leaders, and
to the two main champions of
the project throughout, Profes
sor Hutasoit (now junior Min
ister for Agriculture) and Dr
Ken Ferguson.

The research output of the
laboratory has continued to
grow steadily with the return
of Indonesian scientists after
training in Australia. CSIRO
can be proud of its achieve
ments in providing Indonesia
with a first class animal produc
tion research facility It is
important, however, that the
strong links of goodwill,
friendship and co-operation
which have been built between
CSIRO and Indonesian scien
tists be maintained by regular
contact.

Dr Ferguson and I were
given a very great honour in a
traditional North Sumatra
Butak ceremony when beauti
ful hand-woven capes (ulos)
were presented and placed on
our shoulders by Professor
Hutasoit. The talented Indone
sian staff of the laboratory
provided an evening of great
entertainment in honour of the
departing Australians, includ
ing a legend play, dancing and
singing, with a moving rendi
tion of auld lang syne.

***I would like on behalf of the
Organization to express my
appreciation of the outstanding
contributions made by part
time members of the Executive
to the performance of CSIRO.
Over the years we have been
extremely fortunate in being
able to attract outstanding
Australians, leaders in their
own fields, to serve in the
Execntive and give their valu
able time to contribute both
inside and outside Executive
meetings.

I would also like to pay trib
nte to the valuable work of the
Advisory Council and State
Committees, and the contribu
tions they made to debate on
important issues in CSIRO
and to the decision-making
process.

I wish all staff very best
wishes for Christmas and the
New Year.

/~~

A cola.nn by
Or Keith
Boardman

Recently, I had the opportun
ity to have discussions with Dr
William Miller, the President
of the Stanford Research Insti
tute (SDI) and attend his add
ress to a reception hosted by
the Business Council of Aust
ralia and the Australian Sci
ence and Technology Council.

The main theme of his add
ress bore a remarkable resem
blance to the prophetic views
expressed by our Minister in
Sleepers, Wake, and expound
ed forcibly by him over several
years.

The world economy has
moved from a resource base to
a knowledge base, with the
message that no country today
can effectively shield itself
from world economic trends.
There is increased emphasis on
human capital and new know
ledge with research becoming
more important, but with the
need to move basic research
more quickly to the market
place. The rapid advances in
science and technology and the
increased competition between
countries mean that technol
ogies are outdated more rapid
Iy, and major retraining of the
workforce, including scientists,
is necessary. Dr Miller men
tioned that the private sector
in the USA is spending more
on training and retraining than
does the higher education sec
tor.

Dr Miller said it was impor
tant for the private sector to
increase its R&D, both intra
mural and extra-mural. If this
is valid for the USA it is
certainly a vital necessity for
Australia with its low level of
private sector R&D. Dr Miller
considered that a role for gov
ernment was to join with the
private sector in making avail
able accessible technologies.

***It was a pleasure for me to
revisit the Project for Animal
Research and Development
(PARD) near Bogor, Indon
esia, but there was a measure
of sadness in taking part in a
closing ceremony and tree
planting (a eucalypt) to mark
the end of the direct involve
ment of CSIRO staff after 12
years in the ADAB-funded
project. Warm tributes were
paid to the contributions and

From the
Chairman
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At the forefront of major advances
in Australian marine science

Wonlbats and Bunyips among
new ocean research tools

The Submersible Data Logger in use for fisheries research. Photo:
Thor Carter.

***
This feature is designed to
present a cross-section of
activities at Oceanography
and is not intended as a
directory to the Division's
research.

Released commercially

The SDL was released com
mercially in 1986 and is already
proving useful to scientists,
including researchers in the
Antarctic, environmental con
sultants and government depa
rtments concerned with rivers,
water supplies and fisheries.

The WOMBAT (Weather
Ocean MonitOJing Buoy with
Argos Telemetry) is a new
type of marine meteorology
buoy. The first one has just
entered service and is another
example of Australia's poten
tial to produce more of its own
marine equipment.

Several instruments developed recently by the Division have
attracted both natioual and international interest. Tlte Division
has a policy of actively pllrsning commercialisation of instrumen
tation or techniqnes developed for research pnrposes.
The Submersible Data Logger The original design from the
(SDL), a versatile instrument Woods Hole Oceanographic
for. measuring several. impor- Institution in the United States
tant water variables including was modified for Australian
salinity and temperature, is conditions. It is discus-shaped,
now being manufactured com- three metres in diameter, with
mercially by Yeo"Kal Elec- a closed hull and central well
tronies of Sydney. The SDL, a for carrying instruments and
sealed cylinder fitted with sen- batteries.
sors, can withstand harsh env- The WOMBAT is more sta
ironments and permanent ble and durable than other
immersion. buoys in use in Australian

It transmits data and charges waters, especially in areas with
its batteries inductively, thr- strong currents.
ough a plastic case. As a result, The Division has continued
the unit needs to be opened the' Australian theme' with
only when sensors are being BUNYIP, a towed instrument
fitted for different applica- for making rapid measure
lions. This minimises the cor- ments of ocean turbulence. It
rasion problems of more con- can travel at greater depths
ventional instruments and the than any similar instrument
necessity for trained operators, and is programmed to move in
power supplies and the other an undulating, saw-tooth flight
paraphernalia that usually path, which enables scientists
makes field measurements ex- to obtain horizontal as well as
pensive, difficult and prone to verticle profiles of the water
failure. column.

Freely falling instruments in
general use only provide verti
cal profiles of the water column
- and they are also very time
consuming to retrieve.

Development of BUNYIP,
which has just had its first
trials, has put Australia at the
forefront in the study of small
scale oceanic processes.

Dr Trevol' McDougall, right, senior research scientist in the
small-scale ocean processes section, and Mr Alex Papij, DlC
electronics, examine Bunyip equipment on deck of RV Franklin
before the first trials in August this year.

of Australian regional seas,
and chemical oceanography,
which deals with the charac
terisation of water masses and
chemical processes in the
oceans.

The Division conducts
research throughout the Aust
ralasian region. Current areas
of investigation include the
equatorial western Pacific Oc
ean, the Coral and Tasman
seas, Bass Strait, the Indian
Ocean off Western Australia,
the Timor Sea and the Gulf of
Carpentaria.

The Division of Oceanog
raphy is young in years, but
what it lacks in age is made up
for in the enthusiasm of its staff
who have come from many
parts of the world to contribute
to, and derive benefit from,
what is regarded as one of the
most productive and challeng
ing periods in the history of
Australian marine science.

D,. Angus McEwan

As the principal civilian
institution in Australia capable
of large-scale oceanographic
research in the field, particular
responsibility is taken for stu
dies beyond the charter, capa
bility, resources or expertise of
other national organisations.

There are two major prog
rams: physical oceanography,
involving studies of the proper
ties, structure and movement

Oceanography is one of the newest divisiolls ill CSIRO. Its creation in 1981 arose Ollt of the
recognition of the urgent need for improved understanding of the hllge area of ocean (more than
seven million square kilometres) for which Australia became responsible followillg the declaration
of' the 200 nautical mile Australian Fishing Zone ill 1979.

This need had been highligh
ted by a number of high level
Federal Government commit
tees on marine science in the
late 1970s, and by the CSIRO
Ocean Sciences Review Com
mittee, which recommended
the separation of the former
Division of Fisheries and Oc
eanography into two divisions.

CSIRO's involvement with
marine science dates back to
1936 and the establishment of
a fisheries section. In the early
1950s the Division of Fisheries
enlarged its work to include
physical and chemicRI observa
tions of the ocean, and a Div
ision of Fisheries and Oceanog
raphy was formed in 1956. This
continued until the separation.

The two divisions moved
from Cronulla to new Marine
Laboratories on the Hobart
waterfront during an 18 month
period beginning early in 1983.
At the same time, funds were
provided for a multi-purpose
research vessel, the Franklin.

The Marine Laboratories
now comprise the Division of
Oceanography and the Divi
sion of Fisheries Research,
which have separate scientific
identities but share support
facilities.

CSIRO designated oceanog
raphy a high priority growth
area from 1980-84, and the
division is now Australia's
principal deep-sea oceanog
raphic research facility.

It is headed by Dr Angus
McEwan, a Fellow of the Aus
tralian Academy of Science
and Australia's delegate to the
Scientific Committee of Oc
eanic Research (SCOR). Bef
ore his appointment as the
foundation Chief, Dr McEwan
was a chief research scientist in
the Division of Atmospheric
Research.

The Division of Oceanog
raphy employs 81 scientific
and support staff.

CSIRO meets Australia's
main need for civilian oceanog
raphic research in coastal,
open and oceanic waters. The
work provides information
essential for territorial man
agement, resource develop
ment and commercialisation
and technology transfer (in
cluding marine instrumenta
tion, space technology and
numerical modelling). Fish
eries, offshore construction,
pollution control, navigation,
climate research, defence and
search and rescue operations
are among activities assisted
by the work.
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Communication group

A communication and infor
mation group established at
the Laboratories includes sci
entific assistants to two chiefs,
a scientific editor, a graphic
artist, illustrator and photo
grapher from the illustrations
section and representatives of
the Bureau of Information and
Public Communication and the
CSIRO regional laboratory in
Battery Point, Tasmania.

Communication is very
much a two-way affair and the
Division is building on the
solid foundations laid in the
past two years to ensure that
the community benefits from
the increased CSIRO presence
in Tasmania and, at the same
time, that the Organization
fosters input and advice from
loutside concerns',

Extensive media coverage
of Divisional activities this year
has included a segment on the
ABC Quantum program, a
series on the ABC Radio Sci
ence Show, stories in national
daily newspapers and speciality
publications, plus frequent
reports in Tasmanian news pap
ers, ABC and commercialtelc
vision and radio.

Development of the complex
in its conspicuous location,
and the influx of personnel to
Tasmania, has highlighted in
the State the role and work of
CSIRO around the nation.

In line with this increased
awareness, the Division has
adopted a higher profile in
terms of community interac
tion. Journalist Jennifer
Pringle-Jones, who has rep
resented Tasmania in various
capacities both in the media
and in organisations such as
the National Australia Day
Council, was appointed in Feb
ruary 1986 as the Division's
first full-time communication
officer.

Closer links are being dev
eloped with local, State and
Federal governments, indust
rial and commercial sectors of
the community through events
such as decision makers' func
tions. Small groups are invited
to visit key research areas and
to meet CSIRO staff associated
with the programs. On a wider
scale, the Marine Laboratories
were opened to the public for
the first time in October this
year. As a result, at least 6000
people are more familiar with
research being conducted in
the complex.

The Division's headquarters occupies a prime site on the Hobart
waterfront and architects from the Federal Department of
Housing and Construction who were responsible for the futuristic
design of the four new bUildings paid special attention to the
need for harmony with the nearby sandstone structures and
historic environs.

Offshore oil and gas produc
tion, shipping and fishing are
major industries that rely heav
ily on knowle(lge of oceanic
conditions on Australia's conti
nental shelves.

While most research groups
within the Division have links
with various sectors of the
maritime community, the
oceanographic applications
group is the major formal
interface with maritime indus
try. The most important com
ponent of its work comprises
the development of numerical
models of several areas of the
Australian continental shelf
such as Bass Strait and the
North West Shelf.

These models, which pro
vide predictions of currents
and sea levels associated with
tides, winds and storms, are of
considerable benefit to the
offshore oil and gas industry.
They also find application in
the investigation of environ
mental problems caused by oil
spills and ocean fallouts.

The group hopes to further
strengthen the Division's links
with maritime industry, and a
number of initiatives are being
pursued.

The CS/RO Marine Laboratories, Hobart.

New initiatives
to boost links
with maritime
industry

'Yes, 1101 whatdo YOlldo?'

RV Franklin

When the going gets tough there are always some lighter
moments to recall.

During open days at the Marine Laboratories in October this
year some staff members were left wondering just what their
work really involves. The following 'gems' are among the
questions and statements with which they were confronted."
'And do you do any research here?'
'I guess that doesn't work because it's man-made.'
'Where can 1 get cheap test tubes?'
'How about putting these young children in suspended anima
tion?' (During a particularly busy period)
'Who would like to see my photo of 1929 whaling - one of me
drinking a cup of tea on a whale's back?' (This enquirer was
referred to Fisheries Research).

The Oceanographic Research Vessel Frallklill is the pride of the CSIRO fleet. She was
commissioned in 1985 and is operated by the Division of Oceanography, with Hobart her home port.

Built at a cost of $12.2 of watcr masses in the eastern
million by North Queensland Coral Sca, changes in the
Engineers and Agents Pty Ltd earth's magnetic field between
of Cairns, the Franklin is a the continent and the ocean,
national facility available to all and currents off eastern Aust
marine scientists investigating ralia and in the Tasman Sea.
Australia's oceans. In 1987 she will participate in

She is managed by Assoc- a multi-disciplinary study of
iated Steamships Pty Ltd of the Lecuwin Current off West
Melbourne, with cruise sched- ern Australia.
ules and scientific programs Work areas include a wet
determined by an independent laboratory, chemistry lab, bio
National Facility Steering logy/general purpose lab, oper
Committee. ations and computer rooms.

The 55 metre vessel has fac- electronics workshop, photo
ilities for 12 scientific and/or graphic darkroom, drawing
support staff and 14 officers office and library.
and crew. Franklin is eqnipped with an

Designed specifically to extensive range of state-of-the
meet Australian requirements art equipment, including an
for a flexible, multi-purpose Acoustic Doppler Current Pro
oceanographic research plat- filer, a powerful scientific com
form, the Franklin works puting network and a high acc
mainly in the nation's territo- uracy Global Positioning Sys
rial waters. However, her tern. There is also an INMAR
range of 7500 nautical miles SAT satellite communications
(14 OOOkm) also enables her to system which receives sea sur
work in equatorial and sub- face temperature images pro
antarctic latitudes. cessed by the Division's satel-

During her first year of lite ground station in Hobart.
operation, she was involved in With the aid of these images,
a joint Australian-American Franklin now can be directed
Western Equatorial Pacific to surface features of interest
Ocean Circulation Study, stu- revealed by imagery - another
dies of the deep bottom fauna advance for what is already a
of the Barrier Reef Shelf and high technology.vl:ssel.ofwhich ~"'!!!'~!I!!!~~~~~~IIIIIIIII!!!!_~
adjacent Coral Sea, the origin theDivision is justifiably proud.

'The~ride of the/fleet'avaluable
facility for marine scientists
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For some time the US, Aus
tralia and France have inform
ally operated a co-operative
program with merchant ships
from which expendable instru
ments are deployed to record
ocean temperatures to several
hundred metres depth. How
ever, this program suffered
from lack of a reliable res
ource base. This will be rectif
ied as a result of the new
agreement, and plans for the
future include the establish
ment of an international centre
for the archiving and analysis
of data from the program.

An international workshop
was held in the Division at the
end of November to plan fur
ther development of the volun
teer merchant marine observer
network.

Many studies indicate that
heat storage in the upper ocean
is the factor that controls the
Southern Oscillation, a global
seesaw in air pressure with its
ends in the eastern and western
Pacific. When this is coupled
with El Nino, characterised by
the warming of normally cold
water currents off the South
American coast, there are dis
astrous climatic changes in
many parts of the world, inc
luding drought in Australia.
The last episode in 1982/83
caused nearly $4 billion dam
age iriAustralia and $12 billion
worldwide.

of Scientific Unions, Inter
governmental Oceanic Com
mission and the World Met
eorological Organisation have
organised a major lO-year
Tropical Ocean Global Atmos
phere Program (TOGA). Bet
ween 1985-94 scientists from a
number of countries, including
Australia, the United States
and France, are studying temp
erature changes in the ocean to
increase understanding of the
cause of Qscillations of the
ocean/atmosphere system, and
to gauge the predictability of
the system.

The Division is participating
in TOGA by collecting sea
level observations at stations
in the tropical oceans, espe
cially around Papua New
Guinea, and sub-surface temp
erature observations along
merchant shipping routes,

It has signed an agreement
with the NOAA Office of
Climate and Atmosphere Res
earch aimed at co-ordinating
international efforts involving
the ocean temperature observ
ing network,

***

CO-Ol)erative program

One of the objectives of the
large-scale oceanography and
climate program is to under
stand why sea temperatures
vary in our region.

The International Council

The oceans strongly affect climate - and Austmlia's climate is very sensitive 10 the temperature
of the surrouuding oceaus.

The sea and atmosphere act
strongly on one another in the
tropics and this is believed to
play a major role in year-to
year variations in the earth's
climate.

Sea/atmosghere interaction has
profound enect on our climate

Members of the chemical
oceanography group trace the
origins and movements of
water masses by the use of such
chemical marks as nutrients
and metals. This is useful,
among other things, for studies
involving the recruitment of
southern bluefin tuna larvae
of the North West Shelf and
investigations of water-maSs
movements in the TasmanSea
in relation to the recruitment
of lobsters and crayfish.

The"Division is involved 'in
the development of specialised
techniques for measuring com
pounds at ultra-trace levels,
and in studies of the sources
and fates of organic comp
ounds in coral reef and Antarc
tic waters and sediments. In
this section, scientists examine
the ways different bacterial
groups degrade natural and
pollutant compounds.

The information obtained
by chemical oceanographers is
directly relevant to studies of
physical, biological and geo
logical processes.

Jennifer Pringle-Jones, left, and Brita Hansen - a graphic artist
in the illustration section - discuss the work involved in
preparation and erection of a two metre high model on oceanog
raphy alld applications of research in Australia. The display was
made for the open days at the Marine Laboratories and is now a
permanent fixture in the complex.

Chemical oceanographers
study the fundamental proces
ses that affect the distribution
of chemical compounds and
elements found in different
water masses.

Most of the compounds of
interest are present in seawater
at such low concentrations that
highly sophisticated equipment
and techniques must be used
to collect and analyse samples.

Current research topics in
clude studies of the effects of
varying concentratiOIisoftrace
metals, inorganic nutrients and
organic compounds on the pro
duction of new biomass in the
sea. For example, trace metals
can be either nutrients or toxic
to marine life, depending on
concentration and speciation.

Other work involves the use
of chemical constituents of
marine organisms to trace
food-chain relationships, and
elucidation of the structure of
dissolved organic carbon in
seawater and the effects of this
carbon on the growth of
phytoplankton.
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It is generally well known that
remote sensing plays an imp.
ortant part in the mapping and
management of tlte Australian
continent.
What is probably less well
known is that data from envir
onmental satellites are revol
utionising knowledge of ocean
currents around Australia bec
aus<cgftlwirunriyalled ability
to provide··extensive spa tial
and temporal coverage.

The Division of Oceanog
raphy has developed a remote
sensing facility to receive and
process data from advanced,
very high resolution infra-red
radiometers on board the
NOAA series of satellites,
from geostationary meteor
ological satellites and from the
Nimbus 7 spacecraft operated
by NASA. Nimbus 7 carries a
Coastal Zone Colour Scanner
(CZCS) which senses subtle
changes in the colour of ocean
waters, enabling scientists to
correlate information on the
chlorophyll content in the sur
face layer with biological activ
ity.

Information from the
NOAA satellites includes data
relayed from drifting buoys
and emergency beacons.

The infra-red NOAA im
ages, produced as coloured
maps covering thousands of
square kilometres of ocean at
one time, show variations in
the sea surface temperatures
of as little as 0.2 degrees C,
and features such as eddies,
currents and fronts can be
clearly distinguished.

The infra-red images are
being used for an increasing
number of applications by a
wide variety of people, includ
ing oceanographers studying
ocean currents, marine biol
ogists studying ocean prod
uctivity, fishermen and
yachtsmen.

DiV.iSion fe~'IPI~A;~ft;

Remote sensing
revolutionises
knowledge of
ocean currents

profileI' is being built to log
temperature and depth on a
probe that is lowered by a
small solar-powered winch
twice daily to a depth of lOOm.
On its return to the surface,
the probe will transfer data to
the buoy's microprocessor sys
tem via an inductive link. It
will be charged in the same
way. Tilis link was developed
for the Submersible Data Log
ger designed by the Division.

Tl1irty-five torpedo buoys
have been used from the
tropics to the Southern Ocean,
with 30 being deployed in a
joint CSIRO/RAN study of
the East Australian Current
from 1985-87.

Then there was the occasion when the oil-fired stove in the
galley caught fire. George reports that the pilot was very cool
and collected, and when the smoke became too thick in the
wheelhouse he simply opened all the portholes while contin
uing to say things like 'steer eight zero'.

George has played an important role in the development
of satellite-tracked buoys and is one of the investigators for
the 1986/87 Lceuwin Current Interdisciplinary Experiment
(LUCIE). This has three aims: to better describe the current
and to understand the processes that drive it, its role in the
combined ocean/atmosphere system and in the life cycles of
conunercially-important marine species, and to build math
ematical models far current predictious,

Moored instruments and drifting buoys are being used
extensively for LUCIE and, as Fred points out, the Division's
assets - including 40 current meters, 13 acoustic releases,
eight tide gauges and two automatic weather stations worth
a total of more than $850 000, are a far cry from the main
equipment of a decade ago - 10 current meters built by the
Division at a cost of $600 each.

Times have changed in other ways too. It's hard to believe
that one vacancy could be advertised and three people would
get the Job.

That is what happened, though, back in 1969 when a copy of
Nature carried an advertisement for the Division of Fisheries
and Oceanography. A physicist or mathematician was
required for studies of the East Australian current, and Stuart
Godfrey, Gearge Cresswell and Dave Webb all applied for
the position.

'It had the ring of come and see the world,' said Stuar!.
'To our surprise we were all taken on board. 1 concentrated
on theory, GeOl'ge on observation, and Dave, who later went
to the UI<, did tidal work.'

In those days Stuart was among only three oceanography
theoreticians in Australia. Counting students, there are now
about 50 around the coutinent. As principal research scientist
in the large-scale ocean dynamics and climate program, Stuart
has a key role in one of the Division's most important areas
of research,

The buoys, which have ev
olved over the ycars into a
torpedo shape, are locked to
the occan currents by para
chute sea anchors or drogues
at tile end of 50m tether lines.
Thc transmitters for the buoys
are bought from France and
the circuits for solar charging
the batteries and for tempera
ture measurement are design
ed and built in the Division in
Hobart.

Pressure sensor

It is planned to add an at
mospheric pressure sensor as a
module to the present buoy. In
addition, a prototype drifting
buoy incorporating a vertical

What is youth without experience? Five Divisional members
who have seen and contributed to many of tile changes over
the years are George Cresswell, Stuart Godfrey, Jim Dal
Pont, Dave Crooks and Fred Boland. They have served a
combined total of 114 years, and their areas of expertise
include buoys, moorings. chemical analysis and computers.

David and Jim were the first to join oceanographic ranks,
back in the late 1950s. Jim worked as a technical assistant in
the hydrology section of the Division of Fisheries and Ocean
ography in Cronulla, where he analysed samples of seawater
for chlorinity, oxygen and nutrients. Later he moved to the
chemistry section where work over the years has included
method development and analysis of suspended matter in
seawater , investigations of mercury in thp food chain and
methods of determining this element in seawater, studies of
metals and nutrients in pure water and, currently, determina
tion of the copper complexing capacity of seawater.

Dave started computerising the data processing in the
hydrology section at Cronulla in 1958 and when computers
became more generally used he changed from data processing
to giving program advice.

The first computer he worked with had 2000 words of
memory and a card punch. Today, the equipment has eight
megabytes of memory and discs with several hundred mega
bytes of store.

His main project at the moment involves programming
eight microcomputers for data logging on board RV Fral1klin.
He hopes to have an acceptable version within a month.

George, now a principal research scientist, and Fred, who
heads the buoys and moorings section, have shared a number
of experiences, especially during cruises on RV Sprightly
during the 1970s. It was an important period that resulted in
improved understanding of the Leeuwin Current off Western
Australia and the East Australian Current, but some of their
anecdotes also are worth recording. Fred has the distinction
(and the considerable envy of his colleagues) of never missing
a meal, whatever the weather conditions, for the entire 11
years of the Sprightly charter.

Left to right, Gearge Cresswell, Sluart Gadfrey, Jim Dal Pant, Dave Crooks and Fred Baland.

The program began in 1972
when a CSIRO spar buoy carr
ying a transponder was tracked
by the French 'Eole' satellite.
From 1975 thc tracking was
done by NASA and since 1980
it has been done by the French
'Service ARGOS'.

The buoys have been used
with notable success to reveal,
among other things, the dyn··
amics of the Leeuwin current
and the eddies of the East
Australian current system.

The Division uses buoys
tracked by satellite to reveal
ocean current patterns and to
relay environmental iuforma·
tion.

Satellite technology keeps tabs on ocean buoys
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benefit, but we in our turn
have benefited from experi
mentation in the past, by
people now long dead.

The problem is to connect
such an idea with short-term
politics. David Erskine

Centre for Irrigation and
Freshwater Research

A Division of Radiophysics and CSIRO Bookshop
production
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The result of more than 15 years' blood, sweat and tears, the
pump was presented to the Chairman, Dr Boardman (centre) by
the international marketing manager of the US scientific
instrument company, Varian Associates, Mr Kirk Nelson (left)
and one of the three inventors, Mr Eck Bez.

CSIRO will be paid a royalty of nearly six percent on the
pump, which will be manufactured in the US by Varian. It is
estimated that royalty payments will grow to millions of dollars
a year when the product gains a firm market foothold in a few
years. CSIRO was unable to find an Australian manufacturer
with sufficient research capacity, business resources or marketing
expertise to commercialise the invention.

One Australian company, Repco Ltd, with which CSIRO has
successfully collaborated on other projects, tried to develop the
pump for two years, but deeidcd late in 1979 not to proceed.

The pump is expected to gain a significant share of the $100
million-a-year US market for vacuum pumps, and will also be
marketed in Europe and Asia. It was invented by Mr John
Farrant, Mr Bez and Mr Karl Balkau of the Division of Chemical
Physics. Its unique advantage is that it eliminates the need for
cumbersome and elaborate safeguards against possible leakage
of oil-derived vapours.

Vacuum pump Cont. from p.2.

Letter ConI. from p.2
If our species persists for

another million years, the
cumulative benefit of research
is so enormous as to be almost
infinite. A pay back period on
research effort of 10, 50, 100
years is nothing. We will only
live to see a tiny part of the

CSIRO's $135 000 exhibit at last month's Orange Field Days appears to bave succeeded in boosting
relations between the Organization and sections of the rural commnnity.

A conservatively-estimated 40 000 people visited the stands over the three days of the event,
and among those surveyed for their response there was 'almost universal praise'.

Research and information staff from 19 divisions participated and were on band to speak to
visitors and demonstrate various processes, such as biological defleecing of sheep.

Mr Nick Alexander, head of the CSIRO Film & Video Centre and co-ordinator of the survey
of responses to the CSIRO exhibit, said direct contact between staff and a user group, and the
presence of the Chairman Dr Boardman, generated considerable goodwill.

However, he pointed out the benefits will be 'mostly intangible'.
Project manager Dr Michael Daek said a large part of the success of the exhibit can be attributed

to its 'corporate' nature. Nine major themes were identified, cutting across divisional and institute
boundaries. These were: biotechnology, animal health, wool research, computers in farm manage
ment, remote sensing, quality of agricultural products, pests and weeds, soils and water and new
pasture and crop plants.

Here is a pictorial account of CSIRO'a largest exhibit ever:

CSIRD's largest ever exhibit
Oral1Jle Field Days a'great success'
lor the Organization
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Gellie appointed
to head SRI

New ARC science series Retirements

CSIRO display gets overseas commendation

Staff in the drawing office of the Division of Soils in Adelaide, led by David Wright, are noted for
the quality of their work. The specially coloured slides they produce for divisional scientists to use
at seminars always generate very favourable comment and requests for information about the
techniques used to produce them. Team monber Greg Rinder has taken a particular interest in
producing eye-catching displays. One of these, prepared for Stall McLeod of the Divisioll, was
judged to be the best in its section at the recent lntemational Soils Congress ill Hamburg, West
Germany. Main photo shows Greg at work, while the inset shows the winning poster display.

and information Technology
Group - Allan Foster is now
business manager of this
group, which will cover market
areas such as mining and min
eral processing, engineering
products and information
technology and electronics.
3. Communications Unit 
Nancy Patton has been app
ointed manager of this unit,
which will produce technology
transfer journals such as Tech
link and the innovation direc
tory, arrange commercial aw
areness seminars and produce
promotional materials requ
ested by divisions, other clients
and Sirotech.

The Assistant Chief of the
Division of Chemical Physics,
Dr John Willis, has retired
after a career spanning 38
years with the Organization.
Dr Willis joined the Chemical
Physics section of the CSIR
Division of Industrial Chemis
try in 1948. His early work was
on the infrared speetroseopy of
molecules but in 1958 he joined
Mr (now Sir) Alan Walsh in
developing his new technique
of atomic absorption spectros
copy. He was involved in
developing AA methods of
chemical analysis in a wide
variety of fields and assisted
many Australian laboratories
to set up and use the new
methods. Analytical atomic
spectroscopy has remained his
main scientific interest. In 1983
he was the first recipient of a
medal established by the an
alytical chemistry division of
the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute.

He has been an active mem
ber of the Officers Association
from the time he joined CSIR
and served as branch treasurer
and then chairman of the Vict
orian branch in the early 1950s.
He was the OA's vice president
and advocate between 1958
and 1962, at the time of the
work-value cases for EOs,
SSOs and engineers. He served
as president in 1970-72 and was
elected an honourary life
member of the Association.

Sirotech has announced new
structural and reporting
arrangements.

The marketing and the
technology communication
divisions have been combined
to form the marketing and
technology transfer division.

In addition, three new
groups have been formed, all
reporting to the general man
ager. These are:
l. Bio-Ag - John Grace has
been appointed business man
ager of this group, which will
cover areas such as primary
products, primary industry
processing and vaecines.
2. Minerals, Manufacturing

AATS admits live new
CSIRO· Fellows

J08n ,Jones has started long
service leave prior to retire
ment from the Division of
Radiophysics. Joan arrived on
the scene in 1974 and within a
day or two we realised a verit
able powerhouse of energy
had been installed in the gen
eral office. The frantic speed
and high accuracy of her typing
was something to marvel at. In
no time Joan became involved
with the Benevolent Fund, the
staff club, organisation of
meetings - in fact whatever
activity needed a boost around
the lab.

Her ability at setting up the
secretarial side of meetings
was noticed by various presi
dents of the Astronomical Soc
iety of Australia and Joan was
often invited to 'run the show'
at many of the annual general
meetings of the Society.

She took on the part-time
job of business manager and
increased the overseas subscr
iptions to the Proceedings of
the Society from around zero
up to nearly 300 during her
term of office recently com
pleted.

loan has served on the edit
orial staff of SANA Update
the monthly newsletter of Sci
entists Against Nuclear Arms
- since its inception in 1982.
She intends continuing in that
role during her retirement.

Dick McGee

Tile Cllairman, Dr Boardman, was amongjive CSIRO members
admittedas Fellows ofthe Australian Academy ofTecllllOlogical
Sciellces at its reeellt annllal general meeting.

The otllers elected wel'e: Dr Johll RaYlllolU1 Freney from the
Divisioll of Plant IlIdustry, Dr Albert Rovirafrom the Division
ofSoils, Dr Hari Sinllafrolll the Divisioll ofMineral Chemistry
and Dr Briall Sowel'by frolll the Divisioll of Mineral Physics.

#*#

New Sirotech arrangements

**#
CoResearch is produced by the
Public Communication Unit
for 'CSIRO staff. It's also iss
ued to a number of people out
side the Organization who are
interested in CSIRO activities.
Readers arc invited to contri
bute or offer suggestions for
articles. The deadline is the
last Monday before the issue
month. Editor: Liz Tynan, PO
Box 225 Dickson ACT 2602.
Ph: 484479.

At the International Television
Association's recent annual
Ilresentations, the second
CSIRO ConnectiOlls video was
awarded a 'Silver Mobie' for
best program in the category
'Organisational News'.

The Mobies are awarded to
programs which 'combine
creativity with high production
skills resulting in a program
that clearly and successfully
communicates the message to
the target audience'.

The ITVA will now enter
Connections and other Mobie
winners in the finals of the
International Video Festival to
be judged in Washington DC
next May.

Staft video wins
na'lional award

The ABC will launch a new television series devoted to natural
science early next year.

Called David Smith's Eal'thwatch, it will premiere on Monfiay,
16 Febrnary at 5.30pm. The 30-mi'l/(te program will be hosted
by a leading Allstralian zoologist, Dr David Smith.

Tile program will extend the scope of the current Earthwatch
docllmentary series, and will COl'er worldwide en vironmental
and consert'ation isslles, as well as present a range of natural
science topics.

Dr Warren Gellie, leader of
the integrated manufacturing
program in the Division of
Manufacturing Technology
since its inception in 1981, has
been appointed director of the
Sugar Research Institute. Dr
Gellie left CSIRO last month
to take up his post in Mackay,
Queensland.
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